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ABSTRACT

There is no home in this world for colonising peoples, but the desire
for a place or a state to call home permeates their literature. The act
of colonising is an act of dispossession, not only for the autochthonous
peoples, but for the colonising peoples too. The colonising peoples can
never regain their relationship of autochthonicity to their imperial
nation, but neither can they ever gain a truly autochthonous
relationship to the colonised land, because the founding act of
dispossession stands in their vay. The loss of autochthonous identity
and location is one vhich can never be fulfilled. There is no longer a
home to go to.

The anriety about identity and location vhich this loss produces is a
basic condition of coloniality which cannot be escaped. This amiety
about identity and location can be tracked through the prose fiction
vritings of Katherine Mansfield, Robin Hyde and Janet Frame.
Although the founding loss of autochthonicity cannot be undone or
supplemented, it can be displaced, denied, disavowed or seized and
interrogated.

Although this condition of coloniality is produced by a founding
momenl in history, the vay in vhich that condition is manifested in
the terts is not fired and transhistorical. Coloniality is displayed
differently in each of the three groups of terts eramined here.

The dynamics of disavoval characterise the terts of both Mansfield
and Hyde, but the products of this disavowal differ. Whilst the terts of
Mansfield produce the colonising subject as a discriminated subject,
the texts of Hyde produce the colonised subject as a discriminated
subject. Framds text interrogates its coloniality rather than
disavoving it and attempts to articulate the foundering moments of
individual and national identity rather than their founding moments.
Under the heSemony of multinational consumer capital, the permanent
nostalgia, vhich is the condition of coloniality, has become, also, the
condition of the vorld.
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IHTRODUCTIOT{

There is no home in this vorld for colonising peoples, but the desire

for a place or a state to catl home permeates their literature. The act

of colonising is an act of dispossession, not only for the autochthonous

peoples, but for the colonising peoples too.l The colonising peoples can

never regain their relationship of autochthonicity to their imperiat

nation, but neither can they ever gain a truly autochthonous

relationship to the colonised land, because the foundiag ad of

dispossession stands in their way. The loss of autochthonous identity

and location is one which can never be fulfilled. There is no longer a

home to go to.

The anriety about identity and location which this loss produces is a

basic condition of coloniality vhich cannot be escaped. This anriety

about identity and location can be tracked through the prose fiction

vritings of Katherine Mansfield, Robin Hyde and Janet Frame.

Atthough the lounding loss of autochthonicity cannot be undone or

supplemented, it can be displaced, denied, disavoved or seized and

interrogated.

| .Sqlol During uses lhe term 'postcolooisiag' to ideatify 'tbose conmunitios
and iodividuals vho profit from and identify themselves asheirs l.,o the vort of
colonising,'aud 'postcolonised'to ideatify 'those vho have boea dispossessea uy
that vort and vho identify vith themseives as heirs 0o a nore or less undooe
culbre' ('Postnoderaisn or Postcoloaialisn?' t^sndfEll ljJ 09st) pp.36$70, The
terns 'colonisilg,' 'postcolonising,' 'coloaised' and'postcolonised vill be used
vhere appropriate ia this thesis to oate the distioctioi vhich During outliacs.
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In some of Mansfield's terts there is a strenuous attempt to disavow

coloniality by adopting a position of European autochthonicity, but the

very strenuousness of this attempt reveals the coloniality of the terts.

The relationship betveen gender identity and colonial identity is

unstable and fraught vith ambivalences in these terts.

In Hyde's terts there is some erplicit consideration of the problems

of colonial identity, where it figures as displacement and dislocation.

when these terts participate in the production of a notion of New

Zealand national identity, the anrieties and the disavovals on vhich

the claims to national identity are founded return to undermine the

terts in other places.

Frame's terts interrogate the very notions of sense of place and

identity. In doing this they engage erplicitly vith the anrieties of

postcoloniality and postmodernism. Although the condition of

coloniality, the loss of autochthonous identity and location, has not

been cured, it has become, not just the condition of the colonising

peoples. but the condition of the nation state too. There is no

resolution of the problems of location and identity, but nov there is no

home, guite literally, in the vorld.

I vas first introduced to the prose fiction writing of Katherine

Mansfield at the age of fourteen in an English class, in an English

school, where we read 'Daughters of the Late colonel.' The story vas

in an anthology of twentieth-century English short stories. It was only

when, appetite vhetted, I borroved the eg!q!!e!e WAIIS from the

local library, that I began to develop a suspicion that Mansfield vas

not iust an English vriter. Re-reading Mansfield's stories in my first
year at university (again under the agis of tventieth-ceotury Eoglish
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literature), I became aware that Mansfield's terts 'had been (mis)read

in the lieht of vhat was understood to be English or British literature,

international modernism, landl the pli8ht of humankind in the

tventieth century.'2 Mansfield's @uvre was positioned as either

peripheral to the Bloomsbury group and the development of modernist

short fiction or the sentimental and thinly veiled autobiographical

reminiscences of the banker's daughter from Karori'

What struck me was the lack of attention to coloniality in

Mansfield's fiction and the elc€ss of attention to her life. Her Nev

Zeatand life vas documented, relentlessly, and her New Zealand life

vas discussed, relentlessly, as the source for the settings and

characters of her fiction. The specificity of its coloniality vent, by and

large, unremarked. Vhen her fiction was discussed in relation to the

development of European modernism, her coloniality x/as only

registered as a deracination which helped her to enter the modernist

condition more futly. Literary criticism in Nev Zealand, obviously. has

been more concerned vith the question of coloniality, but until the

nid 1980s. the main mitical impetuses still seemed to be either

bioeraphical or part of an attempt to identify a particular Nev Zealand

essenoe in Mansfield's terts. The maiority of critical commentary on

Robin Hyde and Janet Frame has also been governed by a similar

motivation. In the last two decades there has been a body of feminist

vritinB produced vhich investig,ates the significance of Mansfield'

2 Seamus Deane. introduction, Terry Eagleton, Frederic Jameson, aq{Edvard
Saia, tlatioaatisn. Cotoniatisn Eoa Uter*urs (Mloneapolis: Mianesoti llP, 1990),

p.tf . mane in the tert, Deane's conments ere nade io
respect of the colonial appropriatioa of-Yeets. and Joyce, but tloy seeq 

- 
!0 qe io

ir-iqi;"tiyippti.*tt i6 Ut fpes of criticet attention giveo !o Mansfield.
partiiuledy in Britaio, up to the begioning of the l9E0s,
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Hyde and Frame as women writers, but this, too, by and large

investigates the relationship between the vriters and their works.

This thesis resolutely refuses to engage in biographical criticism

because for all three writers whom I consider here, the attention given

to their lives and to the relationships between their lives and their

terts has far outweighed the attention paid to their literary telts, to

the relationship between their literary terts and other literary telts,

and to the relationship between their texts aod the wider emnomical,

social and political context. I feel this is a balance which requires

substantial redressing, I do not attempt to ansver questions about

vhether Kathleen Mansfield Beauchamp, Iris Wilkinson or Janet Frame

Clutha felt or feel at home in New Zealand. That is not vithin the

anbit of this thesis. This thesis is concerned specifically vith

analysing tertual re pre sentations.

The absence of attention to coloniality that struck me as ao

undergraduate reading Mansfield's ficlion is one that this thesis

attempts to fill, not only for the fiction of Mansfield, but for that of

Robin Hyde and Janet Frame too. It eramines the vay in vhich the

loss of autochthonicity (the loss of a home in this vorld) is registered

in the three bodies of writing. These bodies of vriting r/ere all

produced at different periods in colonial history. Within each body of

vriting this thesis eramines the specific ways in vhich colonial

identity is registered.

Given that identity and location are abstract concepts vhich are in

danger of spreading until they are so ineffably vague and diffuse that

they are unvorkable, the discussion of each body of vriting starts

vith a consideration of sense of place. In order to do this it adopts a



schema from Stephen Gray's keynote address to the 1982 Macquarie

University Conference on the Sense of Place in the Nev Literatures in

English and applies this to each body of vriting in turn. Gray's main

contention is that particular notions of identity can be read off from

particular representations of place. In the process of applying Gray's

schema to each group of terts in turn, tvo things become clear. Ooe is

the differences in the particular representation of colonial identity

between the bodies of vriting, and the other is the problems inherent

in Gray's analysis itself. The problems vhich Gray's analysis raises

(often by foreclosing on them) are then turoed back upon the terts in

a further eramination of their representations of coloniatity and its

intersection with the representation of other mmpooents of identity.

5



CHAPTER OHE

The importance of

being autochthonous

eutochthoi, o. 0riginal, eadiest koovn
iohabitants; . . , tGt, = sprutrg from that land
itselfl (Coa cise Orford Dictionary).

Introduction.

This section provides a discussion of the usefulness of stephen

Gray's analysis of sense of place in south African literature, This

discussion vill be drawn on in the rest of the thesis. I start by setting

out some of the basic terms vhich will be used in the ensuing

discussion, I then outline Gray's analysis of sense of place in south

African literature and suggest some modifications to his terminology.

Folloving on from that I mark out the possibilities for applying Gray's

analysis to New I*aland texts. I then discuss sone of the internal

inconsistencies in Gray's argument and the issues vhich they raise, the

main one of which is that the underlying dynamics of Gray's argument

work tovard establishing a state of cultural autochthonicity for the

white settler. These dynamics are repeated in some of the Nev

Tnaland texts to be discussed. I conclude by suggesting that Janet

Frame's later fiction undermines the premises on which Gray bases his

argument.



Basic terms.

This thesis defines 'home' as the satisfactory resolution of the

problems of location and identity. This definition gives the term much

wider ramifications than its primary dictionary definition of a dwelling

place or the fixed residence of a family or household vould allov.3 At

the same time, articulating this broader definition raises questions

about the relationship between the two terms 'identity' and 'location'.

The definition is not intended to suggesr that what is signified by
'home' can be neatly carved up into the two discrete concepts.

Identity and location here are presumed to be ineluctably contingent.

In this thesis identity is taken to be the product of a 'constellation'

of exteroally determined locations in relation to the material, social,

political, cultural and ideological structures within which the subject

exists.{ clearly, this statement in turn suggesLs that there are 
^

number of specific structures vhose geography (literal or

metaphorical) can be mapped out, and in relation to vhich the specific

locations which constitute a particular formation of identity can be

discussed. Again this is not to suggest the division of structures into

material, social, political, cultural and ideological is absolute or

exclusive. These distinctions are arbitrary, and because of this they

are, like identity and location, contingent. Hovever, making these

3 The Comoact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionarv. (Glasgov: Orford
University Press, t97 l), I, p.1322.

4 The term 'constellation' is taken from Toril Moi. Io summarising a model of
the self derived from psychoaaalysis, Moi vritcs of 'a multiplicity ol structures
lvhichl , . . iatersect to produce that unstable constellation the [b;rd hunanists
call the 'self , These struc[ures encompi]ss not only uacoascious serual desires,
fears and phobias, but also a host of ionflicting material, social, political aod
ideological factors of vhich ve are equally unCvare.' Serual/Tertual Politics;
Feninist Literary Theory (Loodoa: Methuen, lgsE), p.10. The ootion of iceotity
operatiag in this thesis is the antithesis of the Cartesian notion of the self,
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distinctions makes it possible to isolate individual aspects of

subiect's location around vhich to organise the discussion of

satisfactory resolution of the problems of location and identity in

prose texts of Katherine Mansfield, Robin Hyde and Janet Frame.

As this discussion is a discussion of literary texts, it will be

concerned vith exanining the representations produced in these

texts, and the way in which these representations signify. Obviously, in

accordance vith post-Saussurean literary theory, it is presumed that

these representations are governed by material, social, political,

cultural and ideological structures, signifying in terms of them as vell

as participating in producing the above mentioned structures.

All these structures are affected by the dynamics of colonialism and

post-colonialism, and if identity is defined as the product of a

constellation of erternally determined locations in relation to these

structures, then the dynamics of colonialism clearly have a role in the

structuring of identity as vell.

An Outline of Grey's Anelysis of Sense of Plece.

The sense of physical place or location and the vay in vhich its

representations are structured vould appear to be the most concrete

and therefore perhaps the most accessible starting point. stephen

Gray suggests a useful schema for discussing physical locatioo in

relation to colonial literatures.S He proposes a rough division into four

phases, giving a historical overview of the perception of place.

stephen Gray, 'A seose of Place in the Nev Literatures in English,
Particularly South African,' in A Sense of Place in the Nev Literatures in
Esrlish. ed. Peggy Nightiagele (St Lucia: U of Queeaslend Press, I9E6), pp.r-l1,
Further references in the main tert. ( Although the term vith vhich Gray
initiates his discussion is 'Nev Literatures io English' aod he focuses on Soutf,

8
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According to his division, place in the first phase is used as overseas

exotica, 'a tourist phase, eloquently descriptive, heavily italicised and

footnoted, influential in image-making' (Gray, p.6). 'lt is powerful

because it insists on unalikeness, on measuring the life out there

against the norms of back home' (Gray, p.7).

Phase two is marked by a shift in perspective 'when the colonized

vriter sees the overseas landscape from the point of view of his or her

belonging to it rather than to the motherland,' and Gray relates the

emergence of this phase not only to a 'sufficiently strong sense of the

viability and coherence of the life overseas,' and to a sense that phase

one literature is 'demeaning or clouded vith a mythological haze thal

Imakes itl unvorkable,' but also to the effects of politicisation,

predominantly in the form of nationalism, which he claims manifests

itself in textual terms by centering on the uniqueness of the new seflse

of place (Gray, p.8).

Gray suggests that the third phase only arises where a culture has:

its own self-referring use of language, its mutual
understanding of a set of infolded norms and values, its ovn
context of myth about the past and the present. . . . Phase tvo
vriters use place flamboyantly and assertively to proclaim
their literary rights; they use the landscape as a battlefield on
vhich to claim their stake lsicl. Phase three vriters value an
autochthonous readership first, for whom the advertisement of
colourful landscapes is simply ludicrous. Somehov the
familiar is never strange. The sense of place in phase three
vriting is back vhere it should be. merely part of a shared,
felt milieu, a familiar and meaningful backdrop (Gray, p.9).

African vri0ers, viCh sone nodificatioos his geaeral aaalysis of colonial and
postcolonial sense of place can be applied !o on eramioation of the changes ia
representation of place observable in Nev Zeilnd litemture .)
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He sees the fourth phase as pluralistic and synthetic,

environmentally specific and yet open-ended' 0bviously these

divisions are rough and in some senses arbitrary but this description

of a pattern of development has correspondences to that displayed in

New Zealand literature. Sense of place, as a component of location, is

certainly manifested differently in the writing of Mansfield, Hyde and

Frame and this is related to their chronological separation. The

chronological separation of the three bodies of writing situates them in

different periods of colonial and literary history.

Gray argues that 'sense of place'in South African literature changes

in direct relation to changes in the history of colonisation and that the

way in vhich 'sense of place'is represented is revealing about the s/ay

in vhich sense of colonial identity is constructed. These are the tr/o

main points which I wish to extract from Gray's argument and apply to

an analysis of New Zealand literature. If, as stated above, identity is a

product of location in relation to material, social, political, cultural and

ideological structures, and the vay in which these structures are

represented is affected by the dynamics of colonialism and

postcolonialism, then the nature of colonial identity is readable from

the way in vhich place is represented.

Modificetion of Gray's Terminology.

However Gray's analysis needs to be modified to fit the New Zealand

contert because the model of colonisation which he outlines conflates

the position of the colonising and the colonised. This leaves no space

for an indication of the ambivalences inherent in the position of the

colonial which arise from the difference betr/een these two in New

Zealand literature 
l0



Gray's model suggests an essentially bipartite structure rather than

a tripartite one. His schema implies that, although there are four

phases, there are only two positions betveen vhich identity shifts in

those phases; one can either identify vith the colonizing country, the

'motherland' of phase one, or with the colonised country in the

subsequent phases. There is no discussion in that schema of a

distinction between the European, the cotonisingrand the colonisedror

of the ambivalences inherent in any of those positions. It is

particularly significant that in a country colonised substantially by the

antagonistic exertion of force rather than primarily by the operations

of commerce and negotiation (however coercive that in itself may have

been) rhe position of the colonised is occluded in his analysis until it

emerges rewritten as a bastardised fiSure in the synthetic fourth

phase.

For the first part of the ensuing discussion, the folloving terms vill

be used in the following way: 'European' vill be used here as a term

vhich indicates an indentification with northern hemisphere, 'Old

World' values; obviously, this includes the English literary tradition,

but as I vant to imply slightly more that this, the term European is

being used rather than simply 'English'.6 The terms 'colonial,'

6 I arn thinking here of the resonaoces the tern '0ld Vodd' has from
Mansfield's use of it is her journal eotry of 22 Jnuary 1916 vhere she expresses

a desire'to nake our undiscovered country leap into the eyes of the Old World,' to
Alao Mulgan's employment of the lerm in his Great Davs in Nev Zealaod Yritiog:
'flhen a Nu* Zealandet or an Australian goes to the Old Yorld, aod especially
Britain, to seet his artistic fortune, in ninety per cenl of cases or nore he means
London.' Although this second quotatioa might iaitially apgear to be in _conflict
vith my use of the t€rm, in tharlt suggests that'0ld Yorld' moptly _'neans London,
it is th; other ten percent, tbat ertra vhich requires that Britain aeeds to be

specified vhich I am iotending to invote io my use of the app_ellatioo-European.
tig;1 oa in my discussioa of Mansfield's Europeaa storios I vill distinguish
further betveen European and English. References: Iournal of Katherine
Mansfield.22 January tglO, ed, J. M, Murry (Loodon: Constable (1927r, 19291, p'12
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'colonising'and 'white settler'will be used to identify a position which

although it has racial and cultural origins in what is European' no

longer has any autochthonous relation to the European and is involved

in continuing the process of colonising. Lastly 'colonised' vill be used

to register the position of autochthonous inhabitants of a land that has

been colonised. These distinctions, and the instabilities inherent in

them, need to be kept in mind vhen extrapolating from Gray's schema

to product a discussion of the representation of physical location and

its significanc€ in terms of colonial identity in the Nev Zealand terts

under eramination.

The Application of Gray's ltdodel to New Zealand Terts

When applying Gray's categories to New Zea\and texts, not only is

there a tripartite structure of Europeans, 'white settlers' and 'colonised'

to consider rather than a bipartite structure of a European coloniser

and autochthonous colonised, but also rather than fitting

unproblematically into the first three phases, the writinS of the three

authors to be discussed, in each case, seems to mark a transition

betveen one phase and the nert. so in the writings of Mansfield there

is definitely a sense, at times, of presenting New Zealand as elotic,

unfamiliar and dangerous, and presenting it in this way specifically for

a European audience. This is most obvious in the relatively early

stories vhich deal explicitly with New Zealand'subiect matter, for

example'The Woman at the Store', 'Ole Underwood' and 'Milliervhere

the unfamiliar is displayed as exotic by the manner in which it is

(further references to Journal io the naio t'ext);

Yritias (Yellington: Reed, 1962)' p'61,
Great Days in Nev Zealand
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narrated] A well known, but extremely problematic passage from

'The Woman at the Store'illustrates this point:

There is no twilight to our New Zealand days, but a curious

half-hour vhen everything appears grotesque - it frightens -

as though the savage spirif of the country valked abroad and

sneered at what it sav (Stories. p' I l2).8

This sentence is marked by ambivalence. Here the place is clearly

being otfered up to a European gaze and identified in terms of its

difference from a western European cultural nof m: 'sava8ery' is only

relevan[ in terms of the distance it marks from 'civilization'. Yet at the

same time there appears to be z narratorial claiming of and

identification with the place under scrutiny indicated by the

possessive pronoun attributed to the name of the country' This

suggests a position closer to Gray's second phase than his first. The

narration both ali8ns itself with the European Eaze which marks Nev

7pala11das the obiect of that Saze,and locates itself, through the use of

the first person plural, in a New zealand national identity and thereby

defines the narrator as colonial in line with the characteristics of phase

tvo writinS.

Hyde's terts can similarly be seen as straddling the divide betureen

phases. Much of Hyde's writing is overtly concerned vith her

perception of the transitional nature of the social, cultural and political

conditions of her time. Whilst the insistence on the specificity of the

descriptions of the New Zealand landscape in Hyde's texts vould seem

7 Katherine Mansfield, The Stories of Katherine Maasfield. ed. An0ony Alperc
(Auckland; 0rford University Press, 198{), pp.l09-17, 131-33 and 133-37

respectively, Furtber references to Stories in the tert'

s This is a senteoce to vhich I vilt returo several times during the course of
my discussion. 
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to locate them in the second phase of Gray's schema, the vay in which

sense of place is never strange, in which the familiar is related in

terms which confirm its familiarity, would locate her terts in Gray',s

third phase. In fact vhat represents the unfamiliar, the erotic, the

dangerous in Hyde's texts is the landscape of Australia. It is either

construed as mythic, as in the visit to the distant relatives in The

Godvits Fly. or as alien and inhospitable, as in Nor The Years Condemn,

where it is Australia vhich crystatlises the notion of Starkie's cultural

rejection. In the latter part of The Godvits Fly. Eliza's iourney to

Australia provides a marking of cultural separation, and Eliza's desire

to return 'home' is presented in terms of her desire for the familiar

elements of the natural landscapeg. Australia as a physical location is

represented as the unfamiliar and unknown to Nev Zealand's knovn

and familiar.

Frame's terts are the most difficult of the three to position with

regard to Gray's schema, not least because they were produced over a

chronological span three times that s/hich the vork of Mansfield or

Hyde covers. This means the cultural conditions in vhich Frame's terts

are produced are even more heterogeneous than those surrounding

the texts of Mansfield or Hyde. Not only this but Frame also engages

with and destabilises the very criteria on vhich Gray bases his

divisions.

Some Inherent Contradictions in Grey's Premises'

9 Robin Hyde, The GodvitsFly (AucklaodrAuctlaad UP, (1970), Nor The Years

Condemn (Auckland: Nev Tornen's Press, 19E6)' Subsequent references io the

tef,t. 
14



His description of the fourth phase, although it engages in metaphors

of physicality (he says 'our viev of place . ' should become three

dimensional'), moves as/ay from a purely geographical or landscape-

based notion of sense of Place:

sense of place is no longer a geographical condition, or a

classificatory principle. It is located at the heart of a vriter's
society, his or her class, and cultufe, and his or her very being.

imporiant only insofar as it relates to the region before the

whole (Gray, p.l I ).

In Gray's sketching out of vhat the fourth phase might be, this

statement raises problems in relation to this last category and the

previous three categories. By saying sense of place is no longer a

geographical condition or a classificatory principle but is located at 'the

heart of a vriter's society, his or her class, and culture,' Gray cuts the

ground from under his ovn feet. He does not attempt to explain this

discontinuity of premises vithin his own argument.

Up until this point, he has been making connections between

representations of place and the nature of the society vhich

represents place in that specific vay. The way in which sense of place

is represented is seen as a marker or signilier of the r/ay in vhich a

society perceives itself in terms of cotonial identity. The

representation of place is used in these instances specifically as a

classificatory principle. His final statement about the fourth phase

suggests that sense of place can now no longer function as a

classificatory principle because sense of place is now somehov beyond

representation. It implies that previously sense of place was mere

representation, that it u/as somehov chimerical, that it was divorced

frOm'the heartof avriter's society,...class and cultufe, . or...
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very being' in the earlier phases (which is in direct conflict to the

implications of his argument previous to this point), and that somehos'

in this fourth phase, sense of place is no longer reoresentation but

truth, and that this 'truth' is a product of 'lthel metaphysical ability to

synthesise.'

Bastardized vriters tike Fugard and Sepamla are interesting
not only for their English usage, but for the quantities of non-

English material they incorporate into their semantic

frameworks. In the future, perhaps, the very pluralism of the

influences upon them, and their metaphysical ability to
synthesize. will be accounted their greatest strengths( Gray,

p.tZ).

Whilst paying lip service to plurality, q/hat Gray reasserts or

privileges is the ability to synthesise and to elicit a single stable

meaning from a coherent culture, some one thing which is at the heart

of a vriter's societY.

Qur view of place. then . . . should become three dimensional,

in terms not of the way our world has been, but in terms of
the place it is likely to become. A sense of place in that fourth
phase is, accurdingly, going to have another special meaning of
its ovn. in that new configuration, vhen u/e have at last made

it our ovn. (emphasis added, Gray, p.l?).

Hovever, if in the previous three stages the nature of literary

representations of the physical environment revealed something about

the constitution of the culture by which they were produced, then this

must be true also for representations vhich come after the third

phase. Gray's metaphors give an indication of what might be at stake

in his definition of the fourth phase. He talks about sense of place in

terms of ownership, vhich when linked to his metaphors of mothering,

legitimacy and bastardization, suggest that the synthesis vhich he so

applauds is a way of legitimising the claim to the ownership of place
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through legitimising the right to representatioo of sense of place. This

is in fact contained implicitly within the model which he initially

outlines.l0

The Importance of Being Autochthonous

What is implicit in his schema is a particular relationship between

cultural autochthonicity and the transparenry of language. By its initial

silence on the subject, Gray's article implies that the function of

language is not brought into question in any r/ay vhere there is a

legitimate claim to both the motherland and the mother language, that

it possesses an apparent transparenry. In situations of cultural

autochthonicity, rather than being seen to be influential in image

making, language is regarded as a neutral medium for the rec-ording of

experience, so vhat can be deduced from this is that the apparent

transparenry of language functions as a signifier of legitimate

ovnership.

His article charts the difficulty which arises from attempting to

represent erotic lands with the mother language, difficulties vhich

result in recognition of the production of influential images and

t 0 I am thinting of the argument and tenor of Gray's vhole article, but the
ertract vhich follovs gives ao indication of the grounds for my critique 'The
mother language is no longer entirely io the mouth of the mother, and vhat the
mother gets fed back from all the corners of the post-colonial vodd is a tongue
vhich bears sone similarity to the language vhiih vas taught by her, uut lht
ve say, it is different. it is filled with the spirit of nev places. Very' vell. says the
nother, insofar as she's interested at all ia such upstar-ts, the placbs souod riev to
me, but the tune is a very old one indeed; don't call them Nlv Literatures, call
them Old Literatures in Nev Places. And then rre say bact, yell then, Old
Literatures in Nev Places, but they are in Eoglish at least. And she, if she can
!l$qr to reply-at all sayq, cau rhar English z lad ve persisr, saying, All right,
Old Literatures io a tind of Nev English they may be, bui ve sure io b-ive a giear
sense of olace. . . . and the immeasurablv great thing about our olace is that. evea

(enphasis added,
GnY'PP'J-71'
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chimerical hazes. It then proceeds to outline the way in vhich a new

'vernacular'which synthesises the language of the colonised land with

that of its mother-language is developed. The article presumes that

this hybrid or bastardised or synthetic language can portray the

synthetic culture accurately and unproblematically, and in so doing'

impties that once more language becomes a neutral medium for the

recording of experience (and is thereby absolved from involvement in

the business of image making). Since the apparent transparency of

language functions in Gray's text as a signifier of legitimate ownership,

the claim to ownership of place is thus impticitly established through

the re-established transparenry of language in his schema. I I

we'll keep your language, thank you, even thouSh it vasn't
made for our environment, but we're turning it round to mean

exactly what we do mean. and we're making it as dynamic as

possible as a fesult. And ve love our places, too (emphasis

added, Gray, p.7).

The slip in Gray's arSument betveen truth on the one hand and

possession and representation on the other suggests a continuing

anriety about language, ovnership and identity.tz One of the places

vhere this slip occurs is the very term 'sense of place', vhich allows

the distinction betveen representation of place and empirical

experience of place to be blurred. In phases one, tr/o and three,

representation is what seems to be under discussion, but in the outline

of the fourth phase experience seems to be privileged over

representation. There is, of course, a vested interest for the post-

I I Yhereas, according to Homi Bhabha's model the very metaplror of
bastardization or the condilion of hybridity described declares the operations of
coloaial donination vhich are othervise neutralized in Gray's tert. See

discussion in Ch.2 belov.

l2 In the ertractabove, this anriety is narked by the paratactical collocation

of the appropriatioa of language and the desire for (possessios of) place.
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colonisation critic in this empirical position because it is the knowledge

gained through unmediated eroerience by the colonial, which is the

grounds of his claim to ownership and identity in the face of the

spectre of the autochthonous European and the autochthooous

inhabitants crf the colonised land. The transparency of this new

synthetic (bastardised and assimilated) language is what

sim ultaneou sly gu arantees cultural autochthonicity to the post-colonial

critic and effaces the colonial appropriation of the past.

Gray's analysis can thus be seen to revolve around the importance of

beinB autochthonous. Constructing a position of 'colonial

autochthonicity' is a vay of attempting to banish the ambivalences

inherent in the position of coloniat and in doing so, to guarantee the

insecure position of colonial vith a salvific unity and coherence.l3 The

desire for a position of cultural autochthonicity can be seen in the New

Zealand terts to be discussed.

Frame's Terts Interrogete the Grounds of Grry's Anelysir.

Att Frame's texts interrogate the function of language and the later

terts examine its complicity in the process of colonisation, raise

questions about possession and ownership and destabilise the notion

of identity. The linguistic play of Frame's texts interrupts the apparent

transparency of language. Thus they call into question the grounds of

the assumptions which are present in Gray's schema and this places

them somewhere different from the position which Gray identifies for

his fourth phase.

l3 The inverted commas around the phrase 'colonial autochthooicity
intended to iqdicaCe that it is an inbereotly orynoronic constructioo.

are
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For example, as outlined above, what Gray's model also does not

allov is any more complicated relationship than a binary one in terms

of cultural identification. What Gray's model does is implicitly set up a

binary opposition of knovn and exoticrand vhat he implies is that the

exotic place has become so thoroughly knovn by its inhabitants that it

in its turn becomes the knovn. Tfhat he terms the Colony's Revenge

marks the point of reversal of this binary opposition, where the knos/n

is transposed into the exotic.l{ However, in Janet Frame's telts there

is a progression from dealing erclusively and emphatically in binary

oppositions (as in On'ls Do Cry), to the undermining and deconstructing

of those binary oppositions. Livine in the Maniototo for erample

grapples precisely with this problem of representations which cannot

be binarily classified as original and replica, known and exotic.15 That

text destabilises the idea of origin and the idea of empirical

knovledge.

In Living in the Maniototo. sense of place is always demonstrated

as a discursive construction. The reader is forced to engage with an

interrogation of the c'onventions which constitute the familiar and the

unfamiliar. The narrative takes up multiple, shifting perspectives,

which undermine the notion of unitary identity and emphasise the

relative nature of every conception of place.

14 ', . . there is avariant io lhe novel of phase tvo I've discovered in South

Africa, but it surely erists elsevhere, vhich one might label the "Colooy's

Revenge" - the novel about the upstart colooial visiting London and findiog it
abnorial, aberrant, different. filled vith the quaintest sense of place' (Gray.

p.9).

15 Janet Frane, Livins in the Maniototo ( London: The Yomen's Press, l9El),
Further references to Maoiototo in the Cext.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Bull in the Metropolis.

'it nust be the r:arest thing to be chased by a
vild bull gp aod dovn Harley Street, Fimpole
Streot, Yelbect Strest, Oueen Anne, round-and
round Caven dish Square' (Kath erioe Mansfield,
Iouroal).

Introduction.

From the previous discussion it is clear that Gray's schema is usefut

as a starting point for reading representations of place as indicators of
particular notions of cotonial identity. Hovever, what an application

of his schema to these Nev zealand terts indicates is, in fact, the

ambivalence inherent in these terts with regard to colonial identity. In
all the terts under discussion, the representation of place and vhat it
inplies about colonial identity complicate the categories of Gray.s

schema. The folloving eramination of specific terts vill shov that in
the interstices of Gray's divisions sense of ptace is unstable, identity
is unfired and divided against itsetf.

I contend that vhat is at issue in the Mansfield terts eramined in
this section is the disavoval of ooloniality and the construction of a
position of European cultural autochthonicity. I argue that this tertual
dynamic in 'The woman at the store'coupled with the hybridity of the
tert itself is vhat marts the tert as colonial. I argue that the tert
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simultaneously produces the New Zealand landscape as erotic for the

European reader and demoostrates a lwal knovledge of local place,

Because d this, subscribing to the established critical division of
'European'stories and 'mlonial stories' in Mansfield'srfiryre produoes a

reductive reading of the (inaptly named) 'colonial'terts. I suggest that

the category of 'colonial' must be seen not as ooherent and disoete,

but as fractured and fraught with ambivalence in order to produce a

less foreclosed reading of The wom an at the store.' I utilise Homi

Bhabha's theories of hybridity and disavowal to pursue my reading of

the tert.

I explore several eramples of the assertion of an autochthonously

European narrative identity in Mansfield's terts: in each case that
position is produoed by a disavovar of coloniality, and is registered by

the production of stereotypes. I take the narrative of the bull in the

metropolis as the paradigmatic erample of this prooess. Finally I
argue that in The woman at the store,' the colonising subject is
produced in the form of a stereotype in order that the narralor can

establish an autochtbonously European naf,rative identity, but that the
process of disavoval is threatened and undermined by distressing

signs of contiguity with the identity of rhe colonised subject. ln .The

voman at the store,' the only means of recuperation from the

contiguity vith the colonial is to dismiss the vhole locus in which that
identity was threatened.

Finally I argue that a similar dynamic can be seen ia a series of

stories set in Europe. Here there is an attempt to claim a position of
high European culture. To this end, other European figures are
produced as slereotypical, and so displaced from a position of high

cultural autochthonicity. The ooloniality of the terts is revealed gv
22



their very anriety to display their high European cultural

autochthonicity.
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The Lrndrcepe Represeated rr Erotic.

'The Woman at the Store' does not fit easily into just one of the

categories of Gray's schema. It displays characteristics of both first
phase and second phase vriting. I vill discuss the presence of phase

one characteristics first (and their coincidence with a particular

European literary fashion), then address the ql-presene of phase tvo
characteristict and follouring that I vill discuss the implications of the

presence of these contradictory characteristics in this tert.

As I discussed above, in phase one writing, the culturar

identification is still with the colonising country and its
representations are structured accordingly. In this story the opening

paragraph clearly vorks to establish the unfamiliarity of the landscape

in which the story is set. The landscape is represented as hostile and

inhospitable.

All that day the heat vas terrible. The vind blev close to the
ground - it rooted among the tussock grass - slithered along
the road, so that the vhite pumice dust svirted in our faes -
settled and sifted over us and vas lif,e a dry-skin itching for
growth o'it our bodies. The horsos stumbled along, coughing
and chuffing. The pack horse was sick - with a big, open sore
rubbed under the belly. Nov and again she stopped short,
threv back her head, looked at us as though she vere going to
cry, and vhinnis(. Hundreds of larks shrilled - the sky vas
slate mlour, and the sound of the larks reminded me of slate
pencils saaping over its surface. There was nothing to be seen
but wave after vave of tussock grass - patched vith purple
orchids and manuka bushes covered with thick spider webs
(Stories. p.109).

The unfamiliarity of the landscape is emphasised in several vays.

Both the inclusion of features vhich vould be unfamiliar to a European

audience (the punice dust, the manuka bushes), and the unfaniliar
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conjunction of familiar elements (larks in their hundreds, purple

orchids and thick spider webs), selve to signal difference. Similarly

the re-positioning of familiar literary tropes in an unfamiliar conteil

works to emphasise distance and difference. There is, for erample, an

immense gap betveen the quintessentialty English blithe spirit that

from heaveo poufs out its full heart in profuse strains of

unpremeditated art and the larks here whose numbers seen

threatening and whitlsymbolise dissonance; they'shrill' and are linked

vith the oppressive heat of summef rather than plots d beechen

green, or rose$ embroidered in Sreen leaves. The repositioning of this

titerary trope serves as ao 'insistence on unalikeness', precisety as aI

instance of 'measuring the life out there against the norms of bacl

hone'(Gray, p.7). So, the norms of 'back hone'vhich allow the tert to

produce its erotic effects are the norms of the northern hemisphere.

The particular way in which the tert displays faniliarity and

difference renders the eroticism available to a specifically Europeao

audience.

The tert has a European audience in mind. It uras vritten for the

English periodical Rhythm and replaced a fairy tale vhich had been

rejected as unsuitable for that magazine's tessatura.l6 'The Woman at

the Store' then, is clearly a calculated response to the literary

imperatives of that publication. ln its first issue under the heading of

'Aims and ldeals' Rhythm contained the slogan, adopted from Synge,

'Before art can be human again it must learn to be brutal', stated that

its intention was to provide art r/hich vas Vigorous' and 'determined',

and concluded with the maxim that .what is eralted and tender in art

16 Infornatioa cited in Antony Alpers, The Life of Katheriae Mansfield
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is not made of feeble blood'.|7

The literary demand of Rhythm that art become brutal before it can

become human again is to a large eltent commensurate vith the

presence of characteristics by vhich Gray identifies phase one vriting.

Adopting (albeit new) European literary practices is coadunate with

adopting the Eurocentric positioning of the gaze. It is in these r/ays

that the story is addressed to European readers from a European

perspectivelE The demand for brutality is fully compatible with a

representation of landscape as foreign, alien and inhospitable hy

virtue of its dilference from traditional representations of English

landscape. The binary oppositions between known and unknovn,

human 3a6 inhumao, familiar and erotic are all clearly brou8ht into

play in this passage.

The demand for nouveau brutalit6 also goes hand in hand vith

influential image-mating. The vind is characterised by the verbs

'rmting' and 'slithering' as a devouring and dangerous ophidian

creature vhilst the domestic packhorse is humanised and driven to

tears by the inhospitable conditions and its ruptured body (Tbe pacl

horse was sick - with a big, open sore rubbed under the belly. Now

and again she stopped short, threw back her head, looted at us as

17 Rhvthm. l.l (l9ll): p,36. Io Li!g, p.131, Alpers no0es thst the slogao is
adopted from Synge.

18 Ia ao unaunbered, tvo page, porforated subscription forn folloving p.35 of
the first issue cited in note l{ above, Rhythm advertises itself as 'designed to give
erpressioa to aev movenents aad aev philosophies of the Arts' and indicales its
intentioo to publish dravings fron a tist of continentrl, end predomiaantly
French artists. The secoad atlact by the &v Are.on Rhvthn aod 'The Tonan at
the Store' in particular heaped opprobrium on the 'Contiaeatal vash' of both
story and periodical and uggested thet Rhvthn vas 'the production of pensoos
vho vere . . . nrnning efter sensationalisn'. These renarls occuf io 'Prcsent-
Day Criticisa.' Ueg-/!lg 10.2J ns. (1912) : p.Jt9.
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thougb she vere going to cry'). Using the tropes of unfamiliarity,

brutality, and eroticism simultaneously fulfils the demands of

contemporary English vriting as articulated by Rhythm and maintains

the binary oppositional dynamic betveen known and unknourn,

subject and object, home and foreign where the narrative gaze is

aligned vith the knovn and presents the New Zealaad landscape as

foreign.

Producing a representation of the landscape as erotic vithin the

lerms of this binary opposition also vorks to remove any third term.

Just as Gray's schema only allovs two unambiguous possibilities, either

identification with the colonising country h phase one, or

identification urith the colonised country in the folloving three phases,

and this forecloses on a vhole area of colonial problematics, so the use

of the binary opposition of known and erotic vithin the

representational code of phase one vriting cuts out a middte or

indeterminate ground. which is the possibitity of a partial faniliarity.
The alternatives for representation of place as only either erotic or

familiar cons[ruct identities which are only either European or native.

A specifically colonising narrative identity is a position ruled out by
the erclusionary operation of the binary opposition. Engaging in these

phase one identifications helps to construct a location for this narrative

vhich declares itself as European rather than as the partial vision of

the colonial. so the way in which place is represented in the opening

paragraph of this story identifies address of the narrative as European,

because of the sense of a familiarity and compliance with
contemporary literary developments and because the landscape is

viewed as exotic.
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The prerenoe of phrse two cherecteristicr in 'The Vomln

et the Store.'

Tvo of the characteristics of phase tvo which Gray identifies are

that 'the colonized writer sees the overseas landscape from the point

of view of his or her belonging to it rather than to the motherland',

and that the writing emphasises 'uniqueness of the new sense of place'

(Gray, p.8). The phrase from 'The Woman at the Store' vhich vas

discussed earlier comes to mind as clearly having these characieristics,

'There is no twilight to our Nev Zealand days, but a curious half-hour

vhen everything appears grotesque. . . '(stories p.l l2). As mentioned

above, the possessive proDoun indicates a sense of belonging and the

content of the phrase as a vhole can certainly be read as an attempt to

register the (albeit disquietinS) uniqueness of the new sense of place.

There is one moment in the narrative where place is not represented

as inhospitable and brutalising.

I vent to the end of the paddock vhere the villows grew and
bathed in the creek. The vater was clear and soft as oil. Along
the edges held by the grass and rushes, white foam tumbled
and bubbled. I lay in the vater and looked up at the trees that
were still a moment, then quivered lightly, and again vere
still. The air smelt of rain. I forgot about the woman and the
kid until I came back to the tent (Stories. p,l l3).

Although the specifically mlonial terms 'paddock' and 'creek' are

used, their use at this particular point, which describes a moment of

pastoral idyll, vorks to construct the uniqueness of the nev sense of

place, without invoking the brutality present in the opening paragraph

of the narrative. It is clearly marked in the text that this moment is

one from which the colonial characters are ercluded.

So 'The Woman at the Store' betrays evidence of phase two
28



characteristics as vell as displaying characteristics of phase one

writing. It is sited acoss the border of Gray's divisions. I would

suggest that the coloniality of terts is mar*ed as much by the

simultaneous presence of these characteristics as by the registering of
the 'uniqueness of the nesr sense of place 'vlich characterises phase

two vriting. Hourever, as I vill go on to argue, the coloniality of the

tert is marked by its display of hybridity ia the sense of internal

dislocation as vell as in its display of hybridity ia the oo-presenoe of
phase one and ptase tvo characteristics.
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The problem of teronomy.

In this section I discuss the vay ia which the Mansfield tertrwhich

deal with New Zealand subiect matter have been assigned to fired

categories. The stories have generally been divided into colonial tales,

European stories and nature fiction, all categories vhich are not

particularly rational. I eramine the results of categorising the tales of

colonising subiects in this vay and conctude that the rigid divisions

betveen the categories do not allow for the hybridity of the terts, and

because of this the coloniality of these tales has been under-read.

In her article 'How Kathleen Beauchamp q/as Kidnapped', Lydia

Wevers suggests that Mansfield's 'colonial stories' (vhich she defines

as 'The voman at the store', 'Millie', and 'Ho\r pearl Button vas

Kidnapped') signal vhat Mansfield's vriting might have been like .had

she stayed in colonial dress, and resisted appropriation by Europs'.r9

This statement presumes that European influence is vholly absent

from these stories, that these stories are purely colonial products and

that European influence only appears in stories vhich post-date the

ones mentioned above. All of these presumptions seem problematic to

me., as they vork to erclude any consideration of coloniality as a
position of hybridity, both implicated in and distanced from European

culture.

Grtainly, as discussed above, these stories contain markers of

regional specificity, but the context in which these markers (such as

foreign plant names, intemperate c-onditions, unexpected conjunctions)

19 Lydia Teyers, 'Hov Kathleen Beurchamp sas Kidnepped,' yonen's studies
Journal {2 (196t): p.5. Further references to yevens i" tle n"ia tsrt. 
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are placed Deans that they work here more as tropes of unfaniliarity

than markers of regional specificity; the same sorts of configurations

reappear again and again and are the stock in trade of phase one

writing. In terms of their produc{ion of eroticism, I am not suggesting

that these stories are eraclly kin vith a phase one tert like The

Travels of Hildebrand Bovman. Esquire. vhich describes the

inhabitants of New Zealand as 'savaSes with eyes of moles and vith

the faces (and tails) of pigs', but the vay in vhich the coloaial

characters af,e metapborically and similaically connected to animals in

Mansfield's stories are traces of the tropes which are explicit in

Hildebrand Bowman.20 In both teils the production of these tropes is

linked to a specifically European site of address. (Here it is useful to

keep in mind the orrespondences betveen Gray's phase one vriting

and vhat is being designated by the term European, and the

similarities between his phase two vriting and vhat is being identified

as colonial.)

In both these cases the question of audience or the demesne of the

circulation of these terts is as important in making distinctions as is

the location of the action. Wevers' article begins vith a discussion of

the colonid short story draving on publications in New Zealand at the

turn of the century. She cites stories and ctitical comments from the

Nev Zealand lllustrated Maqazine and Zelandia and then proceeds to

discuss 'The Voman at the Store' in this contert. Although Vevers

makes valuable points about the nature of the colonial short story,

20 The quoteLion is fron 'Hildebraod Bovnaa in Nev Zealand' (Islands. 32
o9711 :p2l7.l in vhich Garry J. Toe gives s! sccount of events of the l77E tnil
The Travels of llildebrand Bovnan. Esouire. Io 'Ole Uadervood' Os nein
chamcl,er is described rs ao ' ole svine', scuttling 'lite e rot', eod havilg an 'old
clav' rather than ahand (S&gigs, p.l32l.
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there is an unarticulated presumption that 'The woman at tbe Store'

is olonial in the sense that the fiction which is discussed at the outset

of her article is colonial, that is, that it participates in 'a literary

community in lthel nev landscape' (Gray, p.8). while this is clearly

the case for the other stories discussed by wevers, as they were all

vritten and published in Nev Zealand, by New Zealanders for Nev

Tnalanders to read, this is not true for The woman at the store.' As I

noted above, the marted area of circulation for that particular story

was in fact completely divored from the Nev Tnaland contert.

'The woman at the store'vas vritten in the northern hemisphere,

for publication in a specific magazine there, by a vriter who had

already had three years of education in England and had also been in

the northern hemiso$: for the three years immediately prior to that

story's publication and.had also been publishing stories in the New

Age. in England for the previous tvo years. There can, therefore, be no

question of her being appropriated by Europe subsequent to the

production of rhe woman at the store,' 'Millie,' and 'Hov pearl Button

vas Kidnapped.'

It seems to me that the labelling of these stories 'oolonial' or

European is problematic, and that this problem is related to the issue

of their disposal vithin Gray's schema, and this disposal is, in turn,

contingent on the vay in which colonial identity is constru clred.zt As

with Gray's phases, characteristics of 'The Wom an at the Store' vould

have to be ignored to fit it unproblematically into phase one or phase

tvo, so to classify the story as either colonial (in the sense of belonging

2l suggestiag- that The Toman at the store' conforms !o sone European
conveations and thet the site of its address is European is aot to argue thrt ii cen
be labelled unproblematically rc Europeaa.
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purely to a New Zealand contert) or Europeaa means the refusal to

consider on the one hand the place of address aad circulation of the

story and the particular nature of the representation of plae, or on

the other hand of the subiect matter of the slory. Further to this, the

categories of European and colonial are themselves probleoatic. As

mentioned above, in Gray's schema there are only tvo alternatives,

identifying with the oriSinatiag culture of identifying vith the

cotonising culture. These positions are binarily structured aad

therefore mutually erclusive. The cateSories 'mlonial' and turopean'

are also structured as mutually erclusive binary opposites. I stil

argue belov that thinlcing of these cateSories as discete and mutually

erclusive is problematic for reading The Vonan at the Store.'
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The Pure Coloniel.

The implicit assumption in vever's phrase about Mansfield's

appropriation by Europe is of a pure coloniality vhich is then eroded.

This assumption is consonant vith the consruction of the concept of

colonial in the writing of other critics otr this story. Colooiality is

registered as a discrete entity, separate from European, which worfs

towards denying both the European aegis, which is a cultural

oondition of the colony, and the dependenoe of the concept 'Europeaa'

for its existen€ on the differentiating pover of the concept of
'olonial'. The construction of colonial as a pure and autonomous

cateSory invests colonial 'identity'with tbe appearance of essentiality

and thus aids the claim to establishing cultural autochthonicity, just as

in Gray's schema the presumption of the traosparency of language

invests representation with the aura of essentiality and similarly aids

the claim to establishing cultural autocht[onicity.

Antony Alpers' discussion of colonial identity in The Life of

Katherine Mansfield displays the operation of the catqory of colonial

as pure, as a discrete entity.

The creative temperament obviously had a difficult time in
Nev Zealand before a cultural humus had begun to form, and
it never has been easy to describe the causes, since parador
pervades them. smallness, ner/ness and ravness, remoteness
from Europe. all must have played their part. In social and
political terns these had positive effecls, since they favoured
erperiment, but in the arts they became enemies of promise.
The writer who would in Pound's phrase 'mafe it new' needs
tradition to join him to past and future, and the act of
emigration broke that precious chain. Those vho left Eneland
in the lE'{()s vere either, tite Arthur Beauchamp, cheerfully
ready to sacrifice their cultural roots, or mistaken in supposing
that they vould transplant easily in a land that had not tnown
man or even mammal in the time of christ. They unloaded
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their pianos from the sailing ships and had them tuned again
in wooden houses filled vith comforting things from home, but
the old songs never did sound the same again.

coleridge, in Table Talk. says it is not the sod under their feet
that makes men of one country, but identity in 'language,
religion, lavs, government, blood. lNlev nythotogies must
needs evolve. Identity in the things which coleridge mentions
cannot help the creative artist until several generations [ave
shaped them again in one place - in organic relation to that
place. when christmas falls at summer's height and t[e Feast
of the Resurrection occurs in the fall rerigion's roots are
upside-down, and the human spirit must start again. (ln a
story called At the Bay, it does just that) (Litg pp.43-4$.

Despite the passing referenoe to parador and the allusion to

displacement in the form of the installation of a European signifier of

bourgeois culture which no longer signifies in the same way because of

the different oontext of signification (the piano which doesn't sound

quite the same), the dominant figure in the passage is tlat of rupture:
'the act of emigration broke that precious chain', ready to sacrifioe

their cultural roots', 'mistaken h supposing that they vould
transplant', 'the human spirit must start again'. The passage suggests

that the social, political, cultural and historical formation of the

individual in European culture is somehov effaced or viped out in the

iourney from the northern hemisphere. The 'identity in "language,

religion, lavs, government, blood." ' to which coleridge refers is not

dislocated or problematised in Alpers' account. but apparently

completely erased. Vaughan Yarvood takes a viev of the construction

of Nev Tnaland culture which is crcmpletely opposite to the one

articulated by Alpers. He suggests that

ftJtre immediate origin of New 7*arandoolonial culture vas . . .

victorian England. This had two related effects: firstly, seminal
ideas reflected, and even nov echo, the tensions of a European
rather than an Oceanic perspective. seoondly, attention was
diverted from the proess of intellectually inhabiting the new
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land to fabricating an appropriate Victorian 'response'

Victorian novels . . . and . . . poetry constituted a continuous

channel for the transmission of cultural mores.22

The effect of strucluring of the arrival of the oolonial as rupture, as

a breaking from European culture, rather than occurring in the contefl

of the pervasive cultural continuum which Yarvood outlineg is to

create a gag, a vacuum to be filled in: 'a land that had not known man

of even mammal in the time of Christ' . This gap provides a space for

the installation of the autochthonous Nev Zpaland vriter. Although it

is initially suggested in Alpers' passage that culture must slovly

accfete in the nev land, that it is a matter of generations before an

organic relation to the nev place can be established, the conclusion of

the passa8e 'the human spirit must start again. (In a story called Al
the Bay , it does iust that)' suggests that it is the founding tert of an

autochthonous New Tnalaad literature which appears on the other side

of the rupture. The figure of the rupture is part of an originary nnh

vhich seeks to deny a linking or complicity vith the shaping processes

of the past aad thereby establishes colonial as a pure category rather

than a hybrid one. The implicit establishmeat of this nyth means that

the New 7*aland writer can then spring from the Nev Zealand soil

secure in an autochthonous identity.23 In his Katherioe Mansfield

Alpers actually states that 'Millie', 'Ole Underwmd', and The Woman at

the Store' were 'early eramples of an authentic New Zealand

literature.'2{ The admission of European culture as one of constitutive

22 Vaughan Yarvood, 'The Use of Paradign: Classical Models of Enpire in Dady
Nev Zeelaad Triting', io the.lournal of Nev Zeelaod Literature { (19t6): p.10.

23 | tm thiatiag of the litsral neaaiag of eutochthooous here 'sprung fron the
soil' The Conoact Edition of the Orford Endish Dictionary. (Glrsgov: Orford
Uaiversity Press, 197 l't, I, p,l{{.

21 Aatony Alpers, Katherioe Mansfield (London: Cepe. l9l{), p.193. Enphasis
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elements of colonial literature then threatens this position of tbe

culturally autochthonous Nev Tcaland writer and, in order to maintain

that position intact, requires that a complete split between the

categories of 'colonial' and 'European'be maintained.

The exclusiveness of the categories thus constructed plays a part in

the construction and perpetuation of a division betveen the stories

which use Nev Zealand material and the remaining short stories which

are often labelled European at this point of distinction. For erample,

Anne Holden Ronning suggests that 'if ve read the Nev Zealand stories

edited by I.Gordon as a piece of continuous prose, ve realize that a

definite distinction should be made betrreen her New ?*aland and her

European stories'.2J Even in Alpers' storiesrvhere the arrangement is

chronological rather tftan thematic, the placing of 'Millie' before

'Pension seguin', 'Epilogue II' and 'Bains Turcs' and the erclusion of
'0ld Tar' also produces a separation betr/eeo pieces with Nev ?aaland

settings and pieces vith European settings. 26

Maintaining the installation of the autochthonous Nev lnaland

vriter also results in the production of a demarcation within
Mansfield's New 7*aland stories: a number of t[e eaily stories vithin

added.

2J Anne Holdea Rrnning, 'Katherine Manslield, British or Nev Zealander - The
Influence of Settilg on Narotive Structure and iheme', i" flt rioiia-sttureou
ed' Paulette Michel. agp Mjchel Dupuis (sydoey: l"og"ro@2.
Further references to Fine Instruneit in tle teri.

25 .Sto4es,- pp.l33-37,137-11,14l-{6 aad l{6-ll0 respectively. Alpers gives the
rationale for lis arangement in tle 'comminrary' to t[; sb;ies i, p.lil,
.Believing thatMillie nay have beea vritteo *."rf,"reartier, f fr. efr-.rd it
beside Ole Undervood and in frolt of the Epilogues, so as to leep the tatter es s
fl: {o&tyo*ty Atpers does- n_ot giye aoy iodicarioo of the irounds for lis
belief, Whilst I have oo grounds for-believing that'Millie; vas v-ritten after ne
.E^q1fgsu"r' lth.ry att appeared io the same eiitioo oi the BG f;t"q i" j*,
l9l3). vhat is interesting to ne here is the desire to teep t n stiries
as I set, aod (by inference) to slso teep the coloaial stories as I set.
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this Nev Zealaad group are separated off and labelled colonial. For

example, in Undiscovered Country. a collectioa of Mansfield's writing

vhich is set in New Tnaland, Ian Gordon divides the ontents

thematically and arranges them in five seclions.2? The first four

seclions are named according to seasonal tlematics, 'Spring', 'Summer',

'Summer's End'and 'Winter'and are thereby invested vith a notion of

coherence and unityrwhilst the fifth section, vhich contlins 'Old Tar',

'Ole Undervood', 'Millie' and 'The Woman at the Store, is labelled

'Scenes from Colonial Life', thus separating them from the other Nev

Zealand pieces and implying by default that those other pieces are not

'Cplonial', that there are no colonial politics to be read in the terts of

the other New Zealand stories, and that the 'scenes from Colonial Life'

are authentically colonial in a vay that the other New Zealand stories

are not.

In In the Glass Case: Essays on Nev Zealand Literature C. K. Stead

makes a comment similar to the one made by wevers about

appropriation in that it draws a firm demarcation betveen 'colonial'

and'European' stories:

One brief erperiment cotrsists of three stories which are
interesting because they indicate a vhole Line of development
lMansfieldl denied herself by becoming a European writer.
'Millie', 'Ole Undervood' , and 'The Woman at the Store', 0f€
New Zealand stories quite different from the evocation of a
middle-class childhood for vhich she is best known (enphasis
added). 2E

Aeain this comment implies that vriting about cotonial material and

27 Ed., Ian A. Gordon, undiscovered country: The Nev zeeland Stories of
Katherine Mansfield (London:Longman, 1974r. Further references ia the tert.

2E c. K, Stead, In the Glass case: Fsssys on Nev zeeland LitsrEture (Aucflend:
Auctland UP. lSl), p.32. Furtner rpferences in tho 0ert.
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being a European vriter are mutually erclusive. It is ahistoricat in that

it implies that Mansfield 'became' a European vriter some time after

the production of these stories and, in line with this failure to pay

attention to the conditions of the production of these stories, it
represents their production as a 'brief erperiment' rather than a

response to particular material circumstances. The disregard for the

chronology of these stories again is a participation in the production of

the notion of a pure culonial writer vho subsequently becomes

Europeanised vhich precludes the c'onsideration of colonial as a hybrid

category. Stead's comment also limits his designation of the 'colonial'

stories to 'Millie', '0le Underwood' and 'The Woman at the

store',whereas wevers selects 'How Pearl Button was Kidnapped'

rather than '0le Undervood'. Just the variation in the constitution of

the group of stories from critic to critic undermines the coherency of

'colonial'as a productive category when it is defined in antithesis to
'European'.

Bridget orr comments on this passage that stead's marking of a

distinction betveen colonial and European terts allovs him to define

these stories as early, realist and proleptic and, by virtue of this,

define Mansfield's later terts which deal with Nev Zeatand material as

non-realist and therefore not culturally specific. She suggests that this

allovs Stead to clear a space for sargeson as the 'true father of Neur

Zealand letters.'29 Although Lawrence Jones suggests that it is

Mansfield who occupies this position,

. . . it could even be said that
'barbed vire and covpats' .

realist tradition
'other' tradition

of
of

both lthe
and the

29 Bridget 0rr,'Reading vith the taint of the pioaeer: Ketherine Mansfield aod
settler criticism.' , Lsndfall. 172, 1t.4 (19s9), pp.fiE-$O. Further references in
the text.
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'mirrors and interiors'l begin vith Mansfield, since 'The

woman at the store" 'Miltie' and 'Ole underwood' anticipate

the provincial realists, vhile 'Prelude', 'At the Bay' and the

othei mofe famous stories initiate the interior tradition.S0

urhat is still at stake is the construstion of the position of an

originary sourc€ for New Tnalandwriting. Since 'How Pearl Button was

Kidnapped' and '0ld Tar' are not plotted tales in the sense that 'The

Voman at the Store' and 'Millie' are, but both come from the same

period as these two and 'Ole Underr/ood', 3l the erclusion of 'Hov

Peart Button was Kidnapped' and '0td Tar' from Stead's list can be

seen, then, as a product of the desire to conflate the two categories of

colonial and realist. This conflation is problematic in that it means that

coloniality then can be read only in the realistic representation of a

New Zealand setting, and caonot be registered as textual hybridity or

internal dislocation.

Alpers similarly wants to remove 'The Woman at the Store' as well

as 'Qle Underwood' and 'Millie' from theif European contert of

circulation and coofine them completely to a Nev Zealand contert.

Far from representing any 'Continental' perversion of

aesthetic principtes . ['Tne Woman at the Store', '0le

Underwood' and 'Millie' I vere something that only a Nev
Zealander could have written at that time. They succeeded
(and only seventy-five years after settlement) in relating
character to environment in a land of 'no tradition' (Life.

p.155).

Again the iosistence on the colony as a land s/ithout a tradition

produces the gap in vhich to install the autochthonous New Zealand

30 Lavrence Jones, Barbed Yire and Mirrorsfssays on Nev Zeeland Prose
(Dunedio: U of 0tago Press, 1967), p.6.

3l AIt five stories appeared ill Rhythn or its successor the Blue Reviev during
t9l2 and l9l3 and all deal vith Nev Zealand nalcrial.
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vriter. Hovever, having disallowed the possibility of the influence of

the notioo that art must learn to be brutal before it can be human

again in the construction of these stories by their confinement to a
purely Nev Zealand contert, Alpers reads 'The voman at the store,

as $omewhat unmnvincing colonial realism. Vhilst I agree that it is
important to reoognise the colonial specificity in these stories, to do

this at the erpense of denying the European contert of their circulation

and the ambiguity of the category of cotonial forecloses oD some

possible readings of the stories, as in the following comment of Alpers,.

Although there is much in the story that is unconvincing,
including the narrator, who is evidentry meant to be a voman,
it displays sharp insight into New ?r,arand backblocks life andatmosphere. Nevertheless it belongs among her
achievements, at least in the literature of her homeland
(Stories. p.551)

The result of confining 'The voman at the store' to a sntert of

colonial realism is to produoe a tert vhose realism is unconvincing aod

to implicitly label the ambiguities of the tert (particutarly those

oonerning the narrator) as failures. I am not suggesting that .The

woman at the store' does not engage with the specificity of colonial

life, but tbat paying attention erclusively to the 'nimetic and

erpressive dimensions' of the tert takes place vithin a pre-eristing

framevort of the presumptions of phase tvo writing, so it both

registers phase one characteristics as 'unconvincing' and rules out the
possibility of reading the coloniality of the tert in irs hybridity or

internal dislocation32.

!2 - The nlrase 
"nimetic 

and erpressive dimeosions' is tateo from Robert
lreinana.'Past sisnificance aod Plesent Meaniog in uterary Hirtr"yi i" Ng'

ed. Ralph Cohea ilondon: l9f,ll, p.J9, cited- itr
Nelson Wr.ltie-, 'gqoglspllcal, Historical and Cutturet Distance ia the Receptioo of
Lilerary Torts', in l[e*Hi$ory snd Higoriorreohy of Connonvertth Litireture.ed'Diet,erRienenschneider(Tubingea,c""."oy@o.
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whether trying to place the tert within the categories of Gray,s

schema or the broader but contingent categories of either European or

colonial, the assignment to a particular category which is constructed

as homogeneous and unproblematic results in suppression of
particular tertual features. This is, of course, the case vith the

assignment of any tert to a particular generic category, but it seems to

me that the issue is of particular relevance here because the tert of
'The woman at the store'has been under-read as a result of being so

unequivocally assigned as realist and colonial. If reading the tert as

realist and colonial, that is as an erample of phase tvo vriting,
occludes the possibility of recognising its production of eroticism and

European site of address and reading the tert as phase one European

writing means not paying attention to the tert's colonial specificity, it
is necessary to produce another method of reading the tert, of reading

off its construction of identity from its representations without
invoking the occlusionary operation of binary dynamics.

A.readiog vithin this framevork also pnesumes the transpanency of languagevhich, as notcd above, corroborales in'tho p*Ou.tioo of i positifin of coioniatautochthonicity.
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The Notion of f,ybridity r! e Toor for Rerding 'The vomrn
et the Store.'

My response to the taronomic problems raised above is to argue

that colonial cannot be constituted as a pure, discrete category in

opposition to the category of European, that the category of colonial

itself is a hybrid one. I have noted earlier that in my use of the terms
'hybridity' and 'mimicry', I have been mindful of Homi Bhabha.s

employment of these terms in his writing on colonial discourse. I

vould like to discuss the specific use of these terms in Bhabha's

arguments briefly as I intend to drav on these arguments in my

following discussion of The woman at the store' as vell as the

subseguent discussion of the Hyde terts. tn his discussions of colonial

discourse, Bhabha suggests that

Hybridity is the sign of the productivity of colonial pover, its
shifting forces and firities; it is the name for the strategic
reversal of the process of domination through disavowal (ie.
tbe production of discriminatory identities that secure the'pure' and original identity of authority).33

It is this type of hybridity by vhich I vould like ro suggesr rhat 'The

woman at the store' is marked: this type of hybridity produces those

other marks of coloniality in this tert. Disavoval is the process of
denying something that is known to oneself by proiecting it onto

something vhich is outside. The process of domination through

disavoural is the procrss of producing a series of 'discriminated

sub jects'.

33 Homi K. Bhabha, 'Sigas Taten for yoader.s: Questions of Anbivalenco and
Authority under aTree 0utside Derhi, Mry lElT', in ruiopi 

"nu 
it ourn, rorur"

eds.. Fraocis Barter, peter nune,@ and Died 6G(colchester: uof Esser, lgst), p.97, Further rei'eren.r to Tooders,ia tt" tert.--
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Produoed through the strategy of disavowar, the reference of
discrimination is alvays to a process of splitting as the
condition of subiection; a discrimination betveen the Mother
culture and its bastards, the self and its doubles, where the
trace of vhat is disavoved is not repressed, but repeated as
somelhing different - a mutation, a hybrid ('Wonders', p.96-
97).34

These

quite', which secure the identity of the colonising subject, Bhabha

names mimic men.35 He suggests tlat these coloniat subjects are

constructed as partial presences (both incomplete and virtual) and

cites the difference between Fnglish and Anglicised as aa erample of
the distinction betveen the construction of the subject position of
coloniser aod the constructioa of the partial subject position of the

colonised ('Minicry', pF. 215-6, p.z3l. In Bhabha's vritings the terms
'hybridity' aod 'mimicry' are linked. He suggests that ,mimicry

emer8es as the representation of a difference that is itself the product

of disavowat' and he suggests tbat it is this process by which oolonial

stereotypes are produced ('Mimicry,. p.Z3j, p.Z3Tl.

Bhabha's notion of stereotype is not simply the idea of a crude or

not particularly progressive preseotation of the image of the colonial,

but is more or less synonymous with his notion of a partial presence or

mimic maa. It is a product of the attempt by the colonising subject to
fix rhe other, the colonised subject in a position defined by difference
(a differene though, that is the product of disavovat). This firiry

3'{. Folloving thi! model one cao io fact rerd Gray's lert as itsetf narted bycoloniality, vith irs nerephors of basr&rd orrrp"log 
-.irirs f*; tliioh.,

langucge.

3J lloni K. BhaBhe ts!91,-'0f Mimicry and Man: The Ambivaleace of cotooiel
Discout'so',0ctober. n9 2_s, spriag tear, rpt. i"uoar""L-tn**ilio"r r ii.ar"
eds,.. Philip Rice and..patrjcis- I*gn tfooO :.Further refercaces to'MimicrT'io th-e tert,
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allows the colonising subject to maintain surveillance of and authority

over the colonised subject. However, the production of fired others is

alvays under threat from excesses and slippages because the

discourse which produces these colonial stereotypes is itself

constructed around an ambivalence. Bhabha suggests that 'it is the

force of ambivalence that gives the colonial stereotype its currency:

ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive

coniectures'.36 The nature of the ambivalence vithin colonial disoourse

which gives the stereotype its curreDcy Bhabha identifies as being a

split in the foundations of colonial discourse itself. He suggests there

are

. . . two disproportionate sites of colonial discourse and pover:
the colotrial scene as the intervention of historicity, nastery,
mimesis or as the 'other sc€ne' of Enstelluag, displaement,
phantasy, psychic defence and an 'open' tertuality (wonders
p.9a).

so mlonial discourse is the site of learning, knovledge and the

accumulation of facts and at the same time it is the site of fantasy and

myth. It is this ambivalence which provides the possibility for the
'strategic reversal of the process of domination through disavoval'. The

very proliferation of discriminated subjects which are 'almost the same

but not quite', in order to secure the identity of the colonising subject

has the potential to turn mimicry into menace. 'lf discriminatory

effects enable the authorities to keep an eye on them, their
proliferating difference evades that eye, escapes that surveillance'

(Wonders. p.97). Bhabha suggests that the

36 llomi K. Bhebha,'The otber question: difference, discriminatioo and the
discourso of colooialisn' in
$derence 1976-E+ eds., Frencis Barter, petpr futoe, @O
Diana Lorley (London; Methuen. 19S6). p.l{S.
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ambivalenoe of colonial authority repeatedly turns from
mimicry - a difference that is almost nothing but not quite - to
menace - a difference that is almost total but not quite
&{imicgyl p.241)

This is the point vhere the strategic reversal of the process of

domination by disavoural ocrurs, the point vhere 'the look of

surveillance returns as the displacing gaze of the disciplined, vhere the

observer becomes the observed and 'partial' representation

rearticulates the whole notion of identity and alienates it from

essence' Grinisyl p.23E ).

Hybridity, then, is simultaneously the sign of the productivity of

colonial pover and the site where that pover is reversed. Although

Bhabha's analyses of colonial discourse pay particular attention to
racial difference, the models vhich he descibes, by which the effect of

the purity and originality of authority is produced, are equaily

applicable to the difference between autochthonous European subjects

and those subjects of European extraction vho have no claim to
European autochthonicity, i.e. white colonials.
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Cemping in Coloniel lhers.

It is within this paradigm that I wish to attempt to construct a

reading of 'The woman at the store' vhich occludes neither its

European location of address nor its colonial specificity but takes

account of the tert's ambiguities. Iflhat is at stake in the narrative of

'The woman at the Store' is the construction of a position of European

autochthonicity. There is an attempt to construct this position through

the use of colonial material. It was vritten in Europe vith a northern

hemisphere audience firmly in mind, but erploits the cachej of Nev

Zealand eroticism. Rather than Mansfield being subsequently

appropriated by Europe, Mansfield's use of this form can be seen as an

appropriation of the colonial short story. Rather than representing an

erperimental attempt at regionalism by a vriter not yet contaminated

by the s'ays and knowledge of the metropolis, this story represents an

attempt to construct an autochthonously European narrative position

through the mastery of colonial material. I vould argue that one of the

process at vork in it is (to inflect Wevers' sartorial metaphor) one of

dressing up, perhaps even 'camping' in colonial dress, actually

folloving the dictates of European literary fashion by masquerading as

colonial. So we have a metropolitan European tale masquerading as a

colonial tale, but this colonial tale nevertheless bears the marks of

another registering of coloniality apart from its use of setting. This is

not to suggest that there is a true colonial essence behind the European

masquerade, but that the ambivalences in the tale itself are the

product of a specifically colonial siting. The attempt to construct an

autochthonously European namative position then is undermined by

ambivalencesrand it is in these ambivalences that the coloniatity of the

tert can be read.
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The hybridity of 'The Woman 
^t 

the store' as a product of colonial

discourse is registered in several ways. There are uneasy slippages in

the tone of the story which attest to this mimicry. In the bid to
construct a position vhich is autochthonously European, the narrative

has simultaneously to produce knowledge of, and distance from the

colonial subiect vhich is the subject matter of the story.

The Bull in

Autochthonicity.

the Hetropolir: The Struggle for

The dynamics vhich I suggest are operating in 'The woman at the

Store'are in some respects similar to those which are in operation in a
passage from t[e lournal of Katherine Mansfield which starts by

describing the Principal at Queens College. Hadey Street:

They told us he vas a very learned man, but I ould not help
seeing him in a double-breasted froct-ooat, a large pseudo-
clerical pith helmet, a large white haadkerchief faling over
the bacl of his neck, standing and pointing out with an
umbrella a probable site of a probable encampment of some
wandering tribe, to his u/ife, an elderly lady vith a threatening
heart vho had to go everlnrhere in a basket-chair arranged on
the back of a donkey, and his two daughters, in thread gloves
and sand shoes - smelling faintly of some anti-mosquito
mirture,

As he lectured I used to sit, building his house, peopling it -
filtins it with Americans, ebony and heavy furniture
cupboards lite tiny domes and tables vith elephants' legs
presented to him by grateful missionary friends. . . . I never
came into oontact vith him but ons, vhen he asked any
young lady in the room to hotd up her hand if she had been
chased by a wild bull, and as nobody else did I hetd up mine
(though of murse I hadn't). 'Ah,' he said, 'l am afraid you do
not count. You are a little savage from Nev Zealand' - which
was a trifle eracting for it must be the rarest thing to be
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chased by a vild bull up and down Harley Street, Vimpole
Street, Welbeck Street, Queen Anne, round and round
Cavendish Square . . .' (JouruaL p.55).37

In this passage, there is the articulation of a double desire. In

addition there are tvo sites of address for this desire vithin the

narrative: there is the address to the occupants of the classrmm and

the address to the retrospective reader. There is the desire to occupy

the position of autochthonous Europeanness. What is prinarily at stake

is the securing of the pure and oniginal identity of the author as

autochthonously European, but there is also the desire to benefit from

the cacheL of Nev Tnaland eroticism. In terms of the address to the

occupaots of the classroom the dynamics of colonialism operate in the

folloviag way: in response to the invitation to display eroticism,

Mansfield performs the role of the exotic, but rather than being

marked as unique aad elotic, the differenoe from autochthonous

Englishness which she signals by the bid for eroticism is oonstrued as

something other. The inherent verbal violence of the hincipal's

respoose to the claiming of the elotic erperience appears eressive ia

the narrative. In the context of colonial dynamics this ercessive

reaction can be read as a response to the presence of menace. In the

Principal's initial question, there is an inherent presumption of a

commooality to the limits of erperience and knowledge. When this

commooality is undermined by the obtrusion of knowledge and

erperience beyond those limits, the linits of authority and conhol are

threatened too. The move by the Principal to re-erert authority is

then characterised by the production of stereotypes. The aarrator's

identity is sinultaneously fired in terms of a stereotype and erased as

an autochthonous English subiect. The question is addressed to 'any

37 The ellipsis herp occurs in the Mansfield br3.
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young lady) but the constitution of a respondent as a 'young lady' is

dependent on a negative reply. A reply in the affirmative initiates the

erasure of the subject (the young lady) and its substitution by a

stereotype. The stereotype (You are a little savage from Nev Zealand'),

which is an articulation of fantasy as much as it is of knowledge, in

that it oonflates the condition of savagery with the condition of

coloniality and precedes both terms vith a diminutive, is a sign of the

productivity of colonial por/er which here secures the identity of the

author of the phrase vithin the narrative as himself autochthonously

English. This marginalising phrase stands synonymously in the tert

with you do not count,which is a phrase ordaining coloniat erclusion

from the position of autochthonous English subiectivity.

So the bid for autochthonous English subjectivity is lost in the realm

of the address to the occupants of the classroom, but it is recuperated

in the narrative address to the retrospective reader. In neither address

is the location of the erperience of bei4 chased by a bull made

specific, but vithin the metropolitan contert of the Principal it clearly

represents an erperience of such eroticism that it is metonynically

connected with colonial erperien@. In the address to the retrospective

reader there are several moves of displacement and denial and some

marked indeterminacy.The claim to the erperience of being chased by

a bull, vhich becomes the signifier of colonial difference in the address

to the occupants of the classroom, is denied by the narrator in the

address to the retrospective reader by the intimate aside 'though of

course I hadn't'. At the same time there is a marked indeterminacy in

the retrospective consideration of the status of that signifier: 'it must

be the rarest thing to be chased by a vild bu[ up and down Harley

street, winpole street velbeck street, Queen Anne, round and round
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Cavendish Square The shift into the conditional and the way in

vhich the phrases trail off into an ellipsis serve to itrtensify this

indeterminacy and provide tvo mutually erclusive but undecidable

readings of the sentence.

On the one hand, it is possible to read the sentence as a retaliatory

counter to the narrator's exclusion by means of the display of colonial

difference. In this case the superlative vould delineate the paucity of

metropolitan erperience ('it must be the rarest thin8 . . . ') and the

sentence qrould vork towards an inversion of the signifier of erclusion.

0n the other hand, since the construction of the sentence leaves open

the question of the location of the fantasised elperience, it can be read

as containiry the implication that the narrator is here claimlng an

erotic erperience vithin the metropolis (vhen the stress vould be on

the superlative as a condition of its possibility rather than its

inpossibility). Tnis vould serve to reinstate the figure of eroticism

vithin the metropolitan contert, emptyinB out its function as a signifier

of colonial difference and thus enabliw the narrator to octupy that

position of eroticism safely vithout threat to the desired subiect

position of Engtish autochthonicity.

The irritation about being constructed as a disoiminated subject

through the production of colonial difference appears to be marked

only by a trace in the assertion that the event Vas a trifle elacting'.

Yet a few pages later on in the Journa,L a similar expression is used in a

litoticat fashion to erpress the intolerability of the contiguity of other

classes and other races.

But it T/as a little trying to have one's ovn washervoman
tiving nert door who would persist in attempting to talk to
Mother over the fence, and then, just beyond her 'hovel' as

Mother called it, there lived an old man who burned leather in
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his back yard whenever the wind blew our vay. And further
along there tived an endless family of halfcastes vho appeared
to have planted their garden with empty iam tins and old
saucepans and black iron kettles without lids (lournal. p.57).

The security of the identity of the narrator as purely vhite and

middle class is threatened by this contiguity and results in the

production of the stereotypic figure of the lover class vasherwoman

and the hybrid figure of the halfcaste. The similarity of construction of

the phrases 'a trifte eracting' atrd 'a little trying' in conterts where

cultural identity is under question suggest that in the address to the

retrospective reader 'a little trying' titotically registers the

intolerability of being cbnstructed as a discriminated subject through

the production of colonial difference.

Perhaps the most noticeable move by which the desired position of

English autocht'honicity is recuperated in the retrospective narrative is

in the displacement figured in the narrative prior to the recounting of

the bull in a metropolis incident. Here we have a displacement of the

authoritative (Eo8lish, male, Principal) figure into a discriminated

subiecl, a caricature identity for which the narrator constructs a

contert of marginalising eroticism. The stereotypic and ridiculous

figure of a colonial missionary is consigned to the realm of partial

presence.

They told us he vas a very learned filan, but I could not help
seeing him in a double-breasted frock-coat, a large pseudo-
clerical pith helmet, a large white handkerchief falling over
the back of his neck, standing and pointing out with an
umbrella a probable site of a probable encamoment of some
wandering tribe (emphasis added, p.55).

This displacement is the move by vhich the narrator is

refospectively able to gain mastery. This figure, vho had previously
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asserted his autochthonous identity by displacing her because of and

by virtue of her colonial identity, himself becomes the subject of a
c'olonial difference.By a movement of disavoval, namely the projection

of colonial differene onto the principal figure of English

autochthonicity, the narrator recuperates that position of English

autochthonicity as her ovn.

The attempt to assert an autochthonously European identity vhilst
being marked by the cachet of eroticism or the attempt to inscribe the

marker of dilference vithin the security of a metropolitan siting is also

displayed in the 'story' vhich Alpers relates that Mansfield told to
Floryan sobieniowski. she told him that 'she was of 'lrish" origin, and

had talked of her adventures among the Maori savages'.3s The

claiming of ao lrish origin in this tale has similarities to the

displacement of an autochthonously lrish presence from another

narrative followed by the installation of the narrator in that position of

European autochthonicity. In 'About pat', vhich was published in the

Queen's College Magazine. the tale of childhood reminiscence is framed

by the present day observations of the narrator.3g In the section of
childhood reminiscence, pat the Irish gardener is introduced and hig
reminiscences of lreland discussed in the narrative: 'He used to . . .

recount long tales of the Dukes of lreland whom he had seen and even

conversed vith'(Stories. p.6). But in the last sentence of the story, the

Irish born figure who has 'rubbed shoulders vith lreland's aristocrasy'

is relegated by the narrator to colonial status:

I should dearly love to show him the sights of London, and
take him to the 'carlton' for a slice of German sausage and a

Cited in Life. p.t00.

Slories pp.t-S.

3t

3e
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bath bun, and see once again the way in which the Dukes of
Ireland balanced their salt on their knives (stories. p.g).ro

In a movement of disavoval and displacement, the narrative voice

here announces itself as clearly in possession of London's cultural

capital and displays Pat as foreign to London. The power and

ovnership vhich is displayed in the use of the verbs 'take' and 'shou/,,

dispossess the older, male, northern hemisphere figure and installs the

narrator in a secure familiarity with the metropolis.

10 Jhe, relrolPective aamatorial frame is present in the Err of the Aloers
Stories. but ia Ian Gordoo's Usdisserercd_fuuifry_ ip.Z1-,i arriitiu_ir*ilrioi"f
Katheriae Mansfield. ed. JMiddleton Murry (Nev yort;Fertig, tgti;;itlnu
tert starts vith the childhood reminiscence 'In t[e days of our cnitdnooo. , . ,,
and ends vith the senlence immediately preceding tlJ one quoted Bbove,-,Frcm
that day to this I heve neyer heard of hin;.

As vell as the colonial dyaamics vhich I outline, class distiaction is also cleerlyin operatioa in this display of nrperiority.
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Europeen Autochthonicity in the'Coloniel' Tele.

Less blatant assertions of European autochthonicity are present in

the story 'Hov Pearl Button vas Kidnapped'. In this story, there is a
difference marked between the representation of the colonial and the

representation of the indigenous people. In 'How pearl Button vas

Kidnapped' the vhanau to vhich the tittle girl is taken is atin to a

Rousseauvian idyll:

All the people were fat and laughing, with rittle naked babies
holding on to them or rolling about in the gardens life
puppies. . . . There was a girl there with tvo pieces of black
hair down to her feet. she vas setting tbe dinner on the flmr. .

. . she fPearll ate meat and vegetables and fruit and the
voman gave her milk. . . .11

In this story there is an emphasis on noble savagery; nakedness is

connected to irinocence (naked being a term applied to the babies or

innocents). animality is represented as a positive quality ('she rcstled

closer in the big lap. The woman was as warm as a cat and she moved

up and down vhen she breathed, just like purring') and sensuality is

divored from a context of serual and moral prescription:

The woman vho had carried pearr took off her hair ribbon and
shook her curls loose. There y/as a cry from the other women
and they crovded close and some of them ran a finger through
Pearl's yellov curls, very gently, and one of them, a young one
lifted atl Pearl's hair and kissed the back of her little white
neck. Pearl felt shy but happy at the same time (stories.
p.l l9).{2

1l stories pp.ll+20. Although I go oo t,o nate the poiat that Maosfield's
colonial stories use the colonial as atr oppositionary term agaiast vhich !o
constructEurope es civilised, the cultural piimitivisn'implicit -i" pJ""f gunoa,
also defines Europe as civilised in oppositi-on to the 'stete of nature' outfi"ia i"
thal sCory.

€ Stories p.llS.
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The peach and the pear which Pearl is given to eat are the antithesis

of the fruit of knovledge; in the Rousseauvian idyll there is no

forbidden fruit, and the eating of the fruit and the spilling of juice on

clothing all serve to emphasise the notion of a lapse into innocence. The

fruit in this story is part of a seductive dream of autochthonicity, of

being indigenously native. The rules, restrictions and moral codes of

the olonial society do not apply. The nakedness vhich is such an

important trope of noble savagery is placed in contrast to the

restriction of the colonial's clothing - the fussy pinafore frill vhich fills

and gags Pearl Button's mouth, the imprisonment of ironing-lclothes-

lbecause-its lsicl-Tuesday ' and the disciplining 'men in blue coats'. In

the same vay the foods in the idyll - meat, vegetables. fruit and milk

which are mentioned by their generic names, and thus represented as

natural, stand in contrast to the adulteration and destruction of food

which is identified with the colonial 'like vhen mother peppered her

fish and the top of the pepper pot came off.'

In this story the white settlers get a bad press. All the comparisons

mentioned above operate to the detrimeot of the vhite settler. The

narrator has a vested interest in disassociation from the 'colonial'

position in order to identily as metropolitan,and because of this, the

story has a vested interest in privileging autochthonicity as a

legitimising por/er. The desire to be identified as indigenous European

produces the desire to privilege indigeDous culture. The relationship

between the colonial and the Maori is used to discredit the colonial,

here by the assertion of the moral and aesthetic superiority of the

naturat Maori way of life. However, the representation of Maori in ttris

story is in fact a culturally specific, stereotypic representation of

Maori-as-noble-savage. The notion of noble savagery is a product o{ a
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society uzhich perceives itself not only comupt in relation to the

unspoilt Pacific idyll which it regards, but also, implicit in this regard,

as civilised, sophisticated and metropolitan by virtue of the 'natural'

u/hich it locates as its antithesis. So what is again located implicitly but

ultimately as superior in this story is the panoptic gag:e of the

European, surveying, delineating and categorising the obiects of its

gaze, be they indigenous native or vhite settler.{3 What is at stake

here, again, more than anything else, is a narratorial identification vith

a Eurocentric positioning of the gaae, ao implicit assertion of

autochthonous European identity. The privileging of Maori over

colonial has several effects; by deprivileging the colonial, it cteates

distance between the colonial and the namatorial position, imputes

value to autochthonous culture, but also ultinately asserts the cultural

superiority of the autochthonous European.

43 Io his bool 0rientalism (Harnoodsvorth: Penguin, l97E), Edvard Said

suggests that the orientalist attempts 'to survey the Orient from above, vith the
aim of getting hold of the vhole spravling panorama before hin', and that io do

so 'he nust see eyery detail through a sel of reductive categories vhich are
prinarily schematic and efficient. This in conjunction vith sn assunption thet
ao Oriental cen tnov himself asvell as an 0rientalist can tnov hio neans that
'any vision of the Orieot ultimately cones 0o rely for its coherence and force oo
the person, iostitution, or discourse vhose property it is. Any conpreheosive
vision is fundamentally consenrative. 0rientalisn is stafed upon the
pernanence of the vhole Orieot, for vithout "the 0rient" there can be no
consist ent, iltelligible, and articulatcd knovledge called "0rientrlism.' Thus the
0rient bclongs to Orientalisn. . . I havc callcd litlvision because it prcsunes that
the vhole Orient cao be seen patroptically. . . ' pp.2392,10. I vould suggest thet
there is a sinilar process at vort in the 'coloaial' stories under discussion, that
the categories of 'colonial' aod 'Maori' here are reductive, schematic and
efficient io produciog appareatly fired stereotypes vhich appear to help 0o fir
the position of the regerding subject. I include tle qualifiers becutse, as Bhabhg
suggests. gtrd as I go on 0o discuss in rpletion 0o Maosfield's stories, rather than
producing the dosired firity, stereotypes are io fsct the locetion of I
deshbilisin g aobiguity.
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The construction of Europern Autochthonicity itr 'The

Vomen et the Store'.

I would argue that a similar set of dynamics are at work in 'The

woman at the store' as in the narratives discussed above. The

production of a position of European autochthonicity is a governing

force. In this narrative the colonial or vhite settler is constructed as a

discriminated subjec,., a stereotype which is given its currenry by the

force of ambiguity. As discussed earrier, the opening paragraph

invokes the familiar binarisms of phase one fiction, which allov the

unambiguous construction of a European narrative position. Setting up

a binary opposition between familiar and erotic and atigning these tr/o

oppositional terms with Europe and Nev Zeatand respectively is a

strategy vhich works in terms of the representation of the landscape

to secure a Europeao identification. Place is initially represetrted as

unknown. inhuman and erotic. This landscape is inhospitably hot,

inhospitably stormy, vast and empty, (the image of the slate pencil

scraping over tbe surface of the slate rather than vriting on it vhich is
linked to a description of the sky as slate coloured even suggests a

landscape vhich resists inscription, resists being written oo or about).

Just as Gray's schema operates on tbe assumption that a particular

construction of identity can be read off from the particular nature of

the representation of place, so, acrording to Bhabha's schema, the

anxiety about identity can be read off from the function of stereotypes

in colonial discourses.

In 'The woman al the store' there is a vhole structure of

discrimination in place. It is a discrimination which vorts to secure the

pure and authoritative and autochthonous identity of the oarrator by
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marking the difference between the nanator and the colonial subjects

vhich are the subiect of the narrative. The effect of this produciion of

difference. which is a product of disavowal, is to display these colonial

subiects as stereotypes. Perhaps one of the ansvers to the question of

why Alpers does not find the narrator of 'The woman at the Store'

convincing vhen reading it as a colonial tale (and therefore vithin the

framevork of erpectations of phase two literature) is because of the

distance vhich is continually marked betveen the narrator and the

stereotypically colonial characters. There is no sense in this namative

of a colonial speaking among colonials as there is, for erample, betveen

Archie, the narrator of the inset tale in Henry Laphan's 'A Member of

the Force'and the other characters in that tale.

. . . just as ve r/ere starting [l,ity| called me back, and shutting
the door, says in a soft voioe, "Archie, do you think Jim is very
badly hurt ?"
'"l do, indeed, as bad as can be almost."
' "0h, poor fellov, poof fellou/," she said, with her sveet voice
all a tremble and her eyes quite dim; 'you'[ tell hin Archie, I
am so very sorry, please," and she looked so tender and pitiful,
that I just felt like taking her in my arms and giving her a
good kiss there and then.'
'And may be you didn't do it too?' said one of the listeners in a
suggestive voice.
'Never you mind,' retorted Archie, 'that's got nothing to do
vith the yarn.44

In Lapham's namative, Archie is shovn to participate in colonial life

and to share the values of the other characters. A commonality is

displayed both betveen Archie and those mentioned in his inset tale
(serual liaison vith Lily is marked as desirable), and betveen him and

the characters vith vhom he is drinking in the pub, vho identify the

4{ Henry Lapham, 'A Menber of the Force', in Nev Zealand Short Stories (0rford;
Orford UP, l9t3), p1l-72.
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same figure as an object of desire. Although the tale deals with a

suspecled murder attempt and a tragic drowning, it does not

sensationalise these narrative events, nor does it display as exotic the

landscape in which they occur. Although the level of diction is neither

formal nor elaborate, and whilst colloquialisms are occasionally used,

there is no attempt to indicate a colonial specificity through the use of

orthographical irregularities. Above all there is no signdled attempt to

construct a European position of address.

In contrast, in 'The Woman at the Store'there arc a set of tertual loci

vhere the unnamed narrator is differentiated from the other colonial

characters. The narrator is orthographically differentiated,

distinguished by class, as vell as behaviourally and physiologicatly

separated from the voman and child at the store and from Jo. In each

locus of difference the characteristics by which the colonial subjects

are marked is stereotypical.

One of the ways in vhich this dismimination is marked is in the

non-standard direct speech of the colonial characters, contained within

the standard orthography of the surroundinS narrative. The standard

speech of the narrator and Hin is contrasted markedly vith the

utterances of the other characters.

A difference is clearly marked betveen the speech of Jo and the

speech of Hiu the contrast is particularly evident as Jo's vulgar colonial

colloquialisms and his orthographically debased rendering of Hin's

direct speech are immediately folloved by Hin's authentic and

undebased direct speech.

'My stomach feels like the crop of a ben. . . . Nov then, Hin,
you're the bright boy of the party - vhere's this 'ere store you
kep'on talking about. "0h, yes," you says, "l knov a fine store,
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with a paddock for the horses an' a creek runnin' through,
ovned by a friend of mine vho'tl give yer a bottle of whisky
before 'e shakes hands vith yer." I'd like ter see that place -

merely as a matter of curiosity - not that I'd ever doubt yer
vord - as yer knov very vell - but. . . .'

Hin laughed. 'Don't forget there's a r/oman too, Jo, vith blue
eyes and yellow hair, vho'll promise you something else

before she shakes hands with you' (Stories. p.109-10).{5

Distance is marked betveen Hin and Jo by the presence, in Jo's

direct speech, of apocope, the dropping of aspirates, agrammaticisms,

pseudo-phonetic spelling and general vulSarity of erpression , and the

absence of all these features from Hin's direct speech, and this distance

is emphasised by the orthographically incorrect reproduction of Hin's

direct speech vithin Jo's direct speech. Similarly, distance betveen the

narrator and the q/omao at the store is orthographically marked. The

type of direct speech that is given to the vhite settler characters in

'The Woman at the Store' re 'urs in 'Millie', '0le Underwood' and 'Old

Tar'. In 'Old Tar' the density of the orthographical irregularities at

points becomes ertre me.

'lt's a durn fine place . . . it's a place to shake yer lungs out itr -
yer knov. boy, my Pap bought this from the Maoris-he did.
Ye-esl Got it off Ole Puhui for a "suit of clothes an' a lmkin'-
glass of yer Granmav's." My starsl He had an eyel Larst thing
the ole man says to me r/as - "Janes," 'e says, "don't you be

muckin'about vith that bit of land top of Makra Hill. Don't you
sell it. 'And it on," 'e says, "to you an' yours" ' (lJ8dlswrgd.
Country. p.299)

Gillian Boddy suggests that the 'lhumourl and the phonetic spelling

of Tar's speech'is used 'to create realistic dialogue'. {6 I would suggest

that the ercessive degree to vhich consonants are omitted here serves

$ Ellipsis io Maosfield te$.

6 Gilliao Boddy, Katherine Mansfield; The Yonan and the Yriter fi,ingVood,
Vicloria: Penguin, tSE), p.lJ7.
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not as an attempt at an accurate representation of the speech of a

particular class in a particular location at a particular time, that is, not

as an attempt 8t regional realism, but as a trope of colonial dilTerence.

In Lady Barker's 'christmas Day in Nev ?naland'the same process is at

work as that identified in 'Old Tar' and 'The wom an at the store, above,

that is, the representation of cotonial difference by the disjunction

betveen the standard grammar and spelling of the narrator of
'christmas Day in New zealand'and the peculiarly non-standard direct

speech of individuals whom the European narrator marks as 'colonial'.

The European narrator represents herself as being in a foreign land,

distant from the metropolis and, in insisting on the difference betveen

London and the ctlonies, attests to her familiarity and identification

vith that metropolis:

I am afraid there vere no presents erchanged that morning,
for ve were fifty miles away from the nearest shop, and had
not been down to christchurch for months. Hovever, ve
reoeived and returned maay hearty good vishes: aad in that
foreign land it is something to be among friends on c,hristmas
Day, even if there are no presents gorng about . {Z

This mefopolitan identification is further emphasised by tbe stip in
the use of the pronoun. In a narrative which has been located in New

7*aland and addresses London from that distanoe, 'that foreign land.

attests to the desire of the narrator to locate herself in London. Cut off
from the commerce and material erchanges of the metropolis (the

nearest shop is fifty miles avay. and there are subsequently no gifts to
erchange), vhat becomes currency is language, verbal erpression. Thus

speech is the medium in which the narrator can signat her

metropolitan identity against, and by virtue of the colonial speech of

11 lAty Barler, A Christnas Cate in Four Ouartcrs. (London: Macnillen, lt7ll,
p.2J9. Further references to Barter ia the naio tcrt.
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the subjects of her narrative.

'Dear o€, how can you both wear the same clothes ?, I
inquired. 'M'Pherson is such a giant, and you are not very tall,
M'Nab.'
'well, mem, we made them our ainsells, and ve cut them on a
betveen size, you see, so they fit baith, fine. The trevs nrere
hard to manage, but 'Phairson wears 'em vith gaiters, and I
rolls 'em up; so though they're a deal tm short for him and tm
lang for me, r/e manage first class,' said M'Nab, relapsing into
colonial phraseology (emphasis added, Barker, p. Z59I

In Lady Barker's tert the location of this colonial difference in the

narrative strategy is made erplicit by drawing attention to the

different phraseology. It is interesting that the narrator here chooses

to emphasise the mlonial difference, in prefereflce to the specifically

scottish regionalism vhich appears to be displayed in the orthography
(M'Pherson and M'Nab, ainsells, baith, trevs) or the class differetroe

vhich requires M'Nab to address the narrator as 'mem'. Here the

emphasis on colonial difference in speech is a product of disavoval.

The insistence on verbal expression as a means of differentiating

between colonial and European discloses a hidden (i.e. disavoved)

acknovledgement of the (danger of the) possibility of being identified

as the same, of being classed as colonial by virtue of her colonial
physical location. It is at this point that a similarity vhich is almost but
not quite has to be denied and fired as difference. The dynamics of the

relationship of the narrator in 'The woman at the store' to the other

colonial characters has far more in common with the namatoriat

dynamics in Lady Barker's tale than those in Lapham's tale. The space

vhich the narrator of 'The wom an at the store' occupies is mnstructed

in opposition to that occupied by the colonial characters, thus

occupying that position vhich is clearly identified as ,European. 
in

Lady Barker's narrative.
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Lapham's narrator is a worker amongst fellov workers vhereas the

narrator of 'christmas Day in Nev ?*aland'is an employer addressing

employees, The occupation of the narrator of 'The l0oman at the Store'

is not indicated, but she is marked as possessing leisure time rather

than a habitual form of vork. In addition to this, the inset dream at

the beginning of the narrative signals the class status of the narrator

in terms of a prosperous middle class childhood.

I half fell asleep and had a sort of uneasy dream that the
horses vere not moving forvard at all - then that I was on a
rocking-horse, and my old mother was scording me for raising
such a fearful dust from the draving-room carpet. you ve
entirely u/orn off the pattern of the carpet,' I heard her saying,
and she gave the reins a tug (Stories. p.l l0).

In mntrast vith rocking horses and draving room carpets, the

squalor of the voman's house, from the garden vhich smells of

dishwater to the broken chairs and the flies buzing in circles round

the ceiling, is relentlessly detailed. The colonial characters in

Mansfield's stories are marked out by their occupations as vorking

class: the woman at the store is an el-barmaid, her husband a

storekeeper, Old Tar is a shopkeeper, Millie is a farmer's wile and Ole

Undervood a sailor.

In 'The Woman at the Store' the narrator is behaviourally separated

from the violence and insanity of the r/oman and the child. The verbs

which describe the narrator's actions, whilst not registering comptete

passivity, all indicate a degree of moderation and decorum: 'half fell

asleep', 'valked', 'lay in the urater', and the one vigorous action vhich
the narrator contemplates is censored 'l vanted to shout 'Buck up,' but

I kept silent.' By contrast the verbs describing the voman relate to

violent activity: 'made frantic gestures', 'smeamed', blinked rapidly
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screr/ing up.her face', 'shouted violently" 'kicked" 'stamping" 'banging

her fists', 'clutched her head' 'rushed from the table' 'beat the child's

head'. These figures of violence are attached to other colonial

characters too. Although Jo is depicted more as vulgar than violent, he

is marked out in the narrative as a stereotypical colonial and

surrounded by images of violence. Not only does the sentence 'A white

handkerchief, spotted vith red - it looked as though his nose had been

bleeding on it - knotted round his throat' contain a simile that is
excessive, redolent of violence in the mention of blood, designed to
provoke disgust and mark difference from refined nanners or

civilization, but also the ambiguity produced by the absence of an

auriliary verb here implies that Jo's handkerchief has a life of its own

and murderous intentions (Stories. p.109).

violence and murderous intentions run through 'Ole undervood, and
'Millie'. In both narratives a murder has already been committed at

the outset, Ole undervood has murdered his vifg and in 'Millie' there

is a graphic description of the murder scene.

There vas blood all over the barn. And wiflie cor said he vas
that knocked out he picked a cigarette up out of the blood and
smokgd it. My vordl he must have been half dotty. (stories.
pJ3al

Both stories end vith another murder about to be committed, one a

lynching and one a strangulation. The colonial figures in these stories

are represented as murderous and mad. Millie is overcome by blood

lust, 'a strange mad ioy smothered everything else. she rushed into the

road - she laughed and shrieked and danced in the dust' {stories.
p.137). EVen in '0ld rar' although there is no murder committed the

eponymous character is represented as desiring his father's death, and

as mad.
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Old Tar, after one day's burst of excitement, kept his grim joy
to hinself. But he vas mad inside, so hot that he felt all the
hard years in him melting away. . . . His feet seemed to freeze
into the oold grass of the hill, and dark thoughts flew across
his mind, Iike clouds, never quiet, never breaking
(Undiscovered Country. p.30 l, p.303).

Despite the fact that this piece is classified as a 'Scene from Colonial

Life' in Gordon's collection, suggesting the reportorial accuracy of

journalism or a sketch, the method by vhich the main character's

internal derangement is registered is classically symbolist, the @ncrete

image of the clouds standing in for the intangible psychological

derangement.

In 'The woman at the store' it is the narrator vho defines both tbe

woman and the child as insane. Although the description of this story

in the New Age is designed to be disparaging, 'murderous hags and

degenerate children' does not fall so very short of the terminology of

the story itself.{E The child is described by the namator as a 'mear,

undersized brat with whitish hair, and vea& eyes' and further on in

the narrative the child's dravings lead the narrator to comment that

they are 'the creations of a lunatic vith a lunatic's cleverness. There

was no doubt about it, the kid's mind vas diseased'(stories, p.ll3,
p.ll6). It is revealed in the narration that the woman has murdered

her husband, she has threatened to kill her ovn child, and there is an

implication at the end that Jo is also a potential murder victim. She is

described by the narrator as 'a figure of fun':

certainly her eyes vere blue, and what hair she had vas
yellov, but ugly. she vas a figure of fun. . . . her front teeth
vere knocked out, she had red pulpy hands. . . (stories. p.l I I ).

{E 'Present-Day Criticisn' Nov Aee 10.2J ns. (1912) : p,tE9.
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No Sympethy for the Coloniel Yomen?

Several critics read this story as a sympathetic and proto-feminist

analysis of the position of women in the backblocks. Sylvia Berkman

suggests that one of Mansfield's overriding themes is 'the painful

nature of all serual relationships,'and that 'The Woman at the Store' is

a story about

lal voman, taken from the busy life of a coastal public house

to the unsettled bush country, neglected by her roviog
husband, lwhol is driven in her hatred to kill her husband and

conceal the crime. . . .49

C. K Stead locates the same area as being the otre of primary

importance. He describes the story as one vhich portrays the woman

as 'ruined by neglect, maltreatment, and the strain of outback life,' and

suggests that it has at its heart 'Katherine Mansfield's central

preoacupation - female sexual involvement and the destruction she

seems to feel goes inevitably with it'(Glass case' p'33)' Cherry Haokin's

reading of the story is similar to that of Stead and Berkman. She

suggests that the association of seruality with violence is a recurrent

theme in Mansfield's vriting, and that it appears in 'The Woman at the

Store' as 'outrage at the biotogical hetplessness of women.'J0 Hankin

suggests that sympathy is created for the woman.

An important difference betq/een the tvo works l'Millie' and
'The l[oman at the Store'1, however, is the ertent to vhich the

reader's sympathies are nanipulated and directed. While ve
are not asked to condone the c/oman at the store's murder of

49 Sylvia Bertman, Katherine Maosfield: A Critical Study (London: Geoffrey
Cunberlege, Orford University Press, l9J2r, p.{8. Further references to Bertnan
in the tert.

50 C. A. Hantin, Katherine Mansfield aod Her Confessiooal Stories (London:

Macmillan, 19S3, rpt.l9E4), P.32. Further references to Hankia in the tert.
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her husband, our pity is aroused by Jo's rynical erploitation of
her, the woman's bitter story about her married life, and the
narrator's own sympathy (Hankin, p.52).

These commentators all mark out gender interaction and the

resultant oppression of women as the primary focus of the narrative.

Hovever, there is not the same conseosus over the narrative aagle

from which these matters are presented. Hankin claims that the

narrator of the story is sympathetic (though she does not cite any part

of the tert in support of her claim), whereas Berkman's view is that the

narrative is presented objectively.

The narrative is given vith scrupulous obiectivity. The scene is
set, the figures move and speak, the plot unfolds vithout a

vord of comment (Berkman, p.48).

Claire Tomalin's isolation of the crucial elements of the story and

her perception of its presentation are similar to Berkman's:

the woman at the centre, once a pretty barmaid with 125
ways of kissing, has been broken by mamiage, childbearing,
solitude, and responded vith violence. The story is left coolly
at that, neither characters nor author passing judgement.Jl

Certainly there is no overt statement of judgenent by the first

person narrator as there is in 'The Advanced Lady' or The Modern

Soul'nor is there a final marim attached to the tert as there is in 'The

Tiredness of Rosabel' , 'ln a Cafe or 'The Baron, but the absence of these

features from the narrative of 'The Woman at the Store' does not mean

judgement is absent or that presentation is objectivs.l2 Judgement is

insistently invoked throughout the narrative.

Jl Claire Tomalia. Katherinc Mansfield: A Secret Life (Loodon: Penguia. 1988).
p.96.

)Z 'The Advanced Lady' (Stories. p,t0), 'The Modern Soul' (Stories. p13), 'The

Tiredness of Rosabel' (Stories. g.2l),'Itr a Caf6'(Stories. p,lt),'The Baron'
(Stories.p.3{).
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Whilst I agree that the representation of women's oppression is an

important element of the story, and that to ignore it one vould have to

be vilfully blind to the play of gender politics in the telt,53 the only

part of the narration where sympathy is actively engaged for the

q/oman, is in the section where the voman recounts her past.

'Nov listen to me,'shouted the woman, banging her fist on the
table. 'lt's sir years since I vas married, and four miscarriages.
I says to 'im, I says, vhat do you think l'm doin' up 'ere? If
you rras back at the Coast, I'd 'ave you lynched for child
murder. Over and over I tells 'im - you've broken my spirit
and spoiled my looks, and vot for - that's vot I'm driving at.'
she clutched her head with her hands and stared round at us.
Speaking rapidly, '0h, some days - an' months of them I ,ear

them two vords knockin' inside me all the time - "wot for,"
but sometimes I'll be cooking the spuds an' I lifts the lid off to
give 'em a prong and I 'ears, quite sudden again, "Wot for." Ohl
I don't mean only the spuds and the kid - I mean - I mean,,
she hiccoughed - 'you knov vhat I mean, Mr Jo' (stories.
pp.l l4-5).

This is the longest section of direct speech from any character and

its length partly effaces the narrator momentarity inviting the reader

to share the vievpoint of the woman. The agony of the thrie
repeated, unanswered question, vot for,' which the voman poses,

invites the reader's sympathy as does the reiteration of the hard past

life. The phrase vot for' and the way in which it is invested vith a

quality of insistence is particularly reminiscent of the same phrase in
'Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Wedding'.

'Na, what is it all for?' she muttered, and not until she had
reached home and prepared a little supper of meat and bread
for her man did she stop asking herself that silly question. . . .

'Alvays the same,'she said - 'all over the vorld the same; but,
God in heaven - but srupid ' (Stories. p.47, p.{g).

Jl Io critical accounts vhich emfhasise the feminism of this story, ihere
again an enphasis on the nimetic function of the tert.

ls
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In both cases the question is asked io the contert of marriage, ser

and childbirth, and in both stories marriage, ser and childbirth are

associated with pain, violence and loss. The narrative of 'Frau

Brechenmacher' vorks constantly to engage the sympathies of the

reader for the Frau, by the continual gap between Herr

Brechenmacher's aggressive and overbearing treatment and Frau

Brechenmacher's gentle and obedient response, by the difference

betveen the vindictive comments of the other women in the Festsaal

and mildness of the Frau's comment 'Girls have a lot to learn', and by

the repeated image of Frau Brechenmacher as a vulnerable child.

Hovever, in 'The woman at the store' the voman's long speech vhere

she asks 'vot for' is the only section of narrative vhere sympathy is

actively engaged for her. otherwise the woman is represented by a

whole series of negative images, and despite Hankin's comment I can

detect no sisterly sympathy from the female narrator. As mentioned

above, the narrator stifles her only impulse to cheer and console ('I

wanted to shout 'Buck up,' but I kept silent' ), and the narrator's

comment ' "Good Lord, vhat a lifel" I thought.". . . mad, of course she's

madl"' (stories p.ll2), is marked more by disdain and matter of fact

acceptance than righteous anger at the plight of a similarly gendered

sufferer. when their common gender is considered, there is in fact a

very marked gap betveen the position of the narrator, from whom

signs of sexual desire and fertility appear to be completely absent, and

that of the woman whose body is ravaged beyond recognition, vhose

spirit is broken and looks spoiled by childbearing and miscarriage, but

vho nevertheless registers a lust vhich responds to Jo's disptay of

serual interest. In the text there is the suggestion in the woman's

history that serual desire has left her defenceless, at the mercy of both
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the erploitative husband's serual desires and the resulting

pregnancies.

'...'e'dsay..."Come and give us akiss. and if I took it
all right, 'ed wait till 'e could tvist me round 'is finSer, then
'e'd say, "Well, so long, I'm off." ' (Stories. p.l l5).

This marital relationship is marked by lust as is the one vith Jo,

vhere the voman is represented by him as no more than 'female

flesh'. It stands in contrast to the sanitised relationship betveen Hin

and the narrator, vhere adult serual desire is completely erpunged:
've behaved tike tvo children let loose in the thick of an adventure'

(stories. p.ll6). The difference which is marked here betveen the

desirous and partially destroyed female and the androgynous narrator

is the product of disavoval. Ercitement, as adventure, is constructed as

erterior to the body of the narrator, and adult female serual desire, the

burden of childbearing and the subsequent disfigurement is displaced

from the person and body of the narrator onto the body of the voman

at the store. The focus on the woman as the object of male abuse also

reduces [o a trace the verbal abuse which the female narrator is

subjected to from both male travelling companions (' "we[ of all the

fools. Hin's slanging you. Iflhat have you been doing all the time?., ,

Stories. p.l12.)

A similar process is at work in the attribution of animal images - the

child is referred to as a Tat' and the r/oman is refemed to in a couple

of animal images vhich signify very differently from the cat simile

used to describe the Maori q/oman in 'How pearl Button was

Kidnapped'. In 'Pearl Button', the voman vho purrs like a cat is a

comforting atrd natural presencle. In 'The Woman at the Store, these

figures work as signs of colonial dehumanisation. The r/oman
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describes herself as a 'broody hen', and the simultaneous aptness and

inaptness of the phrase is unsettling, (she has had five pregnancies in

sir years, but she has also threatened to kill her ovn child). The

mention of her flared nostrils, register her as equine in contrast with

the packhorse vho is humanised earlier in the story. The woman's

first words to the travelling party are that she has mistaken them for

havksrvhich is followed closely in the narration by the first animal

simile with vhich the narrator describes her, 'like a hungry bird'. It
both brings to mind the scavenging havks just mentioned and again

serves as a narker of disavowal. The narrator firmly displaces onto the

womatr the signs of colonial dehumanisation.

I do not vish simply to reprace coronial difference by gender

difference as the privileged criterion for analysis, but it seems to me

that the tertual features outlined above prevent a straightforward

yoking of this story under the gender thematics which Berkman et al.

invoke to provide a reading of the text. Bridget 0rr suggests that

accounts of Mansfield's oeuvre by recent metropolitan feminist critics

occlude Mansfield's colonial difference (0rr, p.449). I would suggest

that this occlusion does not only operate in specifically metropolitan

and specifically feminist accounts of Mansfield. To see the voman in

this story represented ourely as a victim it is necessary to register

coloniality only as setting and to be 'indifferent' to the colonial politics

displayed elsevhere in the tert. The claims for the objectivity of the

narration and the absence of comment on the matter of the story are

vhat signal this 'indifference' to the colonial politics of the tert in the

accounts outlined above. Although the position of the voman may be

treated sympathetically at one point, she is a derided colonial figure at

otherg and these antagonistic colonial politics in the text have to be
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addressed. The text is fractured by colonial differenc€ as much as

gender difference.

Clare Hanson and Andrev Gurr note that the 'feminist element in

"The Woman at the Storen . . . combined vith its attentioo to social

setting and detail . . . produces a degree of confusion and diffuseness of

effect not found in the later "Ole Underwood's{ Although they do not

elaborate upon this observation, I would suggest that the 'confusion

and diffuseness of effect' which they note is the product of conflict

between the mlonial politics ol the text, urhich produce a division

between the stereotypical colonial and non-colonial irrespective of

gender. and the feminist politics of the tert which mart an antagonist

relation betq/een male and female which cuts across the boundaries of

colonial difference.

t{ Clare Easson
l98l), p.{).

and Andrev Gurr, Katherine Maosfield (London: Macmillan,
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Alarming contiguity end The Return of the Displeced Geze.

I have detailed above the way in vhich the tert attempts to

establish an unambiguously, autochthonously European position by the

relentless production of difference betureen the colonial subject and

the narrator, a production of difference vhich constructs the narrator

as pure, seamless and unified by virtue of the difference from

stereotypically colonial characteristics. I would further suggest that

both the purity and the authority of the narrator are undermined,

vhilst the narrative has to be 'corrected' to keep it coherent. The

distance and difference vhich have been continually marked are

threatened by the return of contiguity. It is this undermining of

authority, dislocation of coherence and return of mntiguity vhich

registers the coloniality of the tert, both despite, and because of its
attempt to construct an autochthonously European position.

As suggesred above, rhe ^!;;ffi aubchrhonousty European

identity. and in particular about the coherence and security of this

identity, is manifested in the production of coronial stereotypes. These

stereotypes are produced as hybrid figures. In Blanche Baughan,s 'pipi

on the Provl'for example, the old Maori woman pipi is represented as

both infantile and anile; mendacious and atavistiq full of 'native'

cunning but projecting a front of native innocence. i5 The anriety

about colonial identity, about the hybridity of a position vhich is
neither fully European nor fully Nev Zealand, is displaced ioto a

stereotypical figure. The fractured coronial identity registers that

hybridity as outside itself in a movement of disavoval.

5t B. E. Baughan, Brovn Bread fron a Colonial 0ven (Loodon and C[ristchurch:
Yhitconbe & Tonbs, l9l?l,pp.l-G.
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similarly in Lady Barker's tale, the hybridiry is registered in a

tertual slip, 'that foreign land', but is displaced onto a figure which is

specifically registered as colonial, and vhich encodes hybridity, as two

bodies occupy the same one set of clothes. In 'The woman at the Store'

the place vhere the narrator's identity is most threatened is strikingly

registered in the problematic sentence discussed before.

There is no twilight to our Nev Zealand days, but a curious
half-hour when everything appears grotesque - it frightens -
as though the savage spirit of the country valked abroad and
sneered at vhat it saw (Stories. p.l l2).

As Bhabha suggests, the production of discriminatory others, the

repetition of similarity as something different, reaches a point where it
undermines the pover by vhich the discriminatory others are

produced. In 'The woman at the store,' the figure of the mad colonial

woman is produced through exactly this process of disavowal. The

narrator disavows incoherence and mental disturbance outside of

herself into her surroundings, and by this move constructs herself as

sane, coherent and non-colonial. But the ultimate product of disavoval

is the return of the displaced gau:e. In this narrative it can be seen as

the savage spirit vhich sneers, it is the point vhere mimic turns to
menace, where vhat has been projected outvards returns in
threatening form, 'appears grotesque', 'it frightens'.55 So what can be

seen as an attempt to secure an unproblematic narrative position, a

tale on colonial subject matter addressed from a European perspective

reveals identity as hybrid and under threat.

5Q Just as later the control of the nsrralor is undernined by the displac iag gaze
of the child vho has vatched her vhile she vas bathing. transposifg-tle
oarralor fron surveyor to surveyed.
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The coherence of the narrative is also undermined by a tertual

hybridity. In the version of the tert printed in Rhythm. the sentence

'He rode ahead of me' produces difficulties in distinguishing betq/een

Hin and Jo. and in particular in determining to whom the description
'vhite as a clown, his black eyes glittered, and he kept shooting out his

tongue and moistening his lips refers. 57 Alpers notes in the

commentary to the stories that 'Murry . . . corrected one confusing

sentence' (p.551). Apart from Alpers'registering of Murry's alteration

as a correction, the ambiguity between Hin and Jo vhich erists in the

Rhythm version of the tert is mirrored by a similarly ambiguous

sentence towards the end of the tert. The namator's erclamation ' "0ne

hundred and tventy-five different s'ays - alasl my poor brotherl" '

(stories. p.ll7), is clearly spoken to Hin, but it is Jo vho is with the

woman and erperiencing the multifarious amorous addresses. The

sentence suggests that either it is Jo who is the narrator's brother, or

that Hin is the narrator's brother and she is sympathising with him for

missing out on one hundred and twenty-five different ways of kissing,

or that Hin is the narrator's brother and she is sympathising vith him

for having previously erperienced one hundred and tventy-five

different vays of kissing. The possibility of a sibling relationship

J7 Rhvthm. l.{ (t9t2): p.7, It is ia fact possible 0o mate some seose of the
Rhythn tert as it st8nds, by presumiag that 'IIo rode ahead of Ee' refers to a
gersog (Hin) vith vhom the namalo{ has a special relationship (the opeoing
line of the story assumes certaia specifics vhicir are tnovn to tde narraior aaO
not the reader), as the description of a second set of clothes cleady belongs to a
secoad persotr, although there vould still be sne ambiguity io thJ Joiio.u.
Hovever, there certainly seems to be ao need to change '-aheid of ne' to-tliiAt
ne'. The oarrator is describilrg the relative positioning of the riders, Jo ia froot,
4in ahead of her, aad herself bringing up-the rear.-There are vaiious other
differeoces betveen the Rhythm tert aol 6at of Stories ana ionitli"g dil&sh
and 0ther Stories ed. MurrT , ed. Murry (London: constable, 192ay. eg5g -75. p-
eranple 'she's the dead spirit of me' in Rhvthn. p.l{ reads 'she,s rn|ceal spit of
ne'in Stories g.ll2l,and SCVN (p.6J).
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between Jo and the narrator is made unlikely by the distaoces marked

betveen those tvo in the tert, but the sentence remains ambiguous.

what it does bring to mind is the 'confidential moment' mentioned

earlier by Hin and implirsa previous serual liaison betveen the woman

at the store and the brother of the narrator. So the state of the lustful,

squalid, abused, fecund and deranged figure of the colonial woman

from which the narrator has distanced herself returns with alarning

familial contiguity. The brother is implicated vith knowledge of the

colonial land and its inhabitants which contaminates the narrator's

position of distance. It is in this context that Jo's naming of Hin as a

'cuckoo' has particular significance, he brings bact within the family

that vhich is marked as other and disavoved and displayed as

difference.

Hin is, in fact, mntaminated by those signs of violence vhich are

tertually associated with the colonial landscape and the colonial

inhabitants. He 'snatches' the embrocation from the narrator, smiles

maliciously at her and threatens to beat the child, ' "l'll give you a bor

on the ear if you don't," said Hin savagely'(stories. p.ll4). The

narrator is implicated in the positions vhich she denies.

Hin is identified vith the namator in terms of both diction and

orthography as non-colonial, but marked by the characteristics of lust

and violence vhich have been displayed as signifiers of coloniality.

The absence of overt comment by the narrator at the conclusion of the

tale, can be read in the cpntert of the problematic relationship of Hin to

the position of the c'olonial, and the therefore problematic relationship

of the narrator to Hin. The c-oncluding lines which Tomalin and

Berkman read as objective and without comment, to me seem to

construct a strategic absence which is a comment in itself.
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'l'll pick you up later,' he shouted.
A bend in the road and the vhole place disappeared (Stories.
p.l l7).

The conclusion of the story enacts a similar dynamic to the

recuperative strategies of the bult in the metropolis incident. Rather

than signalling objective neutrality, the last sentence signals relief.

The undermining of the position of autochthonicity is recuperated by

the banishing of the vhole locus, the Vhole place'is 'disappeared'. In

this contert all the violence and lust are displaced back onto the

colonial characters, leaving the violent Jo to the violence of the voman.

Rather than an absence of judgement, there is a total displacenent in

which the brutalised figure of the colonial voman and the vutgar

colonial male absolve Hin and the narrator of all traces of coloniality,

and it is vith the relief of this absolution and the autochthonicity

vhich it restores that the story concludes.
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More Coloniel Anriety.

Displaying the Apricot Cosmopolitanism.

colonial dynamics and the desire for autochthonicity can be seen

operating in a number of stories vhich do not have Nev Zealand

settings and never overtly raise the question of colonial identity.

Although there is no direct discussion of colonial identity, I vill suggest

that the problem of colonial identity underlies the dynamics of the

stories to be discussed, iust as it is present as a motivating force

throughout the bull in the metropolis incident, even before the

Principal's denunciation makes the specificatly colonial nature of the

interaction erplicit. 'The Journey to Bruges', 'Being a Truthful

Adventure' and the three 'Epilogues', 'Epilogue I: Pension seguin' ,

'Epilogue II: Violet' and 'Epilogue III: Bains Turcs' are al! set io
northern Europe.SE Hovever, to designate these stories simply
'European'is as problematic as consigning the early stories set in New

Tnaland to the category of 'colonial', and positioning these pieces of

vriting vith respect to Gray's schema is no easier. In discussing the

colonial stories I suggested that conflating the question of subject

matter, address and area of circulation of those piecss in assigning

them to a particular category forecloses on reading certain aspects of

those texts. In particular the conflation forecloses on vhat might be

signalled about culonial identity by reading the representation of place

in those texts outside the framework of the category to vhich they are

habitually assigned. I vould suggesr that the same criteria apply to a

)t Stories. pp,92-96, pp. 96-102, pg.l!7-tl, pp.t.tl-.t6, and pp. l{b-t0.
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reading of these 'European' stories. They are European in that the

settings which they use are European, and the area of their circulation

is again an English periodical, but the tertual features of the pieces

display an anxiety about cultural autochthonicity which marks them as

colonial.59 They are marked by a coloniality vhich is displayed in the

same way as it is displayed in the bull in the metropolis incident and

in 'The woman at the store', that is in the production of stereotypes

and the figures of displacement and disavowal.

These pieces are not, hovever, examples of what Gray refers to as

the ' "Colony's Revenge" - the novel about the upstart colonial visiting

London and finding it abnormal, aberrant, different, filled vith the

quaintest sense of place'(Gray, p.9). what is strenuously attempted in

the representation of place in these terts is not to mark the erperience

of place as abnormal, aberrant, and different but as familiar, known

and controtled. There is again the attempt to construct a position of

autochthonicity in the narrative. Hovever, the very ercessive

strenuousness of the attempt results in an overly flamboyant

proclamation of literary rights vhich paradorically reveals an

insecurity about cultural siting which it is intended to conceal.

comparatively little attention has been paid to the 'The Journey to

Bruges' and 'Being a Truthful Adventure'. what critical commentary

19 
'The Journey to Bruges'appeared in the Nev Ase. z{ August lgll and 'Beiag a

Truthful Adventure'appeared ia 17 Septenber lgll issue of tle same magazine.
The three Epilogues appeared in the three issues of the Blue Reviev: 'Epil6gue I:
Pension-Seguin' appeared in the May l9l3 issue, 'Epilogue II' appeaid in tte
June l9l3 issue and'Epilogue III: Bains Turcs' appeired-in the Juiy l9l3 issue,
For ease of reference and discriminatioo I vill refer to the thrie epilogues as
'Peosion Seguin','Yiolet'and'BainsTurcs'io the fotloving discussioi, il five
pieces vere repriated by Murry ia SCVN vhere tvo of ihe titles are slightly
tlFf{, 'Being' is dropped from 'A Truthful Adveature' and 'Epilogue II' becones
'Violet'.
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there is on these two pieces tends to be of a classificatory nature and

derogatory tone, and reveals the framework within which the pieces

are read to be an expressive realist and humanist ooe as the criticism

takes the pieces to be an expression of the vriter's feelings and values

an authorial position which is deeply feeling and ultimately humane.

Saralyn Daly remarks that 'Being A Truthful Adventure' crntains

'probably the vorst sentence Miss Mansfield ever vrote'60 and then

goes on to criticise the overly satirical eye of the narrator in the

Epilogues, suggesting that they are redeemed by the narrator learning

to laugh at herself in 'violet', and by the moment of deep human

insight at the end of 'Bains Turcs' (Daly, pp.a8-51). Antony Alpers

regards the two terts as autobiographical pieces and comments that

the 'recuperative trip to Belgium had yielded tvo slight travel pieces,

The Journey to Bruges and A Truthful Adventure ' (Life. p.l27l.

ln the 'commentary' to the stories. he dubs them 'a pair of lishtly

handled travel skerches set in Bruges - hardly fiction yet' (p.5{9).

However, it seems to me that there are other possible readings of these

stories which are precluded by an interpretation of them as pieces of

autobiographical journal jotting, merely transposed in mntert. For

instance, a concentration on the 'autobiographical'content of the pieces

deflects attention from their formal characteristics. Granted that 'The

Journey to Bruges' is not a plotted tale, nor is it the sudden

illumination of a particular moment or state of mindi'ftuolts absence of

plot does not necessarily render it formless or unliterary, accidental

50 saralyn R. Daly, Katherine Maasfield (Nev yort: Tveyne, l96J), p.3g.
Further references !o-D"I}1 in the main tert. Tho senteace to vhich Daly referr is
t'he moro or less indefeasible '0ao caanot erpect to travel io upholslerod boatsvith pe-oplo, vho are enlightened eoough to understaod lurghior that has its
vellsprin g in synpathy' (Stories. p. 100),-
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rather than incidental, as Alpers implies in his suggestion that it is not

'fiction'. The piece is organised by two sets of co-ordinates, one

external and one internal , by the progression of the journey from the

London railway station to the Grand' Place in Bruges and by the

internal consciousness of the narrator. There is a constaot play

between the internal and the external in the piece which gives rise to a

textual complexity vhich is belied by Alpers' designation of 'slight'

'travel sketch'.5l Alpers'designation of 'sketch' is perhaps worth taking

a little more seriously than he does himself, and w. H. Nev's analysis

of the development of the sketch form is particularly useful in
supplementing the sense in vhich it is used by Alpers. Nev outlines

the development of the sketch in canada and New Inarand and

suggests that the nature of the sketch changed betq/een the beginning

of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century.

Throughout the history of the sketch, the central element tbe
form has required is a seose of immediacy ; the vriter is (or
the reader infers that the writer is) oresent as an observer.
But what can the observer see, and hov ? From observing
sceoery and tyoes at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
the writer is allowed by the end to observe characters and
events. And as these narrative elements creep into the
'neutral' observer's form, neutrality disappears.'lmpression'
takes over as the accompaniment to 'immediaq,'and the force
of the observer/narrator's point of viev comes to be felt in the
nature of the communication that takes place.62

He also argues that in response to different social and cultural

0!.l tq not su8_gesting that these pieces have the density or terrual conplerity
of 'Prelude' or 'Je ne parle pas fraagais' for erample, but that it is vortbvlile to
exanine then as literary coostructs rathei thao noting only their
'autobiographical coatea t.'

62 F.H,Nev, Dreans of soeech and violence; Tho Art of the Short story io
Canada aad Nev Zealand (Toronto: U of Toronto P, I9s7), p.22. Further references
to Dreams ia the tert.
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conterts, it was not the vocabulary used for documentary sketches

vhich changed but that 'much in the new society, though different

from the Old, vas renamed with the old words' and that this produced

an alteration in 'the tonal modulation vhich carried the vocabulary and

the formal shape it took, and he suggests that it r/as the resultant

tension which made the documentary sketch no longer a 'static' form

bp.23-4):

. , .the 'sketch' stopped being a 'static' form because it vas
charged vith the tension between the observing mind and the
documentary language of observation. The mistake of those
critics who find the sketch merely static is to have mistaken
an absence of narrative plot for a lack of narrative vitality; the
vitality erists in another guise, in the tension held creatively
belween language and form (Dreams. p.Z$.

'Narrative vitality', 'immediacy' and 'impression' seen to me to be

accurate descriptions of the most sriking features of these tvo pieces.

Events, places and characters are registered in a chronological

progression as the narrator observes them in the course of the journey

and they are registered both with a sense of immediary (vhich is

created by the thumb-nail sketches and the attention to particular

detail as well as the sviftly changing scene and tone), atrd with the

force of impression. The pieces are thus filled with a sense of the

particularity of the narrator rather than the neutrality of the narrator.

The sense of particularity is produced not so much by the overt

recounting of the narrator's opinions but by the manner and tone of

the depiction of the scenes and characters observed. Encoded in this

particularity are specific representations of cultural, national and

gender identity.

In these stories there is a repetition of caricature of national types

and stereotypes. The caricatures are wiftty delineated stetches,
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indicating types by registering culturally delineated markers of

identity. The English 'types' in 'The Journey to Bruges' are jurtaposed,

the thumb-nail sketches not so much sugSesting essential identities but

featuring as markers of difference within a particular field. The piece

begins vith a representation of the crude vernacular of the English

lover classes, ' "You got three-quarters of an hour," said the porter.

'You got an hour mostly. Put it in the cloak-room, lady." ' (Storjes

p.9D. The porter's speech urith its agrammaticisms, omissions and

verbal irrqularities creates atmosphere, and colour but it also

establishes distance betveen the narrator and the subiect matter. In

the same manner as distance is marked between 'colonial'and narrator

in 'The Woman at the Store' the distance betveen narrator and lover

class railvay porter and railvay clerk is clearly signalled by the ironic

envelopment of the culloquialism by the voice of the narrator

'Wot are you putting it in here for ?'
I said, 'Because IVe a long time to wait . '
He shouted, 'Train's in 2.20. No good bringing it here. Hi, you
there, lump it off !

My porter lumped ir (Sroriq, p.9J).

It seems to me that class distinctions are clearly at issue here, but

Alpers vho labels these pieces as 'not fiction' at the same time denies

the class specificity in them:

Insubstantial as l'Tne Journey to Bruges' and 'Being A
Truthful Adventure'l are, they show the beginning of a new
conern, to achieve that intricate delineation of the spaces
betveen people vhich Katherine Mansfield later captured as
the Impressionists had captured light.
In English fiction generally, the nuances of class had arways
performed this function, as they do in Jane Austen. For a
colonial writer. unattached to class, the vievpoint had to be
somevhere else and somevhere insecure: it had to float: and it
is evident that Katherine assumed it most readily in a contert
of travel and movenilent, among other deracinees (UIg p.lzrl.
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To say that Mansfield is a vriter 'unattached to class', although

pointing tovards the ambiguous position of the colonial in British

society, is to deny the firmly vhite and bourgeois nature of Mansfield's

origins and to imply that it is possible for a writer to speak from

somewhere outside 'culture': the 'myth' of deracination is myth

precisely because it is predicated on an oppositionary relation to the

normative culture from which an individual defines themself as

deracinated. Alpers again implies the figure of rupture, suggesting

that the class distinctions which mark English society r/ere effaced in

the transition to the colonies, rather than that the categories and their

boundaries may have been subtly altered. Further to that he then

privileges class as a determinant of identity, suggesting that vithout an

attachment to class, the narrative vievpoint is freed to take up that

floating position vhich he then characterises as deracination. This

effectively rules out Beoder and coloniality as determinants of identity.

In this passage Alpers 'cures' Mansfield of the marks of class by virtue

of her coloniality, and then by substituting a general uprootedness for

colonial specificity produces her as a universal literary Impressionist.

I would suSEest that rather than a namative position vhich'floats' in

these pieces, distance and difference are continually being invoked,

and that the position of the narrator is established in relation to vhat

it is being differentiated or distanced from. It becomes clear from the

assumptions of social and cultural distance, that the piece takes up a

specific class location. There is a shift from the humorous caricaturing

of 'lou/ life ' characters to a satiric rendering of the manners and

mannerisms of the Edvardian upper classes. The dialogue spoken in

the train by the tvo young Englishmen is marked by fashionable

'slang' ('Ripprn8', 'frightfully') and is mannered, affected and
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intellectually 'content-free'. Reading like a section from a P. G.

Wodehouse novel, it serves to satirise a se1 of class and social values

just as firmly as does the orthographical irregularity of the speech of

the railvay staff. Registered vith similar economy are the

'homepathic' young clergyman's class, religious fervour and potential

for annoyane to the namator.

The young clergyman, who had listened and remarked, smiled
at me radiantly. 'The train is in,'he said, 'really in. You've only
a fev moments, you knov.' My sensitiveness glimpsed a
symbol in his eye. I ran to rhe book-statl(Stories. p.93).

The use of 'really' simultaneously denotes gentility and a euphoric

engagement with religious symbolism inappropriate to the contelt, as

does the radiant response to the mundane announcement of the arrival

of a train. Again, the thumb-nail sketch depicts a type, but it
simultaneously provides as much information about the narrator as it
does about the subject. It is in the recorded observation of the narrator

that religious sentiment is registered as elcessive, an observation

vhich is far from neutral in its dispersal of value judgements. whilst

the viewpoint of the narrator is clearly not neutral and free-floating,

there is an implied complicity in a set of values betveen narrator and

reader. In this instance, because the evangelical fervour of the

clergyman has been made blatantly clear (and has been ridiculed), the

narrator's self-ironisation in reference to her 'sensitiveness' about the

matter unites the reader's view with that of the narrator rather than

distancing the tvo.

Through these markings of difference the narrator is identified as

upper middle class (neither common Dor affected), rynical and

worldly-wise, free from religious sentiment, perceptive and sensitive,

but not erorbitantly sensitive, and literate (as she dashes to the
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bookshop for 'salvation'from the clergyman).

So, the narrator's position vith regard to English culture is

established by virtue of difference from other English types, the

declasse and the pretentious and vapid. A position of Englishness is

also marked by the production of national stereotypes, both blatant

and covert. There is a blatant caricaturing of national types in the

scene on the boat:

All the beauty and artificial flover of France had removed
their hats and bound their heads in veils . A number of young
German men, displaying their national butk in light-coloured
suits cut in the pattern of pyjamas, promenaded (Stories. p.95).

Obviously there is a totalising depiction of nationalities here, but also

the depiction of the comically common and 'airy' porter of the Erylish

railway station is very different from the depiction of the French

portejwho is a 'villainous-looking creature' (p.95). The figures vhich

people Europe in these stories are ridiculed: in 'Being A Truthful

Adventure'there is a 'burly young Belgian' boatman vho 'lthrovsl out

his chest and chantlsl ttre beauties of Bruges vith the erultant abandon

of a Latin lover'(p.99), and a servant described as a 'vall-eyed famity

treasure' (p.98). The servant in 'Pension seguin' is represented as

sinilarly grotesque:

Her round red face shone like freshly vashed china. She had a
pair of immense bare arms to match, and a quantity of mottled
hair arranged in a sort of bow (stories pp.l37-8).

And the pension contains a baby vhich spends ail day 'banging his

little head against the floors and walls'(p.l4l). 'Violet'depicts an old

man who coughs and shoots 'a jet of spittle' from the windov into the

street (p.1.{3), and in'Bains Turcs'the cashier is described as 'an over-

ripe fungus bursting from a rhick, black srem'(p.ra6). There is a
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constant return in these stories to a depiction of the Europeans as

either gross, grotesque or false. There is a repeated association

throughout the stories of foreign women vith artificial flowers. In 'The

Journey to Bruges', the 'artificial flover of France' characterises the

French women (p.95), Mademoiselle Amabatielos in 'pension Seguin'

has her 'high firm bust decorated with a spray of artificial roses'

(p.lal ), and the saprophytic cashier of the Bains Turcs stands amongst

'artificial palms' (p.la6). The implied authenticity of the narrator

stands in contrast to these explicit associations with artificiality. The

narration similarly presents the narrator as rynical about romance and

male sensitivity by displaying romantic tenderness in the context of a

man watching his beloved being sick over the side of a boat:

He looked at her vith infinite tenderness. I decided never
again to call men unsympathetic, and to believe in the all-
conquering power of love until I died - but never put it to the
test. I vent belov to sleep (p.95).

The narrative ridicules both the figures and sentiments described

through the hyperbolic reference to the omnipotence of love and the

permanence of its duration folloved by the bathetic effect of the

narrator's actions.

As in the bull in the metropolis incident, the production of

distantiating stereotypes is accompanied by moves of displacement,

which help to install the narrator in a position of autochthonicity. In
'Being A Truthful Adventure'vhere the narrator meets Betty sinclair,

an old school fellov from New zealand, Betty's claim to English

autochthonicity which takes the form of an assertion of location ('We

live in England nov'), and a questioning of the narrator's presence

there ('can you believe it? - It's Katherine, in Bruges of all places in the

vorld!'), is carefully undercut (stories. p.l0l ). The inauthentic
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language of guide books has already been undermined earlier in the

narrative by passages in which the narrator quotes ertensively from a
guide book to Bruges vhich are closely folloved by narrative events

that demonstrate the non-correspondence between the rhetoric of the

text and the erperience of the narrator. The language vhich Betty

speaks is a mirture of the inauthentic language of guide books and the

fashionable slang of the type used by The Enthusiast in 'The Journey to

Bruges'.

Betty is frightfully keen on the suffrage', thinks she remembers the

narrator being frightfully keen' on the subiect too, and wants the

narrator to 'go about together'vith her in order that they may 'thrash

the whole subject out'(Stories. pp.l0l-02). what is asserted is the

narrator's wider experience, greater knovledge and cultural and

aesthetic superiority. The narrator does not use fashionable slang,

distances herself from fashionable causes, recognises the guidebook's

participation in exotic image-making and rejects it in favour of an

activity q/hich displays true aesthetic sensitivity, that is 'vatching the

swifts vheel and dip in the bright air'(p.100). The dynamics in this

story are similar to those in 'Violet' vhere another old acquaintance

greets the narrator

as though I had been given up for lost times without number:
as though I had been drovned in foreign seas, and burnt in
American hotel fires, and buried in a hundred lonely graves.
'![hat on earth are you doing here?'(p.14il.

The narrator's hyperbole describing the manner of violet's greeting

starts to undermine her character before she opens her mouth, so to

speak, in the direct speech of the narrative. violet's position of English

authority is undermined. Her frank English gaze vhich is likened to
'sitting in the glare of a window at breakfast-timef is turned aside by
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the narrator's questioning of Violet's presence in Bruges:

'What are you here for,' I said, smiling graciously to soften the
glare. At that she turned and looked across the lavns, and
fidgeted with her umbrella like a provincial actress about to
make a confession (p.l4q.

Here Violet is displaced from the position of the metropolitan into

the position of the 'provincial' and the inauthentic, the actress, and

later in the narrative Violet makes the confession vhich demonstrates

her to be naive and linited in comparison to the oarrator's savant. At

the end of the narrative, the narrator suggests that the disparity

between erpectation and fulfilment in Violet's narration means that

the joke is at the narrator's oq/n erpense, but there is a double irony at

work and the narrator's very suggestion turns the laughter back on

Violet. Throughout the narrative there have been continual tertual

indications of the narrator's 'depths' in contrast not to Violet's heights,

but violet's surface beneath vhich there are no depths, In this vay the

narrator has already prepared the ground for the ddnouement and the

repeated image of the vater half sly, half laughing is representative

not of the fotly of the narrator, but of the narrator's tone itself.

In both these stories the figures with the craim to English

autochthonicity are displaced by the narrator. In particular it is being

conversant with the objects of high culture vhich displays the

narrator's superiority in 'Violet'. After Violet's ryptic relation to the

narrator of her emotional heights and depths, (made even more

ridiculous by her self-conscious allusions to her symbolism), the

narrator's response to violet is not immediate, but the reader is given

the benefit of the narrator's comments and thought.

No young girl ever performs such gymnastic feats by herself.
Yet in my erperience I had always imagined that the depths
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folloved the pinnacles. I ventured to suggest so.
'They do,' said Violet gloomily. 'You see them, if you look,
before and after.'
'Like the people in Shelley's skylark,'said I.
Violet looked vague and I repented (Stories. p.la5).

It is not just the narrator's sarcastic remark about gymnastic feats

and the appeal to the value of her or/n experience which asserts her

superiority to Violet. What marks the difference bettreen them is the

narrator's familiarity vith Shelfi's poem and Violet's complete

ignorance of it. The narrator is thus shovn to be conversatrt vith 'high'

culture in a vay in vhich the supposedly English Violet is not. There is

a presumption that 'r/e look before and atler,l And pine for vhat is

not' will spring immediately to the mind of the reader, and it thus

becomes an indicator of an English cultural commonality. The allusion

to 'To A Skylark' here is different from the description of the larks in

the hot, dusty, summer landscape in 'The woman at the store'. In that

passage there is a reBositioning of a literary trope to indicate

difference and distance. Here we have not a repositioning of a trope,

but an invocation of a proper name and a cultural sign as guarantors of

cultural autochthotricity. The intellectual ownership of Shelley and his

skylark marks the narrator as a possessor of an English cultural

heritage.

Running through these stories along vith the derogation of Europeao

types there is a claiming of European high culture. Stories are crammed

vith references which are more or less obtrusive. In 'The Journey to

Bruges' vhilst one of the Englishmen given to fashionable slang reads

the unillustrious 'The snark's summer Annual', what the narrator

notices is a poster for the Athenaeum: 'As ve crept out of the station I

saw a poster advertising the Athenaeum' (stories. p.9{). That the
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poster is renarked upon suggests that it is cultural.ly significant; that it
is remarked on vithout further comment suggests that there is again a

presumption of commotr cultural knowledge between narfator and

reader. Rembrandt and Anatole France are mentioned as chance

associations in the narrator's mind, and in 'Being a Truthful Adventure'

Mendelssohn's Spring song. the Place van Eyck and verlaine are all

mentioned. In 'Pension Seguin'the cultural artefacts include the 'First

French Picture', Hamlet. the Appassionata Sonata and Gogol. In 'Violet'

Russian novelists are invoked as vell as the aforementioned Shelley.

An importance is placed on the ability to read these cultural signs

vhich suggest a particular location in relation to high culture. The

obtrusiveness of the allusions in these stories is perhaps made clearer

by comparison with the skilfully unobtrusive allusion to the standard

terts of high culture elsewhere in Mansfield's texts.

In 'Pension seguin' a reference to Hamlet is introduced appended to

a piece of comical syntax, vhere the comedy is, of course, at the

erpense of a Buropean. This is the reply to the narrator's ,rqurrt$
quiet room from Madame Seguin:

'l have a beautiful room to let, and quite unerpectedly. It has
been occupied by a young gentleman from Buenos Ayres
whose father died, unfortunately, and implored hin to return
home immediately. Quite natural indeed.' '0h, veryl' said I,
hoping ihat the Hamlet-like apparition was at rest again and
vould not invade my solitude to make certain of his son's
obedience. 'lf Madam wiil follow me.' Down a dark corridor,
round a corner I felt my vay. I wanted to ask Madame if this
was vhere Buenos Ayres lsicl pere appeared unto his son, but
I did not dare ro (Stories. p.138-39).

Although this passage is amusing, the installation of the cultural

sign is impossible not to note. It is not just that the Great Bard of

English letters is jurtaposed with a foreigner's woefully ambiguous use
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of language, or that the narrator's erudjtion is displayed, but that an

appreciation of the humour is dependant on a tnovledge of the

shakespeare tert. If the reader does knov the Shakespeare text, then

there is a reciprocal assurance of cultural autochthonicity between the

reader and the Mansfield 1ext. If the reader does not know the

Shakespeare text, then the superior cultural autochthonicity of the

Mansfield tert is flaunted. (This is particu larly the case where the signs

of high culture are introduced by the use of the simile, as the reader is

left with a blank instead of a term of cooparison, as for instance vith
similaic allusion to the First French picture at the opening of 'pension

seguin'). By contrast the allusion to Kine Lear in 'The stranger' does

funcrion as allusion rarher rhan obrrurioniJt :#i:^Hammond has

just been told by his vife that another man has died in her arms on a

voyagefrom which she has just returned,his thoughlsare registered in

free indirect discourse:

And yet [e died in Janey's arms. she - vho'd never - never
once in all these years - never on one single solitary occasion -
No; he mustn't think of it. Madness tay in thinking of it. No he
wouldn't face ir (Srories. p.3Zl).

If the reader can make connections vith the shakespeare tert, then

their reading is enriched. However, if the reader does not know Lear's
'0, that way madness lies; let me shun that; / No more of that., and its

context of emotional desolation and profound psychological disturbance

vhich is a result of the severing of the ties of familial duty and

affection, it does not hamper an appreciation of the significance of the

moment-63 The desolation and desperation of John Hammond are fully

63 W,lII.iv.2l.
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registered in the Mansfield tert and do not rely on the reader's

intertertual knovledge to complete the reading.

The contrast between the subtlety of the allusion in 'The Stranger'

and the obtrusion of ertratextual reference in the European stories

serves to hiShliSht the process at vork in these stories vith European

settings. The process is one of structuring of a position of European

cultural autochthonicity through the displacement of other contenders

to that position and a display of mastery of the signs of European high

culture.

However, as the narrator's mistake with the mats in 'pension seguin,

suggest, signs are available to a plurality of readings. In that piece, the

narrator chooses to take a room at the eponymous pension because sle
sees in the salon of the pension an abundance of white crotchet mats

and reads them as 'signs and tokens of virtue and sobriety':

'A voman with such sober passions,' thought l, 'is bound to be
quiet and clean, vith few babies and a much absent husband.
Mats are not the sort of things that lend themselves in their
making to cheerful singing. Mats are essentially the fruits of
pious solitude (Stories. p.138).

The narrator then procreds to expound upon appearances with an

illustrative anecdote.

. . . the story of my one and only nurse, who, knoving ny
horror of gooseberry jam, spread a coating of apricot over the
top of the jam iar. As long as I believed it apricot I vas happy,
and learning visdom, I contrived to eat the apricot and leave
the gooseberry behind(Stories. p. I 39 ).

ln 'Pension seguin' it is revealed that the mats are made by the

ovner of another pension and the one vhich the narrator has selected
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is filled vith children, music and talkative guests. It becomes apparent

that a different reading of the signs from the one the Darrator

originally ma.kes is possible. The display of cultural signs in the stories

under discussion can be read as signilying cultural conversance, even

of legitimate possession of a particular cultural language, but, as with

the mats in the Pension Seguin, the display of cultural signs is open to

another reading too. It can be seen as a flamboyant assertion of

literary rights, as the strenuous attempt to establish a position of

cultural autochthonicity, the very flamboyancy of which suggests that

a claim is at stake, that there is in fact an anxiely about the legitimary

of the possession of these signs of European high culture, and anriety

about the autochthonicity vhich that possession should signal. Colonial

identity is betrayed, not by finding a layer of true colonial gooseberry

under the veneer of apricut cosmopolitanism, but by the degree of

anriety manifested to disolay the apricot cosmopolitanism. what is

strenuously attempted in the representation of cultural location in
these terts is the display of cultural autochthonicity vhich locates the

narrative as culturally autochthonous. Hovever, the very ercessive

strenuousness of the attempt results in an, overly flamboyant

proclamation of cultural and literary rights which paradorically reveals

an insecurity about cultural siting vhich it is intended to conceal.
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CHAPTER THNEE

Epilogue I: Old Lace, Turtish
Baths and Barbarous Pineapples.

Conflicted Subiecr positions in
Mansfield's Stories.

Introduction

This section briefly explores some of the intersections between

gender identity and colonial identity in Mansfield's terts. I suggest that
there is no single coherent and consistent formulation of the

relationship betveen gender identity and mlonial identity in these

texts. I argue that in 'The Journey to Bruges' and 'Epilogue III: Bains

Turcs,' gender identity is destabilised vhilst European high culture
remains a fired point of reference for cultural identity. In contrast, in
'A Pic-nic,' gender identity remains a fired and secure point of
reference, vhilsl the desirability of metropolitan identity over colonial

identity is put into question.

Falling For old Ledies oa Treins can Be Good For

Your Culturel Autochthonicity.

In 'The Journey to Bruges,' the narrator expresses cynicism about

conventional romance and conventional gender roles. Romance and

desire is present in this tert in another location. European figures vho
are erempt from the force of ridicule or depiction as stereotypes are
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ones vhose Sender identities are destabilised. In contrast to the desire

to conform to the standards and measuring sticks of a dominant

European high culture, there is a desire to undo and re-evalrfle

conventional gender roles. The mocking of the tenderness of the young

man's sympathy for his seasick beloved is concluded in the hyperbolic

phrase, 'l decided . . . to beleve in the all conquering power of love

until I died' (Stories. p.95), but this is followed in the narrarive by

another dream of love until death.

The unnamed old lady vho is also travelling on the boat is one of the

few figures vho is exempted from the force of caricature.

she lay on a rose and white couch, a black shawl tucked round
her, fanning herself vith a black feather fan. Her grey hair
vas half covered vith a lace cap and her face gleamed from
the black drapings and rose pillows vith charming old world
dignity. There was about her a faint rustring and the scents of
camphor and lavender. As I watched her, thinking of
Rembrandt and, for some reason, Anatole France . . . (Stories.
pp.9{-5).

The old lady is represented as a source of visual, auditory and

olfactory detight to the narrator, and her charm is specifically linked to

her 'old vorld dignity.' vhilst the other European characters are

marked off from the signs of high culture, the figure which arouses the

narrator's desire is seen as an embodiment of those signs of European

high culture. It is this old lady of vhom the narrator dreams. After a

conversation in vhich the old lady's voice is described as 'so fine it
seemed to quaver on a thread of iace,'the narrator has a dream vision:

I could not think why, but I had visions of myself perhaps
travelling in the same railway carriage vith her, vrapping her
in the black shavl, of her fafling in love with me and leaving
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sexual and colonial identity intersect in the narrator's dream . In the

earlier passage it is the narrator's desire for the old lady vhich is
registered, but in her dream, the narrator imagines the old lady falling

in love vith her and sees herself taking up a role tovards the old lady

which hovers between the masculine and the filial. Ihe result of this

relationship would be the namator's inheritance of the old lady,s

money and lae. Lape has already been specifically associated

vith high cultural autochthonicity. In this narrative it is the fantasied

destabilisation of gender positions and the installation of desire in an

economy other than the conventional heterosexual one vhich allovs

the narrator to inherit a position of cultural autochthonicity.

Looting ia tle Turtish beth

The brittle satirising of heteroserual courtship in these stories has

been discussed. In contrast to this, the erotic relationships between

women are represented by indirection and vith the force of the

concrete images of symbolist practice. In 'Bains Turcs, there is a

suSSestion of possibilities for desire other than the constricted roles

apportioned by convention. (Again this is not to suggest that there are
'true' desires under the 'false' role playing, but that all subject

positions are conflicted and constricted in one vay or another.)

me unlimited quantities of money and old lace.
P.96).6{

The female environment of the Turkish bath is

representatioos of desire and disgust. Masculinity

. (Stories.

fraught vith

is represented
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either as deformed and disgusting or distantiated and emasculated.

The male attendant is a midget who sneezes and sniffs all over his

cotton gloves, and the male explorer, whom the narrator imagines, is

only fascinating when hedged round by conditions vhich circumscribe

his imagined profession and the attributes of his maleness.

Yes, it might have been very fascinating to have married an
explorer . . . and lived in a jungle, as long as he didn't shoot
anything or take anything captive. I detest performing beasts
(Stories. p.la7),

In the 'warm Room'in 'Bains Turcs,'there are positive images of

female communality, suggesting the freedom of a pre-oedipal state of

interchange. before the intervention of the lav of the father, but there

is also a suggestion of mounting excitement.

Through the matchboard valls and from the corridor sounded
cries and laughter and snatches of conversation. 'Are you
ready?' 'Are you coming out nov?' 'Wait till you see mel'
'Berthe - Berthel' 'One momentl one momentf Immediateryi I
undressed quickly and carelessly, feeling like one of a troupe
of little schoolgirls let loose in a svimming bath (stories.
p.147).

But there is no simple revalorisation of binary oppositions here, of

naming female as good and male as bad. women are also described as

'hideous, Iying back. red and moist, vith dufi eyes and lank hair,' and

the narrator concurs vith the opinion of the tvo blonde vomen that

the other women look 'like beefsteaks in chemises'(p.l4g). [t is nol, so

much that the tvo blonde y/omen are valorised by the positive terms

in vhich they are desmibed and the negative desmiptions of the other

wooen, but that the narrator and the ts/o blonde women share not

only a common language and a similar aesthetic of the female body,

but they also share the same scrpic economy.
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The power of the scopic economy is suggested by the vay in which,

although the narrator shares a linguistic economy with the Mackintosh

cap, this is shown to be an unwanted source of commonality and

contiguity. The German u/oman here is specifically associated with low

culture and vith a prohibition on female desire vhich exhibits itself as

a refusal to see. National identity is fired and this allours the

question of gender identity to be opened up.

The gendered scopic economy, vhich erists outside, momentarily

ceases to function within the female environment of the bath house.

The blonde women, who clearly make economic capital out of being the

obiect of male desire, become the approved and desired obiect of the

narrator's gaf:e. And the narrator's scopically registered and valorised

desire is contrasted vith the Mackintosh Cap's failure to tate up a

position of one who sees in that scopic economy:

'l cannot see,' she said, 'what men see in such vomen. No, a
husband and children and a home to look after, that's vhat a
r/oman needs' {Stories. p. I 49).

In doing so, she is refusing to take up a position other than thar

conventionally ascribed to vomen and in that refusal, she is
rhetorically reiteratiog the conditions of women's oppression. she

validates a version of femininity vhich confines vomen to a domestic

and procreative role. She validates a model in which the possibility of
female desire is replaced by the needs of a husband and children. In
doing this, she defines herself as a 'proper'r/oman, in opposition to the

impropriety of the brondes. Her constitution as 'proper' is founded on

a specifically female scopic occlusion and the reattribution of the gaze

of desire to the masculine.
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where looking is synonymous vith desiring, the German voman's

marking of difference is fraught vith the marks of disavowal.

'Are you going to take off your chemise in the vapour room?'
asked she.'Don't mind me, you know. Woman is voman, and
besides, if you'd rather, I von't look at you. I know - [ used to
be like that. I wouldn't mind betting,' she went on savagely,
'those filthy women had a good look at each other'(stories.
p.l {9).

The disavoural occurs in the projection of the German voman's desire

to look at the female body on to the blonde vomen. The vehemence

vith she articulates disgust ('filthy' is spoken 'savagely'), the

gratuitousness of the accusation and the strenuous assertion that she

vill not look at the other woman all symptomise the disavowal of her

ovn desire.

This implication is reproduced in the story's final concrete image,

where the German voman 'starelsl after [the tvo fresh beautiesl, her

face all mouth and eyes, like the face of a hungry child before a

forbidden table'(Stories. p.150). Here both the desire of the German

voman, and the prohibition under vhich it operates, is represented.

The gaze of desire, its representation as consumption, 'all mouth and

eyes, and the lack of fulfilment are registered along with the

prohibition on fulfil ment.

However, the representation of the German !/oman is not the only

one in vhich disavowal and the traces of desire are registered. Signs

of disgust are articulated by the German voman, but she is also the

receptacle for the narrator's disgust at female flesh. The 'Mackintosh

cap'is 'a short stout little woman vith flat, white feet,' she 'rublsl her

yellowish arms', she has a 'hideous German voice' and the narrator is
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filled with 'rage and disgust,'when the German wonan 'sidlels]' up to

her and 'smilelsl meaningly.' But just as the German woman evinces

disgust but cannot get the 'two fresh beauties' out of her mind, so too,

the namator who evinces disgust cannot get 'out of fherl mind the ugly,

vretched figure of the little German with a good husband and four

children'whilst she is being 'soaped and smacked and sprayed and

throvn in a cold water tank' by a 'half naked' Berthe. The erchanges

between the narrator and the other r/omeo are eroticised, but this is

disavoved by the narrator's representation of her functioa as an

observer rather than as a participator. As with the bull in the

metropolis narrative, vhat is unacceptable is displaced, but returns to

fracture the coherence of the narrator's acrount.

Barberous pineapples or poor little pole cets ?

There is a very different intersection of gender identity and colonial

identity displayed in 'A Pic-nic',61

'A Pic-nic' is set in wellington and Day's Bay, but since it is an

experiment in dialogue, there are no passages of descriptive narrative

vhere one vould expect 'advertisement of landscape, so sense of place

has to be read off from the representation of character. The colonial

dynamics in the piece initially seem similar to those outlined in 'Ihe

woman at the store,'vhere the colonised subject is stereotyped by

virtue of difference from the metropolitan subiect, and the coloniality

65 slories. pp.2l1 -222. Apart from the addition of ooe comma
omission of spacing betveen the sceoes, the t€rt is the sane as that in
Arc 21.6 ( letT): pp.1 36-3S.

aod the
the Nev
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of the piece is revealed in the strenuousness of the attempts to mark

difference. But in 'A Pic-nic,' the desirability of the metropolitan

position is undermined as the piece progresses. At the end of the piece,

uncertainty about the relative value of colonial identity and

metropolitan identity is side-stepped by a vigorous reinstatement of

male and female gender positions.

The piece starts vith a dialogue betveen Audrew Gold, a
metropolitan artist, and Miranda Richmond, a middle-class, colonial

vife. Because of an initial mutual attraction, Miranda invites Gold on a
picnic to Day's Bay. In the scene of embarkation for the picnic, colonials

are marked out as vulgar and commercial.

Mrs Hill who are ve vaiting for? Aren't sre all here? 0h, your
husband's not come yet, has he?

Miranda: No, he had to go to the office first. But he promised to
be here in good time.

Mrs Hill: 0h, he does have to work hard - doesn't hel vhat a
shame it is! My dear, why on earth has Mrs Barker brought
her mother? She's such an old bore; she always wants to do
vhat everybody else does. she actuafly bathed last year, my
dear, in an immense chemise. And do you see vhat she s
carrying over her armT An air-cushion. Isn't she too
disgustingl

Miranda:Dreadful....

Richmond: By Jove, that r/as a narrow shave. I couldn't
manage to get avay a moment before. Morning everybody!
Grand day! {shours to caotain.) Let her go, captaint (Hi feeis

) Had to
aflsr/er an important letter by this morning's mail. Just
managed to get it off in time.

Old Mrs Barker: (with great relish ): He'lr catch his death of
cold out on the vater in that state of perspir-ation. . . .
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Hill ( to Richmond ): Just a world, ole man. (leads him avay
mysteriously): Have a nip of whiskey. I ve got a drop of thi
very best. How's rhat - eh? (Stories. pp.Zl7 -g)

Vulgarity is registered by a cCIncern with commerce, by the detailing

of bodily functions (the perspiration and the air cushion), whiskey

drinking on the sly and by orthographical debasement. Both the

financial and the bodily conc€rns of the other characters mark them

out as vulgar. In this way, lower class identity is conflated vith
colonial identity.

Colonial dislocation is registered in the text by the strange simile of

the King's messenger. It suggests that Richmond is a representative of

English rule in a distant land, not the original figure of power and

authority, but a stand-in, a prory thereof. That he has just sent off an

important letter, emphasises the fact that however 'important, the

crlonial male or the colonial mail, he can only be a veak and distant

representative of the original seat of power and knovledge which is
located in the metropolis of the imperial nation. The oppositions

betveen provincial and cosmopolitan, between vulgar and aesthetically

sophisticated are reiterated:

Miranda:0h, what am I doing among these vulgar people ? I
never realised until to-day how far, far avay I vas frorthem.
I0hy can't we simply disappear? I, bo: feel that q/e've
something to say to each other. He makes me feel so myself in
the truest sense. .. .

Mrs Hill: will you butter, Mrs Richmond, while I mustard, or
vill you mustard, vhile I butter ?

Miranda: Certainly, Mrs Hill. b.Zlg-ZZ0)

Here the vord 'vulgar' is used specifically in conjunction

assertion of cultural difference and an assertion of essential

vith an

identity,
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which is linked to a desire for physical distance. (The articutation of

that desire is ambiguous, horlever, as disappearing can also mean

ceasing to exist.) In the eponymous pic-nic, the differenc€ between the

lile of art and of the metropolis, and the life of commerce and of the

colonial is again reiterated.

Richmond: Pass your glass along, Gold. I suppose you,re
accustomed to this kind of thing. Pic-nic every day of the year,
if you want one - vhat. By Jove, you can't think vhat it neans
to a chap like me, vho spends his life sweating in an office -
eh? Hill? (Stories. p.Z?O).

Sweating and mercenary pursuit are what characterise the colonial

male, and an avid interest in bodily functions and the production of

food characterise the colonial femare, and both are labelled vulgar. The

metropolitan, on the other hand is characterised by an espousal of

barbarity. It seems paradoxical that the provincials are seen as

'vulgar' by those characters who claim to appreciate barbarity, but in
the text, conflating the two poles of the barbaric and the metropolitan
qeates a firm ground from which to repudiate the middle ground of

the provincial or the colonial. Both barbarity and metropolitan

sophistication are given the same aesthetic value. Miranda's interest in
the pineapple is registered as primarily aesthetic.

MIRANDA: Yes, I love pineapples - don't you? Not only the
taste, but the colour and shape of them - their solidity. They
are so really barbaric - don't you think? (A oause.) Ttre first
painting I ever sav of yours vas a dish of nectarines and
black grapes. (Smiles.) I never forgot it (Stories. p.Zlil.

Here an appreciation of barbarity is linked to an appreciation of
metropolitan art, and in the next ertract, the difference betveen the
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culturally sophisticated Miran da and the vulgarity of the hoi poloi is

registered erplicitly by a transposition into a contert of barbarism:

Gold: (fervently ): until to-morrov. (stands bareheaded until
she disappears,) My Godl she's a gorgeous voman. she's
wonderful. And to think she's vasted on that ass of a
Richmond. she's such an amazing type to find in a place like
this. Avfully primitive. Ertraordinarily barbaric. (He sees

Woman: Andrewl
Hunter: Mirandal (Stories pp.Z | 6-7 l.

Here an affinity vith 'high culture' and modern art is registered
paradoxically as 'awfully primitive.' Again connection of these two
ertremes vould appeat to be governed by a desire to establish

distance from the central ground of the colonial.

When the difference betveen the metropolitan and the colonial is

registered by the soi-disant cosmopolitan arilsr,, hovever, somelhing

different is revealed.

Gold: How lovely she looks under that yellow umbrella. The
Yellov umbrella - portrait by Andreur Gotd. One thousand
guineas. And sold the day the erhibition opened. . . . what on
earth have I been doing ever since I came to this rotten little
tovn ? I never seemed to see her until last night when she
made that remark about the pineapple. she's uttirly unlike all
the women here. I must get her to myself for a bit. I must talk
to her. why can't we give these people the slip vhen r/e get
off the boar. . . . Would she? (Stories. p.2t g).

'fRlotten little tovn,' 'utterly unlike,' and 'these people,' all mark out

the distance between the cosmopolitan artist and the colonial

commoner, but at the same rime Gotd's os/o barbarity and vulgarity is
revealed. His aesthetic and artistic vision of Miranda, 'lhlov lovely she

looks under that yellov umbrella. The yellov umbrella - portrait by
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Andrev Gold.'is translated into a vulgar vision of its commercial vorth
and his material sucress, 'lolne thousand guineas. And sold the day the

exhibition opened.' similarly, remembering Miranda's remark about

the 'barbaric pineapples' - vhich is linted in the narrative with his

vision of himself as a hunter - produces the barbarous, uncivilised

desire for possession. The violence of the emotion is marked by the

imperative of the modal verb, 'l must get her to myself for a bit.' The

metropolitan is represented as culturally sophisticated but is also

revealed as predatory and exploitative.

In this story, unlike the earlier ones dealing with colonial matter,

although the colonial figures are ridiculed, so too are the cosmopolitan

pretensions of the artist. Miranda's acceptance of her husband's

protection - despite the ludicrousness of his tender appellation .my

poor little pole cat' b.221) - is presented in the narrative as a return
to her senses as much as a covardly retreat into bourgeois colonial

security. In the phrase 'the past a dream,' the pretensions to

metropolitan identity here are banished in much the same vay that

the threat to metropolitan identity is banished in 'The woman at the

store,'that is by the act of 'simply disappearing.' The support of the

earlier despised colonial community is velcomed ('Miranda: where is

our Dickie? Richmond: Old mother Barker's got him. He's all right.')

Most interestingly, the reiection of the metropolitan is also bound up

with a reinscription of gender roles.

In this story lhe ambivalence about colonial identity is side-stepped

by a vigorous reinstatement of binary oppositional gender stereotypes,

of male protectiveness and dominance and female delicacy and

vulnerability. Richmond becomes a 'big bear'vhilst Miranda takes up

the position of a 'poor little polecat' or a 'little q/oman.' At the same
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time, Gold is sidetined as implicitly effeminate, 'we're all married men,

ercept Gold, and he's an artist, and don't count' (Stories. p.219), In this

text, gender as an organising feature of difference is privileged over

colonial difference. The ambivalence surrounding Miranda's desire to

be more herself by becoming metropolitan, and the ambivalence of the

status of Richmond as a olonial figure is supervened by the security of

the gendered positions of male and female.

The intersection of gender identity and colonial identity is

polyvalent in Mansfield's terts, There is no one stable and coherent

position maintained in terms of the representation of colonial identity,

nor is there one stable and coherent position maintained in terms of

the representation of gender identity, and neither is there a coherent

relationship between these two parameters of identity. In each tert,
hovever, where one aspect of identity is erplored and put into

question, this is enabled by the implicit firing of the other co-ordinates

of identity.
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CHAPTER FOUN

Concertring Godvits

AII nationalisms have a metaphysical dimension, for
they are all driveo by an anbition to realize their
intriosic ess€nce in some specific aod tangible form
(Seamus Deane, Natiooalisn. Coloaialism and
Literature),

Introduction.

The prose fiction texts of Robin Hyde represent place in ways that

erhibit characteristics of both Gray's phase tvo vriting and his phase

three writing. As with the Mansfield terts discussed, it is not possible

to consign Hyde's writing unproblematically to iust one phase. Much

of Hyde's writing is overtly concerned vith the transitional nature of

the social, cultural and political conditions of its time, and the

representations of place in her texts signal a seose of colonial identity

which is both problematic and transitional.

According to Gray's schema, phase two writing is characterised by
'see[ingl the overseas landscape from the point of view of . . . belonging

to it' and by the flamboyant assertion of literary rights through the
'advertisement of colourful landscape' (Gray, pp.8-9). In Hyde's texts

there seems to be a claiming of a stake, or a flamboyant assertion of

literary rights which would locate them as belonging to the second
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phase. It is precisely the assertion of literary rights vith which The

Godvits Fly is concerned. One of the journeys which the text charts is

a turning a\tay from representations of things English to a deliberate

representation of things Nev Zealand. The foreword to the tert which

is called 'Concerning Godvits' makes this transition explicit both in its

content and in its rhetorical strategies. What is also clearly present in

Hyde's terts, and vhat is not acknovledged io Gray's schema, is the

problematic nalure of the transition in national identity. Whereas

Gray's schema suggests a simple switch in identification and hence

identity, what Hyde's texts reveal is the way in vhich identification

and identity are stricken by indeterminary in the period of transition.

In these terts, the problematic nature of colonial identity is

foregrounded. Because anxiety about colonial identity is made erplicit

in some of Hyde's texts, those 'other marks of coloniality' which were

discussed in relation to Mansfield's texts are much more accessible in

the Hyde texts vhich arc discussed belov, as it is precisely the

otherness of the colonising people itself vhich is the subject of these

terts. In The Godvits Fly the other marks of coloniality can be fouad

by reading with the text rather than by reading against the text, vhich

was necessary with the Mansfield terts discussed.

One of the problems which is foregrounded is that in a colonising

society which gains its identity as a colonising society from the vay in
which it accords cultural supremacy to the originating culture66, any

moves to assert a national identity involve a rejection or deniat of the

66 I am thinting here of the definition of 'colooy'articulated by y, H. Nev. IIe
suggests that a coloay 'is aot, only depeadent on aaother society's metrogolilaa
centre bul is prezuPed by definition to be incapable of developing netropolitaa
contres of its ovn' (Dreams. p.l7l.
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founding culture, vith the result that the emergent sense of national

identity is founded on loss.

Oray suggests that the establishment of phase tvo writing is helped

by the development of a sense of political nationalism. The

development of a sense of political nationalism is charted in Hyde's

texts both in their erplicit concern with the question of national

identity (for erample in the chapter 'Bird of my Native Land' in The

Godwits Fly and in 'That Nisht'in Nor the Years condemn), and in the

manner in vhich they represent Nev Zealand landscape and culture.

In specific instances of representation of place, Hyde's terts

themselves insist that a particular sense of place signals a particular

sense of identity, so in some r/ays the founding premise of Gray's

schema (that the nature of mlonial identity can be read from the vay

in which place is represented) is made erplicit. The overt sense of

politicat nationalism in Hyde's terts indicates that they can be located

as phase two vriting in Gray's schema. Hovever that phase tvo
position is problematised in Hyde's terts vhere the national

identification is seen as no less problematic than the colonial

identification out of which it is constructed.

There is still in these texts a sense of a split in the address, but

whereas the split in Mansfield's and Lady Barker's terts is in the

location or identificalion of the addressor, in Hyde's texts the split is

most visible in the identification of the addressee. The elucidatory

nature of some passages suggests that a northern hemisphere audience

is being addressed, but other passages are culturally specific vithoul

any of the ammpanying erplanations which would enable a reader

not conversant with the culture to read a passage in the same manner

as a reader who is conversant vith the culture. The suggestions in the
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tert of an address to an English audience indicates the enduring

presence of a sense of English cultural domination and authority but

also suggests a sense of a location somevhere different from that

culture. The totalizing statements about New Zealand presented for

the information of an overseas readership also paradorically indicate a
'strong sense of the viability and coherence of the life overseas' (Gray,

p.8).

Hovever, as well as the presence of the features of phase two

writing in Hyde's texts, there are also representations of place which

conform to one of the criteria of Gray's phase three. Gray suggests that

in phase three literature advertisement of colourful landscapes is

ludimous and that sense of place is characterised by its familiarity'.

In Nor the Years condemn and The Godvits Fly. New Zealand is

constructed as the known and familiar to Australia's unknown and

unfamiliar.
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charecterirticr of Phese Tvo vriting in Hyde'r Tertr.

It is perhaps easiest to see the way in vhich Hyde's terts erhibit the

characteristics of phase tvo literature by examining their difference

from phase one terts. One of the main distinctions which Gray makes

between phase one and phase two writing is the way in which sense of

place is characterised by the registering of 'exoticism' in phase one

vriting and by the registering of 'uniqueness' in phase two vriting. In
Passport to Hell. there are representations of place vhich attempt to

register the uniqueness of the sense of the new place without
producing it as exotic:

The delightful momeot arrived when [Starkie'sl father darly
commanded him to let the horses out of the stable for their
morning drink at the dam. The mornings, hazy over vide
yellov fields, broken only by silhouetted pines and a blue
circle of the inevitable Nev Zealand hills far ar/ay, smelt
sharply of frosty soil; littre puddles in the stable-yard frozen
over vith ice that tasted cold and slippery like glass; horse_
dung trodden into the mire and yet gentled vith the smell of
{/arm strav. He let the big working horses out first, their
breath vreathing blue as tobacco-smoke around their snorting
velvet nostrils (passoort. pp. I 2_ I 3).

In this description thefe is an insistence on the uniqueness of the

sense of place vhich is registered by a specificity of detail. Hovever

the iosistence on specificity does not mear that detail is presented in
the reportorial manner of the documentary sketch or by the relentless

cataloguing of botanical types. what is emphasised is the specific

experience of place. The description makes its appeal to the visuat

sense !/ith economy and vithout extravagance (the ,haze" the ,vide

yellow fields'and the blue hills). The visual sense is not the only one

to vhich there is an appeal in the passage of desmiption. In the

narration the tactile, olfactory, aural and gustatory senses are all also
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invoked: the smell of the frosty soil, the taste of ice, the sound of the

horses and the texture of their noses are all registered. So vhilst it is

not a long or laboriously detailed descriptioo, it manages to produce,

with immediary, a sense of a specific place. The description also moves

from the particular to the general and back vith ease, locating the

specific evocation of place in a general New Zealand context. It is this

collocation of the general and the specific, the display of the landscape

in a context vhich is clearly signalled as a New Zealand contelt, vhich

makes the above description clearly a part of a phase tvo literature

which is asserting an identification with the land it is representing.

The distinction between the simultaneously taronomic and exoticising

desqiptions of phase one vriting and this detailed and assertive

display of identification is shown in a comparison of a passage from

Jane Mander's The Story of a Nev Zealand River with a passage from

Hyde's lfednesday's children. In the opening chapter of The story of a

New Zealand River there is a lavish description of the Northland bush:

From the mangrove banks to the sky a great variety of trees in
fifty shades of evergreen covered every yard of space. There
was a riotous spring colour in the forest, voluptuous gold and
red in the clumps of yellov kovhai and the crimson rata, and
there vere masses of greeny white clematis and bowers of
pale tree ferns to rest the satiated eye. stiff laurel-like puriris
stood beside the drooping fringe of the lael rimu; hard
blackish kahikateas brooded over the oak-like ti-koti lsicl vith
its lovely scarlet berry.6z

67 Jane Maoder, The Story of a Nev Zeeland River (Christchurch; Yhitcombe
and rombs, 197{), p.9, The passage quoted above is ooe vhich Ketherine
Mansfield picts out for particular comnent in her reviev of Mander's ten.
Mansfield's commeo[ is discussed belov. Docunentary elements io the
representatioo of tle landscape contiouc throughout Maader's novel (for
eranple the the history of the gumfields in chapterfrVl aod the description of
veather in the'southero lat"itldes'atthe openiag of chaptermlv).
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Although there may initially appear to be some similarities

betveen the Mander passage and the Hyde passage quoted above (as

well as the Hyde passage below), the differences between the

descriptive prose of the two writers are precisely those differences

marked out between Gr4y's phase one and phase two writing. The

Mander passage imputes an erotic quality to the bush; it is 'riotous',

'voluptuous' and brooding. Furthermore, the terms of the description

appeal erclusively to the sense of sight, producing the bush as

something to be looked at rather than lived itL and the gaze which

looks at the bush in this way is located as an English gaze by the way

it can only represent the Nev Zealand bush by its siniles of sinilarity

or difference from English points of reference ('laurel-tike puriris',

'oak-like ti-koti' ).

In contrast, the Hyde passages in their multiple appeal to the senses

construcl a representation which implies a lived relationship to the

environment. Although the Hyde ertract below, taken from

wednesday's children. also lists different types of flora, its
comparisons are between the different types of native flora and not

between New Zealand flora and English flora.

. . , the island . . . had three kinds of grasses . . . a tawny twitch
grass over vhich bare feet could run in comfort, pussy-grass
vhich was pale yellov and slender, furnished with a long
catkin useful for tickling the neck of the person in front, and
cutty grass lwhichl . . . was the nearest thing to an enemy that
the island knew. , . . Fringed against the sandy hillocks . . .

grew daisies with fleshy leaves and blind pink flovers, and
very delicate fragile sea-convolvuli (WC. 7j).

There is clearly an attempt to display a very specific sense of place

in the detailing of the flora, but again, although the account is detailed,

it does not have the quality of a botanic catalogue. what is
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emphasised is sense of place gained through a sensual interaction with

the place; running over ts/itch grass and tickling with pussy grass. Not

only this but the listing of 'foreign'names in the Mander passage gives

way 1o the local names given to the local habitation in the Hyde

extract. If as Seamus Deane suggests 'naming or renaming . . . is, like

all acts of primordial nomination, an act of possession' then the acts of

naming registered in the Hyde passage suggest the very definite

claiming of a stake in the landscape.6E

The differences between the tr/o passages vhich are highlighted by

reading them in the light of Gray's schema are also displayed in critical

commentary on the tvo passages. The attempt to register the

uniqueness rather than the eroticism of the sense of the nev place in

wednesday's children is recognised in Joan stevens' 196 I commentary

on the tert in The New Zealand Novel:

You may not agree with the verdict that the book is her best,
but you will agree that seldom has so vivid a picture been
painted in our fiction of Auckland and its surroundings, of the
harbour, the gulls, the sand dunes and convolvulus, the Bay
hovels, the slum dwellers.69

Here the attempt to register a distinct sense of place is recognised

and velcomed (and in fact taken by Stevens as the main achievement

of the texl), whereas Katherine Mansfield's vell knovn comment on

the Mander passage, that 'in spite of the fact that there is frequent

allusion to the magnificrnt scenery, it profiteth us nothing,' specifically

highlights its participation in the production of erotic images.7o

6E Deane, p.lE.

69 Joao stevens, The Nev Zealaod Novel lE60-l%0 (Yellingtoo: Reed, l15l),
p.lE. Further refereoces to NZ Novel in the tert.

70 'First Novels', Athenaeum. g July 1920.
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By virtue of this comparison betveen the Hyde and the Mander

texts, Hyde's writings can be seen to represent place in a way which

conforms to the parameters of Gray's phase two writing. However the

shift in the nature of identification and identity from phase one to

phase two, from an identification with the 'mother land' to the

colonised country, vhich seems unproblematic in Gray's schema is

demonstrated as problematic in Hyde's vriting. In 'concerning

Godwits', the 'Author's Forevord' to The Godwits Fly. the tert locates

itself precisely in the transition betveen phase one and phase two. The

passa8e discusses the question of colonial identity in terms of cultural

location and sense of place. The rhetorical strategies of the forevord

as much as the content suggest the problems and the processes

involved in producing a sense of New Zealand national identity. The

passage uses the metaphor of the godwits to suggest the cultural

dominance of England:

most of us here are human godwits . . . our youth, our best,
our intelligent, brave and beautiful, must make the long
migration. under a compulsion they hardly understand; or else
be dissatisfied all their lives long (Godvits. p.rr).

The imperial myth of England as the true home of the colonising is

shown to have the power and compulsion to shape the course of lives.

However the status of this imperial myth is put into question in this

passage: rather than a myth being a universally held cultural truth,

myth is clearly revealed in the passage as a chimerical fantasy which

is deceptive and disabling. Just as the child comes to learn later that

the godwits do not fly to England, so the necessity for the cultural

godvit to go to England is revealed by the tert as a production of

colonial dynamics, an internalised rather than an atavistic desire.
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The guotation from Seamus Deane in the epigraph suggests that

nationalisms are 'driven by an ambition to realize their intrinsic

essence in some specific and tangible form' (Nationalism. p.E). Deane

Boes oo to argue that this 'essence'is itself a cultural construction. The

historical occurrence of the journey of the colonising to 'Home' can be

seen as the specific and tangible form in which the 'intrinsic essence'

of colonial identity is recognised, and the form in which it narks its

relationship to the imperialist nation from which it derives. Alan

Mulgan's Home: A New Zealander's Adventure. with its initial assertion

that 'it r/as as natural to talk of England and lreland as "Home" as it

Tras to call New Tnaland a colon|',7| can be seen to be a testament to

the cultural functioning of the godvit myth. Mulgan's insistence on

the naturalness of regarding England as a cultural home and of

regarding Nev Zealand as peripheral and provincial can be seen as

both a product and a repetition of a particular construction of colonial

identity. It is this construction of colonial identity as natural. as an

essential quality, which The Godvits Fly investigates and undermines.

7l Alan Mulgan, Hone: A Nev Zealander's Adventurs
Green & Co., 1927), p,3.

(Londoa: longnans,
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Colonising cultural eutochthonicity: the relationslip

between the godvit myth, coloniel identity end lhe structure

of the novel.

In The Godwits Fly it is the attempt to establish a position of Nev

Zealand cultural autochthonicity vhich allows the imperial myth of the

naturalness of the relations of cultural dominance and subservience to

be revealed as myth. The transitional nature of the siting of the tert is

suggested by the way in which tvo alternative positions are set out

paratactically in the tert:

England is very beautiful, she lElizal thought, staring at a tree
vhose hair. . . not properly flovers . . . was the colour of fire.
And this also is very beautilul (Godvits. p.rr).

Here two sets of aesthetic criteria are placed side by side, hung in

the balance as i[ were, as an acknovledgement that there is perhaps

another possibility besides the cultural hegemony vhich is outlined in

the preceding paragraph of the foreword, 'Concerning Godvits'. A way

forward is suggested in both the content and the rhetorical strategies

of the passage quoted belov. The ubi sunt motif is a device enshrined

in English literature from 'The Wanderer' onwards.T2 But in Hyde's

72 The motif is present in centuries of northero hemisphere vriting. The ubi
supt passage in 'The Yanderer' ruos as follovs:

Where has the horse gooe? Fhere has the man gone?
Yhere has the treasure-giver gone ?

Yhere has the feasting-place gone? Vhere are the joys
of the hall?
Alas for the bright cup, alas for ths corsleted varriorl
Alas for the prince's glorylHov that time has pased
avaY,
Grovo dark under night's shadov, as if it never vasl

Old tnglish tert in An Old English Aothology. ed. 9. F. Botton (Londoo: Edvard
Arnold, l,|X3), p.81, (Translation mine.)
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tert, the figure does not function simply to reaffirm the superiority of

the English literary tradition and colonial subservience to that

tradition. The ubi sunt of English history is juxtaposed to a specifically

Nev Zealand ubi sunt:

'Where is Movbray? Where is Mortimer?' vhisper the old
leaves of their history. 'Nay, and more than all these, where is
Plantagenet?'But otirs, darker, might cry, 'Where is Seluryn?
Where is Rutherford? lVhere is Katherine, with weeds on her
grave at Fontainebleau, when what she really r/anted r/as the
dark berry along our creeks? (Don't you remember? We call
tbem Dead Man's Bread.) (Godwits. p.xx).

The repetition here is repetition vith a difference. The ubi sunt

lament for Nev Zealand's golden lads and girls is positioned not iust as

an echo of that quintessentially English one, but as a reply and an

accusation; an accusation in which the English cultural hegemony is

located as responsible for Nev Zealand's cultural and personal loss.

The passage starts with the dominant voice of English cultural history,

invoking Mortimer and Mowbray, but ends - by quotiog Katherine

Mansfield - vith the installation of a Nev Zealand born writer's

representation of sense of place. The repetition of the ubi sunt motif

then serves to announce a new and specifically local culture, but one

whose origins are already founded in loss.

The crnclusion of 'Concerning Godwits' implies that some form of

what might be labelled 'cultural organicism' is the first step in

maintaining a viable notion of national identity (whilst at the same

time the passage reiterates the notion of empty land which allovs a

point of origin to be established):

We are old and can wait, said the untamed soil against which
she pressed her fingers; although it, more than anything else,
was awake and aware of its need to be a country . . . the
integration of a country from the looseness of a soil. [ . . . I And,
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of course, there's something fine, a King of the Castle feeling,
about having the place almost to oneself. Fine but lonely. . . .

Only fools, said the sparse-ribbed rock, are ever lonely
(Godwits. P.rxi).73

In this passage, the voice of the land replaces the voice of English

history in age, authority and visdom, but the text implies that the

problem of accommodating the change has only just begun for the

colonial subiect. The cultural organicism of Hyde's text does not

suggest that the problems of cultural identity or colonial location are

solved. Rather it suggests that an affinity vith the land can start to

build a specifically local sense of human oommunality.t<

73 My ellipsis is placed in square bractets to distiaguish it fron the others
vbich are integral to Hyde's t,ert,

74 In this representation of the relationship betveen sense of place aod sense
of identity, Hyde's text produces avery different notion of colonial ideotity and
society fron that in Joho Mulgan's llan Alone (Hamilton: Paul's Boot Arcade
Ltd., 1960). In Man Aloae there is aa inplication that sense of conmunality
(vhich is specifically male rather than specifically colonial) is produced in
reactioo to the hostility of the nev land itself.
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The issue of 'structural problems'itr The Godvits Fly.

The problems of cultural identity and colonial location are not only

addressed explicitly in the subject matter of The Godvits Fly: these

problems (and the absence of a solution to them) are also articulated

in the structure of the novel. It seems to me that this has not been

recognised by many critics who discuss Hyde's text. In the following

discussion I will examine the vays in which the structure of Hyde's

tert has been found lacking by several critics and point to some of the

presumptions on which the readings which are discussed are based. I

vill then go on to provide an interpretation of The Godvits Fly which

reads its structural features not as flawed but as central to an attempt

to articulale a sense of identity which is not coherent, secure or

autonomous.

In her essay 'Robin Hyde and The Godwits Fly', Gloria Rawlinson

starts by citing a letter in which Hyde articulates her attempt to 'do

something nobody else has tried'in The Godvits Fly:

It has been miles harder to write than anything else, but
then what it is trying to do is something nobody else has
tried. . . .

Althoueh she at no time elaborated on what that somethins
was that 'nobody else has tried', she vas obviously referrins to
the style which she had evolved for herself . . .75 (emphasis

added).

n GloriaRawlinsoo,'Robin Hyde andThe GodvitsFly,' in Critical Essays on the
Nev Zealand Novel. ed, Cherry Hankin (Auctland:Heinemann Educational Bools,
1976), p.{0, bereafter refered to as Critical Bsays. Ravlinson refers the reader
to p,rvi in the 'Iatroduction' Co the Auctland UP edition of Godvits for the source
of this letter. In that tert the letter is identified as beiug addresed to the
Ravlinsons and dated Novenber lS, 1935.
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Ravlinson identifies the 'something different' vhich Hyde is

attempting as being contained solely within Hyde's stylistic method,

vhich allows her to identify the novel as stylistically 'brilliant' but

structurally flawed. Despite initially making claims for the innovatory

character of Robin Hyde's prose style in The Godwits Fly. Ravlinson

goes on to demand a rousing conclusion to the novel and 'answers' to

the questions and problems posed in the tert:

Unfortunately, a sense of anti-climar persists, and even

increases as Robin Hyde battles for a satisfactory conclusion to
her story. One begins to query Eaps in the narrative,
sometimes hastily filled as if by afterthought, sometimes by-
passed altogether. And what has become of the godwit-dream

? . , . It becomes obvious that the weakness in these last

chapters lies in the fact that ar8uments built up in Ie
Godwits Fly are, in the end, so tentatively resolved. (Critical

Essays. p.56).

Ravlinson seems to demand a 'dramatic'coherence to the structure

of the plot, that is, she vants a 'direct confrontation' where the main

confticts in the texts are brought to misis, followed by a firm resolution

rather than the 'tentative' one she finds (though I find it hard to find

even tentative resolution in the text). In insisting on a 'satisfactory

conclusion' and by demanding to be presented vith a sense of closure,

Rawlinson herself closes dovn on the possibilities for reading

'something nobody else has tried' to do in other locations in the tert.

The 'structural breakdovn' and the 'gaps in the narrative' vhich

Rawlinson identifies as 'faults' in the novel can only be viewed as

faults if a particular formulation of the constitutive conventions of the

genre is already in place in the reader's mind, and if that particular

formation is implicitly regarded as 'correct'. Although, as Barthes

suggests, the @nstitutive conventions of a Senre are vhat allow a
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reader to make sense of a text, a tert can work either within or against

those constitutive @nventions. It seems to me that in vorking against

some of the constitutive conventions of the novel, for example linear

narrative development, cohefence of narrative position and adequate

closure, this tert's 'something different' becomes something Dany

critics had not c,ounted on. As a result of this the text has suffered

from a degree of critical misrecognition.

Frank Birbalsingh finds that 'the narrative seems aimless' and that

'the action . . . appears either confused or insignificant' and concludes

that 'because the plot lacks direction . . .we are lulled into a response

that is simply random and fragmentary.'76 I vould suggest that rather

than the tert producing a response in the reader vhich is random and

fragmentary, the tert is carefully structured to oortray an erperience

of randomness and fragmentation, and this is not necessarily igso facto

a fault of a text (one vonders what this critic's reaction to Joyce's

Ulysses would be). M. H. Holmoft states with a critical absolutism

which denies the flexibility of generic categories and their history of

change that The_Goclvtls_Ely is not a very Eood novel. Robin Hyde

tacks firmness in construction.'77 Then (having implicitly substituted

her body for her texts), he proceeds to gender the qualities which he

dislikes in her writing:

. . . she's inclined to write in a breathless and feminine way,
as if for a woman's magazine. She doesn't have the masculine
quality, the controlled strength, which one notices in
exceptionally good novels by women (Holcroft, p.2l ).

76 Frank Birbalsingh, 'Robia Hyde,' Landfall 3l $977): 36J-66' Further
references in the tert.

n M, H. Holcroft, Islaods of Innoceace (Yelliagton:Reed, l%41,9'21.
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It vould have been interesting had Holooft deigned to cite an

example of this stylistic asphyxia or offer some rationale for

designating it peculiarly feminine other than comparing it to the

writing in women's magazines', as there is in fact a marked difference

betveen Hyde's vriting and that in vomen's magazines and women's

pages in the ner/spapers of the 1930s.7E What Holcroft's comment

does is to demonstrate that for him 'masculine' is a synonym for

'normative' and 'authoritative' and to help to make erplicit for a

reader in the 1990s the phallocentric and culturally conservative

grounds of his particular misrecognition. Holcroft's fixed notions of

genre and of what constitutes good writing combined vith firm belief

that authority is essentially male render him unable to read tertual

difference as anything other than failure.

Joan Stevens complains that the 'several themes in the book' are 'not

well fused' and that the godvit theme 'is not . . . vorked out in the

terms of the novel' as its impact on Eliza's life is 'stated. but not

shown.' She labels this as 'a major weakness' and concludes that

technically there is nothing nev in this tert (M Novet. pp.59-60).

Clearly Stevens also has particular expectations of the tert vhich are

not fulfilled. She summarises the tert as follovs:

. . we have a brilliant rendering of a Wellington girlhood,
which shades off into loneliness, unhappiness, disaster in love,
the loss of a child, and final grey acceptance of what life has

brought. The godwit, in this case, did not really fly; but r/e are

not made to feel that Eliza vould have been 'nore herself' had
she 'flown' to the other hemisphere, for the tragedy is in her

7E This deaigration of 'vomen's nagazines' also fails to tate iato eccount the
serious journalism vritten for and by vomeo, including Robin Hyde, in the
Yorking Yoman.
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own temperament, The godwit theme peters out, after a

memorable opening (ttZ Novel. p.60).

What does not enter Stevens' analysis is the possibility that the

'petering out' o[ the godwit theme might not be a structural flaw, but

rather the central concern of the tert. Certainly the text does not

produce the impression that Eliza vould have been 'more herself'

having followed the path of the godvit, but that is not necessarily the

structural failure vhich Stevens' comment suggests. I suggest that

Hyde's tert is concerned vith the erplicit 'demythologising' of the

godwit myth. The tert demonstrates that naking the migration to

England under the compulsion of a cultural myth, in which colonial

experience is constructed as marginal and metropolitan erperience is

constructed as central, does nothing to help the colonial feel more

herself or himself. Timothy, the character who makes the Sodwit

journey, does not achieve any sense of a resolution of the problem of

identity through doing so.

It is not so much that the text loses its vay in abandoning the

godvit theme, as that the abandonment of the godvit theme

demonstrates that that particular way is lost. Although cultural

godwitism is left behind byEliza as no longer tenable, its loss is keenly

marked by the absence of the structuring sense of direction and

purpose it provided. Thus the sense of loss of direction which Stevens,

Ravlinson and others criticise as a flaw is part of the tert's articulation

of the problem of colonial identity in a period of transition.

The process of misrecognition which causes the 'something different'

of The Godvits Fly to be construed as lack is particularly obvious vhen

the above commentaries on this tert are compared to those on

Mulgan's Man Alone. Paul Day announces vith approval that 'lilts
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structure is simplicity itself,' and Stevens finds it a 'vell made book'

signalling her approval of Mulgan's straightforvard, linear narrative'79

It is interesting to note that vhilst Hyde's text is criticised for a lack of

straightforvard, linear narrative and lack of structure, Peter

Quatermaine criticises Jane Mander's Allen Adair for precisely the

qualities which Stevens and Day find praiseworthy in Mulgan's text.

Quatermaine's comment, 'Jane Mander's book has failinSs. The pattern

is too neatly planned,' could iust as easily be applied to MulSan's

textE0; that the criticism is not levelled at Man Alone suggests the

gender bias inherent in some critical Practice.El

The gender bias in Quatermaine's critical position becomes more

obvious as he continues, 'the Allen/Dick relationship is as sentimental

as perhaps only a woman could have made an all-male bond.'

Pronounced notions of what constitutes men's and vomen's vriting

operate in all these accounts, though they are more erplicitly

79 Paul Day, 'Mulgan's Man Alone,' in Critical Essavs. p.63. Further refereoces io
the tert. Stevens, NZ Novel. p,61.

S0 Peter Quatermaine, 'shorter Notices,' Journal of Comrnoovealth Literature.
I l.l ( 1976): p.t3,

tl In the folloving discussioo I do oot propose that vomeo's vriting is
qualitatively different from men's vritiog or that one is inhereotly better or
vorse than the other. I trace the vay in vhich esseotialist theories of gender
are operating in t[e critical evaluatioo of Hyde's terts. I have ao veodetla
againlt Mulgan's tert, and do not suggest that it should be erpelled fron the
cioon or eveo demoted in favour of Hyde's t€xt. It is nerely that it serves vell as

a case in point of the assertions of completeness (pleaitude) in the conloeoLary
on that tert in cornparison to the imputations of lacf, in respect of Hyde's tert.

Gloria Ravlinson cites a very telling erample of a 1936 reviev of Robia Hyde's
poens which presumes thet Hyde is nale. The reviever refers 0o the 'boisterous

pugoacity of Mr Robin Hyde' and co1tioues 'He has the vigour and_veigh-t of a
lorward ia a rugger scrun . . . . Fron his poem 'Toman' I inagine Mr Flde has
ptayed mired iugger', One could not moYe further avlY fro'! Eolcroft's
briathless' aod 'feminine'. Ravlinson's eranple is citsd in Privole Gardens; Aa
Anthology of Nev Zealaad Yonen Poets. ed. Riemte Ensing (Dunedin: Cavemaa

Press, l977l.p.t*/,
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articulated in some accounts than others. In common with the critics

mentioned above, Quatermaine finds the depiction of individual

sensibility' in The Godvits Fly more 'successful' than the 'godwit'

image. What this criticism effectively does in emphasising the

individual sensibility, which has been seen as the appropriate sphere

of vomen's writing since the late eighteenth century, is to dovnplay

the significance of colonial politics in Hyde's work.

Criticism of Hyde's texts in general has a tendency only to gesture to

their concern with national events and colonial identity, and the

criticism tends to comment on the attempt to address those matters

and then to proceed to locate the successful parts of the terts as those

engaged in representing the subjective erperience of the individual. In

contrast, Stevens is prepared to read in Man Alone

. . . the sense of modern man's isolation and losing private

battle vith forces he cannot control, economic, military and

potitical, and the picture of a social structure in collapse. As

the bits fly apart and cohesion is gone, so man becomes the

solitary, the outlav . . . (M Novel. p.6l ).

Like Day. she is quite ready to read allegorical. significance into

the events of Mulgan's novel. Day suggests that:

. . , breadth, humanity, freedom, sense of community, civility,
urbanity - these qualities are squeezed out of men in the
pitiless fisht to the death against the land - a fight which is
externalised and dramatized in Johnson's epic iourney through
the Kaimanawas (Critical Essays. p.63).

He concludes that '[iln his deceptively offhand way MulSan has

managed a remarkably full and a completely truthful account lof the

landl' (p.70). Stevens feels that '[bly the end of the novel, Johnson has

turned into an almost mythical figure, the common man' (p.61)'
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When one turns back to the tert of Man Alone in search of this epic

quality in the dramatization of Johnson's iourney tfuouBh the

Kaimanawas there seems to be something of a 8ap between the

expectations raised by that description and the words of the tert:

He had to climb after that to get over the first heigbts of the
range that ran up sir thousand feet high, and he did this after
two veeks of iourneying, Boing up again to a country of bare
rock and lichen and dovn again to a great valley beyond that
fell steeply tvo thousand feet (Man Alone. pl39).

Presumably one is meant to infer the Herculean nature of the task

from the lists of heights and distances. Similarly the fullness and

complete truthfulness of the account vhich Day finds 'remarkable'

seems remarkably absent in my reading unless one @nstrues truth

here as a relentless attention to facts and figures. The tert is full of

'potted' history, most of which is part of the omniscient namation, so

its simplistic analysis cannot be taken as a representatioo of the

limitation or the lack of understanding of a character who represents

the common man. The reader is told:'Prices began to fall in 1931.

Wml vent first, it had been going down for tvo years, and butter

followed it'(p.40). 0n the other hand, the reported thought of Johnson

is occasionally completely incompatible vith the unreflective and

predominantly inarticulate character which is sketched elsevhere in

the text. When r/e are told that 'lllistening, he considered the

necessity vhich all men have of dramatising themselves,' it is obvious

that neither that degree of analysis nor the aphoristic economy with

which it is erpressed is consonant vith the representation of Johnson

elsevhere in the tert.
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It seems to me that vhat happens in Stevens' and Day's critical

commentaries on Man Alone is that their readings supplement the

'lack'E2 of Mulgan's text by insisting on an allegorical or mythic

dimension to the text, vhich then restores it to a state of completeness,

of copious plenitude, whereas the plenitude of Hyde's terts is

suppressed in critical accounts in favour of a concentration on their

lack (a lack which I suggest above is a product of a particular

framevork of reading and not inherent in the text).

If The Godwits Fly is read as a novel in terms of the constitutive

conventions which shape Mulgan's Man Alone. it will, of course, be

found to 'lack' precisely the linear narrative and the universalising

resolution that Man Alone possesses. At the end of Mulgan's tert, the

central character, Johnson, finds a sense of community and

brotherhood in the 'international' contert of the Spanish Civil War.

Day and Stevens both produce readings of Man Alone which claim that

the cenkal concern of the telt is the problem of colonial identity.

However, neither critic seems to aknovledge that the sense of

resolution of the problems outlined in the tert (the effect of closure,

which they applaud), is achieved by a circumvention of the problems

of colonial identity,by a removal of the protagonist from the colonial

society. Mulgan's tert inplicitly indicates that the problems of finding

a home, of resolving the problems of location and identity, are not

possible in the structures of the colonial world vhich the tert portrays.

82 In using the term 'lack,' I am not disparaging Mulgao's tert. No tert is ever
all-enconpassing. I an nerely stresing the dynamics of these critical accounts.
dyoamics vhich are motivaled by preconceptions about gender.
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But the obverse can also be stated. Man Alone can be seen to lack

precisely that vhich Hyde's text possesses, namely a refusal to

circumvent the problem of colonial identity. There is no

transcendence of the problems of geographical or cultural location in

Hyde's text (or of the further problem of the relative position of the

female), because it is precisely these problems vith which The Godvits

Ely is concerned. With a change of subiect pronoun Stevens' comment

on Man Alone can be seen to be, if anything, more appropriate to The

Godwits Fty. To paraphrase: the text demonstrates the sense of

modern woman's isolation and the losinS of a private battle vith forces

she cannot control, economic, medical and potitical. and presents the

picture of a social structure in collapse. As the bits fly apart and

cohesion is gone, so woman becomes the solitary, the outlaw'63

where the critical accounts suSSest that Mulgan's tert offers a

solution to this bleak vision of social and personal disintegration and

chaos, Hyde's text does not. Mulgan's commentators simultaneously

make claims for the 'truth' of his realism and applaud the mythical

dimension of Johnson as the man you can't kill. Yet, although Hyde's

text depicts in detailttre way in which var, the depression, poverty,

illness and childbirth kill and maim people and deals in no mythic

transcendence, it is only very recently that similar claims have been

made for the 'truth' of its realism.Ea Yet the portrayal of a social

E3 The description also fits Nor the Years Coodemn vhich deals vith neo's and

*o^"o'. erp"iirn." of the depression in much more detail than does Man Alone'

6,{ Io the Penguin Historv 0f Nev Zealaqd Lit€rature (Auckland: Penguin, 1990)

Patrick Evans Jusgurt" th"t'tHydol offered such a clear elcernative 0o vhat ve

L."u .oru to thdi of as the Sargeson tradition' and cootinues:
. . , tlu change from HydJs nasculinist first novel to these fictioas

tThe Godvitsily and Nor the Years Conderonl made her seen

,ort"Utu and lrresponsible to some, and as if she bad t oaftlov,
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structure is much more detailed, much more fully achieved in Hyde's

texts. The way in which the narrative of the telt shilts bets/een third

and first pefson narration and moves its focus from Efuza to Timothy'

to carly, to Augusta, to John, as well as embracing the position of many

other minor characters in its progression, means that it articulates a

much fuller and much nore varied and complex version of colonial life

than does Mulgan's tert.

inward vision seekiog idiosyncratic expression vhen there vas o

healthy, oarur"ir"li!^ 
"""il"ble 

to hel. There is a cruel irooy in
tnJin"tee, sinie nucn male vritinq o{ the Thirties and Forties vas

to have 
" 

onrro*ri and nore iovard vision than hers, and she vas

i"p.tfl of 
" 

f"t more generous realism than aoy male vritsr could

achieve (p.138).

Although Evaos is cleady acutely avare of the gender bias vithin vhich
the critics Cscussea in the main lert above are vorking, eadier- io the sane

pd;;;-h of lii iir.union he refers to thg 'problens of tone and style' vhich

he feels these tvo;il-;f HiCttt suffer fron, vithout ever articulating the

lrounds on vhich his criticisns are based. 
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The bits fly epart: tovards e constructive reeding of the

structure of The Godvits Fly.

Hyde's remarks about attempting to do something nobody else has

tried are strongly reminiscent of the remarks made by Mansfield in

the JzuruaL about wanting to vrite in something vhich is neither

poetry nor prose but 'a kind of soecial prose ' (Journal. p.a?). In the

texts of both these vriters there are attempts to break new Sround. No

one has suggested that the new ground which Mansfield breaks is

confined to stylistic innovation. It is a commonplace of Mansfield

criticism and modernist aesthetics that style, content and meaniag are

inextricably bound up together. Whilst it would be inaccurate to

attribute to Hyde an impact on the Nev Zealand novel comparable to

Mansfield's impact on the short story in English, it seems profitable to

read the differences in Hyde's texts as attempts to break nev ground

in style, content and naeaning, rather than confining the attempt to

register somethin8 different to the realm of style, and reading the

other differences as failures to sumeed in attaining the goals of

established literary conventions.

Hyde's tert presents a society whose ideologies about colonial

identity, national identity and gender identitY ace themselves riddled

with contradictions and where the vicissitudes of the position of the

colonial subiect produced in this society have to be lived through and

not evaded. That the resultant 'loss of cohesion' and the vay in vhich

'the bits lflyl apart' is represented in the structure of Hyde's tert as

well as its thennatics does not necessarily mean that as a novel the tert

is flaved. What the critics cited above re8ister as the central flaws in
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Hyde's tert - its tentativeness, its fragmentary nature, its lack of

cohesion - can be read as its primary concerns'

Rawlinson's reading of the 'something' different in the tert only as

stylistic, and her reading of its fragmentation as failure in terms of the

conventional novel, is echoed in her reading of the foreword

'concerning Godvits'. she claims that 'to think of the real godwit is to

become aware of a Bap in metaphorical logic as it is vorked out in the

story'and suggests that the forevord is an attempt to cover over this

flaw vith a belated iustification. [t is because Ravlinson sees the

petering out of the Eodvit metaphor as a failure that she feels that 'the

forevord adds tittle to vhat is already $/oven into the tert.'

cherry Hankin's analysis is much more acute than Ravlinson's

where she identifies the disintegration of the text vithout an implicit

critical corollary that a successful novel should be fully integrated:

Those novels in vhich the quest ends with neither compromise

nor some positive resolution are inevitably the bleakest'

wherethepossibilityoffindingsomepermanentand
sustaining value is reiected, and vhere a sense of purpose is

uttimatelydespairedof,thereremainsonlytheprospectof
alienation or death. Structurally as vell as thematically, there

is a sense of disinte8,ration tovards the end of The Godvits Fty:

and this parallels Etiza Hannay's virtual abandonment of the

will to live (Critical Essays' p'rv)'

Ravlinson's reading does not admit the possibility that the telt

could be makinS the point very forcefulty that the myth of the Sodwit

is both disabling and of linited relevance. The failure of the myth in

the telt suggests that it is of limited use in a colonial sociefy

undergoing a metamorphosis from a position of colonial dependence to

a position where there is an attempt to define a specifically national

identitY.
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Patrick Sandbrook, on the other hand, does suggest that tbe

abandonment of the godvit theme might be more than a failure to

sustain an idea:

In a forevord entitled 'Concerning Godvits' lHydel explains

that there are a number of apparent flavs in the symbol. . . .

No resolution of these flavs is offered, which night seem to

provide evidence for the critical viev that the theme is
itumsity handted and in fact 'peters out'. However, by

drawing attention to these flavs, Hyde deliberately prompts

the reader to look more deply lsicl into the implications of the

symbol to discover eractly hov it functions in the novel.EJ

Sandbrook suSSests that the godwit netaphor has more to do vith

the metaphoricat iourney involved in the growth and development of

Eliza's mind than with the titeral iourney to England and that if 'the

novel is read in the light of this suggestion it vitt be seen to be much

more carefully constructed than is usually assumed' (sandbrook,

p.33il. Whilst Sandbrook's reading is a more productive reading than

those of critics vho simply dismiss the text and the Bodvit metaphor

as flaved, reading the text merely as a quest for Eliza's personal

growth and artistic maturity also fails to pay attention to parts of the

novel. ln suggesting that the ten's main move is tovards a position of

universalism. towards a 'recogniltionl' that 'the world of "man, voman

and child" is the whole world; not iust Nev Zealand, not iust England,'

Sandtrrook de-emphasises the significance of the concern with colonial

identity in the tert, which is present riSht to the end, even though the

godvit metaphor is not (Sandbrook, p.335).s6

E5 Patrick Saodbroot,'Tvo Responses t',0 Arnstrong's Hyde,' Laodfall35'3 (lgEZ)'

g.332. Further references in the text.

g6 Susan Ash takes up a similar position to that of Sandbroot, stressiog the

KUnstlerroman aspects'of the novei. 'Hyde's novel "prepares" the reader for t'he

iioJ irjg" of Elia as an artist alone in the street observiog. Each chap er is a
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My reading of the text vitt focus on the final four chapters of the

text vhere the charges of failure are most specifically located. of

these four chapters it vill examine chapter twenty-three 'Absalom, My

Son' in most detait. The tast four chapters have no dominant or

connecting netaphor but, in the absence of the Eodvit metaphor, each

one presents a different experience of dislocation and confusion in a

colonial society where individual identity and the relalionship of the

individual to the society is shown to be problematic. It is this

specifically colonial experience of dislocation and confusion that I

vould locate as one of the text's central concerns.

In the chapter 'No More of Me You Knew', although Eliza vants to

'go home'from Australia to New ZeaLand, the text suSSests that in Nev

Zealand there is no home for the mother of a dead illegitinate baby in

any position recognised by that society, either as a vife (the father of

the child has married), or as a lover (the man she loves is dead), or as

a daughter (her mother's reiection of her is symbolised by a pair of

gloves which 'burst', because the stitching that holds the fabric

together is coming undone). There is no 'place on earth where you

could lie still as long as you liked' (Godvits. p.Zla). In 'Carly' the only

viable place which Carly can find is in the imagined security of a past

childhood, and in 'Absatom, My Son' not only is John represented as

unable to reconcile himsell' to the slructures of the society or the

family in which he has to live, but the relationship betveen the

developmentof Eliza's groving alienation from family, friends and society until
she is i'noUy alone. The narated sceoes thus p-repare.fhe reader for this image

as t-he "onti truly appropriate oulcqme" ' ( Susan Ash, 'Naratiog a Female
(Subject)iviiy in the 'F-orki of Katherine Maosfield, Robin Hyde, JanetFraneend
Keri'Ilulme.''diss., U of Otago, 1990), p,{7, further references in the tert. This
tJi"g tgtia takes oo accJunt of thispecific conce.rn vith colonial idcati[y in
ttrese ihabgers and of the fact that they are oot ooly concerned vith Eliza but
also vith August, Carty and John.
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colonial product and the imperial product is brought sharply into focus

by the fieht between a shop assistant and John over the ranking and

prominence of terts.

John keeps placing Eliza's volume of poems 'stranger Face' (vhose

very title suggests alienation and dislocation) '[rlieht niddle top . . .

and centre pages full spread, vith Wordsvorth on the one side and

Tennyson on the other' as the shop assistant complains (Godvits.

p.224. John's rearrangement of the terts is represented as a threat to

the established order precisely because his intervention means that

the curator of cultural distinctions is no longer in full possession of the

por/er to maintain the separation of (metropolitan) English terts and

local (colonial) texts - the assistant asks hoq/ he is 'to keep stock of

[hisl own counters if [he] can't arrange the books without the public

steppinB in and interfering' (Godwits. p.224).E7 John's protest to the

manager underlines the illogicality and unsuitability of these divisions

vhich are maintained by force of 'tradition':

Mr Hansen ltne managerl said gravely: 'This, sir, is a local
production. I'm afraid local productions don't do us much good.

The public !/on't look at them.' He swept vide, white hands,
exonerating his shop, damning the public.
'Can't you tetl poetry when you read it? Local production -
you're alocal shop, aren't you? You live by local custom, don't
you? Then vhat do you mean, letting snippets like him look
dovn their nosesT I suppose a poet's a poet, even if born in
this country. . . ,' (Godvits. p.22a).

It also suggests forcefully the need to produce in the place of

traditional distinctions a set of codes which accommodate the lives of

87 That 'the public' pose a threat tio the maintenance of hierarchical order on
the bookshelves and iq the caoon is in keeping vith the synpathy for sociatist
ideas preseot throughout the text, in that it defines the incipient Nev Zealand
natiooal identity vhich vill challenge the inperialist hegemony as t
specifically popu list identity.
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those in the local society. The language of the tert connects the

rigorous maintenance of notions of canonical propriety in this society

to the rigorous maintenance of the notions of moral propriety. John's

reflection that it is not right that everything should be so 'shabby' and

his determination rhal Eliza should 8et a 'fair deal' b.226) apply as

much to the illegitimate pregnanry and resultant moral censure as to

the poor printing quality and partial concealment of the local poems.

The hierarchy of privilege betc/een colony and metropolis, between

established orders and moral practices, are called into question.

Even though the manager responds to John's comment about local

economic imperative by instructing the assistant to place 'Stanger Fac€'

on the 'second top shelf instead of replacing it on the lovest shelf

from vhich it had come, the small difference vhich his individual

protest has made is not enough to resolve any of the problems of

identity or location by vhich he is beset. He is represented as outcast

and dislocated, 'shambling along the pavements, his thin unkempt hair

giving hin his usual vild look,' and althouSh an atheist, he is shovn

paradorically finding in biblical lanBuage an expression of his sense of

loss and incompleteness: '0 Absalom, my son, my son. Would God that I

had died for thee, my son Absalom.' (Godwits. p.226).EE

'Various Goods' repeats the figures of dislocation, confusion and

disintegration. Eliza is shovn on the margins of cultural institutions,

dislocated from them; she is the 'Sidebottom's girl,' not a daughter but

a 'sleep out' maid, she lives in 'barren' lodgings. Ravlinson points out

8E The quotatioo in the Hyde text is fron 2 San, lE:33. The vords are spoten by
King David at the nevs of the death of his son. The last chapters of the te$ are
filIed vith dead chidren or danaged babies. Eliza's child is dead, Carly assists at
the birtb of a baby vbo'isn't all right' $.2211and, as mentioned above, John's
vords also refer to the death of a son.
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that at the end of the textEliza is Soing to be 'not the bride of popular

"happy ever after" fiction, but a bridesmaid at her friend's wedding'

(Critical Essays. p.57). The bridesmaid's dress is described as hanging

'like the stiff chost of a wom an al a dance; (emphasis added, p.229), a

simile which suggests both the constriction of the female role in the

society described and that it is a role that no longer accommodates the

lives of those vho live in that society. Even Simone (vho, according to

Rawlinson, is going to be the bride of 'happy ever after'fiction) will

have a 'stranger face' in marriaee (p.230). This reference provides a

direct lexical tink vith the 'Stranger Face' volume of the preceding

chapter, and the poem which is quoted from that volume is directly

concerned vith the colonial inheritance and the destruction of female

beauty by 'menial needs and base' $.225). In Eliza's reported thought

her sense of identity and location is represented as disparate.

Where am I going? Into dreams, travel, fag-ends of love
thrown down in gutters by those who did not vant them,
poetry, journalism, drink, drugs, the steep blue country of
melancholy, vhere I have been before? Or down the road to
the fishmonger's to buy Mrs Sidebottom's little fresh soles? It
doesn't matter much (Godvits. p.231).

Rejection and desire, career and personal life, larger philosophical

questions and specific detail are mixed up together. Here the

expression of confusion about direction and purpose, about a tenable

place in the scheme of things and about the relative values of different

activities are echoed in the mirture in tone and imagery. The

colloquial 'fag-ends'of love contrasts vith the more lyrical 'steep blue

country'of melancholy, as do the large scale generalisations vith the

bathetic mention of 'little fresh soles'.
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The figures of colonial dislocation and disintegration can be seen to

be represented both stylisticatly and structurally in this tert' and the

'something different' in Hyde's telt can be read as an attempt to

represent a version of colonial identity that had not been represented

before in a way that had not been attempted before' It is a text vhich

enBages specifically vith the problems which Gray's schema does not

even allow for.

If The Godwits Fly is read in coniunction with a tert like Living in

the Maniototo which works against novelistic conventions much more

strenuously, but vhich no commentator has labelled weak or lacking'

then the textual practices of Hyde's tert can be read as something

other than a 'failure' to conform. Rather than appearing loose and

eclectic, in this context the structural features of The Godwits Fly can

be read as an articulation of a problematic and transitional colonial

identity. In a tert vhich gives concrete illustration to the locations of

some of the splits in colonial identity, a narrative lrhich falters' which

fragments rather than coalescing into a coherent whole, can be read as

representing a sense of colonial identity in transition vhich is stricken

by indeterminary .

The problematic nature of colonial identity which is implied in the

structure and the rhetoric of The Godwits Fly is also articulated

explicitly in a section of the text called 'Bird of my Native Land" In

this section connections between sense of place' literary

representation and colonial identity are made erpticit' The passage

articulates the same notion as that in Gray's schema, that the nature of

coloniat identity can be read off from the nature of the representation

of place. The section takes its name from the song vhich the children
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are made to sinS on Arbor Day and it draws attention to the problems

encountered in establishing a sense of identity caused by both the

hegemony of literary representations of England and the myth-making

of phase one literature:

Bird-of-my-native-land was supposed 1o b9 the tui' but none

ofthechildrenhadeverseenone,orakauritreeeither..'.
Itvasatietosaytnutbird-of-my-native-landandthethin
trees stuck in trotes in the playground wgle sacred and

beautilul . . . . Somewhere, far away in real.vildness' it might

be different; but here the native things looked only grey and

sad, and covered all over vith dust. And the cabbage-palms

and tree-frrn, p.ople grev in their backyards - like beasts in

azcrc - looked cowed and sick" "
SomethinEtherehadbeen,somethingdelicate,vildandfar
u*uy gui it was shut out behind the doors of yesterday, lost

urv;no the hills, and sticking a dead twig of it into a hole in

theplayground,orarottenpoemintheschooliournal'only
made it siclrly and unreal. You didn't really have to think

about it - Maoris, godvits, bird-of-my-native-land. Attending

to it at all was a Olty catt to a sick bed. History began slap-

bang in England. 'At tire battle of Hastings, in 1066, William of

Nornandy defeated King Harold.' . . . You were English and not

English. It took time to realize that EnSland was far avay'

And you r/ere brought up on bluebells and primroses and

daffodils and robins in the snov - even the christmas cards

vere atways robins in the snow. One day, with a little shock' of

anger, you reatized that there were no robins and no snow'

uno you fett cheated; nothing else vas quite as pretty

(Godvits. 9P.32-34).

In the passage above, the way in vhich the representations of place

available in the culture are introduced suBgests that tbey are falsely

mythologising, demeaning and inaccurate: 'supposed to be' and 'lie'

both indicate that there is a gap between the representation and the

perception. It suggests that the position of colonial identity constructed

by phase one vriting is no longer a position which can function vith

any relevance to individuals in the society represented in that tert'

But the passage goes on to indicate that a replacemetrt of those
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constructions of place which arc specifically Anglocentric' and

therefore of limited relevance, is particularly problematic' The

passage draws expticit attention to the conditions and operations of

colonialism, in this instanc€ through the reproduction of the cultural

mores of the colonising society in the education system' The material

offered by the educational establishment is shovn as being

contf adictory, but not being articulated by that institution as

contradictory. It is the colonial subiect in that education system who

has to attempt to reconcile the siting of oriSins in English culture and

English history, the fact that one is told that '[hlistory began slap-bang

in Engtand,'vith the consruction of a 'native' identification vith the

land in the sonS 'Bird of my native land'. In this song in wbich the tui

is described as a 'beautiful stranger,' 'native' is far more indicative of

the desire for a position of autochthonicity than of its fulfilment' The

term indicates the attempt to assert a position of autochthonicity by an

act of appropriation vhereby tbe signification of 'Dative' itself is

changed. In the context of the song, for cotonials to identify

themselves as 'natives' is not to imply kinship vith the indigenous

inhabitants but, in fact, to replace those indigenous inhabitants' In the

'Natives Associations'formed in New zealand in the late 1880s' the

'natives' r/ere pakeha Nev Zealand-born New Zealanders' not Maori'

The associations were set up to 'foster national self-awareness,'E9 and

although this might sugSest an incipient political nationalism

characteristic of Gray's phase tvo vriting, the description of the tui as

a 'beautiful stranger' is an exoticising description in the manner

characterisfic of phase one writing. The contradiction betr/een the

69 Information taken from Parick Evans' Penlut

literatu re. ( Au ctlaad : Pen gu in Books, I 990 ), pp'27 -2E'
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attempt to identify as autochthonous and the attempt to claim English

historyas^historyofculturalorigins,andtheproblemsthis
contradiction causes for the colonial subiect, is shown in the tert'

what is also demonstrated by the text is the loss inherent in this

appropriation of the 'native'. The replacement of the 'autochthonous

native' by the 'colonial native' results in loss. The autochthonous

Maori culture is shown as being disptaced and then reconstructed as a

mimicry of its former self; it is shovn as both debased and controlled

by the white settler. The native plants vhich are gros/n in backyards

are mimic fig,ures of the traditional English garden' At the same time'

the description of them as being 'coved and sick' suggests that they

are symptomatic of the destroyed bush, of the clearing and burninS

carried out by the settters, and of the domination of the usurpatory

culture. The simite of 'beasts in a zoo' suggests that the associative

categories of 'nature' and 'civilization' are still operating at some level'

and that nature is stilt associated with the 'autochthonous native'

culture, vhitst civilization is associated vith the colonising culture' but

the figure also suggests a most uncomfortable conjunction between

nature and civilization. Nature is no longer present as a utopian idyll

outside the space contained by civilization, as in 'How Pearl Button

was Kidnapped,' but is represented as either beinS destroyed or

tokenised by the colonising culture. The passaBe sugBests that the

installation of the colonial presence results in the irretrievable loss of

the autochthonous culture, and that this autochthonous culture is 'lost

beyond the hills,'and vhat appears to be its presence' in gardens' in
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school yards, in zoos, is in fact a trace, the token which marks its

absence.9o

The other form of loss is the toss of the myth of an autochthonous

relation to English culture, vhich results in the feeling of being cheated

out of an inheritance of autochthonicity. The text suggests that there

is another problem with literary and visual representations in the

colonial culture, not because they are falsely nythologising or

eroticising, but because the place of which they give a sense is not the

place in which the recipients of those cultural representations live.

The English cultural representations described in the tert appear to

give a guarantee of cultural identity and cultural authenticity, but

when that authenticity is recognised as chimerical there is no

substitute vhich is not precisely a substitute, the presen@ of vhich is

alvays a reminder of loss. In The Godvits Fly colonial identity is

represented as founded on tvo poles of irrecoverable loss and this loss

is erplicitly demonstrated to be encoded in the representation of place,

Both identification and identity are here shown to be stricken with

indeterminacy. Where there are attempts to register the uniqueness

of the sense of the nev place in Hyde's telts the extremely

problematic nature of sense of place is registered; there are always

equivocations registered, either explicitly in overt statement, as above,

or in tertual implication.

90 Frame's Uvins in the Maniototo erplicitly represents the process of
colonisation as producing a loss of aut,ochthonousDess, and a subsequent
tokeoising of the lost objects:

. . . because if you tate part, hovever renotely, in destructioo. you
also take pleasure in recreating vhat you have destroyed, there are
matry plant nurseries in Kaka Valley vhere you may buy all the
native shrubs aod trees as vell as the rnore quictly groving silver
dollar gun, and casuarioa, aod s;veet pea, vhich vilt screeo your
house fron the neighbours . . , G.2D.
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Thesplitaddress:theGo-presenceofphesetvoendphese

three feetures-

Gray suggests that the establishment of phase two vritinS is

enabled by the development of a sense of political nationalism' Hyde's

texts are erplicitly concerned with the question of national identity

and vhat it means to be coloniat. Nor the Years condemn charls of a

groving sense of national identity, and suggests that one period in the

history of the nation has finished and another is beginninS' The tert

charts specific political and historical events, for example the death of

Massey, and puts them in a context of the development of a Dation:

TheyhadcarriedMasseythroughpackedstreetsin
Weliington, in a glass-valled funeral coach and a coffin draped

virn ttre Union iack and a fine Maori mat. Nov they were

building for him at Point Halswell, looking down over the

Heads vhere the troopships had steamed out, the expensive

marble tomb his plain farmer's heart had never demanded'

The country was iiuing vell beyond its means, publicly and

privately: but not puniicty beyond its reasonable possibilities

or its looks, There was a sort of virtue in that . . . (Nyc'

pp.l l6-l l7).

The country is represented as havinS a sufficient past and a

sufficient sense of past to be establishing monuments to it' in short it

is represented as having a history of its ovn'91 The passage

represents these events as symbolising the passing of an era' [n this

context, burying the Uflioo Jack and the maori cloak along with Massey

also becomes symtrolic. The burial of these signs of Empire and

autochthqn suggests that nationhood can only be constructed out of the

demise of Imperial possession and autochthonous culture' The passage

9t This represeotatioo stands ia contrast to the English history in The Godvits

Flv discussed above vhich illustrates the colonial's separation fron the imperial
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charts the founding of a new era on the passing away of the old one; it

suggests that it is the development of a nation which is the matter at

hand, rather than the progression of a colony'

In the section of Nor the Years condemn which is explicitly

concerned with a siBnificant moment of political nationalism' what is

referred to as 'lost beyond the hills' in The Godvits Fly is invoked' In

the final chapter called 'That Night', which is set on the night of the

lg35 Labour election victory, the suSSestion of the beginninS of a

sense of national identity is related to a song vhich will come from

,back somevhere in the hills'. One of the main characters Bede cotlins

thinks,

'we've still got to find ouf own son8. It isn't God save the King'

It isn't the Internationale, it isn't the Marseillaise, it isn't even

darlinS Tipperary. I don't think it's May God defend lsicl Nev

Zealand, though iomebody will have to soon. I don't care' It's

back somewhere in the hills, waitinS; or one of these men has

it in his throat'(l{fC. P.345).

This passage articulates both the recognition of the inauthenticity of

the produ6s of other cultures when used as signifiers of Nev Tnaland

national identity, and the need for the representations vhich register

identity to be locally produced if they are to be of any value' Here the

desire for some specific and tangible form in which the 'intrinsic

essence'of the new national identity can be realized is clear' But even

at the moment of its enunciation the project is problematic- Not only

will the intrinsic esseoe of Nev Zeatand national identity be, in the

end, as metaphysical and as much a myth as the colonial or imperial

identity which it supercedes, but by entering a competitive

relationship with the inperial nation it risks being consiSned to

provincialism.
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When Bede Collins thinks about a national song which will come

from 'back somevhere in the hills,' she articulates a desire for national

identity to spring from a close interraction with the land - in other

vords a desire for autochthonicity. At tbe same time the particular

terms of this articulation are a reminder that one of the problems

faced by a colony asserting a new national identity against the ori8inal

colonising nation is that it is entering inrl a competitive relationship

to the other. As Seamus Deane suBgests:

Because they [nationalisms] universalize themselves las the

ideal model to which all others should conforml, they regard

any insurgency against them as necessarily provincial
(Nationalism. p.9).

So again, the whole projecl of establishing a national identity is

fraught with ambivalence. At the very moment of a tentative

assertion of an embryonic nationalism, the terms of that assertion, that

identity will come from and be of the backblocks, rewrite this

nationalisD as provincialism.

These terts do not construct of a sense of identity which is coherent;

it is one founded on loss, splitting and separation. The type of national

identity vhich is directly articulated in the terts is repeated in the

indirect articulations of national identity readable in the nature of

particular representations of place. The sense of a split identity is

registered in the textual address.

As sugSested above, the split in the teltual address is located in a

different place in Hyde's texts from where it is located in the terts of

Mansfield and Lady Barker. I discussed above the way in vhich a

split in colonial identification was located in the addressor in

Mansfield's and Barker's texts. I would suSSest that the split colonial
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identification is most visible in Hyde's texts in the construction of the

addressee.

The texts falter betr/eer addressing a New Tpaland audience and

addressing an English one. The addressee is both 'English and not

English'. The identification of the hills as 'Nev Tnaland' hills in the

passage from Nor the Years Condemn. vhich is discussed above as a

representative feature of phase two vriting, not only signals an

identification vith the nev land rather than the originating culture as

suggested there, but also suggests an address to an English audience.

The reference to the 'blue circle of the inevitable New Zealand hills far

away' (emphasis added) rather than to a specific range of hills or

simply to 'the hitls' vith an assumption that both reader and author

presume that they are in Nev Zealand suggests the need to display

landscape to an outside observer. The erplicatory quality in the

identification of the hills indicates a northern hemisphere audience,

yet the attempt to define a specifically Nev Zealand sense of place,

vhich is signalled by the tag 'inevitable', implies that the point of viev

is based firmly in New Tnaland and that the New Zealand difference is

not seen as exotic (there is nothing exotic about inevitability). At the

same time there is not , in this description at least, a sufficient sense of

the familiarity of the addressee vith the landscape for the registering

of sense of place as colourful to be unnecessary, for it to be part of a

'shared, felt milieu,'or 'a faniliar and meaningful backdrop.'

In Wednesday's Children. New Zealand is described as 'a country

vhere everyone intones we are more English than the English' (p.162).

Again this representation displays a relationship to English culture but

it also simultaneously displays a separate, implicit nationalism.

Certainly coloniality is suggested (in Bhabha's terms) by the presence
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of mimiff y and the ercess or differen@ that it produces' The society

is not English, but the attempt to reproduce itself as the 'same" as

English, results not in a sameness but in a difference: it becomes 'mofe'

English in an excess of Englishness vhich reveals the masquerade'

However the phrase also presents a totahzing analysis of Nev zealand

society wlrich reveals, paradoxically, not the dependent or derivative

relationship betveen the tvo places which would seem initially to be

apparent, but that there erists a sense of a homoSeneous Nev Zealand

nation which is analysable. so the split in the sense of identity in

Hyde's terts is presented both erpticitly in the narrative and implicitly

in the nature of the repfesentations of sense of place in that narrative'

As has been discussed above, Hyde.s texts register ,the

uniqueness of the ner/ sense of place' and the flamboyant and

assertive proclamation of literary rights by the use of the landscape as

a 
,bafllefield on which ro claim lal stake'. The potiticisation and growth

of titerary nationalism vhich Gray marks out as a prerequisite for the

move into the second phase is very evident in Hyde's writings'

However, at the saDe time the set of values which Gray suggests mark

out phase three vriting are also present in Hyde's terts:

Phase three vriters value an autochthonous readership first'

for whom the advertisement of colourful landscapes is sinply

ludicrous. somehow the faniliar is never stranSe. The sense

ofplaceinphasethreevritinEisbackwhereitshouldbe,
merely part of a shared, felt milieu, a familiar and meaningful

backdroP (GraY, P.9).

The sense of familiarity of place is present in the telts not so much

in the description of the New Zealand tandscape, both urban and rural'

but in the way the othef landscapes of other countries are represented

as strange and colourful. So in these instances, reading off the nature
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of colonial identity from the representation of place, it vould seem

that there is a transition in identity from the anxiety to stake a claim

in the phase two representations of sense of place to a sense of

belonging to the land, which finalty appears to achieve the security

implicit in Gray's delineation of the phase three sense of place '

In The Godwits Fly. it is Australia that is depicted as elotic and

unknovnincontrasttothefamiliarityofNewZealand:

counkies on the map are misleading. True, Australia was

coloured plain red, like Nev Zealand, but it Was so large, and

the namel of such odd products, pearl-shell, molasses, trepanE'

*.r. printed in little letters round its coast, that somehow you

vould have erpected it to iump out at you like. a Jack-in-the-

bor, saying, 
.Here I am, I,m Australia.. Instead, it vas plain'

indifferent and lonely, vith a fev startled night-birds flying

out of its armpitr, ,nd the high gig-wheels turning in deep ruts

(Godvits. p.l5).

what is made specific in the representation of tand in this ertract is

absence of familiarities based on the common colonial status' and thus

the particularity of a Nev Zealand point of view. Both Australia and

Nev Zealand are part of the British Empire, but rather than any

comnonality between the tvo, vhat is emphasised is the gap between

Imperial representations of the tand (as the scene of material

exploitation, within scopic controt) and the erperience of land as

exceeding those representations'

In contrast, the representations of Nev Zealand, although they are

presented similarly from a child's perspective, suggest a self-referring

use of language, and a specificatly local context of myth about past and

Present:92

gZ Both of vhich are, of course, characteristics of Gray's third phase
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There r/ere red-painted stations, stinking of freezing-works
and sheds where tallow is rendered dovn, and the

excursionists sang lustilY:
Kaivarra, Ngaurangha, Petone,
Kaivarra, Ngaurangha, Petone,

Kaiwarra, Ngaurangha, Petone,
The next stop is The Hutt"

The Hutt vas a little river, willow leaves and sunlight

dropping into it like tarnished coins. In its pools vere electric

eels, and if you trod on one it would electric-shock you to
death. Also, though the wide pale vater looked very shallov,

its ripple broken by banks of gravel, there vere places where

the current pulled you under and drowned you. Lots of people

had drovned in the Hutt. It vas the nearest to real wild that

the children ever got (Godwits. p.33).

The song the children sing represents a direct relation to the

surroundings, one that encodes them in familiarity. It declares that

the land about which it is sung is a land that is lcnovn. The myths

about the danger of electric eels and the number of people drovned in

the Hutt are specifically local and locatly produced, implying a settled

community which produces them. The fiSures of exoticism are

contained vithin a structure of vhat is known and secure, so that for

all its putative dangers, the electric eels and undertovs of the Hutt are

not 'real vild'. In Mansfield's terts 'Ole Undervood' and '0ld Tar' even

Wellington and Makara are represented as wild and erotic' There is

obviously a marked difference betveen the representation of wild in
a-rL

those textijne fepresentation of wild in Hyde's texts. In The Godvits

Uy only make-betieve vild is present vithin the familiar colonial

community and 'rea[ vild' is erpelled to Australia.

Australia is shrouded in the 'mythological haze' which Gray notes as

a characteristic of phase one writing. It is against this exoticism that

Nev Zealand is constructed as 'home'. Australia is the location of 'a
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great lake, with thousands and thousands of black swans' You never

see them in such numbefs, ercept in western Australia' (Godvits.

p.l9), and 'hundreds of lhorsesl - a heaving convulsion of red-skinned,

rolling-eyed, autocratic horses' (p.57), and 'a vhole hill alive vith

rabbits, brovn-squirming' $.62). The plenitude and vigour of the

witdlife is represented as frightening, alien and paradorically

unnatural, as are the larks in 'The Woman at the Store'. Similarly, the

children described in Eliza's visit to to Sydney are reminiscent of the

deranged child in the Mansfield story:

. . . another child crawled out from under the table. lts face

was very dirty, . . . its vhite legs vobbled. . . . to tell its age,

from its preternaturally aged face, was impossible. . . . IPollyl
hit the dirty child . . . . 'she hit me on my cut,' he shrieked. . . .

Eliza told Polly the story of the three bears. She vas bright-
eyed, but liked the same thine over and over. 'Tell us again,

tell us again,'she shrilted. Then suddenly burst into shrieks of

laushtei and ran inside the house (Godvits. pp.l95-6).

It is not only the children wbo are represented as unwholesome; the

whole family is surrounded with images designed to produce disgust'

The same treatment is meted out to Australia and the Auskalians in

this tert as is meted out to colonial Nev Lealand and the colonial New

Tnalanders in Mansfield's texts. This vitriolic assertion of inter-colonial

difference cuts across the class and gender based sympathies erhibited

in other parts of Hyde's texts, and it is here that we can trace the

disavoval present in Hyde's tert. The city of Sydney is represented as

threatening, a 'maze of little boxed stfeets, vhose nonentity became

sinister when one had passed twenty of the same shape and size,' and

the fear which the city represents at points becomes paranoid or

hysterical:

Of the men she did not feel at all afraid. The vomen, sulletr at

the street corners, T/efe more ominous. As they moved, the
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Breat full breasts under their sleary iumpers ss/ung like

udders, theiruuti.n faces and feet might tread the world

down. gut mor, thun tnrt vas the voiceless, tighttess cry of the

streets, and its ;;;;t r/ere 'l kill' (Godvits' p'200)'

The dehumanising effect of the city is contrasted to the New Zealand

,bluegums,gleamingandsteadfast,.'.thewaveringcolumnsoflightin

the harbour vater' and the smell of gorse in the dark of the Nev

zealandnight. Although the moments cited above where women are

seen as ugly and threatening and the working people only worthy of

scorn and derision are fecuperated by a socialist and feminist analysis'

it is specifically in the representation of the Australian city as

threatening, murderous and unfamiliar that the socialist and feminist

analysis in the text breaks dovn. what secures Nev Zealand national

identity as vhole and coherent is the proiection of anriety about the

nature of the colonial onto Australia'

The contrast betveen Australia as foreign and discomfortin8 and

Nev Zealand as familiar is expticit in the section describing Eliza's

return from SYdneY:

Over in Sydney, she thought, at this time of year all th9

gardens *outd 6e parched and brown' and I'd be lying vith

nothin8on,probablyinacoldbaththatwouldfeelhotand
sticky,wonderinghowonearth[.devergetcoolagain.Here
the christnas lilies, wet vith the rain that fell the day of ber

coming back' were broad white cups' their gotd stamens

sticking up, nr.riy drovned. she thought. 'Hov thirsty they'd

beinSydneyno*,f,o*terriblythirsty(Godwits'p'210)'

Australia is the land of life-threatening ertremes, of drought and of

alarming plenitude. (Australia is depicted in Hyde's texts in the same

waythatNewZeatandisdepictedinMulgan.sManAlone.)Itis

against these extremes that New zealand as a place is represented as a

measure of normality, and it is the metonymic relationship between
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NeV Zeatand rmd' uormality wh'ich i$ oonsructed ih the tert by the

procg$s of disavowat whicli neans that seo.ee d ptaoe and sense of

ideatityiaHydeiwrit,ingbe-lorrgstoGray.ethirdphasejustasnuchas

to bis seend Phase.
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CHAPTEN FIVE

The donesticated angel:

Hyde's texts and the Problens

of essentialisn-

Alt the nythic versions of vomen. fr.om Qe myth of.the

;A;ri"g pJriry oi tnt virgin -q th"t of the hoalins'

ieioncifiig mother, are consoldory troosensosi ' ' '

iio-tn-tt goZotott iit J"tc * ?illy i. ootion as fstber

iid: , . .iiiti iiirt i" f"rtt univeisals' to dull the pain

ii p"tti.ufir circunstanies (Angola Cstlor' The Sadeien

Yonrn).

Introduction-

In the previous section I have discussed the way in vhich sense of

place is represented in Hyde's telts and the formulations of colonial

and national identity which those representations of place imply' The

previous discussion has not, however, paid specific attention to the

way in vhich gender difference operates in representations of sense of

place in Hyde's terts. In this section I vill argue that in her terts there

are suggestions of different relationships to place for male and for

female characters. In Hyde's telts, women are represented as

identifying with the natural vorld vhereas Ben are represented as

destroyers of both the oatural world and of x/omen'
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From these representations of difference between the seles it might

seem as though Hyde's terts present simply atr esseotiatist analysis of

S,enderrelations.Iwillars,uethatatthouShHyde'steltsdosuSSestan

essentialist position in their depictions of the relationships of s/omen

and of men to the natural environment, the telts also interro8ate those

essentialist positions which they represent in the fotlowing ways' A

distinction is made betveen female and feminine in the representatioo

ofthemanyandrogynousyounSwomenfiSuresvhoaredescribedas
,boyish' and who, atthough female, are represented as reiecting the

constriction of the feminine rote;Etiza Hannay, for erample' claims 'l'm

not a c/oman; not for ordinary purposes' when she wants the freedom

to go rravellinS (Godwits p.162). In The Godvits Fly the relationship

between $/omen and nature is also interrogated and the tert provides

a critique of vhat the society represented in the telt constructs as

'natural' to the female. similarly Starkie, the central character of

passoort to Hetl and Nor the Years condemn' finally takes up a

g,endered position vhich is different from the position of masculinity

normally associated vith his biolo8ical ser. In these tvo terts' he is

given peace only when he is 'feminised" and atthough Nor the Years

Condenn ends up vith a depiction of man, voDan and children in

urhat might seem to be a typical nuclear family, within that family unit

the por/er and blood relations are very different from those in a

typicalnuclearfamily,ThrouShtherepresentationoffemale

characters with conventionally masculine attributes and the

representation of male characters with conventionally feminine

attributes Hyde's terts controvert the notion that male and female

behaviour is produced by essential serual characteristics' '
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some recent feminist critics have fully endorsed the essentialism

which seems to be present in Hyde's tert Yednesday's children'93 I

suggest that this critical position is problematic both in itself and with

respect to vednesday's children and Hyde's other prose fiction terts'

Firstly, for the reasons outlined above, I vould suS8est that the

representations of men and vomen in Hyde's terts interrogate the

very assumptions on vhich essentialist feminist criticism is based' The

secondproblemvithanessentialistfeministcfiticismofHyde.sterts

is that it simply inverts the binary oppositions within which

essentialist 'masculinist' criticism functions. So, for elample' it

valorises the representation of voman as Soddess a8 a positive ima8e

of vomen and of female pos/er. Hovever, as the epigraph from An8'ela

Carter suggests, the notion of female Soddesses is as silly as the notiotr

of male gods, and in fact the valorisation of female goddesses is a

ubpian fantasy which prevents a more trenchant and rigorous analysis

of the social, cultural and political mechanisms by which vomen are

oppressed. In the particular case of Wednesday's Children this type of

essentialist feminist analysis fails to pay attention to siSnificant areas

of the tert and, in doing this, depoliticises the tert'

An analysis of the novel vhich femoves the tert from its social'

cultural and political contelt, from larger historical and political

concefns, is working vithin the same binary opposition as masculinist

essentialist criticism vhich denominates the realm of subiective

93 Io femioist litorary.theoty, essentialisn (the betief thst attribules are

iipoi*i;. tiit;t"iisii chiractu" or conditioo of eovthing sod not oa

errraneous .rr.urrii;;;t-it-"ppgtO *..iin"tfv m gendlr differencc' Atr

esssnrielisr feminist reading of a-tcrcfirid t"ti ts i q,"9o. t!*. nr!1-and

females * ,ororirrii*ifrlti-"i ffi onJ-aooucr. anl thrr their cssentiel

;iff;;;;i".. t ttr.db thcir biolosical differooce 
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erperience and vision as female and the realm of significant action and

event as male. The essentialist feminist readings to vhich I pay

attention in this section take no acsunt of the political and historical

specificity of the text but concentrate instead on an ahistorical and

universalising consideration of the nature of female erperience' To

remedy this occlusion I do not advocate ao elpressive realist readifl8

of the tert, but rather one which attempts to investigate vith Sreater

contertual specificity the ways in which the representations of

geodered subiecls function in the tert '

The represeotation of the protaSooist of vednesday's children as a

'domesticated an8,el' (wc. p.lE) seems perilousty close to the victorian

representation o[ voman as 'the angel in the house'9{ which is seen by

many feminist critics as part of an oppressive patriarchal politics' and

it is also perilously close to the representation of women produced

under ttalian and German fascism in the nineteen-thirties. After

reviewing a feminist analysis of this fascism, I contend that the tert

locates itself as anti-fascist by the r/ay in which it invokes and

presents the ltalian invasion of Ethiopia. I conctude that it is this

specific political contert vhich makes the telt's representation of

domestic fe mininitY subversive'

*1 The phrase'the engel in the house' is taken frc9 coventry Petnore's long

sequeoce of poens of ttre stoe neme tni.n rclls of a courtsbip and naffiege

vi[h an ercess of religious seoti-oen,;Ut' fne tiUc has been takeo uP by

feminisr lirerery ;ii[3 as a snortLii-rl'phmse gsed r,o signify.one of thc

st,ereotypes of the fri4*. ti6-"niin tnt *o't- vriler nust contend'
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Apperent erentielismr in Hyde's tertr'

There is often a differene in Hyde's fiction between the relationship

vhich male characters are shovn to have vith the natural

environment and the relationship which female characters are shown

to have with that natural environment. Men afe represented as

possessors and destroyers, whereas xfometr are represented in

relationships vith the tand vhich are both reciprocal and annihilatory'

In 'Glory Hole" the fifst chapter of The Godwits Fly' Bob Malley' an

adolesc,ent neiShbour of the Hannays'. is described as berng the 'ovner'

of the 'Glory Hole' (p.l), a hole vhich he has tunnelled through the

ground from the family wash-house to his mother's bedroom and

vhich he claims oontains fairies. Bob Malley's predilection for diseinS

holes in the ground is approved of as a potentially profitable

occupation. John Hannay su88e3ts that Bob could become an enSineer'

and his mother suggests:

'A Brave-digger would be better' At digging holes in^ the

ground ne's tie beat of a rabbit, and there's a trade won't 8o

iut of fashion'Codvits. P'8)'

Bob's relationship vith the earth is characterised a3 involving

destruction, ovnership, financiat Eain and death. In Nor the Years

condemn. in the description of the relatiooship betveen the nen

buildins the dam at Arapuni and the landscape those features are

repeated. The Vaifato river is anthropomorphised and Sendered'

described as a woman vho is violateU (p'187)' and the action of the

male engineers on the fenale river is described as an 'outrage' (p't8E)'

Tbe vhote of chapter x, 'The Song of Arapuni, depicts the relationship

betveen men aod the landscape as a Sendered relationship and ooe

whichinvolvesactsofpossessionanddestruction.
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In a passage from A Home in this vorld. the apparently essentialist

connections betveen the female and the natural world and betveen

the male and death are made even more erplicit' The gender-specific

images of 'those who feel their sharp nev nationatism like a boy iust

past puberty teelin8 his manhood' and 'that great army svinging by'

hoping to find in death the iustification for the fact that it carries

maiming, and murder, that it has kept the road open through the

centuries to the place of skulls' are placed in opposition to an image of

the earth vhich is specificalty marked as female:

I say, may the very need of earth' which ve have vronged but

which ve also nave loved, and which, therefore, must forSive

us 0ike tne woman eartn is), strengthen a[ the homeless on

their dark iourney tonight (Home' p'l I )'

Male serual maturity is concatenated vi$ destruction and death and

the earth is here identified with the female and the fenale is

specifically constfucted along a cooveational model as an obiect of

desire and as offerinS a souroe of emotioaal succour' The relationship

betweea female characters and the oatural landscape is represented as

a reciprocal one in The Codwits FIY:

The bush loves Eliza, wants her. . . . she thought, 
.I,ll run a$'ay:

live vith the bush and never be turned out. It T/ants me, if

nobodyelsedoes....It,sfunnythat.thenaturalsoundsnevef
wound' n.n'' i'.itate. . I feel as if they vill take me, hide

me,cover'u,p,andloeverfeelthataboutpeople,(Godvits.
p.89)'et

gl A sinilar phrase 'l'll run avay and live ia ttt'e busl,' occut13 on p'99' At the

outser of rhe novet E6'il6;;;ttd .s iAtntifvi"t yiln the errth to tho ertpnt

that she feets deat[ rr"ii LtiU 
"o 

tear if it inctiraea beiqq 99]tltp:1!v 
nature:

,Lying on her rror".l-*itn Ue lrovn,-iot t"rtl b-eatiog. u9. Et h"-1-'-.. ^,Y
fiil8i;;h. iouiaJi-iiii cyiog ot cu' (Godvit$. p.lJ). A similer reciprocrtv rs

oresent in Elize's relationship vith tUc eartl on lel roturn fron Sydoey (quot'ed

above). In Mulgen't fi; th; taft cha6cters afo ropnosentod rs having a

combatrtivc relationship vith Ue 
-itftnf -io"i"ooient' but 1he fenele

charsctens are lot shovo to have 
" 

.oit6p*ding reciprocity vith the natlral
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ThebushlovesElizaandELaalovesthebush;therelationship

betveen the two is nurturing, protective and reciprocal. The earth is

representedasafertile.nurturingmotherandaplaceofrefuBe.Ithas
,quick soil, ready,' and 'feellst att contacts stroflSty through its veins

and marros/' and 'children movlel inside its movement' (Godwits'

p.108).

From these eramples of the figurative language in Hyde's terts, the

version of the relationship between r/omen and nature presented

there might initially seem very different from that presented in

Christina Stead's 1934 story 'The Triskeliotr" In that story (vhich

containsseveralunmotherlymothers)themotherofotreofthe

narrators erclaims:

How I hate those birds. And hov I hate this everlastinS gusb

and hiss of the sea, and those swishing trees. . . . I hate nature:

it is full of cries and tears tike a femaie madhouse.96

Atthough the female speaker in stead's tert declares her hatred for

nature rather than her love of the bush. the simile used still constructs

an analo,g,y betveen the natural wortd and female nature' These

connections are reiterated in Hyde's telt, particutarly those betveen

nature and motherhood. In the section catled 'carly' there is a

g,ruesome description of a woDan givinE birth: 'The woman's knees

sprawled out, aod Carty focused her face, a blind, tormented face. torn

in tvo every time it quacked' (Godvits. p'2201' This description is

ffiey are representred only in their relationship to nalo

characters, as relative creatures

96Christ'iacst,eed,.TheTriskolion.i!GoodbvehRqBencg:rrorrgrur..'.
z."r*c 

"no 
r*t 

"ri"n*vo'n-uJg 
iriLr.s-tjlilffia u--ct- nizabeth vsbbv & Lvdie

frJG--twtunguoo, Altuo & unvin, 19s9)' pp't-lt' l6l



folloved by another passaSe which specifically links child-bearing to

the natural world. The nursiog Sister says:

And we don.t call io the doctor unless it's absolutely neceslary'

orSivethemchloroformtooearly.It,sbettertoleaveitto

little vaY from Laloma, and

of the road. Broom-brushes

the dark Pods, turning brovn,
neat tittle ror/s of seeds, ever

Nature.
[CarlYl got out of the cab a

wandered along bY the side

touched her, and she sav hov
s/ere twisted and split to $how

so pretty. Fly far ar/ay. . . '

White woollen babies: some girls had 
, 
t!t.t as early as

sirteeo.Sheherself,ifTrevorsiniohnhadn.tbrokenoffthe
understanOioe, miihi n.uu had a baby by noy' All her girl

friends did. she accepted the position mutely; they werg right'

she was vroo'. if*it riBht to Ue hideously tortured, like that

womanofithehighflatbed,sothatinatittlevhileyoucan
*)a On,isn't he iduck?'(Godvits' p'2211'

The nursing sister talks about the childbirth in the contert of

,Nature) and this idea and carly's subsequent musinSs on babies are

connected by a close observation of a piece of the natural world'

However,althoughthepassaBequotedaboveimpliesanaffinity

betweeo r/ometr and the natural vorld' it also starts to question the

specific nature of the relationship betveen the tvo' It starts to

interrogate the way in vhich the circumscriptioa of voman's role by

biology is construed as right and natural. This interrogation is

conducted implicitly as well as erpticitly in the tert'
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Errentielirt notionr of gender interrog,rted in Eydc't tcrtt-

In this passage, Hyde's 'tessellative' technique works to produce a

series of images vhich evoke a set of associations vith ideas in other

parts of the terr.e? This method of thematic patternin8 through the

repeated association of imaSe and idea allows the tert to present

detailed analyses of character and society by means which are both

indirectandevocative.Itisbyvirtueofthistessellativemetbodthat

Hyde.sterttranscendsthebinaryoppositionsofrealistor
impressionistic, social obiectivity or introspective subiectivity' None of

the individual fraEments are proselytising or have a vide scope but

taken together they build up a wide ranSlng and detailed picture of a

specific society and a particular analysis of that society' At the same

ilme the inherent indirection of this tessellative narrative technique

ensures the avoidance of the linear, univocal' totalizing perspective

which characterises Man Alone' For erample the image of the s'omao

giving birth cited above is a fraSment of description vhich is

simultaneously realistic and impressionistic; 'sprawled' is both

descriptive of a physical position and siEnifies the perception of a loss

of physical control and dignity. The nert piece of the description is

prefaced by the attempt to see obiectivelY, to 'focus' on the obiect

under description, but what is seen, a 'blind' tormented face' torn in

tvo every time it quacked', is described in terms vhich cannot be

comfortabty assigned as either literal or metaphoric' as either obiective

or as subiective and impressionistic'

97 The netaphor of tessellction seenj tJo ne 8n spprypriatc one by vhich 0o

choracterise Hyde.s vriting, as- the. ii"g; q; sffiutlaneously discret'c 8od

contiguous rather tfi'b.fi; np*A ini continuous soquence' yet it-t:,g"i"
uosto ed relationship to ore aoother rl-io p*au.tt the tLenatic petterning of
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The tert shows up 'Nature' as a euphemism which forecloses oo any

questionifig of the constitution of that 'Nature': the sister's bland

statement that it is best to leave things to 'Naturq' is counterpointed by

the tert,s demonstration that leaviog $/omeo to 'Nature' is a

euphemism for teavinS them to suffer vhen there are means available

to alleviate that suffering. The definition of nature as 'pretty' is also

undercut in the ten. The sentence about the broom pods, vhich starts

in omniscient narration but then moves into free indirect thought'

echoes the terms used to describe the voman in labour; 'spravled' and

,torn, become 
.tsristed' and 'split'. Thus the tert inplies that the

vegetative reproduction vhich necessitates the dehiscene of the

broom pods is no more 'pretty' than the human reproduction which

necessitates that the voman is torn in tvo' Through the narration of

carly,s thoughts the passaSe shows hov this image of birth which

involves the destrustion of the mother is recuperated into a socially

acceptable version of birth. The sentence in question shifts from

omniscient narration to free indirect thouEht at precisely the point that

its focus shifts from the rupturinS, invotved in the release of nev life to

a sentimentatised version of that new life. In this way, the

sentimentalisation of childbirth is associated vith the character of

carly, who throu8hout the tert is shovn to abide faithfully by the

socially prescribed rules for female behaviour'9s Carly 'sees' only the

product of the labour, the 'neat little ro$'s'. and this in a

sentimentatised fashion, as 'pretty'. The 'white voollen babies' G.2l7l

S Ye are told thtt she vanls to be I oufse beculse a {ing friend describes

aurses as'angels' (Godvits. p.2l7l anA Uints of the trurso in tle tsrms provided

by a iingoistic firstfrr-tA iar betlad vhich describes her as i'rose of No Man's

Lao4 perfornio g 
" 
J;;;tf*itio" *iif tgqP.tlt t" .tho' cui3c' of var (p'219)'

In the chcpt€r'ro nut-iiiniaitr't atJtotd 'aobody could say Carly vasn't

rcspectablo- (C'odvib 9.1621. rc4



which sbe imagines before vitnessing the sctne in the hospital are

reinvoked afterwards (p.221). Tbis image' vhich again is a socially

acceptable and sentimentalised one, sstiftly replaces that of the baby

delivered in the hospital vhichtisn't all right'(Godwits' p'2211'99

Hovever the narrative is structured so that the disparities bet\Yeetr

the birth scene and the socially acceptable myths about birth are made

apparent. The 'quacklingl'of the mother being torn apart in childbirth

returns in the sentimental refereoce to a nev born baby and undercuts

it. It is nade clear in the tert that the phrase '0h, isn't he a dUCk?'

(emphasis added) demonstrates a general social attitude rather than

recalling, a specific incident in Carly's past, and this, in coniunction with

the vay in vhich 'duck' recalls the contert of 'quacked' (a ontert

graphically associated vith 'torment' and 'horror'), provides a bitinS

critique of the disparity betveen the sociat construction of labour and

its material circumstances, This disparlty is further emphasised by the

movement from free indirect thought to the employment of irony.l00

In the phrase 'lt vas right to be hideously tortured, like that woman

on the high flat bed', the disiunction betveen the ter6s 'hideously

99 The red and vhite of the Red cross Nu"P b.2l.9l retJros ia another forn in

rhe 
,panern of scfie;;d ;hit ' of tiooC end shects at the birth of the baby

g,22tl. Ageia ur-Lo"irrrdt tochoique .e.nl.ltsi1s this poiot ebout the

disoarity betveen *n* it is socially aciiptalfe !o erticulato and the nslorisl

.riOitit"t on vhich an orticulatioa is based'

100 As Michal Peled Ginsburg pohq out, the differeace betveen frse indifect

discourse aod iroailiiin-il idt vniie'as vith free indirect discourse it is

il;i!;f,h16a*io" tl"teither the aaffaroi or the charecler is tbe origin of eo

uueraoce, ead that tUu 
"oiiut 

erist in r 'structufe of undecidability, vhert one

cannotoptforeitheiole o" tft othtr as liing .the 
"meaaing" of ths utt'ettEce"

vith irony it "rryitr*oi" 
it a si'n ofthe-dittio.tioa betveen' the 'voico of

the character and 'ti;;i;t-;i A"t aarator vhich englobes it" and thet

therefore it is possi[iJ to-titti"guish ctearfy- betveen .tvo voices ' ' ' vhich

constituto tle utt€-;ce'. Refoielce, Miclqil Peled giosburg'-'Beudonyn'
i;G;;hr, ;i dt"rd; voiiii UiAOiesscs!. aod the Problem bf Authorship,'

F"sjish Liiersry nisbrv {7 (19s0):p, Jl0,p'Jl2'
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tortured' and 'right" vhere it is a given of tventieth century western

culture that torture is an infringement of a basic human right' makes it

impossible for the reader to agree with the position articulated in

Carly.s thouShts. In its use of irony here, Hyde.s tert moves tovards

an eramination of tbe construction of the position of woman and

provides a critique of the apparent 'naturalness' of this constfuction in

the society which the tert represents. Hyde's tert starts to move

beyond the essentialist view vhich simply valorises a direct

correlation betveen woDan and nature or makes presumptions about

the naturalness of woman.

Interrogations of the assumptions about the 'nature' of voman are

apparetrt in other parts of this tert as vell as in Hyde's other teils'

The term 'woman' is throvn into question whenever its [imits are

ransgressed.ThatElizaHannayclaimsnottobea$|omanfor
,ordinary purposes'raises the question of what the 'ordinary purposes'

are and how these 'ordinary purposes'contain and construct the term

,voman" To Eliza's assertion that she too can go to London, Tinothy

replies You can't, a $/omao couldn't' (godvits p'l62)' Timothy's reply

is articulated as a statement or fact, not an opinion, but sinct

throughout the tert the godvit plan has been positioned as a part of

both Augusta's and Eliza's dream, his assertion of the impossibility of

Etiza making the iourney on the grounds of her biologicat sel cannot be

taken for the ,fact' vhich Timothy's articulation su88ests. Timothy's

deniat makes no distinction betveen what night be socially imposed

tinits on action and what night be inherent bioloSical limitations and

the reader is positioned to reiect Timothy's point of vies/' In this

chapter, 'ln Your stupidity" it is made clear it is the force of social

convention vhich produces Timothy's response and which makes uo
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distinction betveen biological constitution and gender roles' The text's

moves produce a critique of this obfuscation and the restrictions it

produces. Eliza's comment that she is 'not a voman; not for ordinary

purposes' suggests that the only way to escape from the constriction of

the gender role ascribed to female is to deny her biological ser by

'turnling herl hair up under a cap' and becoming a 'cabin-boy' (p'162)'

Hyde's tert here attempts to challenge the esssentialist notion of a

direct correlation betveen female ser aod the prescription of gender

roles althouSh it cannot articutate its moves in tbese terms' what is

imptiedinthetertisthatbeinSawomanisapositionvhichis
constructed rather than one which is connected to biological

constitution.

In Hyde's other telts, other female characters afe also shown

taking up positions not necessarily identical with those presumed to be

natural to their biological ser. In Vednesday's Children' both Pamela

and Attica are described as boyish. Pamela has 'cool schoolboy lips'

vhen she kisses vednesday (vc p.100), and the term is repeated

tater where the kiss again has the same adiective attached to it (p'167)'

Later on in the tert, when Attica's hair is bobbed it is her whole person

and not just her hair cut which is described as a 'page-boy' (vc

p.194). These terms vhich apply to the opposite $eI afe all presented

in a contert of approval rather than as peiorative terms, and these

characters are ones for vhom the possibility of less constricting gender

roles are indicated.

Although in Hyde's terts there is not the erplicit analysis vhich

arg,ues that gender roles are socially constructed (as there is in a tert
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lifte virginia voolf's Orlando for instaosgl0l)' the radicality of the

position vith regard to gender identity taken up implicitly by Hyde's

texts is illustrated by the difference betveen the analysis vhich they

preseot and the analysis present in the literature of the day' For

erample, sheila Kaye-smith's Joanna Godden ostensibly provides a

positive portrayal of?inOependent womatr owning and running a farm

and even deciding to have a child out of wedlock'lo2 Hovever' the tert

sanctions her actions, oot from a feminist position which envisaSes a

role for woman outside the confines of the nuclear family or outside

the contemporary constructions of femininity, but insofar as Joanna

Godden's actions uphold the patriarchal beliefs of the catholic church

about womanhood and motherhood'

Hyde's terts do attempt to articutate the distinction betTteen ser and

gender vhereas in other contemporary terts this distinction is only

revealed in the attempt t,o deny it. vhitst in Hyde's terts assessmeot

and categorisation by biotoeical criteria is often transgressed' in the

(supposedly) non-fiction terts of iournalism the ways in which the

lives of vomen erceed their biological categorisation is resisted'

The article Siven in full in figure J.l below' entitled 'Deing a Girl"

appeared in the Farmer's unioo Advocate lor 29 Juty 1922 (it was

reprinted from the Engtish The Daily Mail)' This piece of iournalism

from the twenties suggests considerable anriety about gender toles'

and in particular the anriety to fir Sender roles, but paradorically in

the passage belov, the attempt to fir the term '8irl' (and to deny the

101 virghie Toolfs 0rlando: A BiotreDhv v.." fi"t published in l92t by The

Hogarth pross. ffi the notion of gonder ideoriry as

constructed rather ffiUt pttduct of an sssentisl biologiccl doterniaatioa'

102 Sheila Kaye-Snith, Jgeg.g$jgCd!8 (Loodoa: Viraso)' 
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semantic derogation which characterises it) serves to highlight the

distance between biological ser and gender role' to highlight precisely

the way in which beinS a 'girl' or beinS a boy for that matter is learnt

rather than innate behaviour, as well as making it increasinsly plain

that the term referrinS to the female is the devalued half of tbe binary

opposition.

Someofthecontradictionsinthearticlearesu8Sestedinthewayitr

which the term 'girl' collapses on itself in the course of the discussion'

ThepassaSesimultaneouslyhightightsanddeniesthesemantic

derogation of vomen displayed here. The shift in si8nification vhich

the writer here wants to indicate is problematic' It is tryiru m describe

ane$/typeoffemininity,butstilltakespartinasemanticdero8ation

of vomen, vhefe the siSnifier is simultaneously the label for a female

child, the label for particular attributes of vhich society approves in

women 
.brave, generous, fair ninded' (as opposed to 'gentlemen

unafraid'), and the castigatory rcrm for faults associated vith the

feminine. There is a presupposition of a semantic separation vhich is

not possible, as the proSfess of the article shovs the difriculties of

making such a distinction. It reinscribes the old tropes of girlishness

as it tries to eradicate them because it implies that the negative

connotations of '8irl' are a product of the innate characteristics of

certain bad females vho bring the rest into disrepute' what the

passage doei, in fact, is reinforce a particular cultural model of female

behaviour, a particular construction of the feminine'

The passage actually contains the assertion that '8irl' (as term of

abuse) has nothing to do vith Sirls in modern society (vhich vould

inply that the term is the label for a particular social construst' a

constellation of qualities unconnected to gender, vhich are not socially
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Filurc r'l 
Beinr aGirl

(By the Princess Nusrat Ali Mirzs' 'EtizanoU Marc')

VErious vrirerioi ieu".t to 
tfne DailyJrloil'.hevs coPptainod aerigst

tn, i'pp"*;ary ";;iirJrout 
a'iudo 6f taochers aad guordians vho

traio youth to r"oU*U Uy tne .oolttnt erhortation to bebavc lit'e r
nao end oot lite a girl'

Bui. 'behaving li"f; a Sirl' has today. a spocial. significance that has

norhiog Oo do vith tho fJminino totiiio gonerol, Uut vitl one kind of

Iu-rnii"io p"tti.uf"" loAi6t is nearty obsole1e - io tho youtrger

ronsralion 8t aoy rf,to.
"il;;;iirri scnoor or Guido's camprhe reproT!, _IIov 

like a girll'

is hurtod - Uofieve ni il it n.".a to.iiftuo uiong girls than io boys'

schools.
Tobenean,tosneaf,tofuat,1@-crJfol.gsufficientcause'!obe

.p'ity-.- to nr A6no-"*.*1e - atl of 
-tdt* 

thiags.in I commuoity of

girls earo tle insii'i oppt"U.iu^, 'Ol, to* lite a girll Just lite a girl'

The gid ortodar'. vai:niag q9r louqg.gr..brothei funk a criclet ball

has-;; ilore bittoi tsuot thaa 'Glrtie! girlie!' 
.

The boy. seeng nii.r"ff !i$r vdb over a.derd gotdfish. cro thill
of ao gfeatDrcrft;il !.-philosophy tl"o, 'I sly - buct up! You're

bohaving lilo a girll'
Ast the ,.l"oot6oy vhat his sistsr is lite. Aad if you hoyo

sufficientty u""oiO ftt ioofiOun." he vill say: '0h, she's o regulsr

sport, Not c bit lito o gir!'
And t[e tottti- of lo-day inculcates self-control' c0ur880'

unsellishnuo, *i-f"i" pf"i' ty'ouioott"ot rooinder' both to Mery

*C lono, that uivorthiltlt"l*T 'it iu* lF a girl vou knov"

Bit 'the girl' of tbe tauat is not the Sirl or q-ry! ' .,
She passed ;|fr-$,h th;d.ilsr ichools 'fo.t-St daughlors of

nobility and gontry.' sho t."t" ud 
"r 

a nouso and,fcio0ed ot thc sight

of blood. Sne vf;'d portry *O tepia confessigo booh she brerthed

soite at school ffi;-;i;tlitptt6a lcandel vhen she grev up' She

;;th; lirior ihe partour - nol the pttvioq fielis' , -

fhen tnu myl-rlJlirh ,l m- a"idt to-ld nor to behavc lite 'a 3irl'
they make lo migate.*;i;irl;d*;rt 

";ier 
to their nother, thoir sisler, or anyono they

are litolY to love'
,A girl, nas nlthing to do vith the breve spirits vho narched vith

the men io the groat var.
0n the .oot iii, it typiries the girl vho cll voneo avoid and vhon

all nothers dt thtf *o. -"f escepe;-the ne.aa, 'catty.' ieelous

vo'&o vno snJines uofair edvaitages and stoops to any nosooess t0

gain her ends.
Thetegchersandparentsvhoaret,eachingloystobe.geatleoeo

unafraid' 
"oO 

iirft ti li tnt bravJ,.generous, fair-mioded vonen of

the tventie6 ."r"-tury offer no iasli to vonenhood vhen they urge

iouog L922tolto 'behave lite e girl"
'-ifii-Sirt io L tft lunbsr-ioon of the pasl, vith the voollco

antimocassars end the var fruitlo3

103 Farnors Uoioo Advocato' 2917 122, 9'17'
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desirable): hovever' it then relocates the vord as a term whose

referent is a particular sector of the female population' and ends vith

the implication that it is the correct education and erhortation from

teachers and parents vhich can teach Sirls and boys oot to be 'girls"

one is reminded here of Marine Hong Kingston's comment on the

doubte signification of the ideograph vhich means (specificalty female)

,l'and 'slave': There is a chinese vord for the female I - vhich is

"Slave". Break s/omen with their OTtn tonggssl'10{ The term 'girl'in the

passage under discussion acts in eractly the same q/ay: for a girt to

name herself a g,irt is take on the labet of opprobrium'

so. whilst this piece of iournalism actually reveals the separation of

ser and gender in that it suSgests that beins a Eirl' is a position vhich

can be taken up by individuals of either sel, it does it inadvertently'

In the passage there is an awareness of a shift in gender roles' that

there is a 'modern' girl vhose social constitutioo is somehov different

from the smial constitution of her predecessor, but the article still

insisrs on inscribing gender difference (in the form of stereotypes) and

gender disctimination (in the different values invoked as the aim for

the girls and boys as adults) vhilst implying that there is ser equality

and denying the semantic derogation displayed in the terminology' In

wednesday's children. the description of both Pamela and Attica as

,boyish' presumably invokes for them the approval that neither

'masculine' nor'girlish' could'

The 6ansgressions of conventional Sender demarcations in Hyde's

terts vhich are outlined above do serve to articulate a distinction

l0{ Mcrioe Hong Kingsron. The Yoman Tagior, ( Loodon: Pan Boots-Picrdor'

t7r196l) p.{9.



betveen ser and gender. However, the clearest demonstrations of a

radical split between sel and gender occur not in wednesday's

chitdren. but in Passoort to Hell and Nor the Years condemn'

Starkie's misfitting is not represented iust in terms of racial or class

identity. His location in relation to the gendered positions available in

the vorld of the tert is in oscillation. An implicit critique of the

constriction of rigidly assigned gender roles can be seen in the vay

that vhenever Starkie is seen to relinquish a conventionally masculine

gender role, his situation is granted some sense of security and

happiness, a momentary sense of 'home" of the resolution of the

problems of locatioo and identity that are mnsistently foregrounded

elsewhere in the tx/o telts by starkie's continuat shilts of physical'

geographical and domestic location. At the same time, vherever his

actions serve to reinforce the conventional male roles and male

privilege, the situation or structure in vhich he carries out these

moves is made or becomes intolerable'

In Passport to Hell aboard the Kittawa, Starkie is depicted as happy

carrying out tbe domestic function usually ascribed to the female

domain. It is onty when he becomes involved in a struggle for mastery

vith another male that the situation becomes uncongenial (pp'19-22)'

In Nor the Years condemn one of the few moments of peace and

security which DouS is allowed octurs in chapter xl, 'vhite Australia"

vhen he becomes 'house-boy'for four young women in sydney:

FourgirlsStarkiemetinavine-shop,Jean'Olive'Mayand
Gertie, took him home to their flat at BarlinShurst and made

him their house-boy for the fev days he stayed in sydney. ' ' '
starkie did their cooking, lit the chip-heater, tidied up, mioded

the flat, vearing otive's apron. . . . They slept four in the one

big bed, vith starkie curted up by the stove in the kitchenette

(NYC. p.ZlE). 
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Theyoun8vomengiveStarkiemoneyforhistrainfarevhenhe

moves on. The conventional gender roles are comptetely reversed; the

r/ornen go out [o earo money whilst the man stays at home and

provides food and domestic comfort. The househotd is an unorthodor

one structured on female mmmunatity ('They slept four in the one bi8

bed'), one in vhich the male presence is marSinatised ('with starkie

curled up by the stove in the kitchenette') . In contrast to this' in the

same chapter, is Pat and Elsie's househotd vhere Starkie also stays

briefly. The members of this househotd are an apparently hen-pecked

husband, (though he is the one vho holds the ultimate authority)' a

nagging, racist wife vho believes in christian science (and takes an

instant dislike to Stark), and an adolescent son who has piano lessons

and keePs rabbits.

Starkie perceives the child as effeminate, vhich he sees as a fault'

and locates the relationship betveen the mother and the child as

responsible for producing the effeminary: ' . . . a nice kid, with floppy

hair and a cfystal set, shouldn't be called Claudie and stick to rabbits

after he's fourteen, and be chiwied about his practising . ' ' ' (I'IYC

p.2t2).

Starkie tries to provide a cooventionally masculine role model for

the young child in that household by tetling him stories of the var and

buying him a bulldog pup. It is these actions - which reinforce

conventional gender stereotypes - vhich make it impossible for him to

stay in that household. Starkie's desire to make Claudie more 'manly'

is tvofold. He is disturbed by what he registers as the siSns of the

child's effeminary - the clgnomen, keeping rabbits and taking an

interest in music - and by the child's relationship to the mother' As a
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replacement for these siSnifiers of femininity he Sives to the boy a

classic signifier of male aggression - a bUldog, vhich is both a threat to

the mother and a liberation to the child. He wishes to intervene in the

powerrelationshipbetveenmotherandson.srishestoseetheson

represent himself as an independent male rather than a child under

female jurisdiclion. In telliaS claude \var stories he is initiating claude

into the 'fraternity of men' $.2121. As starkie embarks on this

initiation process, claude's father comments 'Boys will be boys' (p'208)'

but the tert makes it clear that it is sociat conditioninS' not innate

propensity.whichmakesboysintothesortofmenwhomStarkie

recognises as 'manly'. Starkie's success in his endeavour is measured

by the degree to which the boy now devalues his mother's trurturinS

activities: Elsie cooks the boy his favourite neal, but the boy is so

taken up with the bulldo6 that he nov takes for granted the care

ertended tovards him.

This incident is shot through vith the formations of conflicted

subiect positions. Elsie is an oppressed female, but she is part of a

vhite maiority and reinforces the operations of racism' starkie is

oppressed by raciat discrimination but his behaviour in this instance is

misogynic and homophobic. The passaEe delineates the vay in vhich

each contributes to the other's oppression and through usrng a mirture

of dialog,ue, indirect thou8ht and free indirect discourse' the passaSe

creates sympathy for both parties.l0J In this dynamic Pat' the father'

is shown to be the only one vho does not suffer from any form of

10j This eacount€r strongly resenbles the Mifsnda coopler vhich is articulated

by laura Dooatdson, io tiai the tvo tuuir.t" rlo are th.9 subiecs of opprosion

cennot soe eoch other as srch anA coose-{u9nUy3agl colloboretcs in t'he otber's

oooression. taurat. D.;"H*", 'Th;'Mird'ds Conpler: Colonialisn aod the

4ffiffi".?r.iilistRt"ai"i:Uicsdtic$Fall leEt' pp'6)-Tt' 
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oppression,andinthisvaythetextshos'showtheconstructionofthe

white, male, heteroselual as normative operates in the production of

racial and serual discrimination'

ItisStarkie,sactiveattempttopfomoteandreinforcemale

dominance and male heteroseruality vhich results h it beinS no longer

possible for him to stay in a domestic and geographicat location vhich

is othervise clearly congenial to him: his 'stomach' is 'replete' his body

drowsily comfortable, and he like[sl Australia' at this point in the tert

Nrc, p.2071.

starkie's gender position oscillates in the tr/o telts betveen an

identification vith masculine and feminine positioos, but vhere he is

ultimatelylocatedathomeattheendofthesecondtertisiaan

ertremely feminised position. He is the caregiver io atr unconventional

domesticstructureanddoesnotclaimanyrightofpossessionoverthe

woDan and children in that household. Althou8h the household might

initiallyappeartobeconventionallycomposedofman,vomanand

children, within rhat family unit, the power and btood relations are

very different from those in a typical nuclear fanily' The mother is

oot the biological mother of most of the children and neither is Starkie

the biological father of most of the children. The two adults are not

married and and power relations betveen the tvo completely

inverted.

whenStarlriearticulatesastereotypicalandrcsativeviewof

vomen as either ser obiects or 'naSging' shrevs it is controverted by

Dorrie. the fruit lady't06 When he tries to kiss her against her vill' she

106 Io Sargeson's stories, 'The Hole tbat Jsct Dug', for eranple' this type of

ilrJy;i; ioa orsr;";;fi;;rdio" oi*or"n iJprcscotcd uncritl.*t, 
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retaliates and he realises that she is 'neither friShtened nor enchanted'

(uc,p.335).ItisDorriewhoreversesthepositionofdominanceand

who eventually makes the successful serual advance towards starkie'

and when starkie threatens to cut Dorrie's throat she remains

completely unintimidated. The tert suSSeststhat the violent masculine

identity which starkie demonstrates is a position which is taken up

rather than atavistic behaviour. starkie says ' "The others vasn't like

that. I,d gor to be the Killer, eh?" ' (p.343). Dorrie dismisses starkie's

naming or identifyinS himself as the 'Killer' and helps to replace that

version of himself and his masculinity with the possibility of a more

productive (more nrturine) identity. His redeeming feature is seen to

be his commitment to Siving the children a home and keeping them

out of a 'Home'to7 (P.339).

It is the financial pover of Dorrie and her social standing vhich

enable Starkie to have his home; it is Dorrie on whom he is dependent'

and without whose help he cannot manage. consequently, she has the

pox/er to lay dovn the conditions under vhich she vill help him

(vhich is a direct reversal of the conditions of his earlier marriage to

Terry), and when she displays aS,Sression tovards him in threateninS

to cut his throat the purpose of the threat is to ensute the velfare of

both Starkie and the children'

In the relationship between starkie and Dorrie, starkie moves from

reiterating conventional and stereotyped notions of vtomen and

similarly stereotyped notions of himself as a man, and from reinforcinS

conventional assumptions about the power relations and serual

107 'Hone' of course here refers to an-grplqoqe yhi^ch is the antithosis of any

;ifi;;tttti"u pooinitities for hone offered io the tsxt' 
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relatioos between men and womeD to an acceptance of r subordinate'

superuised and conventionally feminine position. In other vords' the

problems of identity and location are ameliorated for him vhen he

relinquishes the privileges of the male position in the nuclear family I

and takes up a gendered position which is very different from tbat

usually associated vith the male sel'
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The problems with ltr ettentielist femidrt critique of Eyde'r

tertr.

It is in making the distinction betveen serual identity and Eender

identity atrd in envisaging the possibility of differently constructed

gender identities that Hyde's telts articulate a position vhich moves

beyond essentialism. unfortunately, s:ome of the recent feminist

criticism which attempts to valorise llyde's writing does so on the

grounds of an essentialism of which I have argued Hyde's terts offer a

critique. Both Shelagh Cor and Susan Ash read Hyde's Vednesday's

Children as a celebration of a specifically female form of 6eativity'tor

Both these critics comment on a passaSe in the opening chapter of

Wednesday's Children. 'Vednesday Enters for the Doubles' and I will

discuss their oomments and the passaSe in detail in order t'o outline

some of the vays in which an essentialist feninist readinS d this tert

both overestimates and underestimates the potential radicality of

Hyde's tert.

In an ertended passage at the openinS of wednesday's children the

main protagonist, wednesday Gitfiltan, is presented in a number of

guises:

But the drunken mao remembered yet more of his youth'

with vonderful clearness he sav the great rosy and crystal

wings unfold behind her head. He sav the lissom sliShtness of

wednesday,sbody,andhovitcoulddancelikeamad
shepherdess, vho is n"tettheless at heart so respectable that

she might easifi induce Pan to r/ear pants' He sav Vednesday

girt about vith symbols, orn-sheaves, stout doves and olive

branches.

loE shelagh col,'creating aBe-arable Todd: tmgrqstile Tmosformation of ro

Alion Society i" $;-Fi;t6o oi ioUio ityOi t' Anleta Cart€r,' Yonen's Studics

Coqference pqrers lh-t-Ie.i1-!-4, $* Ash, introduction ond rflenord'

ffiif*6, Ne-v Tone!'s Press, 1909), pp.t - 7,2E9 - 9t' 
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,.Scuseme,'hestammeredagain,weakbutdefiant..Ithiok

you're beautifui-ttt iup..tud beautiful' several times softly

and vith awe, like a priest at a ritual ' ' ' '
'l'm glad you ttrint so,' she said' and vent on' feeling the

sitvery ,:.in riip round her like a garment. 
. 
She.was Slad that

the drunken mao had mentioned she vas beautiful, Slad that

allmenvhosoevershouldseeandknovit'Itvastrue.That
shevasavolevasalsoundeniable,butNapleswouldhave
been the fifst to flatten the nose of anyone wbo suSSested that

voles are not lovety and pleasant in ineir aspects, as in theif

lives and prrroo.i'habits. Behind her voleishness the o16er

and taller presence shone out. It could carry wheat-sheaves

and poppits *itnout looking incongruous' It was a sort of

OomesticutuO une"l. yet not uritnoui. sense of humour. Men

found it irresistible. Only temporarily, Wednesday had !o
admit.Shesupposedtha|vasbecauseatmomentsofcrisis,
such as happen io ttte best-regulated love affairs, she lost her

giip of thi vheat-sheaves, and sat huddled up' iust a vole

Gmphasis added, WC P-lE, )'

In commentiag on this passage, Shetagh Cor identifies the angelic

vision as something positive, as a product of l 'pover of

transformation,' as a productive alteration in the way of seeing' she

states, 'The vorld to be seen is unaltered: it is the way of seeing that

varies.. . . wednesday's own method is eremptified by a conrast that

takes place at the beginning of the novel. Tvo people see her in

Auckland. one is a drunl who has tbe pover of transformatioa ' ' ' ' A

clerk in a newspaper office is not lucky enough to possess this power"

Cor continues to valorise this transformed vision as ao escape from

what the 'code of respectability permits one to 3ee,' (COI, p'l}l' What

she glosses over in her syntal is the distinction betveen seen and seer'

obiect and subiect, transfornef aod transformed. In an attempt to

celebrate female cteative and visionary capabitity, she makes an

implicit and mistaken correlation between the female protaSonist's

transforming pover and the angelic vision. Because the feDinist

politics of hen analysis are Erounded in essentialist assumptions' CoI'$
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critical position demands that the transforming pover is attributed to

females rather than males: this results in the attribution' in her article'

of the transforming pover to Hyde the author and to various female

characters, and a subsequent lack of attention to the fact that it is a

male character who initiatly possesses the

transformation'.

'power of

Hovever, it seems to me that the distinction referred to above

(between seeo and seer, obiect and subiect, transformer and

transformed) is crucial in an analysis of the serual potitics of the tert'

It is in the sight and consciousness of a drunken male bystander that

the transformation takes place, and this in no vay under the control or

vill of the protaSonist. It is his definition of beauty to vhich

wednesday is subiect. col's commitment to cetebratinS female pos/ers

of traosmogrification means that follovinS on from her misattribution

she is unable to produce a ctitique of dynamics within the passage'

The whote opening chapter, it is true, continuatly emphasizes the

functions of the imaginative process and of perc€ptual difference in the

construction of reatity. These functions, it is implied, allov individuals

to construct possibilities beyond the reshictions normally imposed by

the cultural hegemonY.

However, vhat the drunken man recollects is his own youth' by

using hif imagination, hb 'power of transformation' to regain for

himself the lost sexual potenry of hb youth: the image he proiects is

that vhich is concomitant with the obiect of his youthful desire' cor

vants to read the tert as prescriptive, because she vants to see

wednesday as the active subiect of her ovn mythologies and in conrol

of an erclusively female creative por/er, but here Wednesday is the

passive obiect of a male gaze and the terms in vhich the obiect is thus
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viewed vithin the tert are male authored, male engendered and

therefore mofe constraining than col'$ analysis might suSSest'

susan Ash in a'critical Afterword' to the republished tert of

Vednesday's Children identifies the fact that the transformation takes

plaoe in the consciousness of the Aucktand drunk, vhom she terms an

,ideal seer' (wc. p.2E9), yet rather thao questioning the nature of the

vision, she too celebrates the 'female imaginative realm' (vc p.294)'

she clains that Hyde uses 'mytholoEical allusions to move beyond an

affinity with the natural vorld, to ally Vednesday vith the primitive

goddesses and to endov her vith inherent magical posrer' MG p'2E9)'

Both Ash and cor see the anger and goddess ima8e into vhich the

character is transformed as beinS positive and both desiEnate the

realm of the imagination as specifically female'

The analyses vhich cor and Ash offer are based in the Anglo-

American school of feninist ctiticism.log In both accounts there is an

attempt to redress the critical neglect or dismissal of Hyde's work and

the vay in which it represents female erperience by payiog attention

to the images of women in the tert. The criticism offered by both cor

and Ash is valuable in that it does take the novel seriously' vhereas

l0g The terns 'Anglo- Americ.an' and 'French' vhes used to describe feminist

criticism refer oot'; d;;;tfiafiry of G- criUJ lut q the brosd theorotical

oosition vithio vhich tni .titi. is v,irting. l"ip-ltericea fenioist criticisn

vorts vithin lut*lJ-a touoti"ritGfrsunpltions' Gynocriticisrn' is I torn

vhich vas introduced by Elaine Shovall-r io tndttoy 'fdn'iaistCriticisn in t'he

Vitderness, pururiJi i" teti h -gduAljlss!ry.-1..1, pp'l7vzP.-..It is

republisheO 
', 

grruil 
"rd. 

iip"t DJffrrA4. ed.. Etiza,beth Abel (Chicaso:

University of Cli.@ffithatarticle she nate a distinction

berveen rvo rypes ii i,r'iiliJ;r'iii'.1rp. Tr;i"irr critique' vhich re-rtads nele

lerts and offers 
" 
filioil Jilrtil; ;f-rhi ioages.of vogqn presenled in theo

and 'gyoocriticisi vnicf-6eats tptiifi."tti vi.t+ vriting by vonen' end

iliyils-tnu t"y io tli.l it differs fron nen's vriting' 
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earlier masculinist cfiticism had been neSative or dismiseivs'll0 For

erample Frank Birbatsingh finds no problem in articulatinS his own

inability to read the tert as a fault of Hyde's vriting:

,Although some episodes are clearly drawn. it.is difficult to tell

which episodes u., t.tuul and which are imagined by th9

heroine,...enosinceveeithercannotbelieveorunderstand
tbem, we afe inevitably puzzled and left with a general

i t p-*ttion of uncertainty ( Biru atsingh' p'3 6 { )'

Although Birbalsingh claims to be commentin8 on the London 1937

edition of wednesday's children in his footnotes, his brief summary of

the ptot of wednesday's children bears very tittle relatioo to vhat

appears in that (or any) edition of the tert:

Thesefantasiesprincipatlyconcernwednesdayherse-lf,her
miscetlaneout- ioi.tt, i.r' children and relatives' [n one

fantastic adventure sirt Ittt into bed vith her do'; in another

shetriestoearnmoneyasasorceressaodisonvictedforit;
in a third, nrr'Ouugnl"i etti.a kidnaps a-child; and in a fourth'

her son oorsriviits tne Holy Land. Bven if some of these

adventures can be understood individually, they cannot.be

said to ioil together into a plot that cooveys clear meaning

(P.36{).

only one of the adventures which he relates is aocurately

represented in his summary. Wednesday finds her son's dog keeping

warm in her bed vhen she retires for

Madame Mystera for financial gain but

the oighq she does not act as

for the general vetl being of

the individuals and the community of the Auckland slums; and Dorset

110 A Feniaist Dictiosarw (London: Paadora Press-Routledge, l9E1) p'ZJt' credits

Rebecca Yestvith thr fittt vritlen-uso of this tern, It gives a ouotaLion fron a

piece by westil tn1-ir*.iiiiit u"uib f;;t, l{otti-b"t 26-rer2: 'Mr Edsar

takes the u** ,"i.;u"irt-tdopo-irit or regarding. vomeo as inconpeloot

veaktings ercept f; ti;ffi;t;A f,ii.iioos't The Iictioaarv further defincs

the tern rs'nele *;t;;;itt' 
"oC 

aAAs" p"renthetical connent t'her thc tern is
,trot r sym,nerficr.tffifii:;.l b.G;i"IJ. In thg coobrt in vbich I uso it,

'masculinisl is iqlended to indicale 
" 

toC-poiot vUtn claims !o be noutral but

nE an iolerent suiJ* UiJ, *d t"kut the male as noroative 
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is hi-jacted by an inmate of a lunatic asylum aad doesn't 8o anywhere

near the Hofy Land. cor and Ash providing an essentialist feminist

analysis of the tert have no problem in derivinS a 'clear meaoing' from

the plot. They drav attention to the vay in which vednesday's

Children delineates $/omen's oppression and offers a critique of the

relations betveen men and r/omen; Ash usefutly suggests that the telt

provides a critique of 'a society vhich marginalizes and trivializes

female erperience' (VC, P.295 )'

Although James Bertram does not suffer from the comprehension

problems under which Mr Birbatsingh labours, in his commetrtary on

vednesday's children he is content to repeat E. H' McCormick's

dismissive comment that the tert is ' 'Tantasy vithout ballast and a

distaster" ' and to add a fenr more of his of own:

certainly it is an unsatisfactory book. this fairy-tale oI a

woman who defies her family and the conventions, and lives

on an island in Auckland harbour vith (as she clains) a

startting urood or children by a series of erotic lovers - until

finally a real suitor arrives to shatter her dream-life and her

illegiiimate dream-.6i161ss'l I I

From the phrasing of his sentence and his lack' of specificity it

voutdappearthat,inBertram.sviev,whatmakesthetelt
unsatisfactory is its subiect matter. The only value vhich Bertram

ascribes to the tert is that it is 'true to the writer's own inner

erperience' (Berham, p.1E3). The commentary vhich cor and Ash

provide is within a framework vhich asserts the validity of domestic

I ll Janes Dertram, 'Robin Hyde: A Reassessneot,' l'andfall T (19t3) p'lt3'
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and emotional life and female erperience as appropriate subiect matter

for a serious lsYsl.ll2

However because of their anriety to counter the erplicit and

institutional discrimination meted out to wednesday's children by

masculinist critics vith feminist accounts of the tert, it seems to me

that by vorking within an AnElo-American Eynocritical framevork'

both cor and Ash repeat some of the timiting critical practices of their

masculinistcolleagues.Theysimptyfeversethemasculinist

assumptions that male action and event are the appropriate and

central @ncern of titerature to replace it by an assumption that female

imagination and cTeativity should be the ceotral concern of literature:

they do not question the assumption that erperiene can be divided up

into mate erperience and female erperience. Like Bertram' the two

feminist critics value the telt for its autobiographical ootrtetrt CoI

continually blurs the distinction betveen author and protaSonist and

Ash dravs paratlels between the tife of the author and the path of the

protagonist. All these critics share the implicit assumption that there

is essential female identity and essential male identity aod that the

t$/o are binarity opposed: they simply value the terms of the binary

oppositiondilferent$|l3.Allthesecriticssharetheassumptionsthat

the fenale is 'of her nature' connected to the realm of the imationd'

the imaginative and the insane rather than the rational, the loSical and

tlz It is a cootention of nany fen$ist critics thlt nsn's actions aod coaccrns

heve been deemed the ooly appropriarc- rulir.t" rrr vatuable liuratrlre by mele

vrir,ers and nate ;iri;-fufi;slovJtort A Literaryry,of Thgir owa (Loadon:

Vi*8;, igztl i, oot oi tlt most vell knovn critiques of t'bis kiod'

113 Ash in particutar ta[,s of Tedoesdoy 'crelting f.++t storiss and shapiag

fe oale erperien ce' t p'Z'if ;f iut ;" * tnuid; ; "' eJential eristen cc' ( 9'29il'
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the sane, but cor and Ash value rather than disparaSe the female half

of the binary opposition. Ash claims that

fantasy (like madness) is a vatid, powerful means for creatinS

alternatives to'unaoceptable possibilities in vomen's lives' ' '

.Wednesd.y,, ,ui.iOe is not a lailure to live in the 'real'r/orld,

butratheradisavovalofasocietywhichmarginalizesand
triviatizes female erperience ( p'29 5 )'

A reading vhich celebrates the aliSnment of the female vith the

insane runs tbe risk of reproducing the mechanisms by vhich the

oppression of women has oPerated'

about the dangers of reading madness

resistane is very pertinent to Ash's

dangerously close to romanticising and

desirable form of rebellion rather than

Elaine Shovalter's varning

as a form of Protest or

argument vhich 'comes

endorsing madness as a

seeing it as the desPerate

communication of the porrerless"l l{

Rather than endorsing madness as valid and powerful' and cheerin8

suicide as a productively rebellious act (both of which seen highly

dubious claims), a more profitable svenue for the feminist critic might

be to fotlow the lead suSgested by carter in The sadeian woman and

start vith the presumption that 'all the mythic versions of women'

from the myth of the redeeming purity of the virSin to that of the

healing, reconcilinS mother, are consolatory noosenses' and to erplore

the vay in vhich the mythic representations in the tert function and

eramine hov they deal in 'false universals' which 'dull the pain of

particular circu mstances.' I I J

ll{ Elaine Shovaller,
lE30-19S0 (London: Virago, 1967), p'J'

tl) Angelcc,erter,The Sadeien Tonan: An Erercise in cultural Historv ([ondoo:

Virago, 1979). P.l. 185



InterroS,eting the domesticeted engel'

Both Cor and Ash celebrate the representation of Vednesday as a

'domesticated angel,'but neither of them connect this figure vith the

Victorian 'angel in the house.' Yet there are striking similarities

between some aspects of the representation of Vednesday Gilfillan and

that of the paradigm of anSelic domesticity, Honor, the poet's vife in

Patmore's The Angel in the House'l 16

The opening and ctosing sections of The Aneel in the House contain

depictions of llonor as the loving mother of maoy children and in

wednesday's children the importance vhich wednesday places oo

mothering is reiterated throughout the telt' In 'The Rose of the lflorld"

the first prelude to canto IV, Honor is described as possessiru a

,countenance angelical' on which the 'best things that the best believe

| . . .are kindly vrit' and vhere the 'faithless, seeing her, conceive/

Not only heaven but the hope of it' (p.23). The tert suggests that she

inspires people to see beyond this life to somethinS else vhen they

took at her. Vednesday simitarly inspires a vision of 'great rosy and

crystalvingsunfoldline|tehindherhead.whichindicatean.otherand

taller presetrce' (X0. p.l8). Elsevhere, Houor is simuttaneously likened

to an animal and an angel:

...likeabird/
Sole varbline in a windY vood;

And vhen ve knelt, she seem'd to be

Ao angel teaching me to pray; (Ancel' p64)'

l16 Coventry Palmore, The Anget io the House ([oodoo: George B€ll & Son' l90J)'

Further references !o Anrel ia the tert' 
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Ash specifically celebrates these qualities in Hyde's protaSonist' she

cites vith approval Wednesday's ability to 'nurture her family" her

resembldnce t,o a vole, a seal and a fa$rn, and her role as a visionaryas

vellasherkindatleviationofothers.painandherdesireforthe
perfect child (wc. pp.zEg-g0). It is itr ui, #.uspondence between

theparadismofVictorianfemininityandthe.femalehero'ofa

feminist analysis that the problems of esseotialism are made erplicit

for it is precisely this 'anget in the house' that a vhole series of

feminist thinkers have been tryin8 to remove'

virginia voolf gives her now famous account of the encounter vith the

Patmoresque sPectre:

The shadov of her vings fell onto my page; I heard the

rustling of hei skirts in tne foom. Directly, that is to sry, I

tookup'vp'oinnynanotoreviewthatnovelbythat
famous man,,n.,ripp.i behind me and whispered: ' my dear,

youareuvoune'o.o''o.Youarevritingaboutabookthat
has beeo vrittei Uy a man. Be sympathetic; be tender; flatter;

dective; u,. 
'tt 

the,arts and viles of our ser. Never let anyone

guess tfr.t y*-ntt" t mind of your ov1 ffove all' be pure' ' '

Iturnedupoonerandcaughtherbythethroat...KillinSthe
AnSelintheHousevaspartoftheoccupationoftbewomaF
vriter. "6a

Not only is the domesticated angel a figure vhich is abhorred by one

of the most prominent voices in twentieth-century feninist letters' but

it is a figure vhich reproduces a particularly reactionary construction

of femininity, and one mofeover vhich is identical to the ided version

of woman promoted under German and Italian fascism in the 1930s' If

killing the anSel in the house is one of the main tasks of the voDan

writer (or rather the feminist and non-reactionary voman vriter| and

Hyde's telt seems to reproduce rather than dispense vith the figure'

how can Hyde's tert be read in a way that does not consign the telt to
r87
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a complicity vith cotrservative (or even fascist) politics? The ansver

to this question cannot be found in a recourse to essentialist feminist

accounts,flotonlybecausetheyvaluethesamequalitiesthatare

valued by a reactionary politics but also because the essentialist

feminist accounts implicitly denominate the realm of subiective

erperienceandvisionasfemaleandtheworldofactionandeventas

male, vhich leaves them unable to take in to account the larSer

historical and political concerns signalled in the teil'

I argue that it is precisely the positions talen up itr relatioo to the

potitical concefns in the tert which allov a more productive analysis of

the female protagonist of Wednesday's Children'
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The role of women in fescist ideology'

In the discussion that follows I vill briefty outline the construction

offemininityproducedfromwithintheGermanandltalianfascist

movements. (As suggested above, this version of female identity is

very similar to that valorised by the essentialist feminist accounts') I

vill then go on to suSgest that the explicit engagement of the tert vith

a world politics of fascism and imperialism has a direct bearing on the

way in vhich the figure of wednesday Gilfillan can be read in the teil'

The radical nature of the domestic relationships in the tert becomes

more erpticit when read in coniunction vith the telt's interrogation of

imperialist and fascist politics'

Fascist ideology effected a reappraisal of the role of vomen'll?

According to Maria-Antonietta Macciocchi they vere forced out of the

workplace, back into the home and back into the stereotyped roles

constucted for lhem in the nineteenth century. In Mein Kamof Hitler

placed vomen's reproductive function as the highest service they could

offer to the state:

Even mofe imperative than the shared vork is the duty of

menandT/omentoperpetuatethehumanspecies.Itisthe
nobility of this mission or tnu sexes vhich is the oriEin of the

natural uno tp.ciri. gifts of providence' our task is hiSher"'the

finalgoalofgenuinetyorganicandlogicalevolutionisthe
foundation or fr-_e ramily. It is ttre smallest unity, blt.also the

most important structuie of the state (Mactiocchi, p.73)

117 The fotloving account is dravn.{rom several sources' mainly fron Maria-

Anronieua MacciociiiJF;il;ieruariry-in fgrcirt ldeologv' in FePioipt Revjev'

t g979), pp.o7-g2, b;i "r* fron cla'dia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland

(London:Met[uen, rgEgl. Both Macciocchi cod Koonz nake erplicit refereoce !o

the Woolf p6sege qulGi 
"b"* 

in rleir elaboratioo of the relationship betveen

fenininitY and fascisn 
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womens function vithin the state, that of motherhood' of 8ivtn8

birth to the nation, prioritized above all else, is arrived at throuSh the

family and vice versa. The family is ptaced in mictocosmic relation to

the state so women's relations to the one are alvays contingent upon

the other, In Mussolini's ltaly, on lEth December 1935' one month

after the satrctions imposed by the League of Nations following ltaly's

aggression against Ethiopia, Mussolini declared The Day of veddinc

Rines and asked women to give their Sold vedding rings to the

state.uE In return Mussolini gave each woman an iron ring, in effect

marrying her to himself and the economic and military endeavour of

the state. Macciocchi further anaylses the conflation of women's

public and private function vithin the state'

In marriages celebrated under Fascism, the bridal couple

vould receive not only a prize of five thousand lire (a paternal

dowry from me Duce), but atso a copy of the enryclical 'chaste

marriages' . . .-. init .nt'ctical imposed on the stoman a single

vocation, ihat of servinS; her husband after the ceremony; on

thecoupleitimposedaveryouremarqia8ewiththesoleaim
ofprocreation.Thevo'unwuscheatedevenin.her
propriety'ofhersonswho,byvirtueofthelawandinallthe
catholic practice and theory, r/ere to all intents the husband's

absolute prop.tty ono again' But of vhich Husband ?

(Macciocc6i, P.76).

she goes on to explain hov Mussolini throughout his speeches

speaks of 'sons of Rome' and 'sons of Mussolini's ltaly, which conflates

the ideologies of patriarchy and fascism, and constructs vomen as

devoid of serual desire, devoid of autonomy' but continually serually

available for their procreative functioa nrifhin a legitimate marriage'

One can see here, in an ertreme form, the version of female identity

l ls 16s significance of the ltatian invasion of Ethiopiavill be discussed belov'
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that is contained in the vision of the Auckland drunk vben he looks at

wednesday Gilfillan. It is a visioa of the conflation of serual

availability, domesticity and chastity'

chastity was an important element in the policies on race produced

by both ltaty and Germany. Both fascist states manifested

considerabte anriety about the legitimisation of patrilineality where

the purity of the nation vas at stake. Hitler's theories on the 'master

rae' are well known and Mussolini felt compelled to assert his ovn

version of 'racial purity' in his Manifesto on Race after the grounds of

racial inferiority had been used to condone aggression againt Ethiopia'

l9t



Abyfunien CenPeigning-

In this section I will briefly eramine the contert of international

politics which wednesday's children sets up and I vill discuss the

ways in which this contert allows a reappraisal of the 'domesticated

angel.'lle It has Sone completely vithout comment that wednesday's

Children is set vith great historical specificity against a background of

world potitics in 1935, and in particular against the ltalian invasion of

Ethiopia under Mussolini's fascist dictatorship' References to the

sphere of international politics is contained in the openinS of the first

chapter. We are told that there are

. . , still some Flat-worldians, or as Swift called them, Bi8-

Endians, vho have not yet been trained by crossnrord puzles'

the increasing straneeoess of politics, or the trystqry o! tfe

League of Naiions (vnicn is so rapidly replacing that of the

Iloly Trinity i" modern tife) to use their imaSination'

(emphasis added, gl, P.l3).

what may seem initially to be an eclectic and almost quirky

cottection of ideas contains a refereoce to a mntelt that vill be

reinvoked throughout the rest of the tert. Thus the 'iocreasinS

strangeness of politics, or the mystery of the League of Nations,' are

not whimsical irretevances. They serve to construct in this telt a

background of world potitics in retation to which the domestic events

of the narrative must be undersl6s6'120'

I 19 It is interesting that Susan Ash conpl"iry g.r t{e vfY in vhich .fenale
vriters iio Ui, .ro"U-*rfietd) aru Oepo-fi-Uiised 'by denyiig.tqarcpnt':#:1
fenale erperieace ;;;;;iiral dimeasion' For Sargos

rninded critics, u"rot" *d details .otnoo to fenale eiperieoce eod the "larger

social cootert" are nutually erctusivJ (dG.: U of 0tago-, P^'U)'.. f,ovever she

herself is silent oo til't *pfi.ii politicat contert of Yednesday's Childreo'

120 My account is drevn fron those of Keith Sioclair in A History of Nev

Zealaod (London: fUto f"ot-Penguin, lS0)' p'n6 7!:!' E' 0tiver in The Slory

of Nev Zealsld tyrU-s;-, Otfo"i Up, LgS t l, pp 22t-213 aod F' L' T' Yood in Nev
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The League of Nations was founded after the l9L4-18 war vith the

aim of preventing further armed cooftict and ensuring peaoe and

freedom. As a signatory to the Treaty of versailles, Nev Zealand vas

one of the founding members of the League of Nations' This act can be

seen as radical in tr/o ways. Firstly, the institution stas associated vith

progressive political positions because of its foundinE premises of

collective and international operation. The notions of 'benevolent

internationalism' and collective action r/ere strongly associated vith

the international socialist 1novement (Qliver, p'23E)' Secondly both the

organisation itself and Nev Zealand's membership of it can be seen as a

radicat chaltenge or 'threat to the integrity of Empire' (Qliver' p'236)'

Nev Zeatand.s membership of the League of Nations gave it a forum for

an independent voice in an international conter; The British response

to New Zealand's tenure of a seat on the League of Nations Council was

a vehement assertion that public debate at ceneva between Britain

and New Zeatand would be an 'undesirable spectacle,' aod that the only

voice to vhich Nev zealand vas entitled was as a 'very' very small

fraction of that Sreat Empire' (vood, p.l l6)' Britain suggested instead

that the Dominion shoutd refrain from erercising its rtght to act

independently within the League and should instead 'transmit

representations through Britain after consultation' (Vood' p'l 16)'

Britain,s reaction provides a very clear erample'.the imperial nation

counterin8insurgencyagainstitbyinsistingonNevZealand.s

provincialism (cf' Deane. P'9)'

within New zealand, one's attitude to the LeaSue became a measure

of one's conselatism or radicalism. Keith sinclair conments that at

ffi (Tellington:Dopartmeot of lotcrnat Affairs, 19'{0), pp'11*

t tZ. Furtler rcforences in t'he 0ert' 
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that moment in Nev Zealand history 'often in the speeches of Labour

politicians, "the League of Nations" seemed tike a nest mystic phrase'

vith no obvious obiective correlative, like "Empire" on the lips of the

reform ministers' (Sinctair , p.277|, The tone of the reference to the

League of Nations in Hyde's telt seems less idiosyncratic in this

context.

TheLeagueofNationswassynooymous,then,vithNevZealand.s

assertion of an independent identity from that of imperial Britain' and

it vas over the ltatian invasion of Abyssinia that Nev Zealand first

pubticly erpressed a separate viev from that of Britain'

NevZealandpersistenttyfavouredtheenforcementofthe
'sanctions' against aBgressors provided lor .in the League

covenant, . poii.y vnrcn necessarily involvg!_ frequent open

disagreements viin Great Britain (sinclair, p.2771.

Alss{n)a
Mussolini's invasion tL was an act of fascist, imPerialist

erpansion which was deplored by all nations in the League' but in the

end nothing coocrete vas done to help the Abyssinian people' or to

force the Italian forces to vitbdraw. of alt the nations in the League'

Nev Zealand vas the only one which refused to recognise the ltalian

conquest of Abyssinia and continued to call for the protection of the

Abyssinianpeople.Theindecisionfromothercountriesaboutthemost

suitable course of action vas produced by an anxiety about the

security of their own empires. Their desires to retain their colonies

and the dangers of making potential enemies led" to policies of

appeasement rather than of retribution'

events vould have

League and for the

To the first readers of wednesday's chitdren 'n 1937' these political

been common knovledge, and supPort

Abyssinian cause vould have indicated a

for the

specific
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and radical political position. continual references to the ltalian

invasion of Abyssinia in the text nevef allow the lar8er contert of

fascism and imperialism to be vholly diverted from the reader's

attention. In addition the retationship betveen international politics

and personal politics is constantly suggested'

Dorset, vednesday's oldest child, cafes 'about relationships' personal

and international. . . . He was terribly concerned over the League of

Nations, and the only one vho, after the first fine careless rapture of

damning the ltalians for the bombing of Adowa, feally Eave a bootlace

for AbYssinia' (WC. l4l)' The oPinion offered bY Ronald'

wednesday's half brother, that Mussolini's actions in Abyssinia make

you.cringetofeelthatyou.revhite,.specificaltylinksthe
international vith the personal and makes erplicit the racist nature of

rhe fascist occupation of the African country (K p'237)'

The racism and violence of the ltalian operations is again made

erplicit and deplored in the discussion on vednesday's island vhere

the 'nigger-killing business,' the League of Nations, and the proposed

American peace plan are the subiect of conversation (I[C' p'2]7)' And

when Attica, wednesday.s elder daughter reads about and discusses

the ltalo-Auyssinian campaign, contempt is expressed for the fascist

forces and the failure to stop the racist and imperialist oppression:

Attica vho had been reading a nerfspaper,-said passionately: 'l

would tife to fight, but no1 fike that.' She_made a Sesture

repudiating th; i;io-Abyssinian campaiEn' 'l would land on

the East Coast of Africa,' ihe said, resting her chin on her [on8

handsandgloomingathermothef,.somevhereaboutBenin.I
vouldasktheBritishconsultoaidme,buthevouldnot'(VC.
p.63).
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MostsiS,nificantly.BeppoLuiEi,Vednesday'sel-lover.@mesbackto

theislandbecauseheisanltalianandabouttobedraftedby

Mussolini's regime to fight in the Abyssiniao war' The tert specifically

tinks the desire to be on vednesday's island vith the anti-fascist' anti-

racist and anti-imperialist impetus behind the LeaS,ue of Nations'

when Beppo's brother asks ' "what makes me come to this funny littte

island? what makes me stick here?" ' the answer from wednesday is '

,,what made America have a shot at a Peace Plan, and a League of

Nations, hovever much it vent r/ron8 and we atl let ourselves down? '

. . . It hasn't got a country. so in the meantime' it becomes naturalised

on my island." ' (yg pp257-58). The tert declares that the radical

political imperatives of the world find refuSe in New zeatand' and

specifically in the domestic structure of wednesday's island'

In this specific potitical contert vhich the novel sets up'

wednesday's protific mothering can be seen as somethin8 different

from the 'one big happy family' or the 'breedinS proErammes' of

erpansionist fascist states (Koonz, p.lliii, p.rrriii). I outtined above the

gender politics of fascism which feminist historians have identified'

that is fascism's articulation of a r/oman's role as a vile vho is the

property of her husband and as a mother vho produces leEitmate and

racially pure children vho are the property of the state so the state

can continue its imperiatist erpansion'

It is quite obvious that the dynamics of wednesday's motheriflg run

counter to those of fascist ideology. There is no husband in this text to

bestowthepatronym,thesignoflegitimary'onwedoesday.schildren.

ThereT/asnoMr.Gilfillan.TherehadneverbeenanyMr.
Gilfillan. Gilfillan s'as, and remained' wednesday's ovn
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maidenname.InplaceofMrGilfillan...therestoodonly
constantine, Edvard, Beppo, and finally Michael 0[c p.23)'

InsteadofthepatronymwhichproducestheSuaranteeof
patrilineality, the fathers themselves have no patronyms' Ia this

domestic struc{ure, notonly is there no marriage contract and no

guarantee of paternity and ovnership, but the notion of racial purity is

dramatically countered. wednesday has had children by four different

fathers of four different nationalities, Greek, English, Italian and lrish'

and through this procreation outside the bounds of patriarchal state

and patrilineal fanily, national difference is reabsorbed into

specifically familial value. Wednesday's motherhood can thus be seen

not as an adiunct to the fascist enterprise to produce t uniracial

empire, but precisely as a subversion of the fascist notion of

motherhood. It constructs a family vhere all races beoome not iust

metaphorically, but titerally, brothers and sisters' It is through a

(
restJcturmg or motherhood, rather than a re-evaluation of it, that

Wednesday's Children offers an alternative model to the domestic and

international politics of fascism. It is, of gourse' siSnificant that this

domestic moder is presented in a house called 'L'Entente cordiale' (wc.

p.751.
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CHAPTER 6

Epilogue II: L'Entente Coriiale?

Traces of Racism

Introduction-

This section provides a brief doublinS back over some of the

material surveyed in the previous section. In the previous chapter I

argued that the tert establishes a potitically radicat position which is

critical of fascism, racism and imperialism. wednesday's island is

produced as the locus for the antithesis of right-win8 values' In this

section I argue that the tert effects a disavowal of the racist dynamics

inherent in the New Zealand Dominion itself. By repudiating racist

inperialism located in the northern hemisphere, and relocating the

libertarian ethos in an imaginary Auck'land islet, the teil constitutes

the Nev Zeatand tocation as free from racism and imperialism' The

tert takes a tibertarian stance tovards the black' Abyssinians' vhilst

distancing them as the 'other,'but at the same time. it reproduces Nev

Zealand's colonised subiect in the form of a racial stereotype' I suggest

that a feminist reading which concentrates only oo the representation

of vomen's autooomy in the telt forecloses on an eramination of the

representation of the colonised in the telt. In particular it fails to pay

attention to the representation of the colonial vomao.
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Ralher thao re,pncsenting aoy enteste g)rdisle rAny fribndly

understanding bet{ruen natioos or within nations, tlre tert b,etfa.ys the

diseriminations by which natiooal identity in Produced-
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Hy Blrcks.

Attica's story of what she would do in Abyssinia seems to invite a

feminist reading:

Attica flung back her head, stretched out her vhite,

ungracious arms and le8s. she vas tall, with a pointed face.

'lt'-s funny she should bi such a vhite child vhen Tino vas

almost ,inary,' thought Wednesday. Attica who had been

reading a nevspapei, said passionately: 'l vould like to

fignt, iut not nk; ihal.' She made a gesture repudiating the

tt-aio-enyssinian cimpaign. 'l vould land on the East Coast

of Africa' she said, rCsting her chin on her long hands and

glooming at her mother, 'someu/here about Benin. I would

isk the british consul to aid me, but he would not. Thea I

voutd go out myself on safari, under cover of night, aad the

British consul would seod a young officer after me to bring

me back. I vould say to him: "If you interfere vith my

blacks, I'll shoot you iike a dog," and he would say: "Put

down that gun, ['m coming too." when we got to the native

kraals *e'd be taken before the chief, and I'd point to the

north and say: "Follow, the time has come. will you let the

vhite man stamp you into the earth? I am sent, I am sent."

Then I vould wuif up and dovn the ranks of warriors,

recitingpoetry.Theywouldthinklwasiu-iu,andSomad
and follov me. we would srike down from the north aod

the e8st, the peopte of all the btack villages. The

EnBtishman vould vatrt to marry me, but he vould be

caught in the last river by a crocodile. ve vould go on

sing:ine. When we came to Addis Ababa, we would march

into the great hall, and I vould say: "Have I done vell Haile

Selassiei Then give me a place in the forefront of the

battle." ' She clenched her teeth, seeing black men vith
ostrich feathers in their hair leapinS up and dovn as

though scalded, an enormous ercilable sea. 'lt vould be

atrieht while you were marching, darling,' said wednesday,
,but the blacks vould spear you in your sleep. It's the

natural instinct with anything stranSe of vhich one is not

quite sure' (VG P.63 -541.

It is easy to see that Attica represents the Nev Woman, the type

that is described in the Farmer's Union Advocate: a'brave spirit'vho is
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characterised by 'self-control, courage, unselfishness, and fair play'

(cited above). In this daydream, the Boy's Own adventure is

commandeered to make it very clearly a girl's ovn adventure. The girl

replaces the incompetence of tbe male British consul vith her decisive

action and 'spirit.' She is pictured as brave, courageous and

independent in her night safari. She is captivatinE, yet not subiugated

by romance, as her potential suitor becomes enlisted in her rebel ranks

and then is dispatched into the javs of the crocodile before he can

become the husband. The vhite stomaa and the black varrior are

aligned vith the forces of liberation when the oppressor is located

specifically as the 'vhite man.'

Hovever this reading of the namative as a subversion of the male

adventure tale and the oppressive format of romance by the dream of

the autonomous voman fails to pay full attention to the inperial

dynamics of racial difference vhich is also present in the narrative.

Rather than a girl's own adventure, the namative can be seen as a

'romance of Empirs.'l2l The Abyssinian daydream is informed by a

libertarian impulse. It is about dispensing c'ith the ioeffectual

bureaucracy (of the British and of the League of Nations) and replacing

it by revolutionary action in order to end the fascist oppression of the

Abyssinian people. But the Abyssinian people are at the same time

located as 'other'in this narrative. They are represented as 'my blacks'

which not only impticitly construes them as owned by the white girl,

121 cf. 'The naling of the British Empire has been e great adventure of vbich
ve msy all be proud . . . 8n adveature in vhich nen havo spilt thoir blood freoly,
vith a geoial courage, vith a rctty 1efiiqkin g spirit of gallantry, and vith a fine
carelossoess of danger and death, . , , The story of tho Enpire is e ssries of heroic
biographies, aod the most peace-loving idealist of to-day need not be ashaned of
the thrill that novos hin vhen ho rsads of nea vho fought f,ild, end dared
naoy daogers, aod suffered every tind of hardship, vith such adnireble disdain
of ease'Philip Gibbs (The Ronaace of Enoire (London:Hutchinson, a.d.), p.J.
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but renders them devoid of subiectivity: they ate registered

indiscriminately, only by their colour and their mass, 'an enormous

ercitable sea' of 'black men wirh ostrich feathers in their hair leapinS

up and dovn as though scalded,' and it is precisely this vision of the

,other,' simullaneously erotic and possessed, which produces bodily

excitement ('she clenched her teeth') for the female 'white child" This

representation of the Abyssinians as elotic 'other' is compounded by

the suggestion that they are both atavistic and hostile to the white

subiect. In this oarrative, the autonomy of the white female subiect is

produced at the expense of the subiectivity, identity and desire of the

ctlonised PeoPle.

Yet at the same time it is the vhite matl,' the ltatian imperialist

fascist vho is explicitly located as the perpetrator of the racist

oppression in the narrative. what can be seen here, again, is the

mechanism of disavoval. The racism in the accouot' and the

oppression involved in colonisation is located in the operations of the

northern hemisphere nations. This disavoval is productive for the

Nev Zealand colonising subiect in tvo vays. Firstly it absolves them

from Euilt or complicity in racial discrimination and the colonial

expropriation of land by pointing the finger elsevhere' It locates

'colonisation'outside its boundaries. secondly, and by virtue of this

first move, it inplicitly constitutes New Zealand as a discrete national

identity rather than a product of northern hemisphere colonisllisa'122

lz2 Asimilar pfocess can be seeo in the regreseqtation.of Australia in Nor the

i;;;C""d;d. Racist Australia constitutes Nev Zealand as non-recist' Ia the

sectioo 'Yhite Austrolia,' Australia is constructod as racis! and iq the folloviog

section 
.The Taler 

-ffof.; 
as o, coloni.i"t naton vhich has dispossessed its

autochthonou, propi.. 
- inli displaces 

-the 
operations of colonisation !o r

location outside Nev Zealaad. 
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within this mechanism of disavowal, the Nev zeatand colonised

subject becomes fepresented as a hybrid or mimic figure' In the

section below I witt arBue that in Wednesday's Children' the Maori are

produced as discriminated subiects, whereas in the Mansfield telts

which q/ere examined it was the colonising subiect vho was produced

as a stereotyped and disffiminated subiect whilst the autochthonous

figures u/ere presented as 'other,' in Hyde's telt, it is the colonised

subject vho is produced as a stereotyped fiSure whilst the colonised

peoples of other empires are produced as 'others.' tn both cases this

process vorks towards establ,ishinB the autochthonicity of the

narrative voice. In Mansfield's text this is a European autochthonicity'

inHyde.stertitisaNevZealandautochthonicity.

In vednesday's children. Maritana, the 'nurse' vho in fact is a

general sefvant, is given an orthographically reductive direct speech

and a non-pakeha vocabulary. It is as heavily marked as the speech of

the colonising characters in the early Mansfield stories' In the

typescript version the preseflce of terms derived from American

stereotypes of black vest Indian culture reveals the representation of

Maritana (and of Joe) not as autonomous individuat subiects' but as

stereotypical part-pfesences, encoding an otherness which is fired as

generally not-vhite. rather than specifically Maori'

Maritana calls the children 'picanniny lsicl'' tells Dorset, 'Hey' boy'

wash out them nappies,' addresses wednesday as 'Mitti wednesday"

and.honey,,|2SEventhoughthetermpicanninyiserpurr8edand

replaced by 'children' in the printed version of the tett' 'honey'

Uof
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disappears, 'Mitti Vednesday,' becomes 'Vendi' and Dorset is told,

'Doretti, you wash up t'ose nappie, bey?'(p.22) the representation of

Maori speech is still highly stereotyped and the orthography

represents cultural difference, not cultural specificity. The narrative of

Maritana's frock consolidates the stereotypical representation of Maori'

Joe had been commissioned to buy her new clothes, new

dress, crimson or magenta in colour, nev hat with feather,
allasame White Queen Woman. 'T'e noo dress, t'e noo potoe,

vit't'e feat'er. I t'ink you get t'e plenty for four poun'-ten.

You go t'e pub after, buy t'e vai piro for t'e ,uo tSilliqE'
(YC p.12{,J.

Joe buys a dress but no hat and spends most of the money in the

pub and then lies to Maritana about the price. When asked to chop

vood, he says 'Taihoa,' and disappears. At church nelt week, the

parson says to Maritana ' "My korry, Maritana, . ' . r/hy you buy t'e

frock r/e see you coming harf-a-mile, allasame like t'e big red mota-

bus?" "T'e plenty good frock," Maritana retortfsl coldly, "allasame like

t'e pakeha Queen" ' (Vg p.l?a). ln the meantime Joe is in the pub

again claiming to have an important governnent iob and likely to be

made an M. P. This inset narrative, vhich is supposed to be comic,

reiterates a stereotypic view of the Maori as either feckless and

alcoholic, or mimicking pakeha culture. Jc is represented as lary,

dishonest, cunning, boastful and drunk. Maritana's desire to look [i-ke a

white woman is ridiculed. The difference betveen the oriSinal and the

mimicry of the colonised subject is displayed as the (supposedly comic)

discrepancy between the head of state and a London bus. The

possibility of the Maori becoming a member of parliament is sinilarly

held up to ridicule.
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This representation of Maori people in Hyde's tert stands in contrast

to some other contemporary representations vhich are much less

stereotypically confined. The cartoon in figure 6.1 depicts a Pakeha

deck hand addressing a Maori couple in an orthography which is an

imitation of Maori speech.l2{ The Maori reply, in standard

orthography representing standard English, interrupts the belittling

assumptions of the Maori's venality and separation from the pakeha

world, as it informs the deck-hand that the Eentleman is about to take

up his seat as an M. P. In the cartoon the Maori fiSures as a

representative subject rather than a being represented by a

stereotype. In this cartoon, it is precisely the textual means by vhich

the colonised are produced as mimic preseoces which are called into

question.

Similarly in E. M. Smith's 1939 survey of Nev T,ealand fiction, the

problem of representing Maori speech is erplicitly addressed. The

type of representation vhich is noted as unsatisfactory and

condescending is elactly that which is present in Wednesday's

Children.

. . . the greatest difficulty is that of making the Maori use of
English a nal,ural erpression of his personality and not iust
a succession of half-stupid, half-shrewd observations
peppered with "pai korry" and "plurry" in the best style of
the funnY storY.l25

124 Smart, 'The Retort Courteous,' cartooo, Nev Zealaod Artists' Aaoual' 2,2
( l93l ): p.lE.

125 E. M, Snith, A llistorv of Nev Zealand Fiction (Dunedin: Reed, 1939) , p.12,
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Fis. 6.1

The Retort Courteous'
Deck-hand: "Hulto, ofr on te honeymoon?tt"rui,*ii- 'dty a.a" iii,-bi no meani. . I am, t"r,oc,:n"i?f"rp----Wellington to represlnt my co.nstituency

cominf ParliamentarY session."

Smart, 'The Retort Courteous,' cart@n, New Zealand Artists' Annual.

2.2 (r931): p.18.
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As Smith goes on to point out (pp.43-4), Hyde is one of the most acute

analysts and trenchant critics of pakeha dealings vith and

representation of Maori, vhich makes the recurrence of racial

stereotypes in her fiction all the more telling in its revelation of the

insecure subject positions of colonial identity.

The stereotypical representations in Hyde's tert cannot then simoly

be taken as a part of the Zeitgeist. because that tert attempts to

interrogate the dominant ideology in other places. The particular

ideological forces which result in the production of stereotypes are

shovn to be capable of being undermined elsevhere in the tert. What

is most striking is the conplerity of the conflicting construction of

location and identity vhen class and gender determinants intersect

vith those of colonial identity. I vill try to trace some of these

intersections belov.

Wednesday's freedom comes from the sudden acquisition of capital

vhich allovs her to be liberated from the domestic role usually

ascribed to ntomen. But liberation from the domestic role is only

achieved by the consolidation of another racially discriminated and

lower class woman in that position of (albeit paid) domestic servitude.

Before her financial independence, Wednesday is represented not as a

person but as'a brovn pot lilust there to contain things,' but after her

financial independence, which according to the narrative also gives her

autonomous selfhmd, she acquires a domestiC servant sthose chief

features are her brovnness, her aptitude for domestic vork, her

subservience and her lack of autonomy (p.l l3).

Maritana wasn't a nurse, she was the ourse, the sort
vho inhabits palaces or cottages in fairy tales. Her fat
bronze face sbone tike a dumpling, and her eyes vere like
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black-currants. Ten years . . . She had been everything but

r/et nurse to the cniidren. First Attica, then, at three-yearly

intervals, Naples and Dorset' and nov the tvins'

wednesdaydidn'tthinkMaritanacouldhavebeen
restrained from achieving the condition necessary for wet-

nursing the children, eithir, but for the fact that she didn't

wantcnlouredbabiesofherowo,andhadn'tanyusefor
mired marriages

'But a kitchenful of brovnies would have been rather

iol|y,,thought Wednesday. 't vonder if it.s too late? I must

bui it up to Maritana' (K^ B- I 5, ts, t' I 0 )'

The references to 'palaces or cottages in fairy tales' at the beginning

of this passage is a reminder that vhat is being described is a utopian

fantasy vhich posits an alternative to the structures vhich produce

oppression. But this vhole utopia turns on the presence of a racially

discriminated, lover class, female servant. The class distinction is

invoked here not iust in the suggestioo that Maritana's children would

be kept in the kitchen, but in the presumption that wednesday has

prerogative over both the productive and the reproductive capacities

of her domestic servant. Here tbere is the trace of the fascist version

of notherhood discussed earlier. This class division betveen the tvo

female characters (which is not criticised or ironised in the narrative)

vhere Maritana is represented as 'the' stereotypically perfect servaot'

is complemented by a racial division'

Maritana is rendered in a debasing colonial stereotype as material

for consumption, 'dumptings' and 'currants,' as selually vanton in that

had Maritana's inctination beeo to procreate she vould have had to be

'restrained'(presumabtybyauthorityandpovervestedinWednesday

by virtue of her class and racial status), and as trivialisingly'

picturesquety exotic, in that a kitchenful of 'brownies'voutd be 'quite

nice,, as interior decor. She is also registered by Vednesday as the site

of colonial alienation in that it is claimed that she does not r/ant brovn
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babies, or mired marriages. The desire to be vhite, or to reproduce

white babies further suggests an interpellation lsicl into the position of

a mimic woman.

The alterations to this passage in the printed version do little to alter

the problematic politics. The 'dumpling'becomes a 'Christmas puddinE'

and though the passage vhich suSEests anriety about miscegenation is

omitted, it is replaced by a phrase vhich further emphasises class

inequalities vithout critiquing them, 'but for the fact that babies of her

lMaritana'sl ovn vould have taken up her time' 1gg p.l9). Here

motherhood is privileged and reserved for the while middle class

woman, at the expense of the Maori servant's pleasure.

The rejection of miscegenation on Maritana's behalf sits very

strangely vith the racial and cultural mir of Wednesday's children. It

suggests that racial difference of the intra-European liaisons can be

contained by an entente cordiale. but that there is still a very

important border of racial difference to be policed and kept under

surveillance in the interaction of European and Maori. This framevork

puts a very different perspective on Wednesday's musings: 'lslhe could

see the enormous kitchen of her house, L'Entente Cordiale

Whitewash domesticated the big cavern vhich was the family's

favourite room' (gQ p.20). The racism which Wednesday's Childreo

both disavovs and critiques comes back on the vhite 'home' front

vith a vengance. The home in this vorld of Wednesday's Children is

one in vhich the problems of location and identity are perhaps most

fraught when they seem most resolved.
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CHAPTER 7

Rethinting the Blue FurY

Introduction-

In this chapter I argue that Living in the Maniototo interrogates the

assumptions vhich support Stephen Gray's analysis of colonial

literature. The difference between the textual dynamics of the tvo

terts reveals Gray's analysis as a proiect of assimilation masquerading

as an advocary of pturalism. I suSSest that recent discussions of

postmodernism provide a mofe profitable approach to this text and

trace the r/ay in vhich the presence of the postmodern subject is

represeoted by metaphors of surface and boundary rather than

metaphors of depth and presence. I conclude by suESesting that

coloniatity in Living in the Maniototo can be read, not in a claim to a

specific postcolonial identity. but as a violent intemuption to the

pattern of the postmodern vorld.

The problems of assigning Frame's terts to Grey'l third

phese-

In my introduction I suggested that Frame's texts vere more

difficutt to position in retation to Gray's schema than the terts of

Mansfield and Hyde, and that this vas in part due to the time span of

four decades over which Frame's telts have been produced and

pubtished. Bets/een the first pubtication of The La8oon: Stories in l95l
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and the publication of The Carpathians in 1988 the cultural and social

conditions in which fiction has been produced by Nev TpaLand vriters

havealtereddrastically.ThereseemstobeaconsensusamonSst

recent critical commentators that these social and cultural changes

have altered both the form and the subject matter of novels being

produced in Nev l.ealand. In mappinS out the recent history of the

New zealand novel, Lawrence Jooes suggests a division between a

'provincial period' (1935-1964) and a 'post-provincial period' (from

1965 onvards) and itenises some of the characteristics of change

betveen these tvo periods he identifies :

Increasing affluence, (and latterly the threats. to it), the move

toa*orutr.ro"itty,increasingurbanizationand
suburbanization, the slruat revolution' the feminist

revolution, the growth of racial and cultural consciousoess,

the emergeoce 6f . tott distinctive youth subculture, afld

.huog,,infamilypatterns-theseandrelatedphenomena
have Biven the novelists materiat very different from the

mofe ourro*, monocultural society of the previous period'

such change has also presented them vith problens, for the

conventionsandexplanatorypatternsdevelopedbythe
previous generations of novelisti would not necessarily vork

for these nev materi.13.l25

Jones,scommentary'vhilstnotadvocatingthats/eseethe
difference betveen his provincial period and his post-provincial period

as a complete break, does take pains to emphasise the shifts in social

organisation, national self-definition and titerary models betveen the

tvo periods. Although Mark witliams stresses the notion of

transformation rather than rupture in his commentaries on the last tvo

decades in New Zealand fiction, he also indicates his sense of radical

125 l^avrence Jones,'The Novel'

eO. ferry Sturn tEucfiaoO'Orford University Press, l99l), p.170'
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social change in the Neur Zealand society from which this fiction is

produced. He talks of 'the steady decline of the old liberal consensus

with the rise of fierce ideologies on the left (feminism and Maori

nationalism) and the extension of a hedonist consumer society into

traditionally puritan tu5u15i4.'l 26

Williams's comments suggest that 'the air of lculturall homogeneity'

vhich vould have been the milieu in vhich Frame's earliest terts were

produced vas no longer present by the time of the production of the

latest ones,and Jones's schema effectively bisects the Eroup of Frame's

fictional terts with The Lasoon ( 195 I ), Owls Do Cry ( 1957), Faces in the

Water (1961), The Edge of the Alohabet (1962) and The Reservoir

(1963), fatling into his provinciat category and A State of Siege (1966),

The Rainbirds (196E), Intensive Care (1970), DauBhter Buffalo (19721,

Living in the Maniototo (1979), You Are Nov Entering The Human

Heart (19E3) and The Carpathians (196E), falting into his post-

provincial category. Given the spread of Frame's texts over four

decades, decades vhich have been involved, among the other shifts

mentioned above, vith the process of cultural decolonisation and the

advent of a much disputed postmodefnism, it is not surprisinB that it

seems difficult to fit these telts unproblematically into Gray's

s6hs6n.l27

125 yal.l Yillians, inlroduction to 'Nev Zeilnd (vith tbe South Pacific Islaods)',
bibliographical entry in the lournal of Commonvealth Literature 15.2 (1991):

p.l13, A similar notioo of recent changes ia Nev Zedand literature aod society is
kpressed by hi.n in 'The Cultural Conterf in Leavins The Highvav (Auckland:

Auctland University Press, 1990), pp.ll-Z9.

127 grtrft critics vant to identify cleady denarceted categories ia Mensfield's
vort, there is alnost the opposite tendency ia the criticism of Frame's texts,
Giveo the span of alnost foui decades betvess the publicatioo of The l^aroon and
that of The Carpathians.the number of critics vho insist on readilg across these

terts for the presenc5 of the euthor's unique visioo (aod its 0eleology) is
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Gray's thifd phase is characterised as arising vhen a culture has

'its mutual understanding of a set of infolded norms and values, its

ovn contert of myth about past and present' and values 'atl

autochthonous readership first, for whom the advertisement of

colourful landscapes is simply ludicrous'; in the literature of the third

phase 'somehow the famitiar is never strange'and the sense of place 'is

back vhere it should be, merely part of a shared, felt milieu, a familiar

and meanineful backdrop' (Gray, p.9).

It could be argued that sense of place in 0wls Do Cry conforms to

these criteria and that because of this it can be identified as a phase

three tert, but even in this tert and more obviously in A State of Siege

the notion of a shared, felt milieu, a familiar and meaningful backdrop,

is ironised and put under question. In A State of Siege. the landscape

of the far north is represented as strange and hostile and made to

function as a mrrelative for the disturbed psychological state of its

protagonist, Malfred Signal. In the contert of the novel, the landscape

of the south ooly seems part of a shared familiarity by Deatrs of this

surprising. Oae of the problams io the criticism otr Frame's texts is crealed by a
slavish obeisance to this ootion of the unity and cohsrenco of the author,
Potrick Evaos's copious body of critical vork on Frene and her lerts is perhaps
the nost obvious exanple of the tendency. Evans's critical vork on Frame is
goverood by his conviction that all Frsoe's fictions are bassd on an obsession
viU sef. Ia ' 'Farthost from the heart"; the ar.rtobiographical porables of Jaoet
Frame, Evaos claims that'anyone farniliar vith the dotails of lJaaet Frane'sl life
vilt tnov I I she constantly places herself at the centrc of her ovn vritinS. . . .

Frame is an ertraordioarily egocentric vriter vho fiads herself io everything . .

..'ModernFictionstudies2T(19E1):p,31. Thisself obsession loads. he claims, to r
body of fiction vhich is linited because it simply repeats, in coded form, the
autobiographical erperience of the author, It is hovever Evans's ovn obsession
vith biographical readiogs vhich leads hin repealedly lo 'decode' the fictioo 0o

find thatitsovemiding concern is autobiography (p.3q). Critics vho insist on
regar{ing the body of terts os a contisuun uaited by the uaique vision of the
auihor tend io focus on thematic unities. This has the effect of eliding
differences betveen the texts and forsclosiog on lhe possibility of reading
different formulatioos of colonial and postcolonial identity in differtnt tsrts.
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defamiliarizalion of the landscape of the far north. Through the

discussion of Malfred's paintinS, A State of Siege takes issue vith the

whole notion of the validity of a contempofary, unarticulated, shared,

communal vay of regarding location or identity.

This process of mocking the mythology of a coherent and secure

national identity through its representations of place is intensified in

Living in the Maniototo and The Carpathians and because of this it is

even harder to assign them to Gray's third phase. In The Caroathians.

the parodic description of the institutionalisation of the legend of the

Memory Flover by the Tourist Centre mocks the whole notion of a

society vith its own contert of myth about past and present'

In Puamahara the legend of the Memory Flover,
rediscovered and reinforced by the Tourist Centre, became
the town's treasure. Cities, many knew, have thrived more

on their legends than on their gold, oil, gemstones. At the

entrance to a city's harbour, a statue depicting a loved story
will entice more tourists than a street of vealthy merchants.
The legend of Puamahara and Maharawhenua vas seized,

retold, enhanced, illustrated. A plaster sculpture of a tree
vith one large blossom suspended from the topmost branch
was hastily erected at the entrance to the orchards on the
edge of town (Carpathians p.l2).

In this passaBe where local legend is seen not as part of the cultural

background, but as cultural property only in the sense that it has a

cash market value, there is an explicit mockery ol the ideas of 'self-

referring norms and values' and a specificalty local 'contert of myth

about past and present'. The shared communal values are actually

those of international late capitalism. The verbs 'retold, enhanced,

illustrated'on their own would perhaps represent a natural interaction

between community and location, but placing 'seized' before them

serves to ironise the idea of a community so grown into its
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environmeDt that sense of place is where 'it should be . . . a familiar

and meaningful backdrop' and instead portrays a community filled

vith a sense of desperation about cultural identity and fiercely

engaged in the exploitation of cultural resources in an international

market.

Similarly in Living in the Maniototo place is not simply represented

as a shared and famitiar environment, knowledge of which can be

taken for granted. Although there is an attention to concrete detail in

this tert, which produces a sense of familiar place being knovn and

recognised, this concrete detail is heavily interspersed vith cultural

cliches vhich afe ironised so they vork against simple mimetic

recognition and make it impossible for place sinply to be registered as

neutral 'background'; rather than the familiar never being strange, the

fanitiar in this tert is erplicitly defamiliarised. What is opened up to

scrutiny by this defamitiarization is the vay in which representations

of place are constructed.

To the innocent observer the very title Liviog in the Maniototo

might suggest an unproblematic actount of lived erperience in a

specific (and knovn) geographical location. The difference betveeo the

expectations aroused by what the title signals and the actual content

of the tert acts as a first step in the defamrliarizations vhich the tert

forces upon the reader. The Maniototo figures literally in the tert only

as the 'home'of the fictional writer Peter Wallstead (pp.55-57), and in

the Hungarian Zita's narrative as the place where immigrant families

have imposed on them an ersatz cultural identity vhich is a

combination of British nationalism, Maori literature in translation and

Gltic Heimweh.
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. . . they'd lthe immigrant familiesl gone to a camp in Otago on

a plain called Maniototo where they were 'prooessed' and

taught to sing '0 Danny Boy the pipes, the pipes are calling:

From glen to glen . . .,' 'God Save the Queen' aod 'Come 0
Maidens Velcome Here' (p.l 5 I ).

Judith Dell Panny notes the correspondencts betveen the fictional

writer Peter Wallstead and Ronald Hugh Morrieson, both teachers in

rural communities, uncelebrated vhilst alive but posthumously

1scld6sd.l28 However Peter Wallstead is not actually Morrieson (iust

as the fictional Margaret Rose Hurndell is not actually Kathleen

Mansfield BeauchamP), so the only du/ellers in the Maniototo in Living

in the Maniototo are fictional and displaced persons. Given the absence

of any other character in the tert vho literally lives in the Maniototo,

this tertual arrangement clearly opens up the interpretation of the title

to a range of metaphorical possibilities, and vhilst I disagree vith

interpretatioos which elide the differences between 'manifold' and

'Maniototo',129 1f1s difference betveen the title and the conteot of the

tert certainly serves to vrest the reader away from a simply mimetic

and erpressive reading of the tert vhere seose of place can function as

a shorthand to a knovn and shared environment.

Place is an issue vhich is foregrounded in Livins in the Maniototo.

The tert deals vith Blenheim, Baltimore and Berkeley, tangentially

vith Stratford and of cuurse vith the Maniototo. In Part One, section

l2E Judith Dell Panny, I have vhat I save:The fiction of Jcoet Frame
( Ye tlin gtoa : Daphne Brase ll Associales, 1992r, p. I 16.

129 Petsr Vallstead is a writer, ooe vho 'novor vaatlsl to leave the
Maniototo,'(p.:l) but in this passage (pp.Jt-t7), the vhole ootion of 'the

Meniotooo', as o netophor for the special crealive province of ths artist is highly
irooised, as is Peter Tallstead later: Mavis links him vith the despised vriting
teachor, Hovord Coavay (p.ll9), vho in hrrn is lorically linked vith tho con-
man, Yorkie trynyard.
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four, the problem of talking about place is erplicitly addressed vhere

the narrator attempts to answer the question 'What is Blenheim ?'

(p.231. What becomes Dore and more apparent as the passage

progresses is the difficulty of providing any satisfactory ansr/er to the

question.

In Hyde's Vednesday's Children. by comparison, the proess of

describing place is relatively unproblematic. The only problem

outlined in the description of Auckland (pp.l3-16) is that of inducing

the unimaginative reader to imagine the 'vhiff of a salt sea' vhich lies

'flat, black and restive at the base of Queen Street' (p.lJ). The process

of representation by vhich the description is produced is never put

into question and the ideat reader is not the stranger vho is ignorant of

New Zealand's location but, (it is implied), one vho can combine a

certain degree of local knovledge vith their imagination. Vhat the

description here aims at is the procrss of a familiarisation vith vhat is

already partly knovn.

In contrast with the passage from the Hyde text, both place and its

representation are problematised in the passage from Livins in the

Maniototo. What the section opens with is ostensibly a description of

Blenheim. The narrator relates particular aspects and details of

Blenheim, including ge%raphical location, demographic information,

architectural and economic information, street names and local history.

So, in a @nventional sense one can read this as the reader being

presented with a seflse of place, a cpllection of particulars vhich evoke

a specific location for the reader. But the textual strategies suggest

that the representation of place in a literary telt is in fact more

cnmpler than this. The notion of readership is complicated as the

assumed audience is marked out as including both the autochthonous
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and the non-autochthonous, 'lf you, a stranger, stay in Blenheim . . . . If

you live there . . .'(p.21).

What is being foregrounded is the imptication that 'place' is the

product of a process of siEnification. Throughout the description of

Blenheim the style, tone and narratorial presence all shift continually.

The passage contains fleeting imitations of Buide book narrative style,

the style of social reports, and of advertising material. What becomes

clear is that the answer to the question 'What is Blenheim ?' is

multiple, unstable and dependent on the the type of discourse in which

the ansver is framed. In this vay all the markers of identity for both

the place, Blenheim, and its inhabitants are placed in coniunctions

vhich, instead of intensifying a sense of their concreteness and

familiarity, vork to problematise the whole notion of the security of

identity. The fictional suburb of Auckland is made no more familiar

than those of Baltimofe and Berkeley, and they vith their myths of

dead poets are made no more strange than Blenhein 'full of "shocking

sights" where the flower gardens hide the human skulls'(p.23).130

| 30 166 phrase cleady has a bearitrg oo the colonial history q! Ney Zeallsd, but
it is also an allusioo to Robert SouthCy's poetrt, 'The Battls of Blenheim' (Joaa of
Arc:Batlads. Lyrics. and Minor Poems (London:Routledge, lE9{) pp.327-29':

It vas a summer eveniog,
Old Kaspar's vork vas done;
And he before his cottage door
Yas sitting in the sun,
And by him sported on the gr,een
His little grandchild Yilhelmins.

She sav her brother Peterkin
Rol[ somethiog large and rouod,
That he beside the rivulet,
Io playing there had found,
That vas so large, and smooth and round.

Old Kaspar toot it from the boY.
Yho stood erpectant bY;
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Because notions of cultural identity are scrutinised throughout Livinn

in the Maniototo by the vay in which cultural constructions of sense of

place are defamiliarised, the text cannot comfortably be assigned to

Gray's phase three. Lavrence Jones's observation that change has

presented Nev Tnaland aovelists vith problems because the

'erplanatory patterns developed by the previous Senerations . . . would

not necessarily work for these new materials' can be equally vell

applied to the relationship betveen Living in the Maniototo and Gray's

critical taronomY.

And then the old nao shoot his head,
Aod vith a nalural sigh,
'Tis some poor fellov's skull, said he,
Yho fell in the greatvictorY.

I fiod them in the garden, for
There's many here about,
And often vhen I 8o to Plough,
The ploughsharo turns then out;

Laler in the poem a'e ane told of the 'shocking sight' of the 'na!Y thousand
bodies' vhich '[lay rottiag in the sun'. Old Kaspor aod the dead bodies ano

refared to on p.)3 of Liviog in the Maniotot'0.
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Pluralism, synthesis end eutochthonicity: the problemr vith

Gray's fourth Phese.

In my introduction I suggested that the fourth phase which Gray

marks out in his schema is problematic for several reasons. It has

internal inconsistencies vhich betray the implicitly assimilationist and

essentialist politics of his vhole argument. Because of these inherent

values, the space he marks out as a fourth phase is one into which a

text like Livinq in the Maniototo vill not fit, as it subscribes to a

completely different implicit agenda.

Gray's description of his fourth phase is much vaguer in terms of

textual specifics than his descriptions of the first three phases.

Our viev of place, then - to conclude - should become three

dimensional, in terms not of the vay our vorld has been, but

in terms of the place it is likety to become. A sense of place in
that fourth phase is, accordingly, Soing to have another

special meaning of its own. in that nev configuration, vhen
we have at last made it our own. (emphasis added' Gray'
p,|il.

The lack of specific detail is to some extent understandable because

vith his demarcation and description of phases one to three Gray has

the advantage of distance, retrospection and hindsight, whereas in

marking out his fourth phase he is attempting to cateSorise both vhat

is immediately cCIntemporary to his community and vhat has not yet

been vritten. However this lack of specificity conbined with his use of

a metaphoric vehicle for which no tenor is deducible ('Our viev of

place, then . . , should become three dimensional, in terms of the place

it lour worldl is tikely to become'), is almost cryptic and serves to make

the overridine feature in the description of the fourth phase the

reiteration of possession.
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As I outlined earlier, what is most at stake in Gray's account is the

importance of being autochthonous, that is having incontestable rights

to the possession of the land and the culture. Gray's schema maps out

the progression of the colonial subject from being a European coloniser

for whom place is foreign to being a colonial identifying vith the local

habitat, and from there to being a participant in a new nationalism and

finally to a nebulous stage of which uncontestable cultural possession

is the most prominent feature. The inalienable cultural possession of

the colonised land in this fourth phase is achieved by various moves.

As discussed in the introduction, vhat is implicit in Gray's schema is a

particular relationship between cultural autochthonicity and the

transparenry of language: the function of language is not brought into

question in any way where there is a legitimate claim to both the land

and the language. In situations of cultural autochthonicity, rather than

being seen to be influentiat in image making, language is regarded as a

neutral medium for the recording of erperience, so what can be

deduced from this is that the apparent transparency of language

functions as a signifier of legitimate ovnership.

Although Gray suggests that the 'tatty and unrealistic cCIocept of

nationalism in literature . . . can now please crumble and disappear into

history, this is not because he perceives nationalism as metaphysical

but merely as outmoded: in the transition betveen phase three and

phase four he suggests that the correct area of investigation is 'regional

studies . . . about the dense and unique specilics of one place,' so critics

can'feel lplace'ls oq/n meaningfulness'(Gray, p.l l). Here regionalism is

merely quantitatively dilferent from nationalism rather than

qualitatively so. Accordiog to his analysis, felt erperience of a

particular location can be unproblematically expressed in the language
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of that plact, and the only difterence between this situation and the

relationship betveen national place and national literature is one of

scale. Finally again, he assumes that local language can simply and

accurately portray local place as it could in that state of

autochthonousness before the process of colonising started. The more

radical possibility of recognising that regionalism can allov for a

greater range of discursive constructions than a totalisinS nationalism

is able to does not enter into Gray's analysis. What is revealed by his

underlying assumption of a reality which cao be presented

unproblematically through a language vhose mediating effects are

unacknowledged is his appropriation of the status of

autochthonousness.

The only features of mntemporary writing Gray singles out as being

characteristic of fourth phase writing are the 'pluralism of the

influences' upon 'bastardized vriters like Fugard and Sepamla' and

their 'metaphysical abitity to synthesize' (Gray. p.lZ). There is a

dimension of serual and textual politics in Gray's figurative language

which has a bearing on the colonial and tertual politics being discussed

here. In discussing Sipho Sepamla and Athol Fugard's assessment of

their literary forefathers and in his suggestion that 'we have nev

mothers,' Gray varns against substituting new empiricisms for old

formulations (p.10), but in his adoption of the tern 'bastardized' to

describe Sepamla and Fugard's usage of English and 'the non-English

material they incorporate into their semantic framevorks,' he

maintains the metaphor of linguistic and literary paternity and does

not address the implications which stem from that metaphor in terms

of gender politics. In the extracts given in Gray's tert all the vriters

cited as having had influence are male. Fugard cites Faulkner and
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Sepamla cites the differing influencts of tvo Sroups of writers,

Shakespeare, Dickens, Lavrence and Keats and Richard Wrigbt' James

Baldwin and LeRoi Jones. Of the latter Sroup Gray quotes Sepamla

saying 'ltlhese men I vould have liked tenfold because they have all

sucked from the tits of my mother'(Gray, p.l0). Although Gray goes on

to mention serism very briefly in coniunction vith oppression, the

reproduction here of the oppressive concatenations of the binary

oppositions culture/nature, nind/body, male/ female in the form of

the opposition of literary paternity and paternal authority to the land

as a physical nurturing female body is passed over vithout comment

or question.

The unstated implications of the metaphors of literary paternity and

bastardization seem to me to be as follovs: firstly, that there are pure

tinguistic and literary forms vhich can be unproblematically

recognised, secondly that only pure linguistic and literary forms are

legitimate, and thirdty, that certainty of patrilineality is the

legitimising factor, ao assumption wb.ich thereby re-inscribes the lar/

of the father: it is only the literary forefather vho is in doubt, not the

nurturing ground of the (native) mother, but that certainty does not

provide any legitimaqy. Having attached the stigma of bastardization to

vriters li.ke Sepamla and Fugard, Gray locates their only possible

return to critical respectability in 'their metaphysical ability to

synthesize,' (Gray. p.l?l; in other words vhat Gray concludes by

revalorising, even though he appears to deny it as a sine qua non

earlier, is a literature of seamless unity and coherence. What is

advocated is the subsumption of a literature of plurality and difference

by a literature of synthesis, of coherence and univocality, as it is this,

he intimates, vhich vill makes place 'our ovn'.
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Plurality and synthesis are, however, completely opposed modes.

Gray's scenario combines the two vith a sleight of hand in its inplicitty

assimilationist political agenda: this point in his analysis is the first

time where colonised vriters are included in his overviev but the

significance of their previous exclusion and present inclusion Soes

unremarked. (lt is telting that Gray talks of 'multiculturalism'(p.12)

rather that post-colonialism, thus effacing a particular area of political

discussion from his analysis.) Through the call for regional pluralism

and the praise of pluralism in cootemporary vriters, there is the

inplication lhat hierarchical and hegemonic structures of European

colonialism have been neutralised and that the distinction between

colonisers and the colonised and their hierarchically structured

relations has completely disappeared. 'Hovever the invocation of the

metaphysical ability to synthesise re-installs the notions of coherence

and unity, univocality and authority. Conbining pluralism and

synthesis is a strategy in constructing a position of colonial

autochthonicity and through this banishing the ambivalences inherent

in the position of colonial and thereby guaranteeing the position of

colonial vith a salvific unity and coherenoe.
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Living in the llrniototo end the need for I different

tuonomicel spece.

I suggested earlier that Living in the Maniototo calls into question

the grounds of the assumptions which are present in Gray's schema

and this places it somevhere different from the position vhich he

identifies for his fourth phase. Gray's schema envisages plurality in a

series of essential regional identities, and finally advocates their

subsumption in a textual synthesis. Living in the Maniototo is a tert

which is perhaps the diametric opposite of synthetic and q/hich

presents a version of plurality which is not dependant on essential

identity. Gray's analysis presumes a return to an easy, uncunscious

mimeticism in the fourth phase, but the position which Livinr in the

Maniototo takes up is antithetical to this. It is a self-consciously anti-

mimetic tert which contests essentialisms and the mimetic viev of

representation vhich shore up these essentialisms. Below I will

discuss in detail the specific ways in which Livin& in the Maniototo

erceeds and interrogates the constituent mnditions of Gray's fourth

phase and in the folloving section I will discuss what sort of taronomic

space vould accommodate this text less problematically.

i) the plurality of influence

Clearly, a plulality of influences feeds into Living in the Maniototo.,

yet there is no attempt to synthesise them, and Frame's text puts into

question the notion of plurality which Gray's schema advocates.

The late twentieth century 'rich material culturelsl' (p.5E) of Nev

Zealand, Europe and America all play a part in the production of the

text as do their histories and their treatment of their histories.
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However Living in the Maniototo does not attempt an assimilationist

synthesis of Maori cultural material nor does it try to claim New

Zealand as its 'owtl' cultural property in the spirit of Gray's rousing

finale. The text measures a difference between the Pakeha and the

Maori cultures -

'. . names vith vhich Palmerston North, Marton, Folton,

couldn't hope to compete unless a spark of imagination . . . set

the ptace alight like a bushfire. The Maori oames

Wanganui, Waikato, Tuatapere, Taranaki - vere more

poverful because they s/ere velded to the place by the first
unifying act of poetry and not stuck on like a grocery label;

nevertheless, the real triumph vould be to set the spark

raBing in the mundane places'(Maniototo pp.96-971 -

and credits precolonial Maori culture with having an autochthonous

relation to the place vhich the the Pakeha culture does not possess.

What is registered in the last clause is not the desire to assimilate the

autochthonous Maori culture into the Pakeha culture but the unfulfilled

desire for the Pakeha to possess a similarly incontestable cultural

relationship to place.l3t In the discussion of the represeotation of

place in Hyde's terts I applied Seamus Deane's analysis of the political

significance of the act of naming. Deane's suggestion that the 'naming

or renaming of a place, the naming or renaming of a race' a region, a

person, is like all acts of primordial nomination, an act of possession'

(Deane, p.l9) applied here vould shov that the failure to name or

rename suecessfully symptomises the perpetuated failure of the

l3l Sinon During in 'Postnoderoisn or Postcolonialism?' (Laadfall lJi (1981):

p.173\suggests that 'the [ext shovs itself nostalgic for lthe Maori languagel' but
vhat thefiil actually shows itself longing for is the aulochthonous relationship
ryhich the Maori plice names signify. It is interesting to note, hovever, the
literat meaniog of nostalgia:'homesickness as a disease' fron the Greek 'nos0os ',

meaoing to relurn home, and 'algos', pain. The desire for the resolution of the
problems of location and ideotity can certainly..bq. seen as a disease vhich
|ermeates the titer*ure eramioed here, t vill discuss this frrrthor in the
conclusion 
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colonising forces to successfully possess any form of cultural

autochthonicity. Livinc in the Maniototo is able to acknowledge this

failure because it does not attempt a cultural synthesis. Gray's analysis

covers over or denies this failure by its assimilationist desire for

synthesis mentioned above.

In other areas of Living in the Maniototo both the notion and the

dynamics of plurality are conceived of differently from the way in

vhich they are conceived of in Gray's analysis. A pturality of literary

influences permeate the tert from a range of historical and cultural

sources: the biblical story of Lot's wile is retold in section tvo of the

'Prologue'(pp.l3-lah as mentioned above, Robert Southey's poem 'The

Battle of Blenheim' recurs throughout the tert in quotation and

allusion; the first section of 'Part Three: Attending and Avoiding in the

Maniototo'contains a list of telts, supposedly present on the Garretts'

bookshelves, ranging from cookbooks and natural history volumes

through The Compleat An8"ler to the works of Rabelais, Chaucer and

other terts of Western high culture (p.ll3). The one telt which is

missing is the one which continually returns, sometimes overtly,

sometimes inferentially throughout the tert. Yeats's lines and phrases

in the original or in imitation form are inserted into congruous and

incongruous locations in the text: in one of the vefses from the

manifold. spoken by 'hypotenuse'there are obvious correspondences to

Yeats's poems 'Byzantium' and '$niting to Byzantium'; the speaker of

the manifold poem becomes a bird vho tells us he 'flew to the highest

/ bough and I sang / in detail, vithout violence, a civilized version of

my story' (p.69). This poem's consideration of the relationship

between art, the artist and the vicissitudes of the material vorld is

fairly consonant vith the context of the Yeats poems, but the image of
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a golden bird on a golden bough returns in incongruous places and in

dislocated versions; there are 'golden birds brazenly singinS' 'in the

artificial light' but no boughs for them to sit on in Heavenfield Mall,

vhile in Brian Wilford's house there is a gold q/ire tree but oo bird on

it and in Brian's wintery garden there is a dead looking tvig, forsythia,

which contains its 'yellov memory' but Sives no sign of doing so

(p.65&47, p.29). The Old English poem 'The Battle of Maldon' is

invoked or quoted several times; it is the name of a square in Blenheim

(p.231, and is quoted as an ultimately useless source of comfort when

confronted vith Tommy, the impoverished artist in Baltimore (pp.37-

38). Theo is parodied in Keatsian terms as being 'lite the "stout Balboa

(or Cortez)" on a hilltop "wildly surmising" and planning possession'

(p.15{}. One of the novels vhich Mavis vrites has a title taken from a

Dylan Thomas poem 'The force that through the Sreen fuse drives the

flower'. Roger's sojourn in the desert is couched in Eliotesque terms.

There are resonances from Plato and correspondences to Dante. The

cultural inslrument Landfatl eveo gets a mention b.22ll

Because of the way in which the tert incorporates this material, one

set of values is not necessarily privileged over another. It is

inpossible to gauge definitively from the tert whether the 'Waste

Land' images with which Roger is surrounded parody the Eliot tert or

the sufferinB character, or in fact are functioning allusively without

any parodic function at all. There is a similar ambiguity with the

contrast between 'pale flakes with fingering stealth' and 'decramastic

tiles'vhich might initially be taken to assert the cultural superiority of

the 'poetic'. What the tert actually does vith its attendance on the

words of the manufacturing culture is to transform them. Other

references are not heavily signposted. The phrase 'glittering eyed' is
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dropped into a description vithout any indication that it is adapted

from Coleridge's 'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner', and in this vay the

tert becomes permeated vith vords from other telts (p.3a). Yet here

there is no synthesis of plurality. The intertertual references are not

melded into a tertual uniformity and the text itself proSresses by false

starts and inconclusions and with a marked absence of teleological

narrative structure to shape the text into a coherent vhole.

The tert insists on its ovn intertertuality in its infusion vith the

vords of other terts and discourses., but the relationship between

Ljvinc in the Maniototo and the other telts vhich run through it is

ambiguous. The ambiSuity lies in the realm of ascribing value, and it is

this ambiguity about the light in which quoted or reframed terts are to

be seen vhich meatrs that Livins in the Maniototo is engaging io

pastiche. Frederic Jameson suggests that pastiche

is, like parody, the imitation of a peculiar or unique style . . .

but it is a neutral praclice of such mimicry, without parody's

ulterior motive, without the satirical impulse, . . . r/ithout that
still latent feeling that there erists something normal
compared to vhich vhat is being imitated is rather comic.

Pastiche is blank parody.l32

In this vay, the apparent pluratity of Living in the Maniototo is

something very different from the plurality which Gray advocates. The

replicated or mimicked terts put into guestion the notions of identity

and origin because the replication proliferates not discrete individual

identities (regional identities in Gray's terms) but 'sl5tistic diversity

132 Frederic Jameson, 'Postmodernisn and Consuner Society,' io Postmo{eraism
aod Its Discoolents (Londoo: Verso-Nev Left Boots, l9t9), p.16, Further
references in the tef,t to Jameson, 'Poslmodernisn.' The discussioo of tho
postmoderoity of Livint io the Maaiototo is developed further later in this
chapt,er,
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and heterogeneity'without any means of anchoring it to the reassuring

notion of individual identity. The pastiche of the text puts the notion

of identity into question in another way too. It poses the problem for

the reader: if one person speaks another person's vords, to whom do

those words belong and hov can they be understood? The plurality of

the narrator emphasises this problem further. The identity of the

narrator is multiple; she is variously Mavis Furness, Mavis Barvell,

Mavis Halleton, the penultimate Mavis, Alice Thunb and Violet Pansy

Proudlock; she ventriloquises Roger, Doris, Theo and Zita, and her

napative is infiltrated by verses which she presents from the manifold

- one of vhich is narrated by a Seometrical shape - and the narrating

personae are liable to change during any section of narration vithout

varning. The plurality and resultant instability of the Darrator's

identity serves to displace the concept of identity as coherent,

individual and essential. Because the identity of the originator of the

narrative is constantly unstable, the meaning of what has been said

also becomes unstable. The vay in which the telt poses these

questions about identity, origin and meaning (by a proliferation of

pluralisms and a refusal to synthesise or to assign value) undermines

one of the most problematic assumptions in Gray's analysis, the

assumption of the transparenry of language.

ii) Anti-mimeticism; defemilierising the lengurge.

It is a commonplace of literary criticism on Janet Frame's terts that

they are concerned with the por/er of language to enrich or deceive,

and commentators have emphasised the importance of language as a

major theme in Living in the Maniototo. Certainly the narrator
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articulates the view that 'language is all we have for the delicary and

truth of telling, that vords are the sole heroes and heroines of

lislien'(p.92). But the text also pays attention to language in another

vay; it mntinually vorks against any simply mimetic reading, it

interrupts the presumption that language is a transparent medium

through vhich r/e caD see to the world of reference. In this way it

reveals the participation of language in the production of identities

and boundaries.

There are various strategies in the telt vhich force the reader to

look al rather than through its language. Perhaps the most obvious

r/ay in vhich language is foregrounded is in the paronomasic

tendencies of the tert. It exploits the technical functioning of punning

to drav attention, not particularty to the humour of the pun (as the

humour is largely removed by the heavy underscoring), but precisely

to its technical functioning. For example in the description of the

housing of Blenheim ve read of '. . . houses . . . those with new false

bricks and real bricks over false bricks, and false iron and false wood,

and various house-skins or "claddine" ' (p.57); the word 'cladding' is

enclosed in inverted commas and so is dravn explicitly to the readers

attention. It draws the attention of the reader to the vay in which

specific meaning is constructed io language, vhich is by the

suppression of plurality. Cladding has become the siSnifier vhich

refers to the idea of the artificial outside covering of a house, but it can

also signify clothing. Placed in inverted commas and iurtaposed vith

house-skin, both signifieds attached to this signifier, as vell as a

combinationof the tvo, are all simultaneously present.l33 In the usual

l 33 The terns'signifier',
as a signifying system

'signified' and 'sigo' as vell as the concept of language
have been circulaling videly in the area of literary
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process of making sense of a phrase, there is often more than one

possible signified for any signifier, and the selection of the appropriate

one is performed by a reliance on contelt, but in Living in the

Maniototo the tert foregrounds multiple meanings and makes the

selection of a single meaning problematic.

The forcing of multiple meanings on the readef can be seen again in

the punning on the phrase 'New T.ealand Bible Belt'. Ve are told that

Brian 'was a product of the Nev Zealand Bible Belt vhere parents

administer with equal tyramy and force both the Bible and the Belt'

(p.91). Again, the reader's attention is erplicitly dravn to the possible

signifieds attached to the signifier 'belt'; the idea of a geographic area,

the idea of a strip of leather used for holding up trousers and a form of

the verb which signifies the idea of hitting or being hit. The pun is a

construction where two or more possible signifieds are placed in a

relation of co-existence where no signified can be ercluded in favour of

another. lt is a structure of plurality, a structure which insists on

multiple meaningrand this is its significance in Living in the Maniototo

The puns in this text are more than iust a self-indulEent form of

humour. The problem of effaced or dis-alloved plurality, alvays

possible but rarely alloved to be present, is an idea vhich is reiterated

thematically and textually throughoul 16s nsvsl.l 3{

theory sinco Derrida's espousal and interrogalion of then in the early l%0s.
They derive, of course, fron Ferdinand de Saussure's Course in General
Linruistics (191t), traos. Y. Baskio (Londoo: Fontana-Collins, 197{ ), pp.lll-19,
120-21; rpt in Modern Literary Theorv , ed. Philip Rice aod Parricia Yaugh.
(Loodon:Edvard Arnold, l9E9 ), pp. E-15.

| 34 6 similar process is carried out by the deptoymeot of uofamiliar sigoifiers
such as'unsparkled' (p.120), vhere the reader has no conveotiooally associared
signified innediately to hand aod cao only supply one by actively and
consciously participating ia lhe productioo of linguistic meaning. A meaoiog
for'unsparkled' has to be produced by naking nev divisioos aooog the similar
aod different terms in the conceptual realm,
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The tert opens up the play of pluralities through particular terms: it

discusses the vay in which, through semantic shilts, the meanings of

words vhich seem opposed to each other can transmute into one

another:

I still marvel at the . , . richness of meaning within the vords
'guest'and 'host,'vith a guest as originally a host, a s6anger,
hostis, an enemy, a host as a 8uest, an army, a multitude of

men, T/omen, anSels; planets, stars; a Suest as parasite

sheltered by the host, the host a sacrifice and ultimately a

blessed food (p.133)

At the same time as she ponders the relationship betveen the vords

guest and host, Mavis, vho is a guest in the house of lrving and

Trinity Gamett, is actualty transformed into a host upon the arrival of

the Garrett's guests, the Prestvicks and the Carltons, vhilst still being a

guest in the house herself. The meanings of terms becomes uncertain

and unstable and unable to be linked unproblematically to the world of

reference.

The vhole condition of the metaphoric is erploited in the tert's

assault on mimetic presumptions. A prosaic and commonplaoe 'dead'

metaphor is revivified by being ertended and poeticised in a verse

from the Manifold. When the narrator remarks of herself that she is

'going to seed' the phrase is identified as a cultural ctiche vhich,

because of its overfamiliarity, no longer has metaphorical play in it.

The effect the verse has is to force the reader to attend to the

metaphorical status of the phrase, and to the vay in vhich the tenor

has come to suppress the vehicle, to the way in which one signifier has

been masked by another.

Yes, I am going to seed. I knov it.
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After being eaten for so many Years,
cut, recut, forced to branch this way and that,
I have Bros/n tall. I have put forth small vhite flovers'
I look over fences into people's faces.
Bees glance at me, the wind has taken me in hand.

My taste is too strong and sour, my growth is ranlc.

People frovn to see me put dovn yet one more root
(p.77).

After the poem, the phrase resounds with the metaphorical

richness vhich had been suppressed by its apparent transparenry in

its prosaic contert. The apparently unproblematic formal distinction

betveen the literal and metaphoric is eroded throughout the tert. The

supposedly literal is shown to be metaphoric and metaphors become

literalised. Shortly before the incident vhere Tommy is erased by the

Blue Fury, Mavis comments on her response to Tommy and muses on

the fate of the impoverished artist.

I smiled vhen he smiled and frovned when he froq/ned,
rying to feel my $/ay in step, as dancers and lovers do, but
the agonizing tune was too much - another briltiant career
gone, another mark on the r/orld bleached out in the r/ash.
There were so many of them. Already in my brief visit to
California and New York t had seen them (emphasis added,
p.37),

what initially seems to be a metaphor to describe the depredations

of the material vorld on the hapless artist becomes literalised at the

conclusion of Mavis's musings in the surreal but literal bleaching out of

Tommy from the vorld of the novel. Again, through this process, the

text forces the reader to look at laoguage as an obiect and at its

operations rather than simply through it.

Livinrin-lhe-ldaoiglOlq is a tert which is rich in metaphorical

resonances. However these resonances do not work to increase the

effect of a sensual and compler reality which the reader can recognise
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and virh which they can identify. The reality effect of the tert is cut

across by the repeated emphasis on the operation of language

described above, by the cpnstant shifts in tone and style of narration as

well as shifts in the person of the narrator and by the fictional iokes of

the text.

Particularly in the opening sections of the novel there are a series of

metaphorical'exchanges' through vhich different sets of ideas become

interconnected and linked. For example not onty is the investigation

of emotion jurtaposed vith the investigataion of consumer habits, but

emotion is presented in terms usually marked out for the discussion of

finance. 'l used to see market researchers writing dovn a citizen's

preference for this or that brand of bedhead, mattress, house paint;

social researchers erplorinB the emotional consumption by asking

intimate questions from door to door' (emphasis added, p.23); What the

metaphorical erchange emphasises is the comodification of emotion. It

is similar to the comodification of loss vhich is associated with the

growth of the modern citY:

because if you take part, hovever remotely, in destruction,
you also take pleasure in recreating vhat you have

destroyed, there are many plant nurseries in Kaka Valley
where you may buy all the native shrubs and trees . . . . A
consumer's paradise . . . vhere canaries and lovebirds sing,

and fly in flashes of blue and yellow, ao affoSant oostly

reStorat,ion and reminder, however, of the lost noise of the

sun (p.22-23).

Material commodities are equated with emotional commodities and

living is represented as a set of discursively constructed relationships.

In each area that is linked by the series of metaphorical erchanges the

personal or individual becomes indistinguishable from the social.

Lance Halleton's desire to pay is described as 'financial patriotism, a
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natural symptom in a counfy where the body politic wore paper'

money clothes and had kovhai gold in its tvo-cent eyes' (p'a5)' Both

body and emotions become public and publicly produced. The

complerity of this metaphorical play becomes such that the fesooances

begin fo signify between the rhetorical fiSures of the text rather than

effacing its textuality in an apparent reflection of the real.

The text's fictional jokes vhich preclude a mimetic approach are

many and varied. Like the tinguistic play, they serve to emphasise the

self-reflexive nature of the tert, its turning in upon itself, vhich again

interrupts mimetic presumptions. The narrator is writing a book vhich

never gets written, vhich is forestalled by all the other terts which

come crovding in; the characters which are most futly achieved (?.rta,

Theo, Doris and Roger), are the ones vhich are dismissed as 'guests in

the house of fiction'(p.133), the characters vho ve are led to believe

are dead make their return and the 'live' one about vhom we are

encouraged to forget is fictively assassinated, Lance Halleton suffers a

'death by language' and Levis Barwetl and Theo Carlton suffer a loss of

language vhich prefigures their loss of life. There are parallels

betveen the three locations vhich all beBin vith '8,' and the vhole tert

is crammed vith tvins, replicas and replication of all types and

desgiptions. The process of replication and correspondence within the

text becomes so compler that the telt becomes involutedly self-

referential.

The Blue Fury incident refered to above and these other sinilarly

'inmedible' ones like the Garretts'return from their earthquake death

serve to disallov the possibility of a realist reading of the tert. In the

ways discussed above the tert contests the notion of mimeticism and
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through this, a reading vholly within the erpectations of a realist

framework.

Critics who do try to read the text inplicitly within these

conventions produce readings which are split against themselves.

Patrick Evans pays tip-service to the 'gamelsl' that the novel plays and

asserts that 'anyone approaching it as a piece of stightly idiosyncratic

realism vitl be puzzled and confused,' that it is 'driven not by

erperience but by the logic of language that is detached from

experience,' but in his discussion of the tert, he constantly points

outvards to the vorld of reference, identifying aspects of the fiction

with Frame's 'real' life and erperience (Blenhein is Glenfield, Brian

Wilford is Frame's professorial friend in Baltimore, John Money, and

the poet who cotlapses and dies in the streets of Blenheim is James K.

Baxter), and he reiterates that the tert is Frame's sharing of her

personal vision vith the reader.l3S Robert Ross and Shona Smith also

give a token acknowledgement to the tert's anti-mimetic strate$ies but

Ross returns to conclude that the novel is a failure in conventional

terms and that vhat saves it is the author's talent to 'reflect . . . the

truths about the human condition' and Smith engages in a feminist

reading within a realist framework which precludes paying afLy

attention to the tinSuistic play of 1[s 1s11. 136

135 Pahict Evans,'Living and Yritiag in the Maoiotot,o'Soan lE (lgtj) p.7t,
p17, p.E4,976-Tl.

136 Robert Ross, 'Linguistic Transfornation and Reflection io Janet frrlme's
Living io the Maniototo', Yodd Literature Sritten in English 27.2 Un7), p'32J,

and Shona Smit[, 'Fired Salt Beings: Isms and Livio$ in the Maniototo. Untold ]
(leE5), pp.?a-32. 
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It vould seem then that ne need a trew set of critical and taronomic

coordinates vithin which to read this tert to take account of the parts

of it vhich are made unavailable by the critical presumptions

discussed above. I vould suggest that some current discussions of

postmodernism and postcolonialisn can provide a productive critical

access to the previously foreclosed aspects of Living in the Maniototo.
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The dence of identity i) the deeth of the subiecl-I37

The features of the tert which I have been outlinin8 above, its ludic

replications, its focus on representation, its undermining of the notion

of individual identity are all features which come under the agis of the

term 'postmodern) and several fairly recent local critical accounts

identify LivinB in the Maniototo as postmodern. Simon During's

account of the text in his article 'Postmodernism or Postcolonialism' has

been particularly influential in designating the text as participating in

international postmodernism. During vrites of place ('Baltimore, USA

and Maniototo') entering 'into a dance of identity which denies auto-

affection'(During, p.3731.t36 I would like to leave the question of 'auto-

affection' to one side for the moment and erplore in more detail here

the way in vhich current discussions of postmodernism can help us to

read the specific vays in which Living in the Maniototo represents

identity.

I have suggested above that the multiple narratof, the pastiche in

which the tert engages, and the whole notion of replication in the tert

problematises and throvs into question the viability of the concept of

unique individual identity. Here Frame's telt can be seen to be

postmodern in so far as it is participating in what Frederic Jameson

137 The 'dance of identity' is takea from Sinon During's 'Postmodernism or
Postcolonialisro?' (p,373) and 'the death of the nrbject' is taken from Jameson,
'Postmodernism,' p,I7.

l3E pulisg's phrase is picted up by Linda Hardy in her remarks on the.vay in
ryhich LivinS-in the M-aniototo-problematises relationships betveea '[olriginal
and replica, fiction and reality, author aod character' in 'The Ghost of Katherine
Mansfiild,'Laodfall 172|o9f.91: p.121. The 'dance of identity' also hoYors behind
Mark Yilliams's account of During's argument in Leaving the Highvav (pp.{l-
46), though Yillians is keen to emphasise the Platonic and Kaotoan antrecedents
of some postmodern ootioos $p!6-a7),
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calls 'the death of the subiect' or 'the end of individualism as such'

where 'a unique self and private identity' is seen to be particular

ideological production associated with 'classical modernism' and

competitive capitalism and is therefore in the current state of late

capitalism, 'a thing of the past' He asserts that

today, from any number of distinct perspectives, the social

theorists, the psychoanalysts, even the linguists, not to speak

of those of us who work in the area of culture and cultural
and formal change, are all exploring the notion that that kind
of individualism and personal identity is a thing of the past:

that the old individual or the individualist subiect is 'dead':

and that one might even describe the concept of the unique
individual and the theoretical basis of individualism as

ideological ('Postmodernism,' p. I 7).

Aeording to Jameson this death of the subject leaves the artists and

writers of the present period without a unique private vorld to

express and 'all that is left is to imitate dead styles,' and hence

pastiche becomes the predominant mode of cultural production. He

suggests that 'postmodernist art is Eoing to be about art itself in a new

kind of c/ay . . . that one of its essential messages vill involve the

necessary failure of art and the aesthetic, the failure of the new, the

imprisonment in the past' ('Postmodernism,' p.l 8).

Again, leaving aside the function of art and 'imprisonment in the

past' for the moment, Livine in the Maniototo can certainly be read

productively in terms of Jameson's cultural analysis. Characters act in

subservience to cultural and generic codes rather than in accordance

with the internal forces of their ourn delineated psyches. It is

constantly emphasised that the four house guests are not original or

unique in any way, their dreams, aspirations, thoughts and emotions

are immanent in their culture, not in their inner psyches. Brian
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Vilford acts out the discursively constructed role of parent (Maniototo

pp.l0l -02), the Barwell family act out a travesty of conventional social

relations vhere 'Levis lthe fatherl trilesl to put his haod up young

Edith's skirt' and even tr[iesl to seduce his son'(p.26).t39 EVen when

the text presents a moment of domestic intimary, such as that

immediately before Lance Halleton's death, it is not a moment betweea

tvo fully realised, psychologically complel, unique individuals.

He smiled gently. 'l might have dreamed it,'he said.

He got out of bed and went across to the dressing table and

looked in the mirror. He traced with his hand the outline of
his forehead and cheek and chin, and as he moved his arm

forvard, he tipped over the plate of ham sandviches and

they came unstuck and the ham fell out. Tongue-pink. I'd
made them from a thick 'n'thin loaf, the thick end as the thin
had already been used.

'lt vas a mistake,' I said. 'l shouldn't have made ham

sandviches.'
Lance returned to bed and ve switched off the light.
'lt's not the weather for ham sandwiches,' I said vith a

determination to be mundane. 'Why r/ere you looking in the
mimor?'

'Something I thought of,'he said.
We snuggled again. I coutd tell that he was 56iling in the

dark, a smile vithout hooks or traps.
'De chaque branche part une voir . . .'

He completed the quotation, as he used to do, triumphantly
as if to say, Ah vhat a memory!

Tvo hours later, in his sleep, he coughed violently, and
died. They said it was an inerplicable spasm in his throat
that choked hin (Maniototo. pp.63-6a).

What is produced by this passage is not a seose of the unique

essence of the interior being of Lance and Mavis and their compler

psychological interaction, but a sense of an elcess of surface. Yet the

passage uses the conventions of realist fiction vhich classically depict

139 This dis-affected viev of the nuclear fanily is radically different from
Hyde's nerely revisionist notioo of 'mao, vomao, child.'
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the fully rounded, fully realised characters. the Dorothea Brookes and

Maggie Tullivers. the Fanny Prices, the Lucy Snowes whose interior

lives seems to live and breathe outside the pages of fiction. What the

passages does is to overdo those conventions in a mimicry vhich again

produces a blank pastiche, this time of the textual construction of

subjectivity. The description of the characters gives no indication of

their inner being. In this tert the attetrtion to material detail is devoid

of emotional significanc€. One cannot convincingly say that the fate of

the ham sandviches functiofias a discrete objective correlative for the

subsequent demise of Lance. What one can say vith certainty though,

is that one knows more about the constitution of the sandwiches than

one does about the constitution of the characters. Where vhat seems

to be the conventional language of affect is attached to the characters,

it either regresses to the indecipherably neutral ('smiled gently'), or

the cultural cliche ('as if to say, Ah vhat a memoryl'), or departs in the

other direction into a semi-surrealism reminiscent of Symbolist poetry

('a smile vithout hooks or traps'). At the same time the passage has a

provoking excess of material detail. One can see here fun being had at

the erpense of the classic realist novel, (as in the digression about deal

tables where an excess of bodily emotion is produced not in response

to the dead Garretts, but in response to the representation of the

material object in realist fiction).1{0 But it is not that the information

l4o 16s passage runs thus:
tli Garieus had specified ia rheir vill a deal coffio and Julian

Soule had thought thel, in the circunstances e deal table vould
account for their vishes. , . , I suddenly felt the shivering ache of
being in touch vith fiction, a vorld at once vanished aad nevly
imagined: Jaue Austen, George Eliot, the Brontps, and all the deal
t,ables that in menoty vere part of the furniture of the old houses -
in the titchen at Yuthering Heights, in ths dining rcom at Lowood
school, the school at Brussels; the Mill on the Floss; tho houses of
Dickess. I felt then lite breaking dovn and veepin S Q '220).
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that Mavis has made the sandwiches from 'a thick 'n' thin loaf, the

thick end as the thin had already been used,' is irrelevant, so much as

that all the information offered is given equal value. There is not, as in

Middlemarch or Mansfield Park for example, the privileging of the

moral and aesthetic organising consciousness of the protagonist. The

most realised detail in this cameo of the domestic interior is the

sensualised interior of the ham sandvich, 'the ham fell out' Tongue-

pink.'

What the tert returns to is not a concern with the inner psychological

dimensions of the characters' identities, but surfaces and the

interactions of surfaces. Lance's interior thought remains absent for

the reader, as it does for the narratoq, and all that is told of him is the

surface that is seen, the impersonalised contours of the surface of a

face reflected in a mirror. What is substituted in the tert for the

concept of identity as the individual mind is a constant return to

examining identity and consciousness as a marked interface or

unstable and arbitrary boundary. Identity is marked out in a series of

spatial metaphors.

Perhaps the most obvious of these are the ones which talk of the

body as a house and of houses in terms of bodies, House-space is

collapsed into bodily space.

He llance HalletonJ measured the house, carefully vorking
out . . . the volume of each room, the amount of space each

would need . an activity to be commended in a nev
husband amious to satisfy the ordinary human needs of his
wife and himself and healthily curious about all kinds of
space - outer, inner, nearer - that vhich rests on the skin and

before the eyes and can be reached at little or no cost (p.42).
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In fact sensuality is reduced to a matter of surface and materiality,

vhere 'passion vas less between husband and vife than betveen

person and furnishing - different models, teltures, uses. Ser became a

matter of interior gloss and washable surfaces' (p'58)' The individual

is no longer identified by a unique essence but is a series of socially

defined and infinitely replicable spaces and surfaces. Irving Garrett,

the town planner, produces not only simulacral cities (his modet of his

ideal city has no replica), but replicates the human subiect, and in

doing so, enacts its loss of individuality.l{l He has two photographs of

his vife on his desk,

as if, confusing or enlarging upon his faculty for coniuring a
city and its buildings, he had chosen to occupy desirable
space vilh ftesh and btood instead of with brick and cucrete,
creatin8 for himself both a vife and a daughter (pp.l6-171.

The individual is reduced to 'desirable space' and the bodily

reproduction of a daughter is replaced by photographic replic2lisn.l{2

The phrase 'human house' makes the textual concatenation of the tvo

l{l In a later passage (vhich is reoiniscent of the 'mighty heart' fron
Yordsvorth's'Lines Composed Upon Westninster Bridge,' aod the 'humao engine
. . . / Lite a tari throbbing,' from Eliot's 'The Waste Land' yet vithout the
ernotional significance of either), the body and the city become completely
interchanged:

Aod I dreamed of . . . the cabbage- and varnish-smelling bedsitter
in Loadon . . . the soot-smelling roons that vere 'home,' the plastic
slop and vater buckets, tfie vhistling ketlles, the gas rings vith the
gas lingering at every joint, crevice, around the gas pipe, beneath
the vindovsill, and in the lenaots tog, in their ioints cnd crevices, at
their fingertips, oo their stia, vhile their bearts must have
surrendered their pover of beating to the city traffic vhich, lite a
giant pacemaker, took over heart-duty. vhile the actual heert
remained in its role of a tired bedsitter muscle, kin at last vith t[e
metal gas ring, the frayed linen, the thread-bleeding carpet
9,221).

l{2 This relationship betveen a husband and a vife vho is also a daughler is
subsequently replicated in that betveen Theo aod Zita Cadton vhen Theo says
Zita'is often mis{sken for [his]daughter' p,l{5).
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topologies erplicit (p.15) and suggests that what was the individual

subject is now a spac€, like the Garretts's house, not uoique, but

mammed with 'likenesses, of replicas, prints of paintings, prints of

prints, genuine originals and genuine imitation originals, imitation

sculptures and twin original sculptures' (p.t7).t43

At this iuncture in the analysis of the text, it seems that identity

becomes not a dance, but a nightmare. The figurative language of the

tert may redefine identity in terms of surface or boundary. but this

boundary or surface is represented as always under threat. The threat

to skin, bamiers and identity are all linked in Doris's fears in the

desert.

. . . her 'English' skin had been bred and blossomed in a

temperate rain, sun, frost. She felt padc at the harsh way
the heat of the California sun and the hot breath from the
desert . . . acted to melt important inner barriers. She vas
afraid that she too might change and not recognize herself
(p.180).

The eradication of boundaries is continually present as a source of

anriety in the tert. Brain Wilford's patients are described as being

treated vith 'vonderful perception and compassion' because they are

'not his opened vounds or memories' (p.102). Skin, surfaces, barriers

and identity are all linked and their maintenance is under threat.

Lonnie, the child from Palmerston North, vho visits Baltimore is

distressed at the difficulty of distinguishing betveen inside and outside

in the city. He says

l{3 p1e6 this postmodern perspective the Yeatsless house of the Garretts could
be taken to indicate the loss of that Modernist certainty that ideot^ity is a viable
(if variable notion). In this postmodern space the question asked in response to
the injunction to be true to thioe ovn self vould be not 'vhich self?' but'vhat
self?'
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But there's no real outside. Where's the outside like at home,

with the lavn and all that? And there's no inside either; it's
alt dark. And you should be able to see the outside from
inside.... (p.100).

The lack of a boundary is terrifyinS, as it makes impossible that

differentiation between self and other, and in so doing annihilates the

only marker of the self. Rupturing, or lesion is a constantly reiterated

textual feature; ruptures of skins, shells, houses, laws of physics,

'reality'and of language occur within the tert. Brian's anriety about

his precariously maintained identity is articulated in his string of

references to ruptures and losses: 'Who - spilled, tipped, tore, split, left,

dropped, lost, broke?'(p.104.). What is being articulated is the fear of

'an inevitable break in the surface of thin8s' (p.3E), which will

annihilate the possibility of marking difference and hence identity. Of

course Tommy's disappearance at the hands of the Blue Fury is

described in the tert as a shocking 'plague of unreality,' and erplained

by the narrator as 'the result of an inevitable break in the surface of

things, as if a fire from the centre of the earth or a volcano beneath its

skin had at last been forced through into an overtaking of the visible

world'(p.38).

There is a marked difference between Brian's response to the Blue

Fury incident and Mavis's which raises the question of the relationship

between this postmodern view of identity and the function of the

artist. Brian says 'Things like that don't happen, . . . I shan't mention it

to anyone'(p.38). But Brian has also been represented as 'reluctant to

be reminded of the necessary untidiness, the vilderness aspect, seen

and unseen, of human life'(p.102). Mavis, the vriter, hovever has a

very different response to the epistemological, ontological and

taxonomical problems vhich the Blue Fury presents. Although both
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characters afe shaken, Mavis attempts no denial of the events. Her

speech in the text links the incident specifically with forms of

knovledge disallowed by the dominant discourse:

Those creatures and worlds that ve knov only in sleep and

dream and mythology - of yesterday and today - the magical

technology - are emerging as usual reality in the ner/
dimension of living and dying. And when the unreal has been

accepted and made real, new realities vill present

themselves, forces vhich become gentlenesses, gentlenesses

vhich become forces(p.39 ).

Such a fluidity of boundaries, of categorisation which throws into

questioo the vhole notion of reality is untenable by the other

characters. Mavis, the vriterl is the only one who is frightened of

neither the proscription of the boundary, nor the dangers inherent in

lesion.

The skin riddte at the opening of the telt represents the boundary

of skin as a prison and a protection at the same time.

The sun has burned me. I bleed.
I break and mend. I knit.
I am a garment, a prison. I protect flover and seed.

I shrink and stretch, yet I alvays fit.
I'm a prison you must stay in.
What am I ?

I am your skin. (p.la.)

Unlike the 'false' artist, Hovard Conway, Mavis is all too aware, and

ready to accept the limitations of the boundaries that divide self from

other, to work with the difficulty of the

separation between the "l" and the characters of the story,
and the eoororous burden upon the "1" to "tell all" vhile
viewing through the narrow I-shaped vindovs that
restricted the vision and allowed only occasional arrovs to be
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fired vith no guarantee that they would pierce the armour of
'otherness' r/orn by the characters of the book (p.61).lrq

Refusing this position is derided. The narrator is scornful about

Howard C,onway's prohibitions on the use of the first person,

'Never use it,' he said, and I might have been surprised by
his tidy air of caution had I not realized that a skin-trapped
'[' could have no place in the writing of such a roving
omniscient as Convay (pp.6l-62).

The artist figure, Mavis, undermines the notion of omniscience and

claims to complete knovledge, particularly those which are articulated

and assured through scientific taxonomies. What is emphasised are the

possibilities for conceptualising eristence and identity outside the

conventional taronomies :

I see now how close death is to the process of 'going to seed,'

for both are merely an abundance of life vhich shocks and
frightens by its untidiness, its lack of boundaries and the
finality of its choice of a place to grov (p.7E).

To think of death as 'merely an abundance of life'is to undo a binary

opposition which is firmly Brounded as a truth in western society. The

function of the artist is to work amoss and through the boundaries

through which meaning and identity arc produced, u/ith an awareness

that both are relative and conventional, metaphysical rather than

essential.

At this point I would like to return for a moment to one of the

questions put aside earlier and to ask hov useful Jameson's

formulation of postmodern art is in relation to the way in vhich it is

represented in Livins in the Maniototo. Jameson's suggestion that

'postmodernist art is going to be about art itself in a nev kind of s/ay . .

la'l gl course, the tert is playing vith this notion, as the 'l' of this oarration is
multiple and diffuse.
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. that one of its essential messages will involve the necessary failure of

art and the aesthetic, the failure of the new,' only holds in part for this

text. Certainly the absence of Yeats in the poem operates to indicate

the failure of modernist art to hold its significance in a postmodern

vorld, and the replication of other texts could be seen to represent the

failure of the nev and the consequent shift into pastiche, but I think

that the text reassesses art and the function of the artist in a way

slightly different to the one vhich Jameson outlines. The artist here is

certainly not the Romantic artist, with a unique consciousness, but one

vho negotiates boundaries. The artist is organiser of the public and

personal myths: 'By then I was in bed and asleep, drawing dreams

from the manifold, but holding no responsibility for them until I could

interfere with or change their shape and direction'(p.31).

Aesthetic iudgement is stitl present in the tert, but it is no longer

concerned with the articulation of universal human truths, but with

textuality, attendance and the production of meaning. The aesthetic

code which Mavis propounds is one which is reinforced rather than

undermined by the tert as a vhole.

- a prose sentence vhich touches like a branding iron is
good. A sentence which keeps its feet clean from beginning
to end is good. A sentence which, traveling lsicl, looks out of
portholes as far as horizons and beyond is gmd. A sentence
which goes to sleep is good, if the season is winter; bad if it is
early spring. A sentence which stumbles on useless objects
instead of buried treasure is bad. vorse if it illuminates
useless objects with artificial lieht, but good if it casts a
unique radiance upon them.

A word, vhich is erciting to look at and say and vhich
doesn't slop its meaning over the side, is Sood; a word vhich
comes up sparkling from the well is good; a vord vhich
clusters like last year's bee around last year's flower is bad, if
the flover is already dead, but good if the flover is
surviving, beautiful, and alone in a place vhere flowers have
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not been knovn to Sros/ and where bees never svarmed

before nor gathered nectar (Maniototo. p.50).

In a series of ungrounded metaphors an aesthetic is produced vhich

does not celebrate an accurate mimesis, but rather celebrates the act of

paying attention. Tertual production is envisaged here as a compulsive

proliferation vith no purpose and no end: 'there is no end to it in the

literate world, erplaining and telling, propagating and admiring the

tonSue blossom' (p.l{3). And attendance, we are told, is 'presence,

being present, . . , the payment for the dark debt of absence or death.

Or . . . a response to the Hypotenuse longinS' (p.45). What underlies the

compulsion to attend (and thereby to proliferate terts) is the 'yearning

. . . to identify the original as itself apart, not as real or unreal, or

opposite or adjacent' (p.a5).

Vhat arises from this series of ideas vhich the tert presents, but

does not erplicitly connect, is the desire for a space of alterity, for a

'form of otherness irreducible to and unable to be modelled on any

form of projection of or identification with the subject. . . . a notion of

the other outside the binary opposition between self and other, an

independent and autonomous other with its or/n qualities and

attributes. .. . outside of,.. . and ontologically prior to the subiect.'|45

This desire is for a space vhich is outside the series of boundaries and

oppositions which simultaneousty enable the production of meaninS

and identity and restrict and delimit them, This desire for a space of

alterity, the Hypotenuse longing, is not hovever sinply a version of

the utopian postmodernism vhich imagines a liberated and egalitarian

space ceated by the movement of culture and texts beyond oppressive

145 Hizabeth Grosz, Sexual Subversions. (Sydaey:Allen &Unvin, l9E9), p.riv.
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binary oppositions.'l{6 Beyond the restrictions of linguistic or

conceptual markers of difference lies not only liberation but also

annihilation. (The proliferating reptications of the text, which lack

identity, suggest the problematic other face of postmodernism, vhere

the space beyond markers of difference is not so much achieved as

thrust upon one.) This text positions itself in a more compler

relationship to alterity. The Hypotenuse longing is connected with the

'dark debt of absence or death', it is recognised as an unfulfillable

desire for the lost 'original which cannot be matched in value,' as an

impossible desire to be free of both the fixity and the slippage of all

meaning (p.{5).

It is in this condition of loss or impossibility that the production

of terts occurs; we are told by the voice of the Hypotenuse in a verse

from the Manifold that 'to vrite you have to be at the terrible point of

loss,' 'that life-dealing want' has to Till the vorld' for writing to

proceed (p.72). In'want'there is the collocation of absence and desire

vhich suggests vriting as the conscious filling of gap, of attempting to

fill absence vith the presence of the tert. In Living in the Maniototo

textual representation itself thus occupies a contradictory position; it is

overtly located in a paradox vhere it simultaneously signifies loss and

fills up that gap.

146 'ubpian' is the n&me vhich E, Ann Kaplan gives to this version of
postmodernism arising primarily out of the French feninist vorf otr
deconstructioo. Although she does not use this term, 6ina Mercer's analysis of
Living in the Maoiototo is one vhich sees it {rs a tef,t vhich advocates and enacts
a utopian postmoderoism ( Gina Mercer, 'The Subversive Fiction of Jaoet Frane,'
diss,,-U ol-Sydney. 19t9, pp.226-21.{). Both the tert's acknovledgenent of the
alignment betrreeo atterity and death aad its part^icipatioo in a co-opted
postmodernism of the type described by Jamesoo preveots the tert being read
simply in lerms of a utopiao postnodoraisn,
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The dence of identity: ii) No-one liver here?

I vould like here to return to two other issues vhich $/ere put to one

side earlier: the problem of 'auto-affection' which Simon During

identifies and the problem of imprisonment in the past' which Jameson

raises.

During's article, vhich has been influential locally, turns upon an

impasse which besets curfent critical theory working at the

intersection of postmodernism and postcolonialism. 0n the one hand

ex-colonies are driven by the need to assert a distinct national identity

to establish their independence and separation from the colonising

power (their postcoloniality), whilst on the other hand the whole notion

of identity, national or individual,is undermined by the condition of

postmodernity. In this impasse, as During suggests, the question of

reading becomes both crucial and highly politicised. Readings of the

texts produced in postcolonial societies vhich do not take account of

postmodernity and emphasise or celebrate representations of national

identity risk mistaking the metaphysical for the essential (i.e.

subscribing categories which are arbitrary and chimerical as if they

had some substantive and natural status): readings of terts produced in

postcolonial societies vhich do not take accuunt of postcolonialism and

emphasise the texts' postmodernity risk collusion in the neo-

imperialism with which postmodernity is associa1s6.t47

l{7 15s notion of the imperialistdyoanics of co-opted postnodernisn is fairly
videspread. Here is a clear articulation of it filn Seanus Deane: 'To rcmove
ourselves fron that conditioo . . . in vhich the postmodernist simulacrun of
pluralism stpplants the search for a legitimating oode of oomination and origia,
is surely !o pass from one kind of colonizing erperience into another, . . , it is the
concealed imperialism of the multinatiooal . . . , ' (Deane, pp,lE-19),
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There is,

readin8s of

People.l{8 During discusses the 'crisis of emptiness'which he claims

besets Australian postcolonial discourse and claims that this stems

from an imbalance in postcolonising and postcolonised voices and

results in an 'auto-affective' talkinS to ontttlf.t{9

Australia's distance from the centre, the voids of its deserts

become metaphors of the emptiness of Australian auto-

affective discourses. It need hardly be said that those

deserts are only enpty to those blind to the lives lived there:
they are blanf to the degree that the indigenous
postcolonised voices are silent (During, p.371 ).

During clearly sees auto-affective discrurse as form of 'consolatory

nonsense' which stems from the need 'for self definition not only

against the identity given . . . by lthel colonial past but also against

international postmodernism' in the absence of 'effective postcolonised

discourse'b.371). Itwould seem to be implicit in his argument, then,

that the presence of an effective postcolonised discourse prevents the

slide into empty auto-affective discourse. However, in DurinS's reading

of the tvo Nev Zealand telts, what is located as preventing auto-

affection is not actually the postcolonised voice but the entry into the

postmodern 'dance of identity' b.373).

His reading of The Bone Peoole identifies the way in which the

desired postcolonial identity in the tert is articulated through

connection with manifestations of precolonial culture, but that the

whole tert itself re-enacts a cultural colonisation vhere 'Maori culture

Keri Hulne, The Bone PeoDle (Auckland: Spiral-Hodder & Stoughton, l9tt).

During, (pp.36$70), 
Z.,3

however. another impasse which is implicit

Livinc in the Maniototo and Keri Hulme's

in During's

The Bone
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is absorbed and controlled by its profoundly Occidental narratives'

$374. The postcolonised voice is silenced by modernity in During's

account of The Bone People and that same modernity also renders the

text archaic. In his reading of Livine in the Maniototo his acuount of

the intersection of the postcolonial with the postmodern in the text

leaves something of a gaP.

Whereas DurinB sees in The Bone Peoole the subsumption of

postcolonial cultural identity by a Western modernism, he reads in

Living in the Maniototo the subsumption of postcolonial cultural

identity by oostmodernism. Whilst I concur broadly vith the accounts

which locate Living in the Maniototo as a postmodern tert for reasons

vhich I have outlined above, there is a blind spot at the very crur of

During's argument vhere he sees the intersection of postmodernism

and postcolonialism in Frame's text, During identifies the failure of the

authenticating gestures made towards modernism and towards a Nev

Zealand identity as the basis of the tert's postmodernism and

postcolonialism.

. . . both gestures fail. The novel itself ultimately vorks as a

pastiche of the modernism it would like to recognise as

expressing authenlicity. . . . And its very title Livins in the

Maniototo gives the other game away. No-one here lives in
the Mafiiototo: and the Maniototo, a flat, characterless plain,

was granted identity by its most famous inhabitant, a writer
whose details replicate those of Ronald Hugh Morrieson. His

terts, of course, ove more to international gothic than to
postcolonialism. He has an alter ego in the book anyway:

Frame supposes that Edgar Allen Poe is Baltimore's absent

identity-giver. Thus Baltimore USA and the Maniototo enter
into a dance of identity which denies auto-affection (p.373).

In his assertion that 'no-one here lives in the Maniototo' (emphasis

added), During actually replicates the blind spot r/hich he aiticises in

his account of the auto-affective discourse of the Australian
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postcolonisers. During's comment that it 'need hardly be said that

those deserts are only empty to those blind to the lives lived there:

they are blank to the degree that the indigenous postcolonised voices

are silent'can be usefully applied to his ovn telt. I do not mean to

suggest that one should document how many people live in Patearoa

but that the r/ay in vhich the dynamics colonialism and

postcolonialism are represented in Frame's text, and the vay this

intersects with that telt's postmodernity, could perhaps bear a little

mofe eramination. Authenticating gestures towards Nev Zealand

geography may fail, but there is still the presence of specilically colonial

dynamics in the text.

I vill argue that the tert of Livine in the Maniototo itself perhaps

points to a way out of the theoretical impasse where, on the one hand

to assert national identity is simultaneously naiVe and archaic, and on

the other hand_,to relinquish. the concept of national identity is to be

subsumed by the simulacral culture of late consumer capitalism. What

this theoretical impasse is structured around is a binary opposition

between essentialism and anti-essentialism, so that any analysis in a

tert (whether fictional or critical) which asserts the value of the local is

read as participating in constructing and perpetuating a myth of

national identity and any text which is based on a premise of anti-

essentialism, and so participates in a postmodern cultural discourse, is

seen to be rendered silent about the postcolonial grounds of its

production. I vould like to suggest that the local and specific can be

invoked in a text without necessarily invoking the notions of presence

and identity which would make them complicit in reproducing the

myths of nationat identity which are based on false essentialisms: it is
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my contention that it is precisely this which Living in the Maniototo

achieves.

I have already discussed above some specific representations to

place and the way in which those representations vork towards

dismantling some myths of national identity. But the tert makes itsetf

specifically local in another x/ay vhich creates a block to its complete

subsumption by a co-opted postmodernism, but does not necessarily

indicate its collusion in the production of essentialist identities. The

text returns repeatedly to the history and dynamics of colonialism,

imperialism and racism. The repetition of this history can be seen as

productive. It stands in contrast to the disavoval of colonial history

which was traced in the terts of Mansfield and Hyde.

Many of the references to colonialism, imperialism and racism seem

to be parenthetical or incidental, sometimes consisting only of the

metaphoric vehicle, but they are there as tertual presences, not as

tertual aporia and their effect is cumulative. Blenheim is descibed as a

'disinherited suburb-city' 1p.22), the children of which are not 'truly . . .

native'(p.21), and the skulls in the gardens of this Auckland suburb

are a sinister reminder that the comfortable suburban living in Nev

Zealand is built on the history of colonial erpansion and slaughter

b.231. The version of history in vhich the colonised is construed as an

asocial, uncivilised force is critiqued by its comparison to an unhappy

marriage:

Our marriage was not ercessively happy. We plodded along
because we'd been taught to, by the eramples of our parents,

in the same way that ve'd been taught to think of our
country, its peoples and history, as perfect except for the
occasional characters vho spoiled the picture . . . Hone Heke
vho vas 'bad' because he cut doy/n the flagstaff three times
(p.23).
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Stratford. Taranaki is described as a tor/n futl of 'bloody history'

(p.77lrand the expropriation of land is given a particular New T.ealand

contert vhen the narrator asks rhetorically 'where else [but Nev

Zealandl is there such critical iudgement of land, its shape, color,

texture, fertility, and such extraordinary yearning among those who

took over the land for a plotof section thatisflat. . .'(pp,l32-33), and

comments that 'in Nev Zealand . . . we insist that we have no partners

when we erercise our presumed right to destroy lthe landl'(p.131).

The fact that New Zealand is a colonised country and that the act of

colonisation has dislocated both colonised and colonising is reiterated

throughout the tert. Yet the dislocation registered here does not

resolve itself either in the advocation of a cultural synthesis (in the

attempt to produce a new national identity as discussed above), or in

the reiteration of EnBland as the ultimate home. Rather the tert goes

on to offer a vider ranging critique of the dynamics of imperialism.

Theo (who has already been likened to Balboa or Cortez 'planning

possession') thints of a geography of opinion which is part of the

'Empire of hejudice,' The figurative langauge links imperialism vith

discrimination, and the importance of the metaphor is further

emphasised by a self-conscious tertuality vhich erplicitly locates the

metaphor as the narrator's - and the disavowal as Theo's - 'This habit

of metaphor, by the way, is yours, Alict Thumb, Violet Pansy

Proudlock, not mine' (p.l aa).

Roger's speech with its "marble-in-mouth" accent of some

Englishmen,' is associated vith 'past imperial domination,' again

invoking the por/er dynamic that goes with the project of colonisation.

The threat posed to inperial identity by the local variety of English
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and the irnperial devaluation of the local because of this is

humourously outtined in a simile which simultaneously suSSest the

domestic and the dangerously exotic: ' . . . New Zealand Eoglish, as an

offspring of "standard" English allied to other varieties and Polynesian

intonation. had a pleasant neutrality, as if it had been suitably "fired"

or "altered" like acat in danger of breeding a colony of cats'(p.191).

The irony of this phrase indicates an awareness of the threat to

metropolitan identity posed by the incipient nationalism of the er-

colonies. Linguistic identity is again linked erplicitly to the dynamics

of imperialism where the danger of Lita being colonised by the English

language is likened to the imperialist conquest of nations,

had she gone beyond the learning of essential names, she

might have been taken over by the English language as

surely as the nations in the Wall Chart of the Condeosed

History of the World had been conquered and their titry
column of red or grey or blue or green erased (p.200),

and the erasure of linguistic and cultural identity vhich imperialism

effects is repeated on a national scale in the legend of the chart itself .

This chart graphically represents the pro8ress of man from
the dawn of civilization to the present. Each nation or ethnic
group is shovn by a mlor lsicl band vith dates of important
events and persons to the right. Reading downward one may
follov the rise and fall of empires, the emergence of new
cultures and the migration of others. With a glance across

the chart the reader can view the developments in all parts
of the world at a particular moment in history. The relative
expansion and decline in world por/ers is indicated by the
vidth of the columns. Stripes of a different color show
conquest or strong influence by an outside nation. When a

natioo loses its political identity the columo merges into that
of the conquering group (p.200).

The legend on the vall chart is quoted verbatim as it were, in a

parenthesis, and the narrative moves straight on to other questions,
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thus this legend sits unerplicated in the tert. What brings itself to the

readey's attention hovever is the pomposity of the tone of the legend

which goes hand in hand with its finality, its absoluteness, its totalisiog

and hegemonic view of the world vhich places all nationalities and

ethnic Broups under its scopic control. The dynamics of imperial

expansion are linked to conquest and assimilation. Hovever the phrase

'the emergence of nev cultures' is highly reminsicent of Mavis's

explanation of the appearance of the Blue Fury.

Those creatures and worlds that ve knov only in sleep and
dream and mythology - of yesterday and today - the magical

technology - are emerging as usual reality in the new
dimension of living and dying. And vhen the unreal has been

accepted and made real, ner/ realities vill present

themselves, forces which become Sentlenesses, gentlenesses

which become forces(p.39 ),

As I suggested earlier, the notion that reality itself is conventional

and therefore not able to be grasped through empirical kaowledge

challenges the possibitity of hegemonic knovledge and this in turn has

its place in undermining essentialisms, particularly those associated

with identity. In this s/ay, the eruption of the Blue Fury into the text

can be seen as a particularly postmodern noment vhich represeots aU

subjects as no more substantial (or three dimensional) than an

advertising image from the television screen. This is the vay in vhich

the Blue Fury has been read in those critical acccounts which pay

attention 1611.150

150 pu1lsg comnents that'[clonsumer goods - cleansing agents esgecially - are
anthropomorphised in a chiasmic movement in vhich commodities are
humanised vhile characlers are fictionalised, dehunanised. Aod the characters'
lives are lived under the control of forces vhich are neither villed, oor ordered
by any tnovable rationalised frame. They live as products of aod vithin
postmoderoity' ('Postmodernism or Postcolooialsim' p.3731. Evans sees the Blue
Fury nore simply as the product of 'a vriter determined to shov hov easily
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Hovever, the Blue Fury is invoked elsewhere in the tert and the

contert of this other reference has gone unremarked and the silence

about this area of the text begs some questions. It is Mrs Tyndall, the

black American cleaning woman in Brian \[ilford's flatrwho is likened

to the Blue Fury.

It is in this section of the tert that Living in the Maniototo most

clearly articulates the problematic politics of postcolonialism. The

description of Mrs Tyndatl continues for three pages before it gives an

indication of the racial difference betveen the narratof and Mrs

Tyndall, However in this space vhat has been made clear in vivid

detail is the economic and social Sulf betveen Mrs Tyndall and her

employer. The information about Mrs Tyndall's racial identity is

introduced obliquely at first. It is presented in a conditional clause

which makes it possible that Mrs Tyndall does not necessarily share

the racial identity of the raiders who are clearly not white.

Because she was of an older generation, she had learned to
suppress or dismiss the desire for a fair share of the vorld's
goodies. Had she been younger she might have behaved like
one of those who stormed dovn Fifth Avenue one evening,

raiding the most exclusive shops for 'vhite mao's sveaters'
(pE2).

What is clear is that she is old and economically deprived. Hovever,

the section very quickly becomes more erplicit in its discussioa of race

relations.

'Dr Brian is very good to me,' she'd say as she was leavinS,
pointing to her bag of food. Yet there vas a glitter of
contempt in her dark eyes. ![e both knew she vas too old

and too tired to be slaving for Master Clean, Bright and White
(p.83).

fictional characters cao be scrubbed out' ('Living and Yriting in the Maniototo,'
in Spao tE (19E,{), p.77.
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The white, liberal benefactor, Dr Br;an, who is so good to his black

charwoman, is transposed in this last sentence to a 'White' 'Master' for

vhom she 'slave[sl.' Legal slavery may have been abolished, but its

legary here is clearly traced in the relationship of economic slavery

between Mrs Tyndatl and Dr Brian. It is in this contert that Mrs

Tyndall is transformed into the Blue Fury.

. . the bathroom was looked on as the vhite person's

domain, for they, with their black skin, had alvays been

encouraged to thin[ that their skin vas unclean (l had seen

bottles of skin bteach still disptayed in the drug stores); and

by the time Mrs Tyndatt had cleaned the bathroom and knelt
at the tile-sugounded bath and the fu6ed lavatory altar she

came at last to life with a kind of whirling rage at the

indignity her race had suffered, and in acc-ordance vith the

role of the Blue Fury vithin the bottle of cleanser she erased

all trace of Brian and me from the bathroom (p.85),

The Blue Fury is clearly associated with a break in 'reality, but its

contert here invites a reading with a slightly different emphasis from

that u/hich sees it as the siSnilier of a simulacral postmodernity. The

Blue Fury can be read as that colonised presence vhich threatens to

disrupt the structures of vhite Western postcolonising. This

whitewashing does not work and difference reasserts itself. It is these

moments of pure violence, of 'blue fury, in the tert vhich cut across

the neo-imperialism of postmodernity. The disruptive violence is that

vhich can 'break' the 'pattern of the world' (Maniototo. p.67). These

moments do not seek to retrieve the notions of identity and presenc€,

but neither are they completely subsumed vithin the operations of

postmodernity.
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CONCLUSION

Permanent nostalgie

of

the conclusion in which

nothing is concluded.

nostdgit, a. Ilome-sickaess as a disease'

tf. Gk nostos return home, GE algos pain, -IAl,
(Concise 0rford Dictionary ).

Homesickoess as a disease permeates the texts of the colonising

peoples. From the inconclusion of Johnson's Rasselas to Living in the

Maniototo's refusal of closure, there is no satisfactory resolution to the

problems of location and identity.tll

The terts of the colonising and postcolonising vriters eramined here

arc caught in a permaoent nostalgia for vhich there is no

aleripharmic. Loss of autochthonicity is the founding condition of

coloniality. Anxiety about this loss is manifested in all the terts which

have been discussed.

l5l Sanuet Johoson, 'The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia,' in Salnuet

Johnson (Orford;Orford UP, l98q pp.33t-{lE.
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Although this condition of coloniality is produced by a founding

moment in history, the way in which that condition is manifested in

the texts is not fixed and transhistorical. Coloniatity is displayed

differently in each of the three Sroups of terts.

In the Mansfield texts, which were mainly produced in the second

decade of this century, coloniality is displayed in the sfeouousness of

the attempts to assert a position of European autochthonicity. There

are two main strategies by vhich this assertion is carried out. Firstly,

the colonising subject is presented in a series of stereotypes vhich

attempt to fir and control the difference betveen the narrative's

identification and its subject matter. This strategic disavoval is

undermined by the signs of contiguity between the narrator and the

discriminated colonial subjects. Secondly, identification is asserted

vith the cultural artefacts of European high culture. Autochthonous

Europeans afe produced as stereotypes and disassociated from

European high culture. This allows the narrator to claim an

autochthonous relationship to European high culture. The coloniality

of the narrative voice is revealed by the strenuousness of its attempts

to assert the European identification.

The Hyde texts all date from the 1930s. The erplicit exploration of

colonial dislocation in their narratives is mirrored in the fractured

structures of their narratives. Their attempts to assert a national

identity rather than a colonial one are effected by disavowal. National

identity is characterised here by a libertarian ethos. However, the

discriminated subjects produced in these terts are the colonised people

rather than the colonising peoples. In these stereotyped figures the

traces of racism return as a reminder of the conditions of coloniality.
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The one Frame text given detailed attention dates from the late

1970s. There are no discernible sfategies of disavowal in this text. It

constantly revisits the history of colonisation and charts the violence

of its dynamics. At the same time, it renders problematic any

assertion of fired identity by its textual engagement vith replication.

Frame's tert attempts to articulate the foundering moments of

individual and national identity rather than their founding moments.

At the same time the text marks and mourns the loss of these

meta physical categorie s.

Amongst the texts examined in this thesis, there is nota successful

attempt to produce a national literature founded in national location.

Nor can there be under the conditions of postcoloniality. All too often

in vriting about colonial literature, the production of national

literature is envisaged as a biological or teleolofiical progression. It is

envisaged groving, organically, from a fev embryonic settler

scribblings, through a colonial and provincial adolescence, until it

emerges as a futly fledged and adult national literature (vhich was

always already its goal). Frederic Jameson suggests another model

which can help to erplain the absence of a secure national literature.

He argues that 'daily life and eristential experience in the metropolis

... is necessarily the very content of the national literature 11se6.'152

He further suggests that, for the metropolis, the advent of colonialism

152 Frederic Jameson, 'Modernism and Imperialism.' in Terry Eagleton,
Frederic Jamesoo, and Edvard Said, Natiooalism. Coloaialisn and Literaturo
(Mioneapolis: Minnesota UP, 1990), p.)1. Further references t,o 'Modernism' in
the tert. 
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meant lhal a 'significant structural segment of the economic system as

a vhole' was now 'located elsewhere . . . outside of the daily life and

eristential erperience of the home country' ('Modernism,' pp.50-51).

Because of this, the 'very content of the national literature itself, can

now no longer be grasped immanently; it no longer has meaning, its

deeper reason for being, vithin itself' ('Modernism,' p.5l). He argues

that colonialism removes the possibility of national literature for the

imperial nation.

I suggest that it also removes the possibility of a national literature

for the er-colony. At the founding of the New Zealand colony, a

significant structural section of its economic system vas, of course,

outside itself. Under the hegemony of multinational consumer capital

it vill remain so. Frame's tert is hailed as postmodern (and by

implication, therefore not provincial). I conclude that it is not Nev

Zealand literature vhich has opened its horizons to international

postmodernism, but that the permanent nostalgia. which is the

condition of coloniality, has become, also, the condition of the vorld.
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